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EPISODES
The created world of the game 'Xcnogcars r

is a single part within an

infinite flow of history. The time scale involved is more or less 1 5)000

years. The stoics told through six large episodes and this book will

closely examine ’Episode 5 in order to guess at its ending.

Due to the large amount of information about this world, it is possible to

determine the cause and effect that take place from past to the present. In order

to bring the whole matter to light, we shall consider ’Episode 5\ Having
heard the voice of the Producer, the facts that were not revealed in the story

will now be known, and "die world's entirety” will be understood. At the time,

'Xcnogc^rs’ touched their hearts and its 'truth™ is reflected as light from a mirror*

The Truth

EPISODE I

Era of Interplanetary War
15,000 years before the story, humankind set out from earth and discovered

a hospitable planet in the Archer constellation M24. It became known here-

after as ‘Neo-Jerusalem’ and once again, humans headed for the abyss of space.

As a result, humanity enlarged the circle of living things to encompass almost

the entire galaxy approximately 10,000 years ago . . .At the same time, the Inter-

planteray warwhich had broken out intensified The universe became the stage

for the devastation caused by the winds of wa r
, ^

The Deus System which appears in the story was developed in this era, but

beside^thls phenomenon, this episode remains shrouded in mystery,

EPISODEJO
Time of the Genesis

Sentient life forms began to increase at this time in the world of Fei

and the others , . , Cain became the humans' progenitor and was
revered as the divine emperor* Abel a survivor of the Eldndge's fall to

earth, opposed the religion of Cain. Both he and Elly began to grope

for a new way of life. This is the background for Episode II as the story

advances. At that time, it was thought that Cain's own mission was to

bring about the resurrection of Deus, and that he did not seek "humanity's

freedom" the main point of the story.



EPISODE VI

EPISODE m
Zsboim Culture

The stage for Episode Mils dose to that of the real world

it was the time of an advanced scientific culture, The level of

human intelligence had attained its peak r but due to genetic

damage, those unable to reproduce be gain to increase. Using

nanotechnology, Kim {Abel's reincarnated form} worked towards ?

finding a way to overcome this, but Miang's plot resulted in his

complete fail are . . „ Emeralds was bom in this era and nanli- ti

technology was revived by one of the three Sages of Shev^Tadfa

While the time directly after Episode 5 is pivotal at this point in time it

remains an completely undeveloped Episode It is only known to be the

terminal point of Xenogears' world, and from now on the revealing of

information is held back.

Solaris War
Appoximately 500 years before Fei and the others were born, the continent

of ignas was the stage for Episode IV. At about that time Cain and the Ministry

judged humanity to be at the last stage of evolution, and Solans was founded.

This was done to establish direct control of the surface. But the humans of this

era had evolved the ability to use ether and the surface war against Solaris

reached an extreme. Before long, this great war of 500 years ago came to

an end in what came to be known as the Day of Collapse,

EPISODE V
Xenogears

The resurrection of Deus having been held back until the year 9999,

the story's hero, Fei lives in the frontier village of Lahan. Little is known

of Fet's origins or why he lived in the village, but 3 years ago he was

carried to house of the Lahan village chief, Lee by a masked man.

At the time, Fei's mind and body had both been greatly damaged and

until now, he had lost nearly his entire memory. Then came the event

of the attack on Lahan , . „ This event becomes the trigger which will

set Fei on the path of fate.

Director Tetsuya Takahashi's comments

The world of Xenogears is divided into 3 large parts containing the episodes. The first part takes place about 5000 years after our time, with the vast universe
Ai

as its stage. The second part is the game, the story of Fei and the others' world. The third part tells of what comes after.

Within that, the four episodes must once again be looked at In detail in order to understand. From the beginning the second part's secrets were contained in the

various episodes for example, in simulation games as well as novelizations, virtually every medium was thought of in order to express it and the result is that seen

in the game. The meaning of the game 'Xenogears' must be understood from the whole, as Episodes IV and V are but parts of the whole while the stories of Episdodes II

and III must be pieced together from fragments,

Mow, the still unveiled Episodes I and VI weigh on the mind, and it was thought that certainly, by all means it should appear in print .The transition from fragmentary

stories to finished product shall come about gradually. Oneway to make this come about would be to ask Zahar "please" and see what happens.
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From the birth of Deus

to the game's adventure . . .

Both the truth and history of

'Xenogears' are explained

The work of 'Xenogears' has a long history of 10,000 years, For example, while

die story of Fei and the others' actions tells only a small part of the story. it provides die

"basis" for a history that is by no means insignificant.

Oi course, the view ot the world is constructed with only one history in mind, one rhar begins

1 5,000 years ago. In rids case, the story's history will be explained in detail by beginning

with the facts of the era in which Zohar is discovered.



15,000 Years ago

Before Humankind set out for the universe . , .

an Object was discovered.

Ilefore mankind set ou I for the universe- -they arridentiily found the origin of species.

0k
I he i bird MilEcnium dim* I\nod J'hi- Bcgirtiung

Year 2001 A.D. . . . Humankind excavates an. unknown object.

Panspermia

Cosmo logi si Fred Hoyle

advanced the theory of pan-

spermiia
h
explaining that

"the origin oi the universe

is in space"
-

. Since then it has

been proven that there are a

great number of comets con-

taining organic matter, and

one theory proposed that

life actual!) came from space.

Study Life was hi > r n fire?in Z < >har!

?

#Approximately 4.5 billion years ago, the planet earth

was horn iti the vastncfiS of Space. The earth, was; at

a I airly high temperature at this time with carbon

dioxide and vapor mailing up much of the atmosphere.

After this, the earth's temperature slowly began to cool

down, the atmosphere and the vapor became a downpour,

becoming the
r

sea
r

of life
1

* origins. And so, approximately

500 million years later about 4 billion years before the

present, earth’s beginning life is born . , .

However, opinion held that in the case of the theory that

'life originated Irom earth nearly 500 million years after its

birth" w:is much too soon and Wouldn't some form of drive

have accelerated the hirth of life?"

This sort of thinking and meteorite theory led to the birth

of the panspermia hypothesis which might not be totally

unfounded. Now, the basis of these theories was that the

stratum in which 7.u har had been discovered,, believed to

date from the time of the earth’s formation and iL bet amu

clear that the time when Zohar existed in the earth was

nearly coincident .That Zohar might have directly 'iiiadia%f|$

is. a radical way of thought and it is more accurate to

conjecture al [his point in time to have ’accelerated' it

Only, because so little about Zoabr is referred to in the

story, nothing dearly established has been said. However,

it remains the 'core' of the world view of "Xenogears", as

should be expected from the above stated comments.

king iigo, there whs an era ilnrt cnitie io lie ailed MstorieaUy ’"the Last coniine of the Messiah

Wirh rhe words left behind by notorious prophets to end their groundless fears, humankind

faced the next HJCHJ years as ck T*hiid Milkniutn beg;m.

ft w ;is ihe ve;tr 2(HSI A.D,

Because an eye shaped "( Object* was discovered in a stratum da dug. to akiui .V.J billion years

ago, ir was known as a disttnetly
'

'artificially created form”.

One discovery shook the whole world

Finally, due n the efforts of a research consorHum, a partial hypothesis in [lie case of

flic ''Object'
1 was announced and released ro rlie world-

ftuocd beneath the iiccumuhiiirm of geological straw daring kick to the ei';i of I i tv's i urigins.

rliis very "Object" is tile basis of .ill lifeform*, the’arrifkial’ panspcTmi:/' (pnn-uruvui^c

seed-diild'!
H

however . . .

In rhe beginning, the hypotheses itiok on a g re; it ft wimaiuie meaning; the "< )b|ect'-.

kirerpretatiifii a jumble of conflicting theories, all springing from tEisordercd conjecture.

Tile eentet of the reasoning IWHfId was dmstsrtd. I Inwcw, while their theory was Vaglltf,

a ihwon based on reliable grounds dul run exist.

With many theories all vying uith one aflotlicr, what i> the
H

< Object"?

It is a question of long - Was it an am tidal construct* or a mete by piuduci of chance,

a riddle which was never made emircly clear;-

The fSTCflt of rhe aimless confusion only grew deeper and ihuuoricig often without pr-nol.

again iMitv produced hahn^nrd results.

But those theories' increase resLilted in it measunnent that brought about 3 coming to an

end of things.

\ccording to tint era’s measurements, il became clear that the "Object" hud existed a distant

15 billion years ago in immense unriqutty, separated from fk universe at the time of the

woriel's creation.

With the iiiiiutuneemcnt of these nuasurments, they wandered in bewildenneut and Ix-cainc

LTkgrosiLd ill the deep riddle. While rhe ''Obiter" might not lie an artificial Crealtmi, It wilt-

already ihe province of god. A.s a result, because ctf its fairly strong surrounding magnetic

field, it became known for convcnieocc sake as MAM (magnetic abnormal matter} and the

iutcniaiii mat scale analysis, with ii> applied research project and all attendam questions were

for ill purposes frozen.

One part ended up in automatic reascarehers
1

hanris.bur only a close analytical operation

continued and so, among ihe researchers, it came to he known hi another mmv-

'(lie name of /.obar.

gfljf A.D.

,
. . The world-scale project For emigration 10 Space in set in mwfon- The -fhrectoraw- b $stahlished

J '
1

wilh ! he turn of completing the emigrant ptOject 15 ytafi totfr, fifom that point on Ihe era name

is reformed to T.t (Transcend Chu&tj, JbftHthiS one year equate 355 dfl/5 - providing 1 he basis (or

ihe- standard stellar year.

T. C.

0016

Transcend Chris!

16 years after she Dtaectnrate'i founding the earnest wish or lho people (0 Spread Owl iprtie stars

Lvi-.ich they h.iil held for as long at 600 yea/s si last was fulfilled-- and the earth became their moiiier

as’hey v^cre freed firti* grawijrt rure, a fleet of emigrant ships was organ-zed and set ut for the abyss

of space. After that, the earth became an tiwfcrfitXe r-egfon j "forfccdden pl*:e ' and was C a! led -Lost

Jerusalem-. ‘ The re^spn for c*it\ is gnknpwa for It is thought that the planet's surroundings did not

gteaify change.)

0?9-4 ApptojdrrtaLely JSOyewit'l.ifXnxJas rhe emigrant fleei wandeied. at last reaching the Wi4 Archer

Constellation where they depfloyed ships in order to discover possible planets to reside in.

Landfall, the rww planet becomes the piwuscd land and is named -Neo Jerusalem- arid it was

ihwe lhoy began to dwell.

U?95 The 51ar Cfost-c* Federation is inaugurated. -Neo Jerusalem-, becomes the Federation's first Prime Slac

The Emigrant governing organization, the -Detectorjib Is unified then reorganized. The first Presfoenl

Is elected After, tieo JeruMfom- k thown a? the chief cardinal point as. once aga-ra. fiirmankind heads
‘ out ro rite abyss of space.

*1 !' .ink S|jate of H5CX3 Years.



The Era when Humanity's science reaches its zenith

From 1 Qtbousands of years ago,. lothousaiKls, it was the period of scientific* iccliiiologv.

Neo Jerusalem - the first world capable of supporting life that

was acquired by humanity. Establishing a base on this planet,

once again they pushed outwards. Even though they grew

in knowledge, it was only scientific - their spiritual 'expansion'

did not occur. And so, there was a sudden outbreak of a large

scale war . . and the living creature Deus . . ..

So even though freed from gravity's pull and expanding their

frontier out into space, the same thing began to happen

all over again.

4748 4752 4756 4760

T, t\ (Transcend Christ)

Interstellar war intensifies/Deus out of control The 7th Millenium

.

: 74

3

t0 the efforts of 'other' archaeologists, at last an artifact from the former

’Lost Jerusalem's- time, -MAM' (abnormal magnetic matter-} and -PtEgrirn Fleet-

as they are called a re found (it is thought) in the storeroom of a museum ship

that is part of a wandering religious sect's fleet.

4744 After a pproximutely 5000 yea r s, a na lysi s of MAM begi n s on ce m o re,

4 750 As a res u tt of -MAM- a nalysis, the theory of p h enomenon pha se shift is born,

4751 AH the research groups attempt to master this, using -MAM- as its core, so

as to turn suppositional theory into proven fact, -Project Zo ha r- commences,

4752 Strife in the region intensifies,

4 705 Due to a it accc identft h e cau se of wh ich is utl known), - Project Zoha r- causes

the destruction of a planet, MAM is found floating in a the nearby region and

recovered.

4 766 With the contro 1 1 i ng system - Kadom ony-, t he comp letion of Zo h a r seems

almost completed. Mow, at the center is -Kadomony- that has as its central

core the protocol center, -Persona-, and like the inner workings of -MAM-

its processes are unknown. That same year, interstellar war a pears to be

reaching its climax, and in the midst of all this system -Deus is completed,

.
. During a series of experiments on both systems in MGC 6744 (note 1) three months

* ’

•
1

after Zohar is made Deus
1

mai n power source, construction of a space station i n stat-

ionary orbit is begun at Miktam 04a colony planet which is undergoing colonization

and terraforming.That year, during a series of experiments, an accident in which both

systems run out of control for unknown reasons occurs. The rampaging Deus begins

io invade the nearby colony at Miktam. Unnumbered casualties result.

The military, fearing Deus' overwhelming fighting power, at last subdue it at the cost

of many lost lives and place it in suspended animation. Afterwards, Deus is dismant-

led into its various cores and sealed. For the sake of the official investigation into the

accident that caused it to go out oF control and for further planning, the Super Space

Cruiser, the Eldridge is requisitioned. Deus is loaded on board for transferral to another

planet. Now, the Eldridge takes on the workers and survivors from the nearby planet

(about 1,2 million people) as refugee passengers.

Various ships and vessels appear throughout the story, these

were brought along with the Eldridge at the time of its fall to

the planet. Here is introduced for the first time the vessels

loaded onboard and the division of the ship into blocks.

Fora ship on the scale of the Eldridge, every major

: block is made to be fully functional on its own. The
Front 0sock one fore block Babel, becomes Babel Tower in the

Babel story. Also in the case of the fore block, it contains a

large scale plant for HLV use. When Shevat was built,

this became its central block section.

The block containing the computer -fiaziel- that governs the

entire Eldridge. Like the fore block Babel, It achieves a soft

landing due to its indepenent navigational ability. In the

Middle Block case of ftaziel, the first fusion of an alien civilization's weapon

Mahanon biological information, it records material regarding Deus,

It is for this reason, afrai d that th is in formation could leak to

human beings that the Gazel Ministry use Gate technology

to prevent anyone from going to Mahanon.

Kadomony

Zohar

The strongly restrained Deus in suspended ani-

mation, wtih each core divided from the other is

loaded onto the Eldridge. During the opening

movie, when the operator calls out Alpha V, it

refers to the biological computer Kadomony’s

mainframe (primary protocol Persona). Omega 1

indicates Deus actual body.

Prayerstar - Fleet Cruiser

Excalibur (NChl)

After she Eldridgc's c fash, Is was excavated by Sfo^at anti restored Ouriny

the Gr«n War rrt 500 yean- ago it was destroyed by Merkava's special attac k

wish Sophia onboard. The second moss powerful of the battleships.

Prayerstar- Recomaisanee Vessel

Excalibur (NO. 2)

Excavated at the same time by Shevat„ it was also restored and

during the Story became the ’sword'' for Yggdrasil, Incidentally,

other battle class s hi ps beside Excafi bu r are onboa rd

,

Attack Land Cruiser

Yggdrasil IV

The powerful Landing Cruiser, the Yggdrasil is able to respond to

moving targets in spate (like battle cruisers and colonies) and it

has the abi lity to transform.

it's not over staing to say that large scale ships with long range navigati-onsa! abilities are on the scale of a small

nation, equipped with military power. Of course, during the transport of Deus, the miliary power was upped
considerably.

* V
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10,000 years ago

T, C. (Transcend Christ) / Bt^ieodai

Deus' Revolt/Initiating the Self Resurrection Program Foundation

4767 Even in suspended animation,, Deus suddenly activates during the transfer, The seated

Zohar separates from Deus, hacks into the Edridge's mainframe (artificial intelligence

ftaziet) and takes over. Activating space displacement mode,, it plans to move the Eldridge

and everyone onbard to the 'main star', Temporarily given the position, as the Eldndge's

Captain by the Technology Research Headquarters as a special assignment (eradication)

Special Corps Colonel Higeyoshi Inone makes the decision to abandon the Eldridge, and

devises a plan to use the central ship's bolt system to slop Deus. When it takes over the ship's

explosive plug that task becomes impossible. There the central Spinal Shaft fusion bolt is

exploded (note 2) This is the plan to sever the Spiral Shaft (note 3] so as to take the Eldridge

out of space displacemnt mode, and in essence the loss of Spina! Shaft causes the Eldridge

to lose the ability to maintain mass balance, and shortly thereafter. It is caught by the

nearby planet's gravity, and plunges into the atmosphere, Due to the effects of gravity,

the main body of the Eldridge begins to break up. Nearly all the blocks are destroyed by

the friction of the atmosphere, and the sudden impact with the surface causes a great

release of energy. Only the block with emergency navigational ability is able to soften

the landing. It escapes complete destruction, but it is not known if there are any surviviots.

The central part of the ship's body where Deus is stored falls to the center of the ocean

and sinks to the sea floor. Zohar's actual body falls at peak speeds of many kilometers per

second. Immediately after, governing system Kadomony separates itself from Zohar's main

body. It achieves a soft landing on the coast of a continent.

0000 -System HAWWA- activates and separates from the- protocol -Personal base program

-Eiebayym-.The planet's first sentient beings are born, -System HAWWA- forms the

founders of human beings, Cain and the 12 people ofGaeel from -Animus-, parts of

Kadmony. Elehayym and Miang split from the manager -System HAWWA-, The plan to

reconstruct the enormous Deus System {in reality Zohar) is begun. The Eldridge'* only

survivor (it is thought), the boy Abel Eat that time 1 years old), meets the newly separ-

ated Elehayym. Cain and the others, making use of Kadomony's functions, begin to

produce the prototype of different species (human beings). Those life forms that are

called humans rapidly increase at an exponential rate for a short period of time,

however the pace of this slows down shortly thereafter.

0010 Cain begins to be worshiped as the advent of god among the people. Abel rebels

against this, worship. The thinking of Abel becomes a hindrance tc Cain,

0011 Cain plans to eradicate the foreigner, Abel Elehaym dies in Abels' place. Miang

o bserves this in si lence.

0000

I_
Eldridge

The Eldridge as a colony ship is the second of the space

cruisers in the Philadelphia Class, The colony resides in

the hull of the ship. In the beginning scene, the streets

are visible from an opening in the ship's gunwale. The

Eldridge Is requisitioned by the military on a temporary

basis for the transferal of Deus, For this reason, the 8

members of the bridge's crew are military personnel.

Normal Weight

Widest measure

Long range effect

27 Billion Tons

42 Kilometers

100 kilometers

Chronology Supplement

Note 1 ) These digits indicate its place in the Hubble

classification system. The next, Mi ktam, shows the name
of the sta r system, the next two digits signi fy t he fourt h

planet in the system, in the case of the satellite in upper

orbit it is further denoted by SOQ The last. £ indicates

that the planet is classified as one whose environment

is capable of beng reconstructed, some amount of at-

mosphere and a sea as well - a planet needing recon-

struction , Also this class isn't permanently fixed, it

corresponds to the reconstruction level of the environ-

ment, so that u indicates its current level of progress.

(The result is that the class cr is not to be shown,)

because the active state of reconstruction is class y
The difficulties on the planet below for making a profit

are many. In the end, in the case of the star Miktam's

fourth pfanct, it rates as a reconstruction class)? planet

-

that & the meaning of this designation.

Note 2) The original use of the Spinal Shaft's separ-

ation function, large scale module collection facilities

are placed in various points throughout the Eld ridge's

hull for convenient separation, in the case of cont-

inual use, module exchange facilities are present,

Note 3) One reason the bolt was exploded was be-

cause it was judged that Deus would seize the app-

roximately 9 portions of the ship's hull and control it.

Normally, it is un useable during flight navigation,

thus the reason for the joined bolt, showing that

it is a I ready unde r Deu s' control.

The Universe 10,000 years ago

Appromiately 5000 years after humanity leaves the

nest of the mother planet (earth) the complex array

of small nations band together forming the Galactic

Federation, Held together by the central governing

body, the -Directorate-, the outer frontier nations

begin small skirmishes, Rivalries, space pirates and

the like become the accepted norm, finally causing

the outbreak of interstellar war,
i

Also, at around this time, the previously unknown
•i

whereabouts of -MAM- changes when it is discovered

on the ship of an ancient religious sect. And what is

the meaning of all this , > JThat will need to be deter-
i

mined by succeeding generations, but after a period

of a I mo st 5000 yea rs, the ana lys is of -MAM- i s begu n

once more. And in the process of analyzing -MAM-,

there is Zohar phase shift theory and Kadomony . ,

.

After that Deus is born. However, at that time, scient-

ists did not have full control.

The Main Star Deus was heading for . * *

During the opening movie., Deus takes over Raziel

and engages space displacement mode planning

to take the Edlridge to the -Main Star-. The -Main

Star- is not this era's prime star, Neo Jerusalem,

but Lost Jerusalem , < <Jn other words it is heading

for earth.

In regards to the measures taken by Deus to plot a

course for earth, this is never explained fully in the

story. However, the people of this time certainly

revere it as the 'holy star' Lost Jerusalem. The year

T.C. 16 from the time that humanity set out for the

stars marked the time when earth became "the for-

bidden place" and it is said that about this time it

became impossible to enter its zone. Why earth

becomes inaccessible no one knows, at least it is

thought that no sudden change took place in the

region. In the case of earth, it is wondered, "what

kind of secret" could be hidden there?
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The Influence of the Wave Existence

The Self-revival Program of Deus

Deus is wounded by the self-destruction and fall of the

Eld ridge, in order to restore its own body, "people as parts"

are mass produced. As for what it wants ... It looks towards

coming fights to achieve complete revival. But the bottom

of this revival is tied in with the "Wave Existence's will"

which fell into the third dimension.

The Purpose of differentiating into Miang Hawwa

Why differentiate into Miang Hawwa? While it is difficult now to under-

stand the reason, it is probably tied in with the Wave Existence's "Wi I

I

'!

Original Elehaym resulted from its contact with Abel, and was formed by

biological computer Kadomony, her body evolved by protocol -Persona-

.

This is Elehaym, the existence brought into being due to Abel and the Wave

Existence. Also, the construction of her living essence, is due to the manage-

ment of Deus. Original Elehaym Is part of both Deus and the Wave Existence.

As supporting evidence, in the opening movie, the words 'exon replacement'

appear. Here, the primary goal for changing Original Elehaym into Miang

Hawwa is the activation of Deus, To put it simply, the "ON" state of Deus is

called Miang, and the "OFF" state is called Elehaym. So, after Miang creates

humanity's founders, Cain and the others, Elehaym and Miang are different-

iated. Here, responding to Abel's recurring wish, the Wave Existence supplies

the "Mother's will" And so, Elehaym's differentiation from Miang is done so

that she may provide the role of"mother
r

to the Contact Abel, Without the

Wave Existene's Advent, would it have been necessary to have Elehaym

divided from Miang?

The Important Factor for Revival

In order for the living weapon Deus to revive itself, it needed to use the existing

humans as live parts. However, just growing human beings would not achieve

complete revival. It also needed the very "nature" of the human body. Also, the

parts produced by Kadomony, -Anima- and -Animus- * * *Jhe protocol -Persona-

ls also an indispensable factor. Here a I! the necessary factors for Deus' resurrection

are explained one by one.

7777; Human beings as parts

\

J
1

— ——-—-— —
For the various kinds called humans, the change in exterior form

due to the environment results in a "unique shape and fu notion”

becoming attracted to the body. As for the meaning of"humans"

the living body is reformed with an inborn fate. For the sake of

spurring on the advancement of these reforms, the Ga2el push

forward the'M Project resorting to artificial measures. It involves

the construction of Merkava's materials with the eventual goal of

turning humans into angels. Also, a measure for inducing reform,

"Reset" is used to go about doing this, (Like using nuclear power
during theZeboim era when reform was desired). However,

doubts have surfaced. As living parts for Deus, the question arises,

"What are humans needed for?" In this instance, the reason exists

in history. As "experimental bodies for the coming war", the human
form is grown and formed into a living body. And so, after the

complete resurrection they are used to simulate the battle against

the hostile power of the enemy. To prove the truth of this; the

Miang of 500 years ago incited the contact between Lacan and
Zohar, thus resurrecting the Diabolos Corps, The Diabolos Corps

are a first stage of Deus' form as mobile terminals. Miang tests the

abilities of humans and the differences between them and the

Diabolos Corps in battle.

During a series of experiments

Wave Existence Side

Wave Existence

Upper dimension
Original

Elehaym
Path of Sephirot

Due to Zohar acting as a phenomenon

transfer machine, an experiment is held

to determine whether it will activate

Deus. Due to Zahar's phase shift, in the

process creating infinite energy it is also

called a machine of infinite renewable

resource.

During a series of tests on Deus and Zohar, the

Wave Existence fell from the higher dimension

where it had dwelled. Also at that time, one small

boy happened by chance to come into contact

with it. This contact had a great effect on "Deus
r

Self-resurrection Program" afterwards.

Interstellar Assault Weapon

Deus

Dialogical Computer

Phenomenon
Transfer Machine

Zohar

A woman born when the Wave Existence

made contact with Abel during a series of

experiments On Deus and Zohar, During

the story the Wave Existence, "responding

to Abel's earnest wish", formed Elehaym

and gave her a mother's will.

. . .However, the truth appears to be much

deeper than that.

An existence from a higher dimension

without any material body. An unfathom-

able "Wave" like object. Before the birth of

the universe, there was one being where

all was
J,

wave existence within a wave-fike

dimension" Due to Zohar
r

s phenomenon

transfer, to avoid crisis it felt to the third

dimension.

D u ring a seri es of expe ri
-

ment s that were top-

secret even within the

military, a mysterious boy

stood there by "chance". He

gained mysterious powers

due to his contact with the

Wave Existence,



10, 000 years ago.

Zohar

Approximately 5000 years ago an

unkonwn ''Object" was discovered.

It's main body being the eye shaped

portion, it was said to be the product

of an "uber-technology".

tiii -7 Anima and Animus
2

—
Anima is the name given to those of the living parts forming the biological

com p uter Kadomony. It is one of the ind ispensable factors in the resurrection

of Deus. However, the Anima were scattered to every corner of the earth at

the time of the Eld ridge's fait to the surface when it self-destructed and ail

knowledge of them was lost. Roused to action, the Gazel Ministry began to

look for their locations, but because they could not determine where they

fell, the search continues into the present day.

Due to the actions of Miang Hawwa, the forms of the “Animus* were changed

into humaity's founders, (Cain and the others), -Animus- in the form of living

humans are needed as working corps for the revival of Deus, Having become
the original form of Animus, Cain and the others as the 13 members of the

Gaze I search for the next ten thousand years for the Anima Relics that make
up the parts of Deus. The humans forming parts for Deus are developed and

managed thereafter.

Elehaym and Miang

The protocol of biological computer Kadomony -Persona*, is an integral

part in controlling Zohar, However, in order to effect the revival of Deus,

Original Elehaym In the form of Miang Hawwa is needed to create the

Gazet, Afterwards, Miang Hawwa divides from Elehaym and returns to

the molecular reconstruction plant. With Elehaym as mother and Miang

as weapon, she continues to work behind the scenes of history,

Fundamentally, Cain becomes the manager for those 1 3 people whose

forms contain Animus, Elehaym is programmed to awaken as the "Last

Miang" on the Day of Resurrection and merge with Deus,

Anima Retie

One of the parts of Kad omony

.

When fused with non living matter,

it plays the central role as one of

Deus' terminal interfaces.

y Deus f

desired resurrection

Created as a mobile interstellar weapon, Deus is programmed with hostile

destructive power, However, due to its having run out of control in a series

of experiments, it began to destroy an Allied Fortress, Upon recieving this

information, the military overwhelmed Deus at the cost of a great many
casualties and placed it in suspended animation. Afterwards, in order to aid

in the investigation into the cause for its running out of control, Deus is trans-

ferred to another star system, but on the way, it falls to the planet that appears

in the story. At last, 10, 000 years having elapsed since its fall to the planet

Deus puts into motion its completed plan for resurrection. Even though the

passage of those 10, 000 years are almost an eternity for the humans, it may be

just an instant for the weapon Deus, However, doubt remains. And that is, after

the resurrection is it possible that the hostile power that it relied on will continue

to exist? That is the question. In any case, its thoughts turn to the possiblity that a

hostile culture could In fact destroy it. The ressurection plan is simply the will of

it as a weapon - if it is merely about destroy ing a hostile enemy, dearly the

extraordinary cost of the plan is not in equal measure. From this it can be seen

that Deus does not just want to destroy an enemy force, but it can be inferred

that possibly, another goat exists, The crux of the matter is that while Deus was

in transit amid all the other star systems of the Interstellar Federation, it made
plans to go to the mother planet, in terms of the complete revival of Deus, in this

case, is this the entirety of all that it absolutely "must do no matter what"?

Determining that it will not escape the destructive

impact with the surface at the time of the Eldrides

fall, Deus separates from Kadomony, After Kadomony

achieves a soft landing, Miang Hawwa awakens and

forms the founders of humanity, Cain and the others.

So, preparing for the day when it might be revived,

Deus begins its long slumber on the ocean floor.

Abel

The only survivor at the time of

E ld ridge's crash. According to the

Wave Existence's will, he is fated

to be the destruction of Deus.

Anima Relics

The living elements that make up
biological computer Kadomony,

After the crash of the Eld ridge, their

whereabouts become unknown.

HumanHuman Hunusn

:H urnan

forming
j

Animus

Those humans made by Cain

and the others become divers-

ified into their various kinds.

Formed using Kadomony,

their evolution is advanced,

The ancestors of humanity

formed from living dements

-Animus- of Kadomony. After-

wards they began to mass

produce those humans who
would be parts for Deus,

Elehaym (Elly)

Emperor Cain
Miangi (MOOOQ)

Gazel Ministry (12)
Miang Hawwa having created Cain and the others, returns inside the

molecular reconstruction plant, after forming Elehaym and Miang

from herself.

Miang Hawwa

Differen
*tfates

Awakes Animus Original Form



The destruction of the modern culture by nuclear war
A highly-advanced civilization have already existed four*thousands of years ago. but it...... .

The humans created by Cain and the others attain their intellectual

peak, heading towards a glorious time. However due to inborn genetic

flaws, the people of this time are beset with worry over the fact that

their average lifespan is shortening. This era's Miang, as administrator

of humanity judges that the humans of this era are flawed and can

not be used as parts for Oeus. Expecting that due to the widespread

radioactivity, humans will suddenly mutate she belgns to lay the

groundwork for the full scale outbreak of nuclear war.

6050 6056 6059 6062 6065 6068 6071

Est. Calendar

Nanotechnology's potential / Miang's plot Zeboim Culture

Twin sisters awake as Mi&ng (JV10&1 1 and M0612)

5055 Kifn ^ born, Elchaym is bom.

Mi ang judges that th is era's human s are defective for becom ing pa rt& for Deu s. The
•

• 3 result of the meeting between Miang and the Ministry decides the outcome. As one

of the close associates of Zeboim's Head of State, she begins to make preliminary

arrangements for all’ out nuclear war.

6071 Kim enters Federal University, enters medical school.

5074 Taking college entrance exams, he enters the Faculty of the Biological Sciences

Department. Here he begins research on molecular machines. That same year,

Elehaym begins working at the Federal Hospital as a nurse.

5075 Kim continues his studies at the insititution.Tliat year he takes his Graduate degree.

507 7
Kim, this is a period of transition from student to researcher, and he publishes a thesis

in the academic world seeking -a way to reconstruct genes with molecular machines’.

Specifically, the plan involves the proposal that nanomachine colonies be used to create

artificial life. However, this proposal is seen as basphemy against god, and to avoid heresy,

Kim is banished from the academic world. That year, having been driven out Of the aca-

demic community Kim abandons moleclualr machine reasearch and re enters the medical

department. His aim is to once again to tread the path towards becoming a doctor.

6079 Kim becomes a Federal Government Doctor. He and Elehaym meet at the same hospital.

608 1 The anti-government group Ravine is involved in the exploding of the central electrical

facility. Due to this terrorist act, the Capita kity experiences a 50% blackout. The Federal

Hospital also experiences an outage, and as a result of this, an unfortunate tragedy occurs

when Kim loses the life of a young girl under his care. That year, Miang takes notice of Kim's

thesis and conceals it, seeing its possibilities. Having simulated the measures for evolving

humans , Miang contacts the Department's doctor. Kim and offers the use of a research

facility as his sponsor. Accepting her offer, alongside his work as a federal Doctor, he once

again undertakes the research into molecular machines. That year, anti-government group

Ravine also acquires Kim’s thesis. Seeing the potential in the thesis for the creation of

dangerous weapons, they also contact Kim.

The Dying species

For those humans of this era who have become the

third Annonelbe their time as this kind is coming to an

end. Due to widespread inborn genetic damage, those

incapable of leaving behind descendants began to

increase. Originally the people of this era were a short-

lived species (average life span around 30 years) and

this truth leads them to despair, as their life cannot be

extended > . . They feel outrage that only destruction

lies in wait at the end of life. As the shaping admin-

istrator, Miang marks the situation judging that this

era's humans are defective parts. As a result of the

consultation between her and the Gazet Ministry, it

is decided that humans will be "reset" using full scale

nuclear war. The reason this era
r

s people are called

the third Annonelbe, is because humans had been
J

reset
r

two other times in the past. Totally unwaware

of Miang's planning, Kim continues his reasea rch, en - ;

trusting humanity's future to nanoteehnolgy.

Nanotechnology in use

Kim's proposed nanotechnology would replace

the defective DMA with the correct genetic code

supplied by machines. While a radical theory, the

ultimate technolgy was in the manipulaton of

human DMA . . . But that era's scientists judged that

Kim's proposed research thesis was -blasphemy

unto god, a great heresy completely out of the

norm-. Kim was banished forcefully from the aca-

demic community, and afterwards he re entered

medical school. The nanotechnology itself was

thought to have been shelved . .

.

In Est calendar year 6081, Miang got a hold of

Kim s research thesis by chance, and with the ex-

pectation of reforming a new humanity she off-

ered Kim a research facility. However, the future

reform of humanity she desired was entirely

different from the future that Kim desired. When
Kim realized this later on, he contacted the anti-

governemnt group Ravine,

ZeboinVs destruction and aftermath

At that time, Miang as a close advisor to the Head of

State is manipulating the world behind the scenes.

Relations with other countries are slowly worsened,

and the outbreak of large scale war is only a matter of

time. In order to deter th is, the anti-government org-

anization Ravine resists the government's military.

At last, Kim having realized Miang's true nature, chooses

diffent methods than Ravine and he determines to begin

his own ‘'independent war". As a result his research facility

is invaded by the military and Elly is lost. Afterwards, Kim

disa ppears having sealed himself up with Emeralda. And

so that same year, suddenly all-scale nuclear war breaks

out over the entire surface ofthe earth. Other than the

small part of humanity that seeks shelter and escapes, all

are destoyed, In addition to this, after the nuclear holocaust

large scale plate movements occur everywhere on earth.

Becaue of this the Zeboim civilization sinks to the ocean

floor, and for approximately 4000 years disappears from

human knowledge.



4000 years ago

Eat. Calendar

Creation of Emeralda Zeboirm Civilization

Ravine desires to recruit Kim into their organization but he rejects this. Discussions on both

sides come to a mutual end. Afterwards* Ravine continues to persist in contacting Kim.

At the end of that year on the day of the Thanksgiving Festival, Emeralds is created-

6083

6084

6074 6077

Having realized the true nature of his sponsor Miang, Kim transfers Emeralda to a research facility

prepared by Ravine, in an attempt to seize Kim's research, Miang moves the military in and special

forces are sent into the facility. Elly is killed while the facility is under heavy attack and the invading

Forces are destroyed, Kim seals himself up with Emeralda for eternity in the facility and disappears

from history. Then full scale nuclear war breaks out. Due to heavy direct hits and the resulting

radioactivity, as well as &C weapons* within little more than a year, more than 9Q*b of the entire

population is lost.

The upper atmosphere Is dogged with fine radioactive panicles and nuclear winter sets in.

Genetic laboratories on the ruined surface pour out various surviving animal test subjects.

Around this time, Chu-chu gives rise to a new representative class of demc-huma ns.

6080 6083 6086
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The Mass-Driver left behind by Zeboim's civilization

The Mass-Driver makes use of magnetic energy to both repel and attract - with

a corresponding object propulsion facility. Linear motor Car is one type of this.

This was built in the Zeboim era for the launching of missiles. Originally the

technology was designed to launch objects out into space, but the military

made use of it as a tool of war. In the story, the facility is used for shooting out

Taura's nanoassemblers*
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The first revolt by the created humans against the founders

The artifical human beings sun ted to rSroljagainsi thr gods, it happens about 500 years ago.

"You've come to Mil me?"

She spoke, standing before the man as though not afraid of her own death,

A fleeting expression, A face that showed him as separated from all others,

alone in the world.

-colorless <monochroime> girl-

And against that, he is stained in red.

Those he had slaughtered, their blood stains his hands even now,

and the man bathed in red, instead of answering her question, stands silent,

and all the while his hands on the sword are shaking,
J

'

, T J see, thank you"

When did his will become a thing that could change? And ali for a girl's gentle smile.

And only for an instant, she appears in color,

in a dark world bathed in hypocrisy and falsity, the shining purity of that smile -

-these are his thoughts.

This was the meeting of Elehaym and Krelian.

(Extract from unrecorded script)

About 800 years ago, Cain and the others having

judged humanity to have reached the final stage,

found the elite nation, Solaris. Having managed
the surface while remaining hidden until now,

they decide for more direct governing. The surface,

rebelling against this, forms the Anti-Solaris Alliance.

In order to protect the dignity of huamn beings,

they determine on all out war. However, within this

group, there are those that seek to gain their own
power. And so, humanity is left with unforgettable

scars . .

.

9080 9110 9140 9170 9200 9230 9260

Est, Calendar

The founding of Solaris / the birth of Elehaym Birth of the Nisan Sect

9088 Founder Adorielle begins the Nisan Sect's teachings.

9164 Cain and the others determine that humanity has reached the final level. Solaris

is founded.

9?c?6 With Babel Tower as its base, Shevat is founded.

J3Q1 Near the present day Aveh - Kislev border, Nimrod is founded.

)44Q Kusel Laodicia accedes as Nimrod's fifth King. The high point for the Laodicia

Dynasty.

53 The Nisan teaching is recognized by Kusel Laodicia as Nimrod's church.

. '

’

Bi she p Pen uel recieves the Nisan BishoporEc's i nvestitu re.

9456 Penuel establishes the convent.

9 165 Krelian recieves life as an illegitimate child. That year his mother Elazarudies,

‘ Ron I Fatima, Rene Fatima are born,

Laca n is bo rn at the eastern edge of Ignas (nea r prese nt day Laban] , That year

Elehaym is born to the bishop at the Ashura Monastery as the second daughter

of three sisters.

Lacan is separated from both parents by death.

> ! t * .
E lehaym is a do pted by Cardina I Penuel. That year she enters PenueTs convent.

In order to recover from illness, she is transferred to the eastern edge of Ignas

where she returns to Ashura Monastery. That year, Lacan and Elehaym meet.

Elehaym again returns to Penuel convent. At their parting, Lacan hands Elehaym

a sketch of herself. She is renamed Sophia.

9496 Zephyr is born as Shevat's third Queen.

The rise of the Nisan Sect

A time when very few people are able to use

Ether, the Nisan Sects founder Adorie lie was one

gifted with an unusual amount of Ether a bi llity.

Those people fascinated by this mysterious power

revered Adorielle as
jr

A messenger of god" and

day by day the nunr bers of the faithful bega n to

increase. Originally the Nisan Sect was a tradi-

tional "teaching" in the region Adorielle was from.

It was hardly the stuff of which typical religions

are made. However, Adorlelle's ether ability dev-

eloped this "teaching" into a regular religion.

After Adorielle's death, her successors were

chosen as "Women with high Ether ability" and

Adorielle herself was the first Abbess of high

Ether ability. In the time of Fei and the others,

the Nisan Sect's teachings had been reformed by

Mother Sophia, so that the current sect's beliefs

were diffent compared to before.

Nimrod and the Nisan Sect

Approximately 600 years ago, during a time of

conflict between a number of small countries, the

country of Nimrod was founded. At first it was re-

cognized as a small country in comparison to

others, but it slowly expanded its influence. At the

time of the accession of the fifth King of Ni mrod,

Kusel Laodicia, it had grown to the second largest

country next to Shevat. However at this time,

governments were still in a state of turmoil, and

Emperor Kusel, desiring an unshakeable authority,

focused on the Nisan Sect which at that time had

prospered. Their intimidation by surrounding

countries was also part of the Emperor's plan even

as he acknowledged the Nisan Church officially.

From their first recognition as a Church, the Nisan

sect accepted Emperor KuseE's assistance, and from

there expanded swiftly. However, Emperor Kusel 's

goal was'The Nisan Sect's political uses" and know-

ing this, the order members rebelled against him.

In the end, Penuefs convent came under attack.

Sophia and Penuel Convent

Born as the second daughter of the Ashura Monastery's

Bishop, Elly went to be the adopted daughter of Penuel

Convent's mother as soon as she reached 7 years old.

Having reached the height of her Ether ability from the

time she was very young, Elly was qualified to be accep-

ted into Penuel convent as a candidate for Mother.

However, being born with congenital illness, before

long Elly's condition grew worse. In order to try a cure,

she was transferred back home to the Ashura Monastery

at the eastern edge of Ignas, It was there that Elly met

Lacan, and before a few months had passed, she

returned to Penuel convent.

And so, 5 years later Emperor Kusel enacted a plan to

assassinate Sophia in the Penuel convent (The Incident

of the attack on Penuel convent). The one chosen to

attack Penuel and carry out the criminal act, Krelian, was

unable to assasinate Sophia and for the next 7 years

or so his wherabouts were unknown.

14



TOGO^SGG years ago

Solaris War breaks out / Sophia's death

948 1 The attack on Penuel convent. Sophia and Krelian meet. Sophia is 13 years old.

That year, the Nisan Sect undergoes a schism.

9490 Downfall of the Laod Ida Dynasty. Kusel Laod Ida is rnurdered, Nisan Ch ru ch on

the decline.

9493 On a trip visi ting away from home, Lacan gets pulled into the conflict over rule with

Solaris and there he meets Krelian, At this time, he thinks that Sophia and Krelian

are together, and while he and Sophia see each other again, there is no reunion.

Having been seclusion for a period of seven years, the candidate for Mother, Sophia

appears before the Nisan members. Because of the former Penuel's sponsorship,

Sophia becomes the Mother. Sophia is 20 years old. She changes the Nisan name
to the Nisan Orthodox In the process, she changes many of the teachings as well.

Jaquelinde becomes the Mother's assistant adviser.That year, the convent's military

Corps is formed. Krelian becomes their leader,

9496

9497

9499

Est, Calendar

The Great War 500 years ago

Lacan and Sophia reunite at: Ash ura Monastery, That year the anti-Solaris Alliance

is formed, with Shevat as its center. The Solaris War breaks out,

Due to the effects of war, many refugees appear around the world. They head for

Nisan. Lacan meets the leaders of a caravan group floni and Rene, and four a

partnership for the Alliance.

An unforeseen result of the refugees coming to Nisan is that it's influence is increased.

The Elder Council of Shevat send the third Queen, Zephyr as emissary. Nisan is drawn

into the maelstrom of war along with the anti -Solaris Alliance, That year Solaris builds

Soylent facilities all over the world, The discord between Miang and the Gazel Ministry

comes out in the open. At the end of that year, at the urging of Krelian. Lacan begins

painting Sophia's portrait.

Lacan and the others set out in search of the Anima Relics, In the process, Lacan learns

of the existence of Zohar. for the four members of the Gazel Ministrywho have gained

Anima Relics, causing havoc among the nations of the world, are defeated by Lacan.

The Gazel Ministers work out a secret trade wiht the Council of Elders in Shevat; the

death of Sophia for the end of battle in Ig nas. S he pe rishe s at th e ag e of 25 years. Mia ng

a captive in Shevat.

:9G 9350 9380 9500

Excalibur

Shevat excavates this ship in order to combat the

Merkava constructed by Solaris. It is a refurbished

Naval Vessel. With mostly automatic functions, it

can be operated by one person, and it has great

strategic possibilities.

Merkabah

Determining 500 yeas ago that it was time to resurrect

Deus, the Gazel Ministry constructed Merkava asDeus
r

mother ship, (Miang was against this/eeling the time

was too early.) Constructed about midway through the

Great War, it dealt a fairly heavy attack on Shevat and Nisan.

The remaining scars from the Solaris War

m

In Est, calendar year 6496, the people rebelling against

the management of the surface by Solaris are formed

into the anti- Solaris Alliance with Shevat as its core.

Several days afterward, the Sola irs War breaks out. And

so, the war continues without hope of victory for either

side, and many people despair . . .it was a war that left a

bad aftertaste.

In this case, Shevat who held together the Alliance

army, was in accordance with Solaris behind the scenes.

At that time, Shevat was ruled by several with authority

called Elders. Their goal was merely to rule over the

surface, and hindering that was the existence of Solaris,

They saw their be&t oppo re u

n

i tywhen the peo pie allied

against Solaris. Going along with this
r
they formed the

anti-Solaris Alliance in order to eradicate the troublesome

Solaris, But, for the Elders who finally realized its awesome

military might, secretly they began to try to negotiate a

deal and in so doing betrayed the army of the Alliance.

However, the surface army felt no such unease

in their hearts. And on the Solaris side
r
strife arose

due to the actions of those in authority. At that

time the people of the Gazel Ministry, Deus
r

parts , .

.

To put it succinctly, their aligning with Anima Relics

in order to become terminal interface weapons for

Deus, However, the Miang at that time expected that

possibly there were humans with Ether ability. Those

with Ether ability who aligned with an Anima Relic

would have much more power than the Gazel Min-

isters who had no Ether ability and would be very

desirable as weapons.

Because of this, the Gazel Ministry found Miang
r

s ex-

istence a nuisance, and they contacted the Elders of

Shevat. They would give to Shevat half the land's surface

for the freezing of Miang in carbon ite. And added to this.,

a clause for the trade of Sophia.
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The humans' third rise to power comes to a sudden end
The artifkal human beings sUiruid to revoll against the gods, tt happens about 500 years ago

At the end of the Ignas War-- the first type mobile terminal

weapons of Deus, Diabolos are activated . . .96% of the human
population is killed. This tragedy comes to be called "The Day

of Collapse" and Roni and the others determine to see if by

their actions anything can be done. However, Miang's plan to

newly reform humans is underway. And so, is there any way in

which humanity's fate can be altered. . .? At this time, no one

has the answer.

9620 9650 9680 9710

Est Calendar

Appearance of the Diabolos Corps / Kreiian's secret maneuvering Dayofcoiiapse

Roni discovers a vessel (present day YggdrasN 4} loaded onto the £ Id ridge an an

Ignas battlefield. In order to leave it to posterity, he orders his companions in the

caravan to begin repairing it Lacan sets free the imprisoned Miang from Shevat.

Desiring Zahar he goes to the area of Bethlehem. That year Lacan and Zohar make
contact The incomplete contact gives rise to Grahf, Having become Grahf, Lacan

awakens the Diabolos (Deus
r

first stage mobile terminals], and they proceed to

annihilate the surface. Due to this destruction, 96% of the population is lost- Roni

and the others as well as the survivors band together with all their power to resist

the Diabolos, Having become the core. Original WeitaH is placed in suspended

animation, barely escaping destruction, Rene Fatima dies sheilding his brother in

the battle. Afterward, Lacan having become Grahf disappears to parts unknown,

9502
is re-founded by those who escape the Day of Collapse, That year, the

assistant advisor to the Mother Jacquelinde gives birth to Rene Fatima's keepsake,

Isolde, Later, Isolde becomes the Misan Sect's Second Mother,

9505 Zephyr, along with the Three Sages, restores Shevat.

9506 Krelian makes contact with Emperor Cain. He recompiles the Gazel Ministry's data,

and moves it into the SOL - 9000.

95 10 Ron i Fati rna foun ds Aveh . That year, without anyone knowing, Laca n d ies. Leaving

only his will behind, it moves into those people who become Grahf,

Krelian visits Shevat. Life extension treatments are given to Zephyr on down
to various leaders. Planning to rule behind the scenes, Solaris establishes the

-Ch u rch- o rganization,

9513 Kislev is founded.

9698 Solaris begins the first invasion of Shevat. Due to Krelian of the Special Corps,

Limiters are placed in the surface dwellers (Lambs)

9 70 1
The second i nvasion of Shevat by Solaris,

The reason for Diabolos" revival

For Mia ngx the resurrection of Deus is all there

is, not what is in store in the coming battle after

the resurrection . . , In other words, it is the des-

truction of the hostile power in space that is the

"true goal" of all this. The Gazel Ministry under-

stand this "true goal" and while wishing for Deus

(god) and full embodiment their thoughts run

more deeply than Miang's, And so,Miang wishing

the "complete resurrection of Deus" revives the

Diabolos Corps. That era's Miang has a strong

interest in those possessing Ether ability, such as

Lacan and Sophia, Roni and the others. And so,

the fact that the first stage mobile terminals

Diabolos don't have Ether ability becomes the

biggest factor. If mobile interfaces such as

Diabolos had Ether ability , , , and from there

could achieve a perfect revival

This was Miang's thought, once more desiri ng to

reform humans, and using the Diabolos to carry

out the'reset' As a result, only those humans
with high Ether ability would survive, and those

humans, becoming parts for Deus, would finally

evolve to the last stage.

Also, there is another reason for having revived

Diabolos, That is to simulate the coming battle

using the Diabolos, In the case of Diabolos, a

dista nt 1 0, 000 years before, they had activated

as Deus' first stage mobile terminals. These

weapons were also being tested to see if they

might be used in the coming battle after the

resurrection. And so around this time, desiring

embodiment and the merging with Deus, the

Gazel Ministers set about activating the Gaetia

Key. The Diabolos attack was not only on the

surface, but extended to Solaris as well. The

inherent meaning of the activation of the Key

is what put a stop to it

Glossary
-Gaeti a Key- F rom t he very beg i nning, humans
were changed to be born as parts for Deus, due to

gene ma n i pulat ion (M P la n). Those people wit h

altered genes, constructed human kind, were called

-Sufaladie-, and fated to become parts of Merkava

and terminal battle weapons. The Gaetia Key was

meant to activate those people that had been

created as building parts for Deus and cause them

to revert to their original form (parts). It was decided

to use it on the day of Deus
r

resurrection.



500 years ago- present

Est. Calendar

Ignas War breaks out / relationship of various people The Time of the Gospel

War breaks out in Ignas, Kiselv issues Aveh a declaration of battle lines, enter Jugend with ftamsus' recommendation.

998S Maria is born to father, Nikolai Balthasar and mother, Claudia.That year the

Elements are started, Jessie, Ramsus, Citan and Sigurd take positions.

Krelian initiates the fifth stage of the Malakh Plan, He comes into contact with

Miang (996),

Jesiah is born as the child of father, Abram Blanche and mother, Mariah.

Minister Shakhan causes a coup d'etat. Bart and Margie are locked away. After a

month, Sigurd escapes out of Solaris, After coordinating with. Mai son, he rescues

Bart and Margie,

Due to a secret plot influenced by the church, Rico is born as a demi-humaa Meant

to succeed Sigmund as the ruler of Kislev,he was banished along with his mother,

Anna in order to hide the truth of his demi-human birth.

Before accepting a position as a Gebler commander, Jessie flees with his family

from Solaris. At the end of that year, Maria's mother Claudia dies. Due to her

grandfather Balthasar, Maria escapes Solaris riding on Seibzehn,

Hyuga ECitan) is born as the 9th child of father, Shouki Ricdeau and mother, Lull,

Sigurd is bom to father, Edbart IV the King of Aveh, and mother, Shalimar Harcourt. Rico becomes Battling King,

99 5 Due to Krelian, ftamsus is born as a copy (0S08191 Rameses) of the Emperor. After

about 10 years, he is left in the waste collection facility.

9978 Jesiah enters the school at Jugend.

9979 Because of the Church's doctors, ftico's mother Anna is overwhelmed and dies

from a wasting illness,

998 Fei is born as the child of Khan Wong and mother, Karen. Elly is born as a girl to

Erich Van Houten and mother, Medina, Ed ban IV and Empress Marie)
J

s heir Bart

is bora That year Sigurd's mot her Shall mar dies. At the funeral, Sigurd sees hjs

father fdbart IV for the first time. Afterwards, he enters the Aveh palace as the

Heir's appointed Guardian.

9982 t0 a 9errn e*Per ' ment 4 Soylent facility, a plague breaks out in Solaris' Third

class citizen level Even though still young, the genius Hyuga redeves the effects

of poison in an experiment.

9983 Margie is bom as daughter to Nisan Mother Elvira Fatima and father, Francis Revane.

Bi I ly i s born as boy to Jesia h Bla nche and Racq uel .That year, Sig urd i s kidn a p ped as

a Solaris test subject.

9992 C ita n takes the post as direc tor of strategy for t he third invasion of Sh evat.

At that time, Jessie enters the surface gorilla Corps led by Caspar. That year,

Billy's younger sister Primera is born.

999 ' Jessie runs away and disappears from his family's place. That year, tlru is totally

subd ued by Sola ri s. At th e en d of that year, Maigi e becom es the N i sa n Mother.

9994 Elly enters the school at Jugend. That year, Citan marries Yui. Midori is born. At

year's end, Jessie meets Shevat s Engineer Joslah Black. After his death, Jessie has

plastic surgery,

9998 Bart's Gear Brigandier is completed. Decorated in first battle. That year due to attack

by Weis, Billy's mother dies. At Stone's urging, he enters the -Church - Monastery.

999: 5 Fei 's fath er fights Grah f again . He bears the wou nded Fei to Lahan. That yea rr

according to a secret directive from Emperor Cain, Citan goes to the surface. He
takes the name, "Citan Uzuki". After that joining his family in Shevat, he moves
with them to Lahan village, That year, Maria goes with Balthasar to Shevat,

Due to a slave generator accident, Bart and Sigurd lose their left eyes, and wear

an eyepatch. At the end of that year, Billy's father Jessie returns to him.

9985 Karen awakens as Miang, She starts conducting spiritual fusion experiments on Fei, 9998 Due to an overdose of Drive, Elly heavily wounds her fellow class mates. Her father

Coming in contact with Krelian, Karen tells him to abandon Rams us. Ramsus kills Erich accepts the post of SS Director, That year, Billy becomes an official Etone.

Second level citizen Kahran Bek ker and merges with him. After taking on Bek kef's Aftewa rds, he opens the orphan age.

ID, he enters Jugend, There he meets a girl whose name he doesn't know (later, the

present Miang), T 0 months after Ka ren awakens as Miang, she d ies due to Fei going

berserk (the present Miang awakens) . Halfway th roug h that year, Hyuga and Srg urd 999 J T h e gam e sta rts here.
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A complex structure of influence and power

What is it these powers have done at times

and what is the desired result.,-?

Created by biological computer Kadomony, humans evolved over the

succeeding generations, and in the process formed various societies

and civilizations, If the fate of all of this is decided by
J

'Deus
r

resurrection

Program" . „ - Desiring the revival of Deus, Cain and the 1 2 people of

Gaze I observed behind the scenes. Their aim to construct Solaris SCK)

years ago, and the path from the Great War SCO years ago to the form-

ing of present day nations . . . Here the movements of those said powers’

influence and structure provide a glinnspe of historic truth, and the

change of societal structure and influence is explained.



Nisan Cathedral /The Angel Statues

Starting about 500 years ago, The Nisan Creed has suddenly

grown. Tod ay's Nisan religion has come to be almost exactly

The Nisan Cathedral are two one-winged angels. If each person

ore by one helps and aids another , „ . They evoke this wish by

Sophia,



Est. Calendar Years 9164 ~ 9496 Before the Solaris War

The plan for surface rule and the appearance of Solaris on the chart of history

Many hundreds of years before, when small nations are fighting with one another across the entire

surface of the earth, once again there is a small impact. And so time flows, and Established Calendar

year 91 64 {835 years ago), planning to govern the world behind the scenes, the Emperor and the

Gazel Ministry are engaged in secret plots, and so Miang establishes -The Solaris Empire-

.

Solaris is the country constructed in the stratosphere that looks down upon the land. And so, one

after another making their landing, the army comes boasting great power. Those nations in rebellion

on the surface, are overpowered one by one, and placed under government control And so,

considering the changes in all those countries' power along with the advent of Solaris, the world's

path to the Solaris War is a matter of resesarch and conjecture.

Nations in power 835 years ago

Miang establ i shes Cain as the Jeader and the 1 2 people of the Gaze I

Ministry as the brain.The will of the people is manipulated with ex-

traordinary skill and due to thisbrainswashing are absolutely loyal

towards Cain. The goal of all this activity *s of course, the resurrection

of Deus.

Establishes system of rule

The Surface

1

i

I

1

a The appearance of a new country, Solaris, amid the* warring small nations

The world in the year 9496 (before the Solaris War) had many

different peoples, and civilized small nations began war with

one another. For all, this was a time of confusion and chaos.

And so, from this time Solaris began to invade the surface using

their military power. Almost no one realized it at the time, only

Shevat being aware of the situtation, and they took a vigilant

stance towards Solaris.

Shevat is governed by a Council of Elders. It towers over

ail in the land on Babel Tower. They research the techno-

logy of the colony ships civilization, understanding it and

then greatly expci nding their scientific knowledge. Of all

the countries on the surface, it is one of high caliber.

Many small nations vied for power. Each of the countries

had varying levels of power, so the wars showed no sign

of ending. At this time, Nisaa already in- existence, ex-

panded its power along with Nimrod, a nation that no

longer exists.

The threat of Solaris' expansion to the rest of the world

At this time, backed by their control of a powerful military and

with advanced scientific technology, Solaris overwhelms all the

nations one by one, all the while expand i ng their own power.

However, their goal in expansion was different from what the

surface dwellers thought. And so, using their military might,

they invaded other countries in order to bring the M {Malakh)

Plan to fruition. Using gene manipulation, the M Plan re-created

humans into the most powerful biological weapons - Malakh

{Angels) and also as created materials (parts) for the building

of Super Mobile Fortess Merkava, Also, these parts were also

integral for the resurrectuion of Deus. The people kidnapped

by Solaris were remade into these living parts.

At last, having accelerated the M Plan, Solaris started to

invade the other powers with their military. Also, they began

to establ ish fac ilities, the Soylent Systems, a II over the world

for the re-forming of humans, In consequence of this, many
surface dwellers were kidnapped and sacrificed.

And so, the truth about Solaris' goal became known. The

countries of the world rebelled strongly against this, a nd slowly

by degrees, the small warring countries began to band together

and their goal became to topple Solaris".

Solaris begins all out

invasion of the surface

Captive humans are taken

to nearby Soylent faciliites

People are used as test subjects in

experiments on the human body
because of the Soylent Systems.

Finding out this truth, the

people of the surface rebel

against it.

Solaris' impact on the

surface is intensified



The important people of Solaris and their thoughts

Those rulers of Solaris, Emperor Cain and the 12

members of the Gazel Ministry, as well as Miang,

while holding the same goal of resurrecting Deus,

each side also has different thoughts,

Cain does not desire there-forming of humans as

parts for Deus, but rather that they be reformed so as

to be free from that fate. And so for that reason he

awaits the appearance of the Contact, and secretly

wishes the destruction of Deus,

On the other hand, Miang as a part of Deus, seeks

to realize the full "resurrection of Deus
rJ

. Those humans

she deems unworthy she immediately sets about

'Resetting', in order to spur on reform, and as a result

causing the resurrection of an enormous perfect weapon.

Having been born for this reason, Miang has no other

goals.

After an incredibly long time, the Gazel are reborn as

"information" and once again take up their desire for rule.

Of course, this means not only rule of the surface, but the

invasion of other star systems using Deus as the ultimate

weapon.

While they cooperate with one another for the goal of

resurrecting Deus, they also manage to use each other

in the process.

The roles and positions of Solaris' Leaders

Emperor Cain

Having absolute charisma as

the founder ofhuman beings,

he lead5 the people of Solans,

Al so, he has a targe infl uence

on the other people of Gazel,
Opposition

The Awakened Miang

Supervisor, However, from

inside rule to t he m i I i ta ry

plan for the revival of Deus,

manages almost the entire

governing of the world.

Support

Gazel Ministry

Even though now they are a part of a living

computer program, at that time the Gaze!

still had their bodies. The existing 1 2 mem-
bers provide strong governing support to

Cain and Miang.

The hidden movements of Solaris at that time

Direct rule of the surface

Re-forming of human bodies

by Soylent Systems

Search for the Gazel

members' Anima Relics

Steady preparations for

the resurrection of"Deus"

At that time, Solaris' military

rule of the surface along with

the establishing ofthe Soylent

systems, all worked towards

advancing the Gazel's plan to

search for Anima Relics, How-

ever, the Soylent System and

the Anima Relics alone would

not resurrect Deus, The central

existence, the Mother (Elehaym)

was needed. Concentrating their

power through Soylent fa c Elites

and the search for the Anima

Relics, when all was prepared,

Cain and Gazel thought to wait

for the appearance of the Mother.

r

The path to Solaris'founding

To trace the original form of Solaris,

one must go back far in the past to

the very beginning.

At that time, people worshipped Cain

as the advent of god, -Cain Worship-

began to be practiced. Offering them-

selves as -the Chosen People-, Cain

and the Gazel deftly manipulated the

people's will. Slowly, they expanded

their great influence. At that time, Cain

and the others, using the remnants

of the colony ship, created the first

form ofthe present country of Solaris,

using it as their base of operations. At

this base, conducting human research,

and re-forming them, steadily they

began to advance the preparations for

the revival of Deus,

And so, 835 years ago, having deter-

mined that human beings were at the

last stage as parts for Deus, Cain and

the others established Holy Empire

Solaris, At this point, they began their

basic interference with the surface

dwellers.

Territory in the stratosphere

It is thought that the reason for

having constructed its territory

in the stratosphere, was for

tactical purposes. Protected by

a Gate [barrier) from this time,

Solaris did not appear to the

naked eye or radar. And so, it was

impossible for Shevat to invade

Solaris in the stratosphere with

the technology that defended

them from the surface.

vW?

;
milt**

Building the land of Solaris

Built of collected ancient technology, The land placed at

the highest point ofthe stratosphere, opens and closes

tike a n um bre I ta . Ta k i n g the e losed position in t he event

of invasion by an outside enemy, it boasts a steel wall of

protection. Also, due to the activation of the Gate (barrier),

the land's location cannot be determined.



Est. calendar Years 9496 ~ 9500 Solaris War

The uprising of the surface against powerful rule, to the Great War .

.

332 years after the founding of Solaris, The use of their military might on

the surface having waxed supreme, they proceed realize its invasion. And
in response to this, more and more of the surface powers rebel Called -Anti-

Solaris-
r
their goal also being to slowly concentrate their power, until at last,

led by Shevat, they form the -Anti-Solaris Alliance - And so, those two mighty

powers impact against one another on the battlefield with enough military

power to split the heavens and the earth. This is the -Solaris War- of 500 years

ago. Here is the state of the organizations and their movements charting the

flow of the Great war.

Beginning of the Great War

The background of the rebellion

against Solaris that caused the Great War

As the most powerful of the allies. She vat leads the rising of the

anti-Solaris sentiment among the people. So, as the head of

the organization at that time, Shevat declares revolt militarily.

As a result, all the small nations that had warred with one another

come into agreement, and after that ally themselves with Shevat.

So this is how the Anti-Solaris Alliance was formed. At that time,

Nisan who until then had been neutral, got caught up in the

conflict and they became staunch alllies in cooperation with the

surface army. Also, the caravan that up until now had been in

trade with the surface powers (on a somewhat small scale with

Barfs ancestor, Roni, and his younger brother Rene, as Chiefs,)

offers weapons and materials to the Anti- Solar is Alliance.

Th e G rear Wa r% M i d - poi nt

Nisan's influence expands as warfare causes

the Anti-Solaris Alliance's power to increase

During the war, Nisan took in many wounded soldiers, and they

were nursed by the Kahal {disciples). Mother Sophia's devoted

rescue and gathering together of these people, causes Nisan's

influence to grow to a scale comprable to Shevafs.

Riding the opportunity, the surface troops slowly begin to wear

down the power of Solaris. Fearing their invasion of the surface is

becoming endangered, Solaris introduces the Super Mobile Base

Merkava into the mix, returning things to the way they were.

Because of this, the war progress returns to a virtual standstill
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After the Great War

Solaris' internal discord and

Shevat's betrayal

During the most heated part of the war, in Solaris the Gazel and

Miang were in opposition. Also, planning the rule of the surface

after the end of the war, Shevat grows distant from the newly

empowered Nisan, And so, the two sides' leaders, the Gazel and

the Elders of Shevat secretly devise an exchange of Sophia and

Miang.

With Miang handed over to 5hevaf, Sophia is subject to a special

attack by Merkava at Ignas' defensive line and loses her life.

This unexpected outcome results in the removal of both bother-

some entities.

Desir ing quickest end to battle

Solaris - Gazel
I ruerfecing

existence

Desiring the resurrection of Deus

Miang

Secret Pact exchange of Miang and Sophia

r

Shevat Elder Council
Alliance Nation Nisan

Mother Sophia



Nisan

• Formation of the Special Corps
for seising the -Anima Relics-

Shevat having received information con-

cerning Solaris' search for Anima Relics, a

special task force is formed with Krelian

and Lacan from N Mart's Monastery Corps

and the caravan's leader Roni as its center,

Sophia atso accompanies them.

•The role of Roni and Rene
as leaders of the caravan

At first., Roni and Rene have a sales partner-

ship with the surface military and from this

light footwork the nature of the relationship

strengthens to Supply Corps to the surface

army. Asa result their defense during

transport is amplified with military strength.

rw
/ T

Shevat

O R. Weltall
The machine in which Grahframpaged in a fit of

frenzy causing destruction throughout the earth

on the -Day of Collapse-. Having the nature of Deus

makes him that much more a -demon-.,

[ trend ] Shevat posesses enough political power to lead the surface army.

At first it only wished to achieve freedom for the surface, but becoming

predominant in wartime began to desire rulership over the surface, thus

forming plan to trade with the GazeL

[structure] The Government and military are managed entirely by the Council

of Elders, At that time, the present Queen Zephyr also went to the front lines

to do battle. And the Three Sages, while possessing no governing power,

collaborated with the military as technological advisors.
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The actions of the countries during the Great War,
their organization and role

Council of Elders

As a messenger representing

Shevat, Zephyr visits Nisan,

As the war progresses. Zephyr

tends her strength to the Def-

ensive Corps, giving it a more

Mobile Corps -type nature.

[trend ]
Being caught up in the outbreak of the Great War, they fight to protect

the Church, Gradually those in agreement with Sophia begin to gather and

join Shevat at the battle line for the freeing of the surface.

[structure] NisaiYs Monastery Corps become drawn into the surface army with

Shevat as the center. While Sophia is against this, the entire will of Nisan over-

rides her decision, Roni and the others in the caravan also join at this time.

Mother

The Monastery Corps drawn in

by Shevat. In actuality its goals

are to search for Ani ma Ftel ics

and prepare behind the battle

lines. They specialize in many

things.

The Monastery Corps respon-

si ble for the Chute b's defen se.

The greater part of it being

drawn in by Shevat, they retain

the miliary power to continue

defending the Church.

Suppliers to the surface army.

In agreement with rhe aim foi

the surface's freedom, I hey

gradually begin to function

as a mobile Corps. Their military

strength is comparable to the

Monastery Corps.

The appearance of Solaris as a threat. Unable to expel that threat the

un-numbered various warring powers of the surface began to band together,

becoming a large power. During the fighting, that enormous power became
divided between the two nations of Nisan and Shevat,

And as background are many governing strategies and tactical decisions

that lie hidden in the formation of this structure. Here is the investigation

into the three main countries during the Great War, Solaris, Nisan and Shevat

and the trends in the forming of their organizations.

Solaris

[trend] Having begun the invasion of the surface with overwhelming military power, the

unexpected resistance of the surface powers enables the Alliance to penetrate all the way

lt> the center of Solaris' land. At the end of the Great War, Solaris sends out their trump card

Merkava, and this also is destroyed; therafter it turns into a defensive war.

[structure] At this time, Cain was already thinking that the future of'human beings” should

be entrusted to them, and so removes himself from the forefront. For this reason, Miang

and the Gazel Ministry manage the governing of the country themselves.

Emperor Cain

Nearly equal positions

Slowly Miang's governing

power is strengthened.

Mlang

During the Great War, mainly

go on a search for the Anima

Relics. Having fused with a

Relic, 4 members of the Gazel

are defeated by Lacan and the

others of the surface army.

• Mlang and the Gazel's discord

During the war, surface dwellers beganto

appear among the enemy powers with pseudo

Zohar ability (those able to use ether due to inter-

ference by Zohar), Due to the abilities of these

humans (Animus) (with some variance in ability}

who were the result of eons of repeated evolution,

the original forms of Animus, the Gazel Ministry,

had no ability,

Miang believed those strong humans with

pseudo Zohar ability would serve as better parts

for Deus than the Ga re I in making it an extra-

ordinary weapon . As a result, for Miang, the Gazel

Ministry were no longer important. However, the

Gazel wished to invade the universe as a part of

Deus, For this reason Miang's ignoring them causes

her to be considered a nuisance. The feeling being

mutural, at last it turns into strife.



Est. Calendar Year 950

1

Solaris War to the Day of Collapse

Due to the secret exchange between the Garel Ministry and the Elders of Shevat, Miang was handed over to Shevat. However,

Miang could not have been handed over u nless she willed it, she was captured purposely to meet with Lacan, the Contact on

the surface. So, desiring information on 2o ha r, Miang meets with Lacan and at the place called Bethlehem he makes contact

with Zahar. However, this contact was incomplete, so Lacan's form is changed into that of Grahf, and aftewards he causes what

came to be known as the - Day of Collapse-,

Regardless of the fact of that Grahf ruins the surface, Solaris also contends with Deus' first type mobile interfaces, the Diabolos

Corps, All humanity combines their full power to resist them, as well as put a stop to Grahf's rampage. However, the remaining

powers have Tnc i r red much damage from warfare (Solaris as well as the surface nations) to the point that they can no longer

continue it. So in this way, the conclusion of the Solaris War comes to an end without any tangible sign.

El ' Andvari
The Omnigear piloted by the hrst King and

founder of Aveh, Ron!. As the head of the

attack Corps on the -Day of Collapse- , it

wields inside it an incredible power.

A’jfW

-The Day of Collpase- and the

conclusion of the Great War



Present Each nations
1

state of affairs

The formation and structuring of the present nations

In truth, the Great War is ended by the Diabolos Corps led by Grahf having

brought about great destruction on the -Day of Collapse-, For the next several

hundred years, the world was involved in re-building, leading up to the present

day with the birth of new nations and powers. From the nations of the Great War
to the refurbished nations' process of restructuring's well as the relations

between those nations, here the current state of events are explained.

Heavens At the end of the Great War, Shevat abandons their territory from long ago at Babe! Tower,

and roams the skies. Solaris' 3 attempts to enter into Shevat all end in failure.

lull In eoffftci

Solaris 1 Shevat

mangyinq

Surface

Kislev

With Aveh in the southern region of the continent of Ignas and Kislev in the

northern region, these two nations begin long term warfare. Nisan gets drawn

in as well. The other powers involved are the Yggdrasil and Thames.

§ Yggdrasil allies

1

™

allies

A
1

Aveh Nrsan
i

mmn J

*
Thames

World-scale restoration after

-The Day of Collapse-
-The -Day of Collapse- caused incredible damage to the

world. The entire population being reduced to less than

1%, the nations and cultures also collapsed. For those

few surviving humans, restoring the world from the

wasteland over a very longtime, gradually rebuild civ-

ilization.

At last, the world having returned to some stability, two

countries are born on the continent called Ignas. Nisan

also slowly begins to function as a nation again. However,

a little while after the found i ng of both those countries,

Solaris once again moves behind the scenes.

Having lost the Great War previously, Solaris determines

that direct rule through the military is impossible, and a

program for indirect governing is put into place. Only

Shevat out of all the nations that had resisted in the Great

War is aware of these maneuverings, and none of humans

on the surface have any knwledge of It. Because Shevat

suffers several attempts by Solaris to invade after the Great

War, they only have the power to stop them from ruling the

surface.

And so, while Solaris advances its preparations for rule of

the surface, war breaks out between Aveh and Klslev. Once

again, the surface becomes the cause of war.

Grahf

After -The Day of Collpase . Grahf dies

without anyone knowing. However,

bis body having rotted. In Order for his

gathered will to live on, he possesses

other humans and thus continues until

the present day. Usually liking to act

alone, he makes contact with Miang

once more.



Holy Nation Solaris Empire Internal r
i „ Each District
1

Affairs

B Solaris Crest

A symbol which evokes -The Tree of

Saphirot- . This crest also appeared

on part of Merkava's invincible main

The introduction of nanotechnology makes

the nation's revival more efficient

cannon. The destruction of the land of Solaris, and the incredible

reduction of its population due to its war with the Diabolos,

result in their plans for surface rule being held off and the

rebuilding of their nation's structure to be pushed to the fore-

front, And the process of restoration is of immediate concern

to Solaris. They are chronically short of resources and labor

power.

Of course, the labor and materials can come from the surface,

but there are stiil those among the surface dwellers who
remember the Great War, and the danger is that reinvading

might cause another outbreak of war. So it was determined

by the upper classes of Solaris, and a central Project of Krelian,

who had become an exile during the last War is put into effect.

That is the practical application of molecular machines using

nanotechnology, -To reduce the memory of the Great War-

,

-Solaris = Absolute submission to the Emperor-, -Control of

inherent abilities-, and such are all parts that comprise the

Program and it is disseminated. Because of the device to control

all those abilites (=Limiter) the collective lives on Solaris' surface

become more efficient.

So, after clearing various issues, when Solaris has achieved

almost complete revival,they begin to put into effect their plan

to rule the surface.

Solaris Army Gear
Outfitted with various option parts,

suitable for many environments, a

highly compatible all-purpose Gear.

The greater part of their miltary

power is held by Gebler.

Present Day Sol arts 'organization

Gazel Ministry

Inspection Bureau)

Imperial Exterior Affairs

(Gebler)

Special Ministerial Affairs

(Church)

vf"\Emperor

Surveillance

of the people

Government

Ministry

Upper Gass

Solaris'Upper Class * their main role

Emperor Cain

Solaris' highest authority. Due to Miang

and theappeararic&ofKrelian, he

removes himself from the forefront

in the present, the rank of Emperor is

in the process of ruin.

Gazel Ministry

The 8 members of the Gazel stored as a

program in the 5OL90OQ, confer with the

Emperor and also direct the Defense

Ministry, (Krdian) and oversee its function

as a governing entity.

Defense Ministry

Run by Krelian. having the power to override

the decisions of the government ministries,

it is not itself a Ministry, only officially does

the authority to rule in Solaris belong to the

Emperor, in truth Krelian has the highest

authority,

Guardian Angels
Headed by Gebier and the Church, it is

labeled the special Beaureau that handles

commands from the Emperor, Overseeing

the operating of other managing Ministries,

it i&enbuted with maintaining Solaris'

governing power,

Heaven Prefecture
The Emperor's job is facilitated by these

mechanisms, (command, design, wide-

spread communication). Formation of a

new Defensive Corps for the enforcing of

the Empror's will (Jugend), it manages the

religious centers in the nation.

Church - Gebler

The pivotal organisation in the Program

for indirect rule of the surface. The Church

manages a commutation network for

information on the surface. The Church

primarily uses Gebler when military force

is needed.

.

The role of every District B I J

r

Handles imocuigtionsand medicines,

in truth the organization that provides

the only means of the production of

births in Solaris, in the present, also

serves, to manage defense and gover-

ning of the people,

Successively manages the ration's military

defense, however this was almost entirely

worn down during the Great War. Currently,

it has only enough power to defend the

capital, Etrenank.

The goal being exterior communications,

an Imperial ministry for the oversight of

the world below (Gebler), along with the

Church, their sole function that of inter-

fering with the surface, very little else,

Respons ib le for ma n ufactu ri ng money,

taxation, and banking in Solaris. Also

manages trading transactions.
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Housing and water treatment facilities,

communications devices, manages

Solaris' societal resources.

Manages the people's education. And for

experimental purposes, weather fore-

casting, development of naval vessels.

Also, one section oversees production,

M
e

d-

I

c

i

i

Manages the 2nd and 3rd level birth

production, and governs its operation.

3t “s former duty after the Great War was

to revive the populace, even now it holds

great authority.

Founded far the managment of general

communications in the country of Solaris

it actually receives its authority from the

Imperial Prefecture.

Governs the facility where 1 st and 2nd

C la ss cit izens go to have a It igh qua I i ty

first recycling and rebirth. Also contin-

uously manages the 3rd Gass with

military power.
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Administration of the system governing

the people, the formation of government

In the process of implementing a plan to rule the surface, Solaris gathers

a great number people from the surface for hard labor. In order to keep

strict control on the ever-growing population, Solaris keeps them

sectioned off in theThird Class level.

The 1 st Class level is constructed for pure bred Solarians, the 2nd Class

level for a mix of classes, the general citizen level, the 3rd Class level is

for laborers, also known as "worker bees" and they live their lives in this

level. The goal of creating the 2nd class level is to set a contrast with the

3rd Class level and provide a -hope of rising to the 2nd Class level-, in

order to inflame the 3rd Class level workers to even greater efforts in

labor. Now, very few uprisings have occurred because of dissatisfaction

in the 3rd Class level. At the time they are gathered from the surface,

they are completely brainwashed* (although there are rare instances

where it is partially undone).

And so, Solaris manages its burgeoning population, governing them

and reaching the heig ht of its power once more.

Solaris home Different Class levels

1st Gass level (Capital « Etrenank)

Called the -GazeJ- r only pure-blooded Solarians

are permitted to live here,

i

2nd Class level (Common district)

Those 3rd Class level citizens recognized for their labor

aspire to become 2nd Gass citizens and live here.

3rd Class level

The section where the laborers live. Every day they perform

their assigned tasks repeatedly, thus the name, ‘worker bees'

Solaris Battle Pod

Because Solaris is constructed on many
levels, their vessel technology is one of

the most advanced. One of many numbers
of battle craft defending it, many of these

have power comparable to that of Gears.

M Plan System

The surface (Church)

The Church draws in refugees and

using disciples with excelled genetics

forcibly sends them to Solaris.

Due to the practical application of nanotechnology,

the M {Malakh) Plan is activated

Since ancient times, Solaris has repeatedly driven forward the M Plan,

The current version, to be precise, is -the Fifth M Plan-,

The M Plan enacted during the time of the Great War resulted in the

establishing of the Soyent facilities all over the earth for human exper-

iments, this time thefacilites on the surface are avoided and all is

conducted in Solaris. And so, unknown to the surface dwellers, they

move forward with the original plan. And, with the practical application

of the nanotechnology brought by Krelian in his time of exile, gene

manipulation and crossbreeding expriments are actively pursued.

The original purpose of the Soy lent facilities extended to such things

as, -Deus
r

mothership and -the production of mobile interfaces for Deus

Now they are used to support the base the plan for Solaris' system of

rule. That plan being the production of food from the byproducts of

those victicms born as a result of experiments, and in the process

causing human beings to consume this, maintaining the programming

level of the Limiters that are in their genes. At the same time, they are

used not only as food, but as medicine, and so this manufactured food

and medicine is not confined only to Solaris but is widely distributed

by the Church throughout the surface.



surface rule after the war

Tbe mechanism of ihe Emperor's direct control are the Imperial Special Foreign Bureau (Gebler)

and the Imperial Special Indoctrination Bureau (Church). Having determined that direct rule of

the surface would prove difficult, Cain and the others set these organizations in place with the

goal of indirect rule. These organizations deeply intervene in eoonimics. communications,

information and military affairs, with the plan being to manipulate the powers of the surface.

In the present, Gebler and the Church have become separate organizations, and at first, only

the Imperial Special Foreign Bureau was established for implementing the plan for indirect rule

of the surface, now that rote falls to both Gebler and the Church. Spying on the surface, excavation

and other actvltiesof this kind being handled by the Church, the direct use of military power falls

to Gebler, but fundamentally, the two organizations work for the same goal white wearing different

masks.

However, while the Information coming iinfrom all over the surface in- the Church's network

cantering economics and daily living begin to increase, until now the foreign office on the su? face

base which as supplimenied by the Governing Directive Headquarters, The demand on every

col la brative Station (Church facilities, studio and those places designated as Central Churc h

Government's) from the Advising department grows. And so these divisions, newly coming under

Imperial Special Indoctrination Bureau supervision become independent as the Church. The present

day Church hand lest he surface's economics, religion and the information network on its own, every

government division is in actuality used; by the Central Church for the purpose of governing the surface.

On the other hand, Gebler comes to be used in military situtationsj and becomes stronger with these

experiences than when they could be sent out at the Church's demand. Also, the Elements having been

under the command of each Director of government Divisions, by order of the Church, stop redeving

orders from the Church and the Church and Gebler organ zations undergo a split, with the Elements

entering Gebler. Since then, they function only for Gebler Command as Near reconnaisance Corps.

Gebler Crest

Four Governing Division

Head Commander Ramsus

On the surface, Ramsus
J

division appears to have

followed the directi ves of the military from the be-

ginning, Ramsus" Near-reconnaisance Corps is the

Elements, (Kelvena, Domlnta P Tolone, Seraphita),

but Mlang also belongs as suppfimental Director,

Each division originally served as an organization

for maintaining government. At the time of the

split from the Church, they are used for guarding

the interests on the surface in order to add them

mto the Four Governing Division, even more chan

the group established by Solaris, Listra, In regards

to the Wind Division, it was- destroyed with the

quelling of Elru, Today, it only exists in printed form,

The 3 insetted Chapters

The Corps that carries out Solaris" military end evors

it iscompeitein Itself. Each military's (water, fire,

earth) headquarters is In Solaris, They receive their

orders directlyfrom the Ministry, these actions of

course being inquired into by the Emperor.

Advisement Board

Director * Mtang

The central organization that issues commands.

As holder of this post, Miang is involved In making

military plans and submitting them to Headquarters,

interior Departmen t

Planning attacks, this functions to provide

strategy and also the Implementation of

excavated lost technoiogty, known also as

the Relic Bureau,

Division Commander Ramsus (also serving as a Guard-

ian Angel) presides over the highest of the military

organizations. His primary roie is to supervise and

quell the surface. However, in the course of this duty

he is temporarily allowed to govern over the powers

of the surface, and is able to directly interfere,

Also
r
because Gebler functions as the Emperor's right

hand, they are also endowed with the power to enforce

Solanan law. This is the fundamental difference between

them and the military of Solaris,

While the Gebler oversees military operations, it

supervises the excavation of lost technology from

ruins, the strategic Chapters 1 ~ 3 (Ruins Bureau),

Because Gebler scorns such activities as these as not

being up to its military qualifications, so the Church

and Gebler function as one organization in name only.

Those members making up the organization are the

Director's associates, the 4 members of the Elements

and the Advisement council headed by Miang, thus it

is made up from the first by only the elite. The qual-

ification of these people, is their having gone through

the imperial Gebler training school, Jugend.
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Imperial Special

indoctrination Division The Church

H Church Crest
A symbol representing sheep. Showing

the surface dwellers (Lambs} as sheep, the

Church (=Solarians) are the sheperds (Abel),

whose goal is to manage and rule the

surface dwellers behind the scenes.

1

Formerly the Church was set in motion as one part of

Gebler in charge of attack, from government Bureaus to

each division's advisory board, (in the case of Four Division,

they ate governed by various divisions within their own
Headquarters,

At the time of Geb I ers
J

activation, the military 's directives

had as the mai n goat the indirect rule of the surface, and

each division given the appropriate function, created a

vast support network.

However, because of Solaris' power, their control and

plan for surveillance had to be given up. Even in relation

to the revival of Soalris, it had advantages beyond expec-

tations.

And so, Solaris' having decided to put into effect the plan

for economic rule, in the case that suitable technology for

revival was on the surface, from a materialist standpoint,

they have reversed their situation in the present time so

That they have economic supremacy and to defend this

the program to use religion (Culture) is put in its place.

As a result, the -Chu rch - system was designed to serve

from the beginning as a replacement, working as a hidden

organization behind the newly born Imperial Special Division,

and in the course of events, internally each division was

named thus and the locations on the surface of their Head-

quarters being exactly the same, were used and that was

the start of it in this form,

Following this, the Chapter of the planned production

was activated on the surface (births Division), and the plan

for communication between Solaris and the lower world

(communications Division) - the first inserted Chapter

was the one for collecting goods and information, The

lower world would receive technology from Solaris in a

systematic fashion, thus the 2nd inserted Chapter (along

with each Division), The Church was transferred to oversee

the entirety of organized economic relations.

The present day governor is also a Guardian Angel, the

Executioner (=Miang), inside the water Division, which

acting as centra! Church interior, oversees every division

through this.

The cause of this activity, a cultural control through the

manipulation of the people's will using religion, has the

long term effect of economic control.

And also, in addition to the reason for the Church having

used religion to manipulate the will of the people, there is

an additional effect, that is the surface dwellers of high

ability return to the Church, and there recon gnize their

exclusive right

L

Four Governing Division

Manager • Executioner

I n the present, comes to

independently hold the

Commanding post.

Executioner (Miang)

Every Governing Division

Wind Order Fire Order

Governing Governing

Division Division
h 1 il urn ' *•**» a,),

I

Water Order Ea rt h Order

Governing Governing
Division Division

interior Bureau

The rebellion of the Order of Water

w Governing Division

Th Order of Water being different from the other Governing

Divisions, as an inserted chapter of a special division in charge

of deep ocean operations, they are established to manage

the special water Trade Chapter, The Bishop of the Central

Church, successively manages the Water Trade Chapter

independently. And thus prepares to rebel against Solaris.

The Advisory Board sent from there, and the people sent to

operate the planned Production Chapter, report this rebellion

to Solaris. It is subsequently quelled by Gebler and stopped

in its tracks.

Organization of each
Division's interior

Advisory Division

Originally acting in an advisory capacity

to the military for attack strategy, at the

time of the Church's Independence, sep-

arated from the military. Manages surface

economics and information,

Production Plan Chapter

Current production plans 2 * 5>. Managing

the visit ing headquarters Production Bureau

.

it goes ahead with the pla n of produel ion

on the surface,

Inserted Chapter 1 iestablished Church

:

Inserted Chapter 2 {Church offices!

Church facillitles are established all

over. For the recyc ling of byproduc ts

on the surface and ihe collection

of Information,

One part of the technology for si;a im-

aging sent from Solaris, it ls onerous

to the surface dwellers.

Interior Bureau

The Bureau watching the trend

in economics on the surface, the

plan for genera! production as

well as managing, it also governs

general communications from

the surface to Solaris.



Nisan

A religious symbol, it's motif is

that of -Light- and many are used

to decorate holy places in sanctuaries.

ligious Nation

Because of those adherents to the teaching, glory

shines on -Orthodox Nisan's- Holy Cathedral

in Nisan, the Mother is both leader as well as the embodiment of the religious

organization -Nisan Orthodox- . Until several hundred years ago, the -Nisan

Orthodox- was just a frontier religion, its rituals and customs were vastly

different from those of today. However, the year before the outbreak of

war with Solaris was one of great reform in tenets and ritual, and at that time,

its name was changed to -Nisan Orthodox-. It was the mother Church of the

current Nisan,

In Nisan, in the heart of the mountain was a convent which is the birthplace

of -Nisan Orthodox, and there the Cathedral was raised, which resides at the

center where it was constructed.

The teaching of the -Nisan Orthodox- spread at first from the area between

Aveh and Kislev,from there it grew to spread throughout the world, and like

the Cathedral, people gather at these churches, living there as well. Every-

where throughout the world, the -Nisan Orthodox- is also called the -Diocese-

as well

And so, Nisan having gathered people to their monasteries through mission-

aries, does not have a national ogaznization with the machinery of government.

Th is is the fundamental difference between them and Solaris' Church,

Incidentally, the Jasper Fortress that Shakhan was searching for (the hangar

holding the Omnigear} in actuality was below the Nisan Cathedral, sleeping

at the mausoleum.

Nisan Teaching (Approx, 500 years ago}

The Mother

MtfThcr

(anvdkiato

selection

Vatican

Eid i diocese from Convent

$ names chosen

from those in Vatican

Every pace's Diocese

Holy Bishopric

Recognised at the nation^

religion, aidi government and

financial affaire

Nimrod Empire

Laodida Dynasty

Nisan Church

In Est. Calendar year 9453

Due to Nimrod's intervention, Nisan reaches its zenith

The I rivestiture of the Mother
Battle for Authority in

the Vatican

While today, the position of NisaiYs Mother has become hereditary, at that time

a different method was used. Every Diocese sent in a representative to the Vatican

where the Mother was chosen from a number of candidates by the Bishopric,

This selection of the Mother was a power game among the various Mission-

aries in the Diocese, and beneath the surface it became a bone of contention.

This struggle caused those candidates who had nothing to do with the wishes

or desires of those in the struggle to be drawn in against their will. About 500

years ago, Elehaym who was in power at the Penuel Convent was also one who
resisted and was caught up in the struggle.

The birth of the -Nisan Sect- can be traced from almost 900 years ago

to the present. The -Nisan Sect- founded by Ad oriel le was a stronger

first rate religion throughout the world than in the pressent day.

At that time in Nisan, the Vatican administered all as the highest

governing body. At the heart of this was the Convent. With the Mother

as head, the Diocese was formed by the Convent to offer ad ministrative

support, and it functioned with the goal being to unite the Church under

the -Nisan Sect-,

And so, from it's founding to about 370 years ago, the neighboring

Empire, Nimrod was established there, and the -Nisan Sect- was on its way

to becoming a nation. With this as one part of the Empire's plan, their

ultimate goal was to expand their domain. And so with Nimrod adopting

a sheperding government policy, engaging in economic aid, the religion

of Nisan reaches its zenith.
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EsL CalendarYear9487

The Conflict between Laodicia Dynasty and the Nisan Sect

The government's goal being to have the -Nisan teaching- as the official

religion, Nisan is helped out in various ways by the Nimrod Empire.

The ruler at that time, Emperor Kusel Laodicia, sought to draw Nisan

further in with their aid, and thus gain authority In the placement of

missionaries in every Diocese.

And so, in an attempt to determine how effective the “Nisan teaching-

would be in uniting the people, they began to think of placing their own
dynasty's Priest (Supporter) in the position of Mother. And so Kusel

desired the authority to select the Church's Mother.

However, there was great rebellion within the Church. And until then,

the Mother chosen from the Vatican wielded extraordinary power.

On Nimrod's side, wishing to enter their own representative into

the Diocese for choosing the Mother, they begin to oppress all of the

Dioceses. And the Nisan Vatican, even reaching into the Head Bishopric,

undergoes an interior reformation.

In the selection of the Head Bishopric, at that time, the one with the

most ability was Cardinal Penuel, and the authority to choose the Mother

descended to him.

From then on, Nimrod sought to conciliate Penuel, and due to the support

from other Cardinals, Nimrod's interference was brought to a halt.

However, inside the Church there were none too few against Penuel's

selecting the Mother.

The result of Kusei's plot The Attack at Penuel Convent

Kusel, the instigator of the rebellion within the Vatican, reaches even to the

Vatican's Cardinal Penuel, and the plan is made to assassinate the Bishopric's

candidate, Sophia.

In order to carry out this plan, Kusel forms an assassination Corps of Mon-

astery Soldiers, The leader of the Corps, out of all those i n the Monastery Corps

is especially cruel, Krelian. Having put their plans for the assassination together,

they wait for the opportunity when Penuel Convent is under attack. At that time,

having invaded into the Convent, they are resisted by Penuel and others.

Due to this attack, Penuel at first almost the only supporter of Sophia, dies.

However, at that time, Sophia and his niece Jaquelinde both disappear into

parts unknown.

The decline of former Nisan in the year 9490

and its revival 5 years later as the -Nisan Orthodox-

After the attack on Penuel Convent the Church having lost the Head

Bishopric, the unknown workings inside the Church were exposed.

And the occurence of the Church's reformation caused a split between

the former Penuel faction and the Diocese,

And so, due to the long reaching effect of the Laodicia dynsaty's mach-

inations, the Church ceased to function as a religious organization, and

began its decline. On the other hand, during the attack at the Convent,

the former Penuel faction escaped from the reformation, moving to the

current location of Nisan and beginning the process of rebuilding which

lead to the -Nisan Sect-.

Having lost the Mother, the Penuel faction began a daily process of

repair. And at last accompanied by Jacquelinde, the former candidate for

Mother, Sophia reappeared before the Church body. Suddenly the Church

Advisory was re-assebled, and the declined Church realigned with what

had been the Penuel faction.

And so, Jacquelinde having sponsored Sophia as Mother before the

former Penuel Bishops once again, the Church renamed itself the -Nisan

Orthodox-. Also changing teachings and structure, they began to build

the the Bishop's Cathedral (Today the Nisan Cathedral), This was the first

step for the group.

However, the next year, war erupted with Solaris. Due to the influx of

refugees from every nation, slowly their influence was increased. And so,

from the war's outbreak to a number of years afterward, they became a

great power comparable to Shevat,

After the War - The present

Slowly a system is established

Due to the -Day of Collapse- at the end of the war with Solaris, almost

all the country of Nisan was laid waste.

it was during this situation that Jacquelinde began with all her efforts

the process of rebuildng Nisan.

At this time, its Bishopric was formed; in the present day the center of

Nisan, and from then on the office of Mother was hereditary. This action

also spurred education at the Convent, and learning to survive without

shepherding, they continued until the present day.

At that point, the era of the -Nisan teaching- became very different

from then on.

The Attack at Penuel Convent

Nisan's movement

I

split

1
Nisan Church

Penuel faction

sponsors Sophia
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Aveh Crest

It is said to symbolise Aveh's image

of the Fatima Jasper raised u p by

both hands.

iWt country Kingdom of Aveh

The Nation built by the hero of the

Great War, Roni Fatima

The leading power of the surface during the -Day of Collapse- and the battle

for the destiny of the human race, the Main Corpus leader Roni Fatmia, in order

to prepare for conflict with Solaris in the future, creates this nation, Aveh is ruled

by the Fatima dynasty, each generation related by blood succeeding the last.

However, 12 years ago, the King at that time, Edbart IV and the Empress Mariel

were killed for resisting cooperation with Gebler by Shakhan (in reality an

Ignas Sector Bishop for the Church), Taking control by force, as King Shakhan

begins negotiations with Gebler, Using extraordinary military power, it was

subdued by force into all regions. Even now, gradually that territory is widened,

and the power hidden within excavation sites is obtained.

Aveh Sand Cruiser

Because more than half of Aveh is

desert, the large scale battle vessels,

or rather cruisers' a re almost all

equipped with hovering capability.

Aveh's influence in the region

mHitary support

Aveh

rebellion warning threat

Yggdrasil
(Fatima Family)

allies

The Fatima Jasper
~ the legend of the hidden giant-

The first King, Roni, looking towards the coming

Great War. hides the Giant holding the power of god,

the Omnigear in the Jasper Fortress made from the

remains of the Transport ship's culture. And the true

nature of Aveh's treasure is known only to those

succeeding generations of the King's family.

Aiming for the treasure, Shakhan lures and then

kidnaps the Nisan Mother, Margie who is also a

bloodline relative of the Fatima dynasty. And Nisan,

which had been allies with Aveh before Sha khan's

takeover, are rendered powerless with the Mother

being held hostage.

Forgotten keepsake of the Fatima family BatholomeW Fatima the Throne
ain

1 2 years ago, Shakahn had the entire Fatima family

from Edbart IV op down tortured in order to find

out the nature of the Fatima Jasper, Before the

application of truth serum, Edbart and the Nisan

Mother at that time, Elvira committed suicide.

Nearly all the remaining members of the family

died as well. Some that survived were Edbart IV's

son Bart and Elvira's daughter Margie^ who were

allowed to live but were placed under surveillance

forthe purposes of the inquiry into the nature of the

Jasper. Later both were rescued by the efforts of the

former King's retainer, Maison, along with

the young knight Sigurd, and that leads to

the present.

Currently, Bart lives in the desert preying

on the Aveh military's sand cruisers, and is

leader of the desert pirates. All of this natur-

ally is aimed at taking back Aveh from Shakhan
r

and fulfilling his father's last wish, "to make

Aveh a Republic", And so, the actions of the

pirates result in the raising of their military

power, with the goal being the aim of taking

back Aveh.

Aveh Minister Shakhan

causes a coup d'etat

forms military alliance

with Gebler

Edbart IV dies

and his son Bartholomew

is also shut away

• due to Mai son's and Sigurd's

efforts, Bart is rescued

• They steal Yggdrasil

To overthrow Shakhan and to carry out his father's

last wish, he continues life as a pirate in the Aveh desert
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Aerial Country Kingdom of Shevat

The once great and powerful country is now
only a shadow of its former self

Having great influence during the last Great War with Solaris, Shevat located

on Babel Tower was the most powerful of the surface nations. However,

in order to avoid invasion by the Disbolos, the populace was sheltered in a

block of the topmost section of Babel Tower, Using the tower as a means to

escape the war zone, they also escaped the -Day of Collapse-. And so, 488

years ago, Krelian making use of his knowledge of the placement of Shevats'

mobile Corps during the Great War {secretly those soldiers from Nlsan's mon-
astery who had been drawn in), he comes to pay a visit to Shevat. Already

having made contact with the Emperor, Krelian who had reached all the way
to the top level of Solaris, deserts and bestows life extension treatments on

Zephyr and those of the Elder Council,

That year. Zephyr accedes as Queen, and from then until the present day,

governs Shevat.

Today Shevat wanders the area above the Aquvy islands region, frequently

sending Constructors to the surface. These Constructors were people that for

one reason or another were driven from Solaris (Exiles) and making their way

to Shevat, they add their strength to the Anti Solaris army's military power
The Elder Council has never ceased to wish to rule the surface.

Crest of Shevat

The territory separated from Gabel Tower,

that continues to wander among the skies.

This symbol evokes that image.

Shevat's influence in the area

standstill

Dispatching the Constructors,

shielding those hunted by

Solaris in their country

exploiting hostages

sea rchi n g for deserters

expunging criminals

power on the Surface

Shevat army Gear

Used by Shevat's military, has abilities

comparable to those of Solaris. However,

due to chronic Sack of materials in the

present day, these are hardly ever produced.

Solans reaches out to invade 3 times Declining military power

The current state of affairs is that while Shevat

continues to harry Solaris, it no longer has the

military power to resist full scale. This is the

cause of the 3 invasions conducted by Solaris.

The goal of invasion primarily being to take

hold of the Omnigear in its possession as well

as Excalibur, remnant weaponry from the

transport ship's culture. Due to the actions

of the Three Sages and the protection of the

Gate all three invasions end in failure, but the

result is that Shevat's military power is whittled

down. And because it wanders the skies alone,

it suffers a shortage of materials and supplies,

This is ultimately the cause of Shevat's erosion.

Even today, Solaris aims at Shevat, the Gate

causing all tactics for an attackto be more

complex.



Yggdrasil4

Relic of the war with Solaris, theYggdrasi! 4

is the center of the present day government

of Kislev, the governing District,

Military Nation

The nation built ears ago

The Capital with immense scientific knowledge

After the Great War, Roni excavated an ancient vessel

and had it brought to Nortune, commanding his

su bard i nat es to re pair It, The goal of this was to

prepare for the coming decisive battle with Solaris,

During the repair process, because the vessel was

found to be largely automatic, it had a great effect

on the engineers who were working on it And so,

with the gradual gathering of humans beings to this

place, it became a center for materials and commun-
ications, and a small town developed around this.

Afterwards, an old reactor from ancient days was

excavated, made use of, a nd over time the capital

expanded.

Almost unseen, Solaris placed the Limiters in the

surface dwellers. Also, having taken notice of the

sudden rise in this capital, they established a lower

level organization of the Church there, the Committee.

The Committee's function was to work in the governing

of the capital, at last the Kislev Federated Nation was

born.

With the passage of time, war erupted between Aveh

and Kislev. Here a mere soldier, Sigmund stood out

among the rest, and achieved spectacular standing in

the world, And so, Sigmund went on to rise all the way
to the governing position, gathering all the surrounding

areas into a cohesive whole, reforming the nation's system.

And so the present day military empire Kislev was born.

Kislev's Crest

The accomplished industry and military

of Kislev,The symbol is said to represent

the governing of that nation.

Kistev's influence in the region

mysterious influence

(Executioner-

Miang's own Organization

CQQjwratfon firarprninfirit

Advisory

Committee

Kislev

Church as

backup

B Management
Committee

Battling

[Kanagemr-n: oversight

preserver mcmie-y

imanspulaies ilw will

ot the people

Every so often comes to cooperate with Kislev The mysterious "ExecutionefV goal

Due to Gebler's intervention, Aveh's military

weaponry is strengthened, while on the surface,

Ki sieves technological expansion appears to be

slowing. In order to rectify this imbalance in

technology, by order of Sigmund a plan is ex-

ecuted to develop a Gear for single use. Aiding

in this new technology, is the Executioner

MVliang). Once before the Executioner loaned

Wei tall temporarily in the past, and Kiselv achieved

a great leap forward in technology in the process of

researching its construction. And so, Kiselv prod-

uced a Single use Gear, And after, the Executioner

gives Kislev the Gatekeeper. And so, aided

once again, Kislev constructs the Gatekeeper

Load ing Vessel, Goliath, At that time, the

question of the difference in their's and

Aveh's technology is resolved.

The goal of the Executioner is to maintain

the balance of each sides' military power

and in so doing, collect data on the abilities

of humans. And so, the fighting between

both countries once again spurs on the

re-formation of humans as parts for Deus,
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The Committee's role and plot And their relation to the Church?

Since long before, K Is lev was governed by the Committee. Being a

lower level organization of the Church, they exist even in today's

reign of Sigmu nd, and more Committee members are added for the

purpose of eventually re-taking the government.

Then why at the time of Sigmund's accession, did he not find their

presence to be a nuisance and have the Committee driven out? That

is so they could manage the Battling. Having been in existence since

before the present regime, and managed by the Committee, it is a

central pillar of the nation's economy. In the present, his government

in place, Sigmund allows it for the effect on the economy and the

collection of data, the appearance of the Battler Corps in the military

being a strong component. It is for this reason that the Committee has

not been driven out Much data on fighting has been collected in the

Battling, and not only to the government, but the Committee sends

this on to the Church,

In recent years, having gained much influence in the Governing

Co unc i I, the Comm i ttee pu ts i nto p la ce one pa r t of the p la n to over-

throw the government with the resulting rejection of the demi-humans

Kiselv being a melting pot of different kinds, none too few have demi-

human blood. The Committee stirring up anti-demi himan sentiment

unleashes the whirlwind, for the purposes of the failure of Sigmu nd
r

s

government. However, this plan did not go as expected, and today,

it is mostly at a standstill,

Kislev army Gear
For use in Kislev's military, it was

devised using Weltall brought in

by the Executioner as well as data

collected in Battling,

Sea City Thames

Large area in the sea The free trading City

in the center of Aquvy

TheThames is a large ship that sails among the many islands of the sea.

At such a large scale it is fair to ca II it a city. The people are governed by

the ship's Captain, and engage in salvage operations removing materials

and artifacts from the ocean floor. In this area of the seas are many with

mixed races and bloodlines, so the ship has a good sampling of almost

every kind. However, the Thames does not like conflict, and even though

they are equipped with a large cannon, they have not used it for quite a

long time. They also have many Gears, but these are used in deep sea

operations and not for fighting, A man of the sea similar to Bart, the

Captain has an understanding with him and they have a friendly re-

lationship on both sides thereafter.

Thames' influence in the region

4
j j ,

The hidden plan behind the

large scale salvaging

The plan of the large scale salvage

project entrusted to the Church is

for the recovery of the advanced

science of the Zeboim Culture. The

background of this, is the plan put

Church's goal

in p lace by Solaris and central to the

core of the Church's plan for rebellion.

In this way, Solaris extracts Zeboim r

s

tech nology a nd gains understa nd ing

of it.
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Present Ignas War

Aveh •
1Kiisllev's Wa r ~* bialance in the midst of battle ^ 1

The conflict's cause, the goal forgotten

Day by day they collide again and again . .

.

Because there are no certain records concerning the

outbreak of the war between Aveh and Kislev, it is said

that it began about 300 years ago. If the cause for the

warfare is the struggle for dominance on the continent

of Ignas, or the strugg le between peoples of different

kinds, today is not known. Large scale war having broken

out in every part of Ignas long ago, currently skirmishes

take place near the ruins on the frontier, occuring with

frequency all over It is a case of equal measure in

fighting, for fighting's sake.

1 2 years ago ~ the present

the reversal of war, to an active era -

, Aveh's King dies
[12 years ago] Peace is d est royed

Just belwe the establishment of peace between Aveh

and Kislev, Minister Shakhan causes a coup d'etat,

Starting with fdbart IV and working on down, he kills

almost the entire royal family, and peace negotiations

come to a halt.

Nuclear War, The Great War, the -Day of Collapse- . . Human beings as a species

have approached annihilation many times without number throughout history.

With the passage of years, human attributes and abilities are raised so that they

grow ever closer to being completed as parts for the construction of Deus. And
those times of the re-formtion of human beings are necessarily enacted by Cain

and the Gazel Ministry as well as Miang. And so, in the present day, the large scale

nations of Aveh and Kislev on the Ignas continent have continual strife along the

frontier zone. When did this warfare begin, and what is the original cause? Even

now no one knows. However, beneath the surface, it is certain that Solaris must

have set things in motion . . *

About 300 years ago (the time of

the War's start) ~ 13 years ago
- excavated materials as the source of gaining ascendancy over Kislev

[the time of the one step forward- In Avehs weakness,
War's outbreak] one step back [14 years agoj peace draws closer

When the war started, Aveh and Kislev had roughly

equal military power. Because of this, the situation

of war changed very little, and it became a repeated

case of one step forward, then one step back. Both

countries desired a breakthrough with the power to

be gained by excavating ruins. In the course of ex-

cavating ruins everywhere in Ignas, and gaining

understanding of the ruin s’ ail lure, both countries

expanded their technology by leaps and bounds. It

even extended into effecting industry and economics.

Amid the growing Competition between both countries

to excavate ruins, Kislev is built on a battlefield from the

Great War with Solaris, and researching relics from the

Great War and reconstructing them, they advance their

technology greatly, As a result in terms of the war, Aveh

began to be the weaker party, However, that was not

the desired goal, and the King at that time, Edbart IV

despairing of there ever being an end to the continuing

warfare, proposed peace between them and Kislev.

Peace was just about to be established at that point.

[1 1
years ago]

Gebler constructs
a base in Aveh

Ave h goes from wea k to eq ua I

[Present] power in the war

Having taken over Aveto's, government, Shakhan makes
a military alliance with Gebler. Gebler constructs a base

in the royal capital, Bledavik, and begins offering Aveh

strong military support, Preparations for the invasion of

Kislev are begun.

Up until now, Aveh had tried to catch up to Kislev with

the excavation of materials and relics, but this is overcome

by Gebler's overwhelming military strength, Riding this

shift in fortunes, Aveh aims to invade step by step into

K isle

v

r

s territory, and thus expand t heir own,

The workings of other powers besides Aveh and Kislev >

Yggdrastl

In the western tip of ignas at their hideout, the sand submarine

Yggdrasil is the pirate ship that operates within Aveh's borders,

Bart, the inheritor of the Aveh royal legacy, works towards the goal

of taking back the kingdom of Aveh, Currently he and the crew roam

around attacking Aveh sand cruisers, and taking in weapons and

materials. They wait for the opportunity to take back Aveh.

Shevat

Shevat does not interfere in any way on the surface. And so, today

Solaris has almost complete control on the surface. In any event

contact whatsoever would provide an opportunity for Solaris to

attack in some form. In order to escape the worst outcome, Shevat

maintains a watchful stance.

Nisan

Having blood ties with Aveh's royal family, Nisan is an ally. However, in

the present there is no interaction between the two. This is because

Minister Shakhan, aiming for the Aveh treasure, takes the Nisan Mother

Margie prisoner. Also, Margie's blood relation to the leader of the pirates,

Bart ties their two groups as allies.

Solaris

Using Gebler to raise up Aveh, and the Church to infiltrate into the

government of Kislev, Solaris rules both. From the time of the war's

outbreak, in order to prolong the conflictthey have maintained a

careful balance between the two countries, using various methods,

Aveh and Kislev continue to fight totally unaware of this.
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The revolution in war technology due to the advent

of [large vessels with giant cannons] and Gear use

At the time the wa r started, those weapons called f
Gears were unknown on the surface. Due to the

Limiter placed in people by Solaris after the -Day

of Collapse-, the existence and use of Gears in

general disappeared almost entirely from the

surface. And so, in the course ofexcavating the

ruins at the start of the war, they advanced their

technolgy with the things unearthed. However,

only Gear technology could not be understood

by the science of that time. So on the surface, the

widespread use of super sized vessels [gigantic

cannon -ism] was the norm for the era, This cont-

inued for the last several hundred years into the

present day until approximately twenty years ago#

when Gears gradually began to appear on the V
surface. Gears started to replace the trend in large

vessels as the main power, and in a blink of an eye,

both sides had them. This was a dramatic revolution

in war technology. And so, the war for rights to the

ruins became even more fierce.

A

Comparison of the ratio of weaponry held

A
V Vessels Gear Battle Vehicles Infantry Engineers

e
h 1 8% (Solaris

i

prm
35% [Solaris 12961 (SolarisTW

\ jr

16%
: Solaris 4 %)

>

1 1%
(Solaris 2%)

r

Aveh
J

s possession The transporting of Solaris' most
of weapons powerful Gear

Up until now, Aveh had lagged behind Kislev in extracting relics because

of the bad conditions in the desert. This was due to the lack of engineers

In the ruins excavation Corps, However, after the interference by Gebler,

before long on the surface, they began to exceed Kisiev's military in the

production of large scale vessels and power output, along with the in-

troduction of their most powerful wea pon at the center - a high ability

Gear, Due to this, the difference in power between theirs and Kisiev's

army was whittled down, and it is the abilities of Sola ris-made weapons

that makes it possible for them to catch up.

Kisiev's possession On the good side of the balance

of weapons of wealth of materials

Having achieved retrieval of tech nology from the excavation of ruins,

Kislev specializes in many industrial activities. Also, in order to enhance

their military strength from the ruins, they create an assembly line,

and vessels, Gears and military vehicles are produced gaining them

the advantage in the balance. Now, because the presence of Gebler

Headquartered in Aveh has reduced the differences in technology,

Kislev begins to produce weapons with their own technology. In

particular, they resolve to develop the central power of Gears and

vessels able to resist the flight vessels of Gebler,

HSolaris Base Fortress

Being constructed on the surface

by Soteris in the capital, the Gebler

Bfise is on the largest scale.

Kislev army tank

Specializing in the technology of

war vessels. These are pivotal as

weapons capapble of meeting

AvetVs Gears in desert battles.

Solaris' interference in both countries

What i n the world is th ei r goa I . . .?

1

Solaris establishes Gebler in Aveh, and places the

Church in Kislev, respectively. And 20 yeas ago, the

two countries have grown tired of the long term, war,

so due to the Church's actions Gears are supplied by

Solaris and introduced everywhere on the surface by

the Church. And so the bal a nee of power between the

two nations is maintained, and the war prolonged. In

actuality, this is one stage of the M Plan initiated by

Solaris. In the earlier Great War, Solaris determined to

-reform humans who were at the ultimate stage

(-warfare)-, and desiring a new war, thus could con-

tinually reform humans in the process. Also, having

the powers of the surface in a state of unrest as well

as their being unaware of the existence of Solaris

would keep their actions from becoming known,

The current war in Ignas as well as the

Battling both become laboratories for

the production of living weapons.

Those living forms on the field or in

Battling are used to collect data, and

with gene manipulation experiments

different human species occur. Due to

these experiments, mutant humans

called Weis are formed. Weis are tested

on the surface, only those passing the

test a re released and reproduced as a

Mng maze, so as a result, humans are

fused with Gears and re created to form

parts of Deus as terminal interface

weapons.

And also, the goal is for those bom
with the special ability to fuse with

an Anima Relic (the Gazel Ministry's

flesh).

1

Example: Kisiev's Battling
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From this reconstructed World Map,

the world in the story can be grasped.

"Xenogears WORLD ATLAS"

this is the "quick reference chart"

With the new edition of the map at hand, the areas

that appear in the world of Xenogears can be sought

geographically. During the game, such things as the

investigation into elevation above sea level did not

become known. Also, using important official illus-

trations of each nation, their cultures and form can

be explained.



La ban's Mountain Path

Due to the aesthetic designer, the maps drawn in detail.,

appear straight in the world throughout the story,The

introduction in the map below of La ban's Mountain Path

is an important route tying Lah an Village together with

Citan's House, The rock appearing out ofthe fog could

symbolize the harshness of the world in the story.



thenew signet WorldAtlas

[introduction]

And now, please refer below for the bask map. For the sake of correct positional

readings, both poles are somewhat distorted, in order to depict the entire world

of the planet in one glance. It is divided into 4 separate areas, the part ruled by

Solaris is sectioned off. However, even viewing these divisions of the continents,

the latitude and longitude line at 0 is where the 4 sections are divided. Regarding

the fandmasses, while not an ultimate guide, this map may be used to determine

where the towns and landmarks are partitioned. For differences in elevation,

please refer to p,42 ~ 43, and for details concerning the shape of the land and

their cultures please refer to the detailed analysis of the nations starting from

p. 44. Here will be explained each of the four areas of the world.
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Ignas Area

The continent of Ignas is the worlds largest central

area. The surroundings include such landmasses as

Nisan r Sandman's Isle and various islands, sometime

in the distant past it separated from the continental

shelf, and it in the present it is currently located 1,5

times the distance it had been previously while having

the largest landmass of all the continents. The continent

is divided sn 2 parts, with the central plains below and a

mountain range between the two. Now, the 2 sides

having been in a state of conflict for several hundred

years, the border is closely guarded. The larger half of

the continent's interior is desert, and it surroundings

include steppes and mountain ranges. The main cities

being in the interior, there are many small towns and

villages along the coast. In regards to weather, the

northern part occupied by Kislev is in the colder zone,

with a change of seasons, the southern half occupied

by Aveh has desert conditions. This area having layers

of sand over the ages, somewhere in the middle stratum

are the ruins of past cultures that lie buried. Dazil and

the town of Prls that appear in the short story are said

to be engaged in excavation of the ruins,

Aquvy Area

The zone cal led the [islands areal, due to a great shock to the world’s crust in the past, almost no large scale cities

exist here. Only the Church Headquarters, the world's religion has any facility here similar to those in other areas.

Once, Shevat crowned the top of Babel Tower, and this is in the central portion. The surrounding area has no large

continental shelf to speak of, and there are only remnants deep on the sea floor below, what had sunk down in the

past along with the shelf The Thames as the first sea faring city, (gigantic ship) roams the area, and while not a city

perse, it conducts independent trading as a city in its own right, growing powerful in this way.

Terran Area

Inside the 3rd area, the Terran area is the most widely affected by the sea. The truth behind the meaning of the area's

name, -Earth- has at its core a very interesting meaning. The variation in the lifestyles of the people in this area, is cause

for envy by the other two areas, Ignas and Aquvy, They live mostly as hunters and wanderers, and their freedom lies in

the feeling that [all earth ss home], and their independence to live life as they see fit. This is their primary occupation.

Even in view of the weather, because the greater part of the continent is wrapped in colder sea currents, it is actually

the most harsh of the areas.

after Gate destruction a midsize continent appears

The nameless area, a mid-sized continent that appears after the destruction of the Gate, Formerly a green zone, when
it was separated from the continental shelf, it is thought that this is when the landmass expanded. It appears that

Taura's rea search Jab and destroyed Elru are here. However, Elru rarely interacted with the other nations of the world,

so its position can't be mapped with certainty.

f 20 l&ti'

GOLIATH FACTORY

JA.5PER FORTRESS

‘Area

&LACKMOON
FOREST

ELRU

:
In order to preserve proportion in distances, there is some distortion in the ocean and land area.
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View of the differences in altitude
world

[General use how to read this map] ——
The vertical axis maiks G meters above the sea level altitude, so that the other levels can be viewed singly in

kilometers. With the previous page as the basis, every landmark and area is color coded into respective regions,

such as -Terran Area = Ignas Area jj = Aquvy Area = other areas. In particular, the

latitude and longitude positions starting at 0, with Solaris in the stratosphere, that portion ranging between the

Aquvy area, to Ignas and all that lies between is Shevat's domain as it moves through the skies. The separations

into low level, mid level and high level areas can be read below.

Also, to the right are earth landmarks by way of comparison, to see its differences with the world.

sea
( level Km ) 40,0

10.0

5.0

i.O

SOLARIS (39800m)

SHEVAT (ranges within 12-15 km altitude)

DEUS (before revival 3784 km « after revival 46
f
QQ0m)

titan's house (62 1 m)

La han Village (574m)

Capital of Nortune (372m)

Noln (214m)

0.5

Elru (78m)

Sandman's Isle ( 1 3,5m)

Dazil (187m)
Bledavik 0 62m)
Bart's Hideout 0 51m)
Pris 049m)

Nisan (32m)

X

\
X

X

Orphanage (4.5m)
Church HQ (4.2m)
Snowfield Hideout (3.6m)

Lighthouse (2.4m)
\X

Thames (Qm)

Zeboim ruins (-274m)
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high levels
{ 3 0 0 FTl^)

Altitude * Each landmark explained

low levels — ] Q m )

The landmarks closest to sea level are the Church

Headquarters, Billy's Orphanage, the Lighthouse

and such. And the city on the sea, the Thames has

discovered the ruins of Zeboim and others in

the murk of the ocean. This encompasses nearly

all of the Aquvy area. The partitioning of the

landmass into large and narrow points, as well

as coastal landmarks and their conditions are

primarily collected here. And having been

referred to before, these areas' repeated sinking

and differentiation on the sea bed are confirmed

also. The ruins of Zeboim from 4000 years ago

being discovered is marvelous, as is the reason

for doing so.

mid levels (1 Qm~-3 0 0 m)

While avoiding talk of weather, the life styles

of the people, the most suitable reference is

that of the varying sizes of towns and villages

and their placement. The map shows many of

the landmarks throughout the game, and the

truth concerning those regions and the people

gathered there in their daily lives, On a high

point is the land of Elru formerly quelled by

Solaris, The earth having settled into its ele-

vations, the greater part of the continents'

central section as well as the coasts of smaller

islands. These do not feel the effects of sea

currents out of the ordinary.

In the partitioning of the land, the highest points

to be found are in its moutain ranges. In this area

are the Goliath Factory and the like, as well as any

structure suitably desgined for high altitude. There

are two structures of particular note, Solaris' latitude

and longitude in the middle of the sky at 0, near the

limit of the upper stratosphere. And also Shevat, at

about the altitude of an earth jet above the land, it

ranges within a i km area as it roams the skies, its

routes being over Aquvy and Ignas. Also indicated,

is the position of Shevat on Babel Tower at its highest

point.

—
sea

Moscow (1 56m)

level ^ m

40.0
at the radio zone

(3GKmf7 )

: the construction of earth's enveloping atmosphere -

mid stratum lens ing fog (2Km~ 7Km)

froze nice particles stratum ( 5Km— 1 3Km

)

cumulous straturn (giand 2Km )

Goliath Factory (874m)

Jet Airplane (191 OKm)

i

A"
’

j

Al-K

Mt. Fuji {3 .776m)

Babel Tower (7m—5 121m) In comparison to earth the 4 parts of the atmosphere; the troposphere, the mesosphere, the stratosphere

and humid levels that vary greatly from one another. On the map, the label [troposphere] - | stratosphere]

ranges and their heights are shown accordingly. Below are the keywords that explain this in simple terms.

Troposphere - About 1 1 km from the earth's surface to the clouds the temperature drops at an average

of 6.5 C per km in height. In general terms, (wind, rain, smog and pollutants) many things are aloft in the

atmosphere that effect this.

Stratosphere - Extends from the tropopshere to about 50 km above sea level. There are 3 levels within this

which vary from one another. The lower level is what decides temperature. The mid level is the highest

in ozone, and generally is referred to on earth as the [ozone layer] in the center layer of the stratosphere.

The tempratures of the other levels combine and rise throughout this one, stopping somewhere at the

upper level and becoming the overall middle layer.

At Radio Zone = a flying balloon 30 km above the earth’s surface goes high into the upper level and can

measure humidity, temperature, pressure and wind speed. In the present, due to the advent of satellites,

they have fallen into disuse.
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Far Countries m Near Countries

Here the countries of Kislev, Aveh, Solaris, Misan, Shevat and Thames will be introduced

using official artwork. And so, each country's name (correctly written in European

script) will be shown, and their position in the world revealed.

-1 « ill || £ . VimiM!
1

(Hi§ Kislev „ | ,
* <'!§§

lying this large capital with

st civilization, the facility is

le capital and today a group of

Both its industry and military are more advanced compared to The original meaning of the

other countries. The support of the nation's enonomy, [Battling] capital's name 'Nortune' means
is established for the collection of data. The Kislev capital is located 'ship builidng place'The pop-

in the central governing District, and surrounded by the A block, ulation is about 1 million* Supp
where general populace lives, the C Block where the Battling electricity is a reactor from a pa

arena is located, and D Block where prisoners and such are kept. located in the eastern part of tt

facilities are hard at work.

Kislev's Imperial City D-Block

With a population exceeding 1 million, this huge

industrial city is sectioned off into blocks. The

D-Block was formed for the purpose of keeping

prisoners, and they are prohibited from entering

other blocks. Also, because land here is cheaper

than most in the capital, the poor, demi-humans

and war orphans currently fill the block as well.

The scenery around the Imperial Capital

The area around the capital being high ground, it

leads to high plains and then eventually to the

mountain ranges. In this tundra, the capital appears

with its reactor and industry, working hard even

today. There are large structures from the past like

the Goliath factory here a Iso.

Kislev's Imperial City A-Block

Running throughout the streets is this three

wheeled buggy, and also as the clothes indicate,

those people of the middle and upper class are

gathered here. The standard of living is relatively

high, and their closeness to the Capital's center

makes it very hard for D-Block citizens to enter.
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Aveh Kingdom of Ave

The desert kingdom of Aveh, The greater part of its land area being

desert it also has steppe lands as well as unknown ruin resources

buried below, and at the center of these ruins the capital is built

The capital of Bledavik is established in the center of the desert on

top of many accumulated layers, and Fatima Castle stands amid the

wide streets. Its population is around 400,000, and many different

races and cultures are mixed here

including deml-humans. It is said

that the founding father, Roni Fatima

was the leader of a desert ca rava n

before becoming king, Also, the Fatima dynasty has blood ties

with the neighboring country of Nisan's Church,

heavy protective gear

Mil rg ie's room

by way of elswator
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middle courtyard

balcony [noble wcwj

Onzaz meeting event

Courtya rd

Dazil waterways

Water is the important lifeline in the desert

Protecting this are the Water Works Bureau,

Not just the narrows, but in the lower tunnels

are active facilities as well.

Where t-hs dragon appears

Metallic umbrella

keeps chimney dryBlackmoon Forest

Set between the steppelands and the

mountain ranges, the forest occupies a

very large area. The part closest to the

mountains is more pine trees - while

further out it becomes a mix of different

kinds.
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Frontier Vi llage Lahan

Set in a cleft in the mountains, it is

created with skill by the people. Cattle

raising and purple radishes and such

are their specialty, they also produce

other important foodstuffs
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Aveh Soldier

Spares no effort in preparing for the harsh-

ness of the desert environment. Because of

the extremes of temperature between noon

and midnight, he must protect his body with

Fatima Castle

Fatima Castle is in the center of the desert atop

many layers of piled bedrock. Looking out over the

landscape is [a tower] overlooking all. While this is

the outside view, inside there is also an elevator.



T Solaris Empire of Solaris

The empire set high up in the stratosphere, The capital [Etrenank] that

has the true meaning of [the place become paradise]- Due to the Great

War 500 years ago, the country lost many of the population when the

land itself was severely damaged, and began a process of complete

overhaul and restructuring of the country's system. Currently, the central

axis of its function having been revived, it enacts its program to partition

and rule over the surface. Ignas being the Fire Division Buereau, Aquvy

the Water Division Bureau, Terran

the Earth Division Bureau and

managing their respective areas

and governing accordingly. Also,

in response to the lessened population, surface dwellers are gathered

for hard labor, and the resulting interaction, causes pureblooded Solarians

to be severely decreased. The governing plan involves the separation of

the classees into three levels.

.

V,'

with shaft

can si idle to

top

The state of the wide plaza

During the large festival at Arbot piaza the ships are

shown off. Going from the Emperor to the 2nd Class

citizen level is a barrier surrounding the environs. Here

there are shopping centers and the like, and it is a place

of leisure for the people.

The shaft leading to the surface

The territory containing the six blade portions,

the Emperor's palace the three Class levels and

such, is supprted by a main shaft, and this pipe

plays an important role between Solaris and the

surface. This narrow, long shaft continues down
to the surface and through it materials and

hostages are transorted to the highest part

of the 3rd level block and processed there.

Solaris soldier

They are placed to guard within the country, and

because they are relatively lightly equipped they

specialize in quick maneuvers.

running

tube

arrives at

surface

Solaris'whole form

Looking at its surface only, is like a fog filled

view. Using an anti-gravity system it is able

to ride the skies in the opposite direction, in

order to give the people of Solaris the view

of the clouds for their sky.

•
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Nisan Nisan

The religious nation in the western part of the fgnas Continent,

the full truth is that its government and religion operate equally.

Being without a capital, the followers live in the Cathedral at the

center, surrounded by the lake around which the the streets of the

people are widely spread. Because of this, the population can't be

determined but those Nisan Orthodox are around 1 0, 000 and that

along with neighboring adherents brings this number up higher.

Built around the central govern-

ment conducted by the 'Vatican^

at its center is the succession

through heredidty to the role of [Great Mother], who is presently

Marguerite Fatima. Originally a frontier religion, the Nisan Sect

has spread throughout the general population of the world, and

its founder, Sophia is called -The Mother of knowledge-.

The special landmark

A large crater originally created by a meteorite, the

water collected here forming the lake. The meteorite

leaving a mountian at the center of the lake, is today

the foundation of the Cathedral. Also, the small flat

lands surrounding the lake are relatively level and can

be used for streets and buildings are spaced along

them along narrow paths. The cliff surrounding the

streets that was carved in the time of the meteorite,

still bears that name.
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The Cathedral at the center

The Cathedral was built in the mountain carved

out by the meteorite. While nothing is left in written

form, even with the use of digging Gears, it would

have taken several months to complete. The inside

of the Cathedral's wall are more beautiful than just

those carved by the meteorite.
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The streets' shape

Small rooftops dot the line where the people

live around the lake on the flat areas. These spaces

are filled with buildings seemingly on top of one

another. In the cliff side, the buildings are carved

into the earth for people's homes.

The people gathered for teaching

The Sisters and other of the faithful make up the more

than 10, 000 followers of the Nisan Orthodox, From the

eldest of Sisters to the youngest, there are many of all

ages in the religious organization. As bulwark against

thieves and barbarians, the Monastery Corps has the

least of military power, but as can be seen from those

three villagers here on the left side, the town appears

very peaceful



/ Shevat Kingdom of Shebato

Interposed between the troposphere, this city-state tours the skies

at an altitude ranging from 5km - 1 2km above the seas of Ignas and
Aquvy. It was formerly in the area of Aquvy known today as Babel

Tower at its very top portion. Along with Solaris, it is also protected

by a Gate, and as its altitude is not a fixed thing, every so often a

glimpse of it can be had from the surface (within the upper altitude

of its range, it is roughly on

the level with the cumulous

cloud layer)* Due to indepen-

dently held technology, farming

is done within its territory. The capital is called Aphel Aura,

the root of the word "Aura^ = symposium.
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fiestaurant

Deep Sea Bros*

No matter the country they all

need a place like this, an "eatery"

type establishment Here in this

cafe, alcohol and such is served.

The play of the lighting adds to

The city that roa ms the skies the sea 1 ]ke atmosphere.

In the present having abandoned its former territory,

only the Capital Aphel Aura remains in Shevat as it

wanders the skies. Once at the very top of Babel Tower,

the Tower contained all of its territory. What was once

originally the HLV plant loaded onto the Eldridge, has

become the basis for Shevat,
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The scars from 500 years ago

Today, they have escaped the Great War about 500 years

ago. Presently, only this scar remains in the country at this place.
bw 1 " >1 1 .

Introduced in the game, it was formerly a child's room and

a hole remains that was created from a bomb in the wall.

vit! *

The present Babel Tower

Before the Great War, the entire territory of Shevat was located

at Babel Tower. After the Great Wa r, choos ing j ust the capital,

Shevat left the giant tower behind on the surface. Of course, today

the tower is recognized as ruins, its parts having decayed over many
long years, but its greatest relic that remains is the topmost

portion that stands towering over the center of the Aquvy area.

Chair

rocking horse

mirror
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Thames Tams and the others

Aquvy = the area of many islands is where the large ship the Thames
makes its circuit as a free trading city. Like Nisan, it can't be called

a nation per se, but from the look of things at this scale it could be

called an independent nation in its own right. Supplying the Church

with many of the materials and resources found below in the ruins

of the sea is how they make their way. Along with the Thames, there

are many other trading cities (ships) of various sizes in the area.

Because of the trade between

each of the cities having made
the Thames profitable, they

are on their guard against

predators who attack with some frequency. One of their unusual

features is the ship's Beer half and it is said to be the only one of

its kind in the Aquvy area.
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The entire form of the super sized ship

1 100 sharls at its longest point, This large scale

LshipJ Is one whose size can
r

t be stressed enough.

Within the ship is the Bridge (4f) The Beer Hall (3F)

the Clinic (2F) the Deck (1 F)The Materials Loading

Dock (B 1 F) the Dock (BF2) as well as the Salvage

industry where the workers live and are adequately

provided for in terms of the equipment and supplies

throughout the ship. There is a device here that is

called fheshban]. ter=fcHt

(Riser

Heshban

The Captain's own Beer Hall

In all the wide area of Aquvy, this

is probably the only establishment

of its kind. However, this is not a

restaurant its specialty is as a

Beer Ha I L And it is the Captain

of the Thames who often says :

"Those guys who can
r

t hold their

liquor, will get drunk by the waves

and disappear'" and such is one

of those sayings that set him apart.

For what its worth, the Beer Flail

directly connects to the Bridge,

The Thames' area routes are , ,

.

The Thames and the others main job is to salvage materials at

the bottom of the sea and sell them to the fChurch], And here

is Billy's Orphanage that is an affiliated facility of the [Church],

i..iw

Hesftban

Bee; Hall

Those living the ship's life

The ship's people at first bei ng demi-humans,

has over time become a mix of many ki nds. The

figures of children can be seen running around

the dock, and on the Bridge, Hans a demi-human
is the right hand of the Captain, as for the Doctor

he's around here somewhere holding a bottle of

bourbon. And so, the nature(?) of the people is

somewhat variable.

m
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The earth science of geography, introduction of a study of earth's nature

-'The record of Mr, Isaac Balthasar's special theory-

Isaac ‘Balthasar
His profile

One of the three Sages of Shevat,

currently he resides in the vicinity of

the Kingdom of Aveh. Starting with

igneous rock, he has excavated many
materials from the earth and is busy

with daily research.

O Preface

And so, for all the various occurences that happen on the surface

of the earth - the actions of people and the towns where they

gather, the ruins and caves - yes, those have been my specialty.

Regarding this, having the eyes of god wouldn't be so bad, huh?

All of you probably only see the ground in front of you, and so

much has occurred and lives down beneath the surface of this

world, If you try to ignore this, someday that same something

might "flash by your feet" so to speak (heh, heh).

O The form of this world

Now here's something owned by Dr. Uzuki.The earth has continents and

islands and such, and it all swings around its northern axis. For reference,

the picture (1) shows the earth in miniature. After a few moments of looking

at it you will understand, the continents' and islands' placement is just a little

different from those of today. And that movement in continental levels does

not happen overnight, so it appears this miniature is pretty old.

There are many movements in the earth's crust. Because the shiftng of

contintents and islands is a large scale process, it could be said that mountains

and valleys change with the movments ofthe earth's crust as well, Whichever

way you look, for it to be discernible to the eye would take many eons to come
about, in my opinion.

For continents and islands to move, changing their forms greatly in the process,

the earth's crust. . , or rather the continental -plates- ride on the earth's board,

and inside this world beneath the plates . .
„ is the -mantle- which provides the

push to keep the whole thing going. The earth's crust and the plates are

extraordinarily light, The Ignas continent and such have ridden this a good

long way and spread out The energy required for the movement is incredible,

because at times it results in the eruption of volcanoes and earthquakes.

The surface ofthe crust , , , now that's the formation of moutains and valleys,

this is large scale movement of igneous rock and mud, and water is the primary

factor here, The previously mentioned plates' movement along with earthquakes

and activation of volcanoes - this causes the warpage, caving in and water traces

riverbeds leading to the ocean, while rain and wind cause their erosion.

So the movements ofthe earth's crust, regardless of magnitude, continues

even today. Earthquakes make fissures, incredible rainfalls cause mud I sides, and

even recognizing this as small scale changes, in terms ofthe large scale move-

ment ofthe continents, well thats that's not something you're going to feel.

Also, the Great War 500 years ago and the nuclear war of 4000 years ago caused

great destruction and the form of the earth was changed then. This is probably

artificial earth crust movement. So here and there are fissures and crevices that

are the scars of great impacts from long ago*

The things ejected from the stratum E2
Now which sketch is that, I forgot. Here, never mind, take a look

at this excised cliff (2). This was due to subsidence ofthe earth,

and pulled out from the broken area. This is an instance of small

scale movement of the earth's crust. Look at where the line of

the cut-off land is. This is bedrock, , an earth layer. Here is

granulated rock, begun the process of breaking down into sand.

It took a long time to do to that to the layer. For it to be pow-

derized, the characteristics and composition have to be altered.

Near the borderline, something occurred to change the quality

ofthe bedrock.

In investigating the properties of the earth layer, the amount of

time passed can be deduced. And from these properties, the era

and place in the world can be deduced as well. As the earth's crust

rises the layers rise with it. The higher the layer, the newer. And so,

as you trace back along these lines, the time goes further and

further back.

The most interesting and fascinating property of the earth layer,

well- that would be fossils. Wrapped up in volanic rock are the

remains of once living creatures, they provide a due as to how
much time has passed since they were enfolded. Living here in

my cave near these cliffs I have also dug up many fossils. While

looking at this next fossil I will explain further.



OThe story of fossils

What I dig up most of the time is animal and human bones. Here are 6

different skulls for comparison, they appear to be the same species, [3]

#l is the oldest, afterwards they are chronologically ordered, #3 or

thereabouts is where humans first appear. This is about 10
rQ00 years

ago now. The layers below that have no remains whatsoever. So, in

speaking of the placement of human skeletons, would you take a closer

look at the 6 animal skulls? The fangs seem to begetting bigger rapidly.

JM andf #6 appear to be almost different species entirely. This evolution . .

.

was it accelerated? This sort of thing just does not follow the natural

order. Were other animals hunting this?That could explain the growth

of the fangs in the skulls, as the predators become larger, they develop

bigger fangs to compensate. Especially starting with #'s 2 -3, the speed

seems to have been bumped up a notch here. The fact that this is the layer

where human remains have been found might have some connection.

The evolution of living things is a result of many different controlling

factors. Even if a species starts off the same, if the earth's crust is shifted,

those separated on an island will have a different evolutional pattern from

those remaining on the continent. Those animals that I have excavated

in the caves appear to have had their evolution accelerated, However,

in another location, you might find that type has evolved totally differently.

Due to the interference of humans, sudden mutations occur that account

for some of this evolution. No doubt, things such as the nuclear war of long

ago, caused radiation to spread out that could have caused these sudden

mutations. Also, Solaris'use oftheSoylent Systems had some impact as well.

What is dear, is that in a very short period of time, many sub-species were

formed. Even with animal bones charting the progression of evolution, was

all of this entirely natural? Even now, this is hard to determine.
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O The origin of humans

Here is a small fossil (4) it surrounds ocean organisms such as fish and

shells. Because of the ravages oftime
H
not much can be deduced.

Inside are the the fossils of the building blocks of life. Of course this

is fairly old, The place it was extracted from was once long ago the

ocean floor. These could be said to be the ancestors of a I! sea life. Of

course, human fossils are found here as well, The evolution of upper

continent lifeformsat last resulted in the reptiles and mammals. Those

large reptiles such as the Rankarand dragons have their antecedents

many hundreds of millions of years ago. They appear to have died out

in the ice ages< Those specimens fou nd today are a type from around

tens of thousands of years ago. With the excavation of fossils, they seem

to be newly made giant once more, <5) It's interesting to compare those

fossils of giant reptiles from hundreds of millions of years ago, to those

large g uys we've got today.

And here we have human skeletons (6). As previously stated, human
fossils do not appear in the stratum before 1 G, 000 years ago. And

tracing back the next 4-5 thousand years or so, they are entirely

absent A much more exhaustive investigation might yield some
results. Those 10, 000 years, much like those ruins found on the sea

floor from 4000 years ago, can be followed up by way of the remnants

of that era. An example of this is the excavation of Gears in the ruins by

Aveh and Kislev recently, in my short stay on Shevat, I conducted

research into the ancient machine culture. One of those things was the

remains of a large ship that also appeared to date from around 10,000

years ago. And this relic of an ancient civilization, ultimately could not

be traced back 4- 5 thousand years. The emergence of the human
fossil record coincides with that of the large ship. Looking further in

the past there is absolutely no trace of human kind ... So this thinking

leads to an even more impossible conclusion.

Human beings appeared suddenly on this world 10, 000 years ago.

With this in mind, can the fable of evolution given out by the Church

be true? There were definitely living creatures on this world from the

beginning. And they achieved their various kinds of evolution from then

until the present day. Even human beings are said by the Church to have

evolved from apes. However, it probably did not occur on this planet

Ou r origin may be somewhere out in space . ,

,
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A study on the -Fatima Jasper-

The -Fatima Jasper- handed down in the Fatima Dynasty is attuned to

the retinal pattern of those members of the royal family by blood.

However, the thing desired by Shakhan and Ramsus in the story was

the -jasper- as a jewel. At this time, Bart and Margie each had a family

jewel pendant, it is thought that at some point it played a part of the

Jasper , * « Half an azure gem decorated each respective part The legend

of the Aveh founder Roni Fatima who resuced the world after the -Day

of Collapse- having spread widely among the people, at that time the

Fatima Dynasty recieved great wealth and rumors of the aforesaid Jasper

also became legendary among the people. And so, with this image of a

"Jasper" they aimed for an azure jewel.

However, what kind of gem actually is this Jasper? In general terms,

a Jasper is that jewel known as -Jasper-, which is an impure amalgam-

ated stone of great beauty, Normally, this stone would be white, but

because of impurities, it can be a clear water color, -Crystal- as it's called,

jasper, depending on oxidation, come in many green colors. Even more

wearing from acids causes it to appear with a red belt on the inside, and

these are called Red (red jewels) and are very rare. Picture i shows a

typical Jasper, picture 2 shows an interior slice, This is a startling blue.

According to the -Moss hardness scale-, Jasper comes in at a Moss

reading of 7. The jewels at this rati ng are amethysts and o nyx. All a re

beautiful kinds of stones. There are many jewels produced outside the

rating system, the rate of uncovering these is highly probable so not

worth mentioning as they are not worth much.

jewels must be mined, as they are formed deep in earth's layers (deep

deposits left behind by magma) and there are many to be found. While

Japsers oxidized in the process may be discovered, the earth is mainly

abundant in such things as gold and iron. The desert Kingdom of Aveh

has many such deposits of ore throughout, and probably produces many

Jaspers, The royal family according to legend had high quality blue Jaspers,

so why were they not handled as valuable jewels? It is thought that this

story is circulated among the people so as to wrap the true nature of the

Royal family's secret in even more layers of mystery.

I Moss hardness Chart
The chart to measure relative hardness contains 10 examples.

Starting at 1 r they become increasingly harder. Using the order

of these specimens, their relative postions to each other in terms

of hardness can be determined.

hardness mined material

1 talcum

2 1

shale

3 cal cite

4 fire stone

5 coal

6 volcanic rock

7 quartz

8 topaz

9
:

amethyst

10 diamond

\r.



Study of the life cycles of various monsters that live throughout the world

In the course of travelling, when one meets with a monster, it's eat or be eaten, kill

or be killed - that's the struggle of life that awaits. Those monsters that are particularly

evil can be burdensome living creatures that threaten humans. However, by that same
token, monsters are a life form that coexist with humanity on the same planet. Knowing

their life cycles, the image held in the mind up until now will definitely change.



J

Mimee
One kind of desert breather the giant sand Mimee.

Normally dives beneath the sand, the skin has special

sensitivity to movement above on the sand's surface,

when it senses this, it attacks. Also, because it is suited

for environments poor in water, it warts with eagerness

for prey in which it sucks out the moisture.

Hobgob
The mushroom of the protuberant fungi [the hammer) unites

with an asteroid shaped form by way of evolution to make this

creature. It moves by way of the tube-like foot in the asteroid

shaped body and it a bsorbs the motsure of its prey. Primarily

inhabits the forest area and can be caught the centra! porton

being delicious for food.



The way of life for monsters in various environments

The monsters introduced starting here are -enemies against humans, that

attack them- and are categorized accordingly. However, here those creatures

called monsters are the same as animals "the aboriginal life forms of this planet"

and they are classified according to their environments, and therefore studied.

From understanding of the monsters' life styles and background, it is hoped that

they will be regarded as life deserving of respect and even a little more human.

Natural Kinds

The origin of all life [—

The - protozoan- that was the first

creature and the ancestor (founder)

of atl living things, was born as a

single celled animal in the sea.

In the shallow water, it evolved with

incredible speed into a mammal,

becoming part of the present day

ecosystem .Those monsters found

in the ocean are derived from plankton,

Considerably altered by evolution,

the oceanic life form became larger

and many times more powerful. Also,

Kraken (strong)

Large beasts
the creation of artificial creatures

eventually came about.

In terms of the ocean's development

compared to the land, the number of

marine species resulting from pollution

and mutation is not very high. But as

humans interfere in this area, the

changing of creatures into monsters

increasingly is a matter of time.

Sunahami

Sunahami (strong)

Dragon

The abundant green land

The forest and grassland occupying

approximately half the land mass in

the world have warm air and an abun-

dant water source, making this the best

place for animals and humans. They

benefit from the fertile land, which

supplies a lot of the world's agriculture.

This is the age of farming and there is

considerable danger in these first days,

as monsters are driven out to the frontier

from their habitats, and the opportunity

for seeing them decreases. However,

due to the recent scientific developments,

humanity's territory has expanded, and

the chance of interacting with monsters

increases. Among the specialized, the

monsters' environment is altered, and they

become a menace as a result. Having

reached the limit of their genetic potential,

those same monsters in different areas

change into new creatures that have no

resemblance to one another

tower kinds

snails (purple)

Sai

Earth Rankar

Gay mushroom
Binnik

Yamadori

Rain Frog

Aishteru

Slime Slug

Dragon

Hopper

Rhino

lower kinds Aishteru (strong)

(strong) Acid Frog

Raigyo

Gryphon

Shady

Edelweiss

Dwarf

Gryphon (strong)

Snail Roach

Snail (red)

Hammer (purple)

Planter

Wyrm
Reaper

Batrat Hammerhead
OR hammerhead
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Natural kinds

Living things have been on the planet since before humans were born. Over

many years evolution has produced a variety of different subspecies and

mutations. As for the natural monsters, they usually appeared with features

similar to The origina Hiving things, but many had developed evil natures.

Manipulated kinds

Those creatures that are the warped results of the process of artificial gene

manipulation. In order to overcome their natural tendencies, their bodies

were grown to larger sizes while shorter types proliferated. In rare cases, the

differences in individual abilities resulted in the natural monsters of that type

becoming extinct.

Kokobold Faulbidown (strong)

Forest Elf

Forest Elf (strong)

Eater

Craggen

Abandon
Cariel Type

Faulbidown

Gimmic Plus

Golem

Tears Plus

Gimmic

Cariel

SheraType

Dias

Manipulated kinds

Deathscythe (sea)

Deathscythe (deeps ocean)

Pichariman Weis

Sufel Man

Shera

Dorothy

Fire

Rotten

New Weis

Orphan

Giant Weis

Bloody

Bloody Bros,

Redrum

The dry barren wasteland

The large area of the ignas continent -

where the sun beats on the vast desert

of sand in the vicinity of Aveh. The max-

imum temperature at mid day can

exceed 50 degrees Celcius, while the

surface may even reach 70 degrees C
As the year progresses there is very little

rainfall, and many small oases can dis-

appear depending on the season. The

struggle for life is harsh and unforgiving

and only those with some kind of protective

covering survive. It is a cruel landscape.

Also, in recent years, the desert appears to

be encroaching on other areas. In particular

the Aquvy areas' dry belt is turning into

desert wasteland, but even at that, there

are many kinds that live here.

The monsters that inhabit the desert have

developed hard shell like exteriors that

protect them, and in order to absorb the

bodily fluids of their prey, many have thorny

projections. They adapted to their environ-

ment into suitable forms, and appear as

many various kinds.

Monster's Lair

Here, is the classification of special environ-

ments, the ocean, desert (wastelands), forests

and grasslands, wherever monsters are to be

found. These all have primarily artificially

created environments, sewers, dig sites, and

towns being one part. Everywhere there is

life that has breath, monsters can be found

by the thousands.

What is especially very interesting, even

including those areas of relatively little

interaction, is that they are also a micro-

cosm of animals and monsters. There it is

eat or be eaten, and the network of life is

truly extraordinary to behold. Considering

theamount of gene manipulation at work

the amount of integration is quite surprising.

Regrettably, the danger level is too high for

research into the arena concerning the living

monsters, and there is much that is still poorly

understood. At this point, perhaps a large

team could make the effort.
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Here is explained an overall representation of monsters from all

environments. From the details of the sketches, their life styles and

particular characteristics, also the changes in forms are explained,

as well as those portions never before seen until now.

Ocean

Kraken (strong)

One of the 7 parts of the overall planet's area is the wide oceans,

and until now, there were not a few recognized species of monsters

here. The habitable areas appear to be the surface of the ocean

and the deep sea.

Its kind appears rear the ocean's surface, but mostly

dives deep beneath. Its body resembles the primeval

fish while its head is more like that of humans. It is

thought to bean artificial type,

Controlling the g;ant tentacles requires drawing in

amounts of electricity from the surrounding ocean's

ions, then it repels with a forcible attack. The other

tentacles play the role of bringing food to its mouth.

Occupies small islands scattered throughout the sea,

these are its main lair. Due to incredible eyesight, when
it discovers its prey many miles away, it attains speeds

Gryphon

Death Scythe

of more than TOGO k/hr. and attacks.
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Desert

Monsters continually mutate to adapt to these conditions, gaining strength

with each change,

Originally one of the lighter boned type fish, Once it

appeared on land, it developed a respiratory system,

and the eyes receded so it could dive into the sard.

The hard and very sharp beak plays a role in making

sound so that it can navigate through the sand.
Desiring water, it is a plant type monster that car

move by its own will. It is able to store water and

nutrition in its body,, so that it can live for about

half a year on these stores after one feeding.

This kind evolved from moray sharks, plants and insects.

Like the Planter, it became able to move to disintegrate

its prey. tt
r

s interior secretes a solvent, a very strong acid.

Sand Shark

Planter

Reaper

The extreme temperatures cause dryness so that it catches lire easily, and
there are almost no plants, so the ecological pyramid is all but destroyed.

Appearing suddenly in the Aquvy area, they appear to

be a small female hunting tribe. They don't seem very

strong at first glance, but these pros can drop monsters

many times larger than themselves in a blink of an eye.

Living fossils of life remaining from ancient times. Once,

they filled the sky but lately are on the decline, A new
type that can walk may be overtaking the former kind.

Dragon



Forest * Prairie
the reSlilfWthe territory of plants and animals havingWt'h invaded by

humans, 3s that monsters increase in the forests and grasslands. For tho:

of t he many various ki nd of plants and animals on the earth, these also

begin to increasingly turn into mutated forms.

Looking fora good opportunity -a great discovery-

this has a psychology very dose to that of humans
and moves accordingly. It is thought that probably

it was once a domesticated pet of humans.

Binnik

Seems to- be a sub species of wolf, this monster is a type

of mammal. In its chosen habitat, it moves in groups of

many, its strongest weapon is its sharp claws that enable

it to -kick- repeatedly.

An approporiate name is -one who jum ps-. It moves by

jumping with its two limbs over and over again. Originally

ery timid creature, it prefers grazing in the fields.

Hopper

Forest Elf

A sub species of human living in the forest. They live

in the treetops and move freely among the branches.

They have a fairly special style of attack among the

mon sters, applying it in batt le.

Earth Dragon ftankar

Using their strong tai3s to topple prey, due to large

fangs they are the surviving meat eating dinosaurs.

The strongest in the region, their destructive power

is fierce.
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Kokobold
One of the many sub species of humans, hunters who
specialize in the bow. Because of their small size, their

lower limbs are covered and the closeness of the legs

to its body ena ble s i t to make very high jum ps.

Dwarf

Their dubs were originally used to carve out stone,

they now swing the pole in attack. Not very intelligent,

they imitate humans with some skill They appear to

like 'knocks'.

Lower kinds

Golem

Appearing in the snowfield after Oeus terraforms the earth,

this is a kind that was once one of Solans' living experiments.

Their interior composition being simple, their eyes and mouth
have totally retreated. They are not smart.

Having a skin as tough as their horn, this mammal eats

grass. In order to maintain the hardness of its skin, its

defensive powers are high, A bird riding on its back fives

in a symbiotic relationship with it.

Rhino

A sub spedes of lizard, this monster is a reptile. Shedding

its skin is proofof its superior status. Gathering in herds,

they have constructed an independent culture.

A large mountain dwell ing plant species, it changed

as it enlarged it turned into a monster, it became ^

eater and when this food is scarce, it can photosynthesize

Sufal Man
-One of the building blocks of Merkava- its cellular

structure has been altered, thus changing its human
form. Becoming larger because of the change in cells,

it has a correspondingly short life-span, Jt wants the

flesh and blood of healthy humans.
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Others
These 'other' monsters are some of the many results of gene

manipulation by humans, Because they needed powerful attack

skills in order to survive, they began to join the ranks of monsters.

Drawing in the Ether stored in its pendulum type hairr

it can rejeuvenate its energy. It sings out "Ayr when its

body is reduced by half or more, and it gets its reknown

from this.

Before it's born from the mother body, in other words,

a miscarried but powerful body that is an artificial kind.

When sucking in the power of its prey it holds them tight

then it returns to the mother body.

Rotten

Fire

Having a hard sheit resembling a large face, it is thought

to be an ethereal that can manipulate water. Having the

parts of humans from its head to its chest, it is weaponized

in the lower portion which stores madness causing poison.

Can live in utter darkness, this monster combines the rot's

Batrat

Cocoon Caterpillar

From larvae to the stage at which it ha rdens into a

cocoon, at the end of which it emerges as a winged

insect. It has special components inside. It attacks with

a strong acid saliva from its mouth.

ability to eat anything with a bafs senses. Being equipped

to emit high pitched sounds, it confuses its prey and eats it.

It s main attack is with the strong barbed tail, probably an

artificially created sub species of alligator. Even though its

front legs are retracted, it moves with incredible speed.

Carrier
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Hammerhead

A sub species of moll us k, lives in waterless environ-

ments, Usually hidden, the tail located beneath its

Gimmik
As its name says, it was made to guard the shafts in

Shevat, a -rocking doll-. Never having learned to eat,

it takes other people's Ether and turns it into energy.

mantle can absorb ether from enemies.

Those long ago frozen in cabonite in Shevat were

reborn as monsters. In order to maintain their power,

during times of hibernation it stores great reserves of

power for attack.

Getting its power from murder, this is a fearsome artificially

created monster. Like the Gimmik it lives in the shafts of Shevat

Usu sally has two bodies and with both it is a real menace.

A killing demon living in Kislev's sewers. It was human
once, but as a result of artificial engineering it was turned

into a monster. Only the name it had as a human -Lost

Forbidden

Redrum

his way- remains.
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Unknown Monsters
Up until now 3 different sections of monsters and their life cycles have been

introduced. However, in this world there are a great number of never before

seen monsters whose life cycles are not known in any detail. Please look at the

sketches for tentative monsters not shown.
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The machine that grants all wishes -Zohar-

Everyone has probably wanted to change the

world according to their wishes. And everyone in

extraordinary circumstances,, has at least one time

raised their eyes up to the sky and offered a prayer

But to whom are they praying? . . . It's -God-.

For interaction with the master of all things, -god-

lf this is to be done in the scientific world, to whom
do you pray?



yor*
At the very beginning of all this, the Interstellar Space Cruiser Eldridge was governed by a 7th generation

computer - Central Brain Kadomony which was hacked into. On the surface, the ship was merely a colony

transport ship, but this was in order to hide the true nature of its mission, the transporting of a weapon

system. That system's name was Deus. Shrouded in mystery, Deus went berserk, ieadng to the crash of the

Eldridge. The crash destination was an unihabited planet There new human beings were born, developing

an independent civilization and science and this provides the background for the game's world.

Here is the study on the core of the beginnings of that story, the Deus System and its corresponding

scientific framework.

he engine making up Interstellar tactical weapon
System -Deus-

The Deus System was constructed in the hopes

chat it would put a decisive end to the increasing

interstellar war. The engine constructing it is separ-

ated into four large parts, it is possible for each to

function independently,

And it is Zohar that uses phenomenon phase shift

to provide driving energy to the engine. While it Is

sentient it is not intelligent and it depends on orders

input by those with access. Specifically responding

to those with special access, it is only a machine that

emits energy.

And it is the living weapon Deus that draws out

Zohar's energy to the utmost limit With the possibility

of having immense attack power, it is planned for it to

start with a 1 00% link with Zohar and to control it.

Anri so, in order to manage the two is the governing

computer, biological brain Kadomony, This Sth gen-

eration computer has a protocol able to reason, and is

divided into living cells, it can manage the various cal-

culations and choose accordingly.

Once again, it 3s aimed to transfer these three com-

ponents to play a role on Super Warship Merkava,

Inside Merkava are the mobile terminal weapons,

Angels, placed in every area to defend against material

intrusion. These are gathered for the first ti me and the

system constructed.

^ Due to hacking by the living weapon Deus.. all the machines

within- the ship become like living things and attack humans.

The structure of the control of the Deus System The function and structure of each part is shown on the diagram.

The system's method of transfer/Super Warship Merkava as defensive fortress
/// fit/ ft

The body of Deus in control of

activation of real attack

Controlling the entire system.

Biological computer Kadomony

A facility for emitting synthetic energy,

phenomenon shift machine Zohar

The activating engine that has

control extending to both attack

and overall ship's defense. With

Kadomony
r

s control, it avoids

material obstacles to attain its

goal. Also, when the Deus System

is in its perfect state, it can choose

to activate defense against enemy
attack. Within the framework of

choices set in place by Kadomony,

it controls the mobile termnal

weapons, Angels.

in response to each part's demand,

this engine can create an infinite

amount of active energy. Not only

active energy, but as a machine that

is part of an attack system, it can

erect a defensive field in the absolute

vacuum caused by the process of

phenomenon transfer.

The computer of artificial intelligence

that controls the entire system, exten-

ding to the energy of Zohar. In order

to decide the most opportune time for

activation, with the corresponding

logic calculations, its protocol carries

out undecided calculations at the

same tim e. On 3y, i n the e ve nt of th

e

3 persons not having control does it

assume the role of the entire System s

-brain-.

The vessels defending the interior system's engine Angels



Activates on demand
energy replenished

The corresponding interaction of each parr

Kadomony
Using the Program {A!}

the intention is transmitted

control Acti vates or demand
energy replenished

control

Activates on demand
energy replenished

At the center of everything *Zohar

Supplying the entire system with activating

energy, is the phenomenon shift machine, Zohar.

However, Zohar itself has no will of its own, and

co ntin ua 1

1 y su p p I ies ene rgy to the demand s of

other machines.

In the case of the possibility of the 2 machines

activating independently, biological brain

Kadomony is placed with the goal of governing

the system and with the living weapon Deus as

a material weapon it is possible for both to

function with energy supplied by Zohar.

And so, the Deus System itself controls Zohar.

rather than Deus itself, and it is called a machine

having the power of a weapon.

Deus
can act on its own control

Angels

have no will of their own

Tactical attack Mother ship Merkava

Glossary

Interstellar Space Cruiser

A space ship that moves among the

stars - or rather, in star sytems with

suns at their center. 3n this case, the

sun referred to is not only that of

the solar system, but the other star

systems that exist in the universe.

Hacking

The action of invading another com-

puter illegally (hack). There are many

cases in which the goal is the collection

of data. In recent computer language,

the breaking down of data is called a

'crack' and the re writing of false data

in its place is called a 'flake'.

Central Electric brain Raziei

A computer bearing the name of an

Angel of great knowledge that ap-

pears in mythology. It manages the

database with artificial intelligence.

In reading, it amends characters.

fl Angels

A word meaning -Angel-, Deus itself

controls these for the goal of defend-

ing the Deus System.lt designates

those vessels gathered by Merkava.

These machines are divided by their

characteristics into 7 kinds; water

-

wind - earth - fire - healing - power -

sword.

Phenomenon phase shift

The meaning is to shift objects. In

the normal state of things, objects

move along with time (because of

this movement, time is formed)

however in the case of Zohar, it can

-shift- things at will.

Logic calculations

The method by which calculations are

carried out by present day computers.

It is a method that results in one query

leading to only one result.

I Living elements

It refers to those living components

used by a computer somewhat like

a Jiving thing. This is an indispensable

part for carrying out "uncertain or un-

decided calculations^ mentioned

above-

The mother ship belonging to the Deus System, its

outer shell hasadiamter of 80 km. The slits cuts into

its surface store Deus'moble terminals the Angels.

Its name is derived from the word meaning 'chariot

of Heaven!

Living Weapon Deus (itself)

It is not an inorganic machine, but has the characteristics

on the exterior of a Fving thi ng as It is composed mainly

of living parts. Having the abilities to restore itself and

learn, it changes its body throughout all the stages of its

evolution.

Phenomenon phase shift Zohar

The 'eye' shaped portion on the upper part of its body

is Zohar itself. Obviously an artificial form, this mysterious

machine is said to have existed from the time of the universe's

beginning. Its existence is the key to the story and the world's

background.

Biological brain Kadomony

Contained within Zohar's iris, (in fact the pupil's Interior is

the governing computer. Produced by an 'over-technology'

the nature of its material is unknown,
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The growing weapon Deus

The ultimate weapon with unlimited growth

of increasing destructive power

The living weapon Deus, as the interstellar invasion weapon the Deus System,

is a machine able to carry out material attacks. Due to its ability to restore itself

along with being able to grow makes it possible for it to simply destroy a given

target as a weapon.

Deus' ability to restore itself is a skill that enables it to draw in life force with

innate function so that it can repair damage recieved in battle,

in its first form, that is the embryo stage, Deus already possessed the attack

power to destroy planets, a nd its existence was a merging of both a living form

with machine. As a result, a planet was entirely destroyed, and at the point it

could no longer draw in power, it went into a state of suspended animation.

This is the expansion of the Deus System as an interstellar invasion weapon.

The 'neck' of this simple weapon was activated energy, supplied by phenom-

enon phase shift from Zohar. And with the tactical invasion ship Merkava having

become the Mother ship, movement in interstellar space became possible once

more.

Merkava would Transfer to those planets being targeted, and even without

any attack pattern would use active energy supplied by Zohar to continually

wreak destruction. After destroying the targets, Merkava would once again

head for other planets, destroying and in so doing gaining more power so

that the same thing would be repeated over and over, and above all logic,

becoming an ultimate weapon grown to infinite pwer.

The group of Angels defending Merkava

Dens' terminal weapons, Angels

Merkava as the means to transport the Deus System, is protected

by Angels who can be infinitely produced from living parts. In

imagining Merkava to be a human being, this effort is like that of

the blood (white blood cells}. Protecting the interior of Merkava,

they annihilate a ll outside intruders.

»

.

Sky Angel

The process of the living weapon Deus' evolution

Embryo - Omega 1

The very beginning, the Deus body which contained

the Deus System. When it appeared at the beginning

of the game it was preserved in a reactor, Its size is

approximately 20 ~ 30 meters, In this state, it was

already capable of destroying a planet.

M

The 2nd Stage

Deus itself having lost its means of transport after destroying

Merkava, evolves to just before its last stage. Its true body is

hidden inside a vortex shaped shell.

/ **

The 1st Stage
At the time of the Eldridge's crash, Deus

sunk to the ocean floor and this is the

body grown after span of 10, 000 years.

By the time the scene occurs in the story

in which Fei and the others defeat it, at

Th at time in fro th , the pa rt tha t ha d be-

come the core had already been trans-

ferred to the place where it had grown

to Stage 2.

Terraforming and body growth
In order to grow its body, it begins merging

with the planet by terraforming. The evolved

grown body of Deus in the interior is its true

form.
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e Computer controlling the System

Living brain Kadomony

A living protocol system of instinctive calculation

The living brain Kadomony was developed to manage the

entire Deus System. Since it was constructed to be contained

within Zohar, it is surmised that it probably has nearly the same

substance as Zohar. In terms of its function, it was made with

the goal of managing the Deus System. With access to Zohar,

its ma i n function was to supply the entire Deus System with

active energy. It would play the role of the -Access Gateway-

to Zohar which had no will of it own.

The interior elements being divided into two large groups,

when a query occurs, at that same time an internal question

is submitted, and with the use of the element flour] ne in internal

calculations, it also introduces the power of groups of living

elements for uncertain calculations. Their respective determin-

ations are then processed and subsequent agreement is then

decided upon.

Living element -Persona-

In the central portion of Kadomony
is a lifeform assembler plant.

Kadomony's interior structure

Concerning the living element Persona

The portion of Kadomony's interior which

contains the living elements is sectioned into

3 large parts, those positions being called

-Persona-, -Anima-,and -Animus-.

In regards to control of the Deus System, the

issuing of commands, system objective anal-

ysis, weapons control, governance of entire

system output and all submitted queries -

all are decided by the living elements

{Persona, Anima and Animus) using second

stage construction of logic calculating

elements, Zohar is controlled by all these

with the will of Persona acting independently.

Before activation of serial experiments
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Persona is its name given by the living elements

in human form. The name of the basis program

that constructs Persona is called -Elehayym-.

It is that portion that is said by humans to have

'human character'.

Having achieved a soft landing, Kadomony

activates -System Hawwa- from the central

element Persona's basis Program -Elehayym-

,

And due to the activation of -System Hawwa-

,

the Deus System, {in reality Zohar) starts its plan

to rebuild.

Right before the crash of the Ei bridge
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A The living element Persona inside Kadomony
integrates and manages other living elements.

A Kadomony activates basis program

-System Hawwa-,

A -Myyah- is born from Kadomony's life

molecular assembler plant.

Omega 1

Because of the out of control accident

during merging activation experiments,

Deus'body was separated for transfer,

Used as the coctename for Kadomofty's

ma inframe, the protocol Persona was

designated -Alpha 1
-

Terraform
The changing of a planet [terra) in to

another {form). During the story, the

living weapon Deus transforms itself

for this purpose, and begins to merge

with the planet In the process of re-

forming it, Deus would be able to

control the planet as a part of its own
body. Having lost Merteava, Deus

choos es another mea n s of t ra nsport,

that is the planet itself.

Super Interstellar Cruiser Eldridge

Having rights to the enterprise, the super si*ed

ship is built for the sake of the plan for space

colonization, The army requisitions it so that the

Deus System,, which went out of control during

merging activation experiments can be separated

for transfer. It is built with two separate parts,

one a living area for colonists, the other the

management section. Able to navigate through

all sorts of travel, it is equipped with the artificial

intelligence Raziei. it only appears in the story

during the opening,
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The phenomenon shift machine that manipulates

Chart! Bringing phenomena to the surface. K The source of ail energy, phenomenon shift theory

At the point of theorized uncertainty principle, that portion proposed by Heisenberg at the unraveling

ofthe interlacing of the atomic structure (cosmic web), is - the S line that is the basis for the design of

the unsupplied quasi-infinite engine.

Capturing the innate phenomenon existing as a possibility in the near future, using the primary

activator (in this case, those things using Zohar, things or humans) the "best outcome' is brought to

reality from phenomena,, and so the energy potential becomes a thing used to advantage, in the case

of the (phemonenon ) being converted (matter- energy) and (the energy field potential} being realized

in the next dimension, there ss one proviso in that the ratio of the phenomena existing directiy before,

for it to be materialize, has one indispensibie means of control. On the surface, the axis of time, achieving

a uniform plane of smoothness, (if not achieved the control ratio falls below 1} in relation to the phenomena

being realized immediately before the curvature of spacetime causes it to rise to the surface at equal points

with all those being equal ( In other words, from [reality] at that single point emerges the [future] with all

distances being equal between points.)

Here is the previously mentioned proviso, (matter = energy! and [the scope of the energy field! and both

are modeled at the instant from which they expand from a starting point in geometric prog res si on. The

downward axis represents the flow of time, and due to simple logarithmic theory this cannot be changed

becai ise it : not curved at the scale described, and a strong indicator of the realization of a thing occurs.

(refer to chart 1)

The intersecting line of the time

The point at which a phenomenon is realized is the point of near maximum potential, the realizaton of

a probable thing is brought to that piane. The entirety of that place has all probabilities simuitaneously,

and as they become inaccessbile one by one, that group of increasing probability becomes more resolved

and accessible, and in that reality many smaller ones become realized through potential and the ratio of

proability. This group has the number 0 starting at the 0 second mark at the instant of the Big Bang. After

the Big Bang occurs, this group stabilizes at 1, as the seconds tick by the numbers rise as predicted. And

so, to state it plainly, the universe that is seen today according to the laws of physics has many layers

spreading out in geometrical procession since the instant of its birth (?) that have not changed , and the

multiple folds give rise to more in a process of rebirth as it grows outward, (refer to chart 2 )

And so, that phenomenon with the lowest probability is also the least likely to emerge from the

probabilities' predicted outcomes ( the instance of primary activation that leads to a good phenomenon)

andhowisthisc hose n? if ch oos ing to aim for that phenomeno n wit h a tow probablky of outcome, t hat

is impossible in the present reality. If the main activator selects that probable phenomenon, it changes

it in the process, in that case, the Zohar Project contradicts this by selecting the phenomenon with the

highest of probabilites, andin so doing reduces the other probabilites to none so that the (best outcome)

is the only one left. Fundamentally, the completed Zohar's wish for (mattersenergy shift) or again (the

energy field) would tie together the shifting time plane at 1 with the established phenomenon plane

with the highest probability, and with its manipulation the probability of (the best outcome] would be

increased, due to this interference. To make a long story short, in the smallest place pricked by a needle,

if one uses insect sized glasses to magnify this you would be able to pierce still further, and in this kind

of process, Zohartakes the plane of existing probabilites and using its ‘eyeglasses' in this fashion, and

realizes the phenomena, (refer to chart 3)

Afterwards, when replacing the Iwished] outcome with reality and returning the to the point at which this

becomes possible, the resultant effects of entropy both before and behind this manipulation cause energy

to be gained. In todays' technology, the (energy fiefd)
J

s axis is all that we have discovered. In drawing out

unlimited amounts of energy, well l hat's not possible yet, and so something besides the main activation of

the represented energy potential is needed. And fu rther, in order to interfere with the structure of spacetime

with the main activator, the threads extending out from probable phenomenon go into the ultimate reaches

of deep space with the chances of their returning very low. However, accordi ng to the theory, with the main

activator it is possible to use the energy of the entire universe.

The rising levels of probabilites of

phenomena starting at the Big Bang.

Delusional Academy

(T) the makings of

the

phenomenon shift engine

i- In tli in oise. bet

shows hknesclt to

a person who

interfere with

[If I can

he thinks

State o-f delusion

I

L
:ci loves I'Jlv
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Plant of possible phenomenon
as regards the timers

The use of absolute objective space for a warped space defensive wail - Gate

AbwoPutt Objective Space

Warped space generating facility

- Gate

Due to the interference of Zohar, causing the consolidation

of phenomena in an Instant of origninal time, the absolute

objective space in which [an instant with temporal volume]

is born, (refer to Chart 3)

Ordinarily, many factors in the world of phenomena
cause changes within the passage of time, the tangent

within absolute objective time has a frozen instant in

which this is already decided, and i n the case of the four

planes of time, only time exists, and it cannot change the

world of phenomena.
In building a ’Space warpage defensive wall-, Solaris hides

its territory in a defensive stance, so that -no hostile force

may pass- is made that Instant in absolute objective space

(holding temporal volume) and the pulse shaped continuance

(shut (closed) space] is what creates the [Gate], so Is called

that terminal space that encompasses it,

The space surrounded by the

generating facility is warped
so that the facilities have no

effect, the only possibility of

interference is by the use of a

Gatekeeper.

Glossary

M Change in energy potential

The apparent difference in the change

of the energy level from ju si before,

matter-energy shift placement

Out of dll the matter in the universe,

how much of u can be changed into

energy?The comparative ratio of this.

Energy positional field

How Energy (and also matter) dis-

tributed throughout the universe?'

The overall difference.

M Theory of Relativity

A main point of the theory by the

physic i st Einstei n [1 679*1 955J-

According to this, no matter how
fa st they a re goi ng, the speed of

light from the observer's perspective

never changes, and all the laws of

physics must obey this, so it is said.

Big Bang

in 1 954, t h e physisic t Gamow put

forth the theory of the origin of the

universe, saying that it began in a

great explosion 1 5 billion years ago.

Wain activator

In the case of changing circumstances,

those who guide ft, can reveal (he initial

cause,

Entropy

I he 2nd Law of Thermodynamics,! he

Greek word {trope) derives from change.

An idea of the famous thermotkisl

Claudius-Thermotics describe the State

of complexity and the mai n tdea is the

loss of Complex states with the gaining

of entropy, The information from this

expanded theory is applied here.

H Zahar and the Big Bang

Zohar continues to select from among
many different phenomena and how
is this applied to the time axis? That

time, as the main activator made
reality, contains both the beginning

and the end of time simultaneously,

the ratio at 0 of the possible phenom-

ena is not separate from this universe,

but a separate universe is created.

The beginning of that universe starts

with the Big Ba ng an d the rest i s

largely a mystery,

HAPPY//

Repeats 5 and 6

-the desired phc«cmcnc

only choice

Uh
- V'ifi

met it . .

away]

3 Calculation of phenomena

initialed by Zohar

Tims axis

ptenomena

ph^ndmertori pfahi

^ Manipulates phenomena* goes

towards Fci*s wished phenomenon



The engines inte
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The communication between Zohar and slave generators

vmjTjy Wrn //£ ¥^z-
-

Zohar able to generate unlimitedThe machines loaded with slave

generators /7T7r rtT'*

j

energy

When energy reaches a low ebb*

a request for their allotment is

automatically sent to the master

(parent machine: Zohar)*

Due to request by a slave with

markings (child machine), a cor-

responding amount of energy is

sent inside the partner generator.

iW

1 A J
i

request

* >•;./

P It I

K'XT

the machine containing slave generator

in—.

*

The slave generator that [recieves]

information

While working, the phenomenon shift

engine Zohar makes various kinds of

energy.

Those facilities in a position to recieve

that active energy are slave generators.

Here, Zohar appears as the master (main)

to those machi nes that are slaves

(followers).

This mechanism, with a relationship

between electric supply source and

electric supply storage, has an energy

tank deciding the amount of energy

to be stored and filled by Zohar. And
so

r
the slave sensing a decrease in

energy will access the Master with a

request for supply. The Master, recog-

nizing the access of the slave will

distribute energy to it. And so, energy

is supplied.

Most important is the determination of

the amount of energy. Every slave is given

special markings, and through this, the

Master knows the amount to supply. Of

course, overload (over supply) cannot occur.

And so, those slave generators that activate machines (Gears,

and others) cannot take on more than their energy potential.

In the establishing of the markings at the beginning, the highest

limit of each machine was determined. Instead, within the frame-

work of their capacity, they could be supplied to the half-way mark

almost indefinitely.

changing the level of response in slave generators [Anima Relics}

As one of the living elements of Kadomony
which controls Zohar, a simplified focus for

anima is the Anima Relic, Due to its fusion with

those Animus (human beings) separated from

Kadomony's self resurrection program, it plays

a vital role in providing the core of Zohar 's

mobile terminals.

Those suitable human beings who can attain

fusion, are of course able to gain access rights

to strong power, And so, the capacity of the slave

generator is enlarged, and the Gear's abilities

expanded as a result,

normal Gear (Standard Gear) Anima Relic + Gear (Omnigear)

G
I

o
s

s

a

r

y

Marking Ether

A 'dip-switch' determines the In 167S the physicist Huygens postulated

slave generator's ability. the existence of waves of light, in 1905

Established at the base of this Einstein posed the theory of relativity,

position, it emits the power however the existence of ether is still

decided by Zohar, The markings open to debate and remains tentative,

cannot be changed by the hand Also, in biology it is referred to as Aethyi

of humans. In the story, only Ether, The name of R-O-R, a fusion of 2

G rahf was a ble to ehangethe eompon e nts a c i d and oxyg e n . , , . Not to

markings, and it is unkown if this say there is any connection, but in the

raised the ability of that Gear world of the game, it is typical of magic

or spiritual powers in RPG's.
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Standard Gear

As a result of the weapons' capacity,

the slave generator's markings are

small. Of course when compared to

Omni gears,their potential is low.

Anima Relic

The Anima Relics have another name Ipseudo

Zohar]. Before being loaded onto the ship, Persona

provided the basis for the unstable Zohar as a living

element. Animus has a separate goat from Anima,

but whichever, both are created primarily as

elements to control weapons, and originally Anima

was not able to emulate Zohar, However,, among
the succeeding generations of human beings

{Animus), those with that ability began to appear.

Omnigear

Anima and Animus (human beings) are

both building parts of Kadomony as able

to act as the core of Deus as neae defensive

terminals. Of course, contained battle power

of Pseudo-Zohar Anima and the Animus

(humans) is much higher compared to that

of ordinary Gears,

The realization of energy [Ether]

Similar to the relationship between Zohar and the slave generators,

there are particular characters who have the ability to use Ether. It

is different from the energy fed into the slave generators, those with

Ether ability are in direct communication with Zohar, and even more

refined requests are possible,

A strictly kept secret is that the energy emitted during phenom-

enon shift is the same as that of those with Ether who use their

access to create energy. Those with Ether ability that access Zohar,

use its phenomenon shift ability to draw out possibilities they choose.

Also, for those machines unable to exceed their potential, in the

case of the Ether users, depending on the situation, they can have

unlimited power. During the appearance of Id, Fei and Grahf as

humans are able to topple Gears with their bare hands, and this

is the source of that menacing power.

Among those human beings born from Kadomony s protocol

Persona, (Animus) are those with the Innate ability to use Ether,

However in truth those who can use that power are very few.

^ Among living things, If humans
access Zohar, they get incredible power.

Zohar axievcs slave generator’s

request - ——*7’

I .Hitts energy

according

io marking

information

Gears

active energy

is. reduced

lilting

(info)

Cinergy

a ^responding

energy

mimzs

Slave general tr

rceogniy.es deer

in energy

3 < >Huimmicates re spemsc of

energy according to markings

It is filled with

energy\ Problem occurs

- Hcruis hn
flying -

from the future

nil) i hi:

Move Zohar

with that

strong ,

willpower

“I’ll beat the

crap outta

you!!"

- such

willpower! <

ror example,

during fights

with strong

enemies

The point of

willpower

I lave a strong will

against all odds
Zohar responds to that

4 phenomenon shiftProblem submitted



What size is a nano-meter?

The power to resist Deus • N

The microscopic world of nanotechnology

at 1 billionth of a meter

Above and beyond the use of technology of micromachines,

it is also theorized that micro sized robots could be created.

And these acting as humans' "magic hand" so to speak,

these devices could be made at only half the size of the

other. Afterwards, having gone to the same distance again,

it would be possible to realize and construct a device that

could be handled at this sma II size. The begi nning of the

construction of robots at the smallest level could begin.

The advantage of robots is that it would be possible to

program and establish their actions. Also, the theory

extends even further. In the practical use for living things,

the robots would be developed as proteins so that no

matter how many layers, they would congregate into

groups automatically, and function as one unit

In the year 1 976, MIT student K, Erich Drexler proposed

the greater part of the idea of nanotechnology. For

example, in regards to the use of nanomachines In the

body, they would work only In the case of invasion by

illness, and be programmed to eradicate the pathogen,

Also, when the nanomachine's role was completed, it

would dissolve itself, and it would be possible to program

them to be excreted from the body. In pursuing these

kinds of thoughts, it is also very apparent that they

could be used for regeneration. People might have

these life like machines living in colonies throughout

their bodies.

Working within the world of 1 billionth of a meter,

(nano), [they] could re assemble molecules as an all

powerful creative god. The nanotechnology that has

the possibility of clearing these fundamental issues

and other questions is an ultra advanced technology.

Weltail the 2nd

WeltalTs hidden abilities are set

free by nanotechnology. The special

mode of System Id (upsurge in Gear

ability) is able to be triggered at will

reduction
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The nano-assembler and the nano-dlsassembler

Due to the nanoma chines circulating within the living weapon Deus, it is

equipped with self regenerating capabilities. For this reason, no matter the

attack in ordinary battle it can heal itself of damage in an instantThe nano-

ma chines responssble for self restoration, or rather the nano-assemblers,

have the ability to create new molecules to replace the originals. In the

process of restoring the particles in the damaged portion to their original

condition, up to the point the damaged part's molecules are actually lost,

it is possible to completely restore It. Supposing the nano assembler can

replace even the lost molecules by creating new ones with another nano

assembler reconstructing other particles into those needed and thus

performing the restoration.

And so, the only thing capable of resisting this are nano -disassemblers.

These are part of the plan to deal with the danger of nanomachines going

out of control. In contrast to the assemblers that can make substances,

dis-assem biers are made with the sole function of the destruction of

assemblers. According to theory, disassemblers can destroy all assemblers.

Even in the story, in regards to the nano-assemblers in Deus' body, due to

the introduction of the dss-assem biers, the self restoration became ineffective.

Afterwards, it was possible to deal it normal damage.
Nanoreactor
A life assembler plant made with the

goal of restoring the human body at

the molecular level.

Glossary

- science • and others -

The path of Sephirot

The pti* nginengn shift engine Zehflr,

in the process of Setettirsg phenomena
from the plane at the 0 point -that

instant st the equal point erf the time

axis, another universe is Created. And
th is space is at a h ig her d intension

from the present universe (void space),

and this is the link between the two.

At this point, the borderline between

th is u Diverse an d t l>,e h ig her d Intension

is the Contact point, also called the

Path of Sephirot The point at which

contact leads to god's territory, the

ma In image those human s see it is

transcribed into an image of water

{for example; the scene of Fei'& contact

with the Wave Existence.) and there

are many instances of this.

Soylent System

Used for the creation of organic

parts for the living weapon Deus

in order for It to regenerate, For this

reason, those Suitable humans were

broken down and recycled again as

machines. These included those

materials used in the construction

of Merkava, the vessel Angels and

such, they were also used as parts

of weapons controlled by Deus.
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study The danger Qf nanotechnology

Human beings are given their human form by way

of information transmitted from DMA. DNA and nucleic

acid are in organisms as living information and point

to the heredity of memory. At the center of every cell,

at the time of its splitting, it Inherits the system of rep-

lication. The structure of living things' heredity is

deoxyribose sugars, amino acids and salts which

make up the nucleotide chain (DNA) and due to the

alignment of these salts, the genetic information is

determined.

And so, if a nanomachine operates at the atomic

level, of course, it's not necessarily able to manipulate

the construction of the DNA. Has no one noticed the

The girl born out of nanotechnology. Her

entire body being constructed of nanomachines

(molecular machines), she is a living form that

can transform her body at will (shaping).

terrifying possibilities that lie stored here?

in the story, like the scientist Kim in the Zeboim

cultu re's era, with the attempt to supplement and

make whole the individual cells of human beings,

using nanotechnology to emulate this, it was

probably for this reason that the first corporate

functioning imitation living body (Emeralda) was

created.

However, supposing that the government was

able to use it, what If the brain was unable to think

of rebellion, the body losing its power in resistance

restructuring humans with genetic Information to

this effect . . .what then?

In reforming of flesh with DNA manipulation using

nanomachines (this also having changed nature due

to heredity) this is the Program [Limited put in place

by Solaris on the surface dwellers in the story so as to

control their thoughts by changing the composition

of the brain's Interior, In its complete form it inspires

absolute loyalty In its slaves. They are dolls mani-

pulated for the purpose of achieving the goals of

Solaris. As individuals they have no awareness of

this. Now. the followers of the beginning's founder

Cain have something different. If the Limiter is a

thing bestowed that is artificial, that in regards to

Cain (Ministry) is thought to be more instinctive, or

even deeply hidden spiritual shackles.

* f
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and on the surface of never ending warfare,

ished materials concerning "Gears" MPV

Having once lost their advanced science, when humans developed it again

ironically they used it for weapons. The birth of the metal human shaped

weapons - Gears were equipped with the highest attack power, defense and /
;

mobility. The Gears that appear in [Xenogears], at first glance don't seem to Z»,

be weapons, they each have many different shapes and forms. Here, find out |

the depths of their fascination in terms of design, the episodes and established

materials.

Also, those official illustrations that appear are main designs by Ishigaki-san

accompanied by comments. Enjoy the great experience along with the storyteller's

voice and the illustrator's images
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Gear Spec conversion

Unit

1 sharl + 0,97 meters

1 soo I = 33,3 centimeters

1 khan - IDS tons

1 tsitol = 62 seconds

1 repsol ^0,97 kilometers/hr

1 oolia = 0.97 meters/second

Value index

{all referred to are mainly Aveh military Gears [Aveh 01] )

sub generator output = 1 00

main generator designation number = 1

Frame rigidity = 100

level of machine reaction = 3,0

Ether response rate = 1

[The mam generator nj/nberJ is followed by sub generator power 100, no

matter how much power is puEJed from the main generator.

•
.

>>

* 1*r

I transformation rough draft

is one of the many rough drafts of the transformation patter n. In

the ca so of the esta bl i shed rough of Wei ta 1 1, the back u n it turns into a wing

shape after the transformation, and the in the 3rd rough it was thought

to tryout the idea using the 4 arms. It is interesting to follow the change

in design.



WELTAL

Body analysis

The standard Gear that is the foundation of

the Omnigear [Original Weltall (from now on

referred to as G.R Weltall)] that was formed by

the fusion of the Gear Lacan piloted and the

Anima Relic -Naphta IK used by exclusively by

Fei (id) and behind the deepiy hidden secret

of Grahfs emergence. Due to this, the main

body provides the base form for O.R. W, and for

this reason, parts of the exterior greatly resemble

Q.R rw , Also, the main slave generator is a pure

replica of the one loaded into Oil W, and even

with the difference in the building materials

themselves, the output levels are almost equal

to the Original.

Speaking of this, altogether it is different from

O.R, W, and just about all the parts making up

Weltall are just like those used in other Standard

Gears, but in times of highest output of power,

it will spend down to its body and on the surface

it appears to have no material weakness. In truth

in very small portions only, when the output is at

its highest, abrasive loss has some effect on active

construction, not extending to the resilience of

the mainframe, it extends to the exterior (the

next cover).

Due to piloting by Fei (id), the highest limit of

that power brandished by the fated Wei tall, this

becomes a deadly question. Suddenly going into

the larger newer structure, at the machine's

fundamental nature, the exoskeleton becomes

able to change, according to design, a Limiter is

placed to equalize the output during peaceful

times so as to lengthen the time it can function.

Due to this, when Weltall reaches a moment of

crisis it can determine to emerge.

Afterwards, Weltall was loaned temporarily to

Kislev. In the northern province at a military base

it was examined and provided the design basis

as a test bed for new Kislev Gears.

Supplemental explanation

The 11th emerging base of Kislev

Feeling threatened by [he difference in technology between his

country's weapon sand those of Aveh {Gebied, Sigmund established

top secret plans to build weapons as the axis for the governing of the

next generation behind the scenes. Using Weltall as a test bed. which

had been brought in by the Executioner, the plans for building the next

generation Gear was started. The central pivot of these plans was the

position in the north of the 1 1th base. And here, not only was Weltall

brought in for experiments as the first in the development of the next

generation of Gears but Super Battle Plane Goliath was constructed

here as well.

HO



BACK
MODEL

system causes a wave interference called a -wave

specter- that invades the other wave's area, the

machine reaches red heat afterimage and that

image is projected around it,

Weitall having made use of the designed durability

and put it into use, cannot reach maximum output

without causing itself to destabilize, and with the goal

of minimizing the differences in potential and actual

output it moves the exterior frame into a new position,

and the machine re forms itself. Only at this point can it

use the -monocok- exterior according to its design.

For convenience, most of the time it is in -Normaf Mode-,

The point of maximum output is called -id Mode-.

Now, as supplement, at the time of Id Mode's activation,

the pilot must submit the special markings (Zohar's

reference point} to activate the master generator, and Id

is the key to its activation. This is why the mode changes

to this when the character has transformed into Id,

a new deeper problem , that of generator output

rising to such a degree that cooling becomes the

issue. As stated before, the slave generator loaded

onto Weitall was a replica, and it is not too much to

say that it is the same as O.R, W, and so the emitted

heat is not comparable to that emitted by Standard

Gears, and if improperly handled could result in the

complete dissolving of the machine.

At the time of self recovery, the measure of its

output is more than 99%, and different from

O.R. W, which can recycle energy for Weitall is

constructed of standard parts, and the cooling

is a problem. And along with a standard radiator,

a new magnetic refrigeration system is loaded in.

Space is created by the unit functioning below the

framework to cool the emitted energy that reaches

the secondary framework. It is a system that cools

the machine rapidly. Specifically, it separates the

heat into about 3 currents, and applies the mag-

netic wave, redirecting it to the radiator thus

cooled along the way, The remaining heat is stored

in a -condenser- according to the new design, and

can be reused to activate the machine.

Also, the magnetism released by the cooling

SPEC DATA

WELTALL-I

Body analysis

Weltall's state for the sake of wielding the max-

imum output of its generator's power. Its other

name is Id Mode.

Asa replica ofO.R.W,, Weitall was constructed by

Grahf and with the original ability to wield the

incredible generator power of O.ft. W. nearly equally,

its body hardness has very few weaknesses and the

various problems raised by that are addressed

further.

To differentiate, the great abrasive loss during the

highest output at the time of Gear battle, the frame

itself becomes subject to loss by attrition, and after

the battle disappears to parts unknown as it goes

dormant. In discovering a great mistake in the plan

during battle, it immediately alters those plans,

creating a new one. Also reconstructing its very

materials, it aims towards increasing its body's

durability.

The corresponding frame becomes the secondary

body, and the simple -monocok -shell reforms it

creating a strong protective barrier, And up to this

point, what had been used as the secondary shell

becomes the exterior, trading function as a frame

with mobile construction, finally functioni ng as

the exoskeleton, According to this new plan, the

time of the switch in exteriors accord rngly results

in part of it being sacrificed, and during the trade,

Weitall has for the time both interior frame and

exo skeleton jointly, and at the point of highest

output has the exterior hardened considerably

during battle.

As it re forms itself, the question of the machine's

d ura bi I ity i s reso Ived at o n ce. a nd now the re is

Pilot Id

Height 19.4 Sharis

dry weight I7.8kahns

Equipped weight 22.7 kahns

suh-gene rater output

(if using this Es unknown)

Mn, Generator coefficient tsitol

78.0 or more (surmised)

Operation time unknown

Frame durability -260

reactive level— 0.3 or more (surmised)

Ethe r response u nknow n

Ground speed immeasurable

Flight speed immea s u rab le

Equipped weapon

unknown



WELTALL-2 Weltail the 2nd

System Id

Governed by a management system built into Fet's wristband,

designates the governing system of output loaded into

Weltail the 2nd. Using nanotechnology, along with spiritual

impetus from within Fei's own mind, it can decontrolled

and switch with the normal mode in this fashion, However

control isn't complete, the emergence of id sacrifices Fei's own
strength.

In order to switch personalities and release the output of the

generator, Weltail 2nd is provided with a governing system that

functions at the same time.

Weltail the Second, resurrected byTaura Melchior and Isaac

Balthasar from the heavily damaged body of Weltail that was

recovered.

In restoring the body it should have simply been returned to

its former state by Melchior's nanomachines. However, due to the

impact from its crash, one part of the slave generator's function

was altered, and Balthasar taking note of the huge leftover output,

analyzed the black box for speeding up the system output. As a

result, the slave generator could judge when it was time to go to

the output for Id Mode, Also, the generator continuing this

activity, emitting a particular magnetic wave frequency would

achieve a similar form to that observed in Id during the des-

truction of Solaris, From the beginning having noticed the

stage of the slave generator's alignment with the master Zohar,

he determined that the emergence of the pilot's markers

coincided with that of the slave generator and created one part of a bypass

wave, Investigating the function of the slave generator, he could change its

overall function with a possible system.

However, he had to take into account the effect of Fei's spiritual level and

its effect on this. The bypass wave had markings almost identical to the

markings of those at Id's emergence, and thus could emulate the turning of

Fei into Id, And for this, a Limiter was placed in Fei and the machine to control

this. At certain times, the bypass wave would be overcome, resulting in

overload. The very strong Id Mode would take over the frame and when this

had run Sts course, once again normal mode would return. Nanomachines

were placed In Fei's body and mind for the suppression of this.

With this in place, Weltail was evolved into a Gear who had as one part of its

function the Id power, normally it was at peace along with Fei, This was said

to be a great asset.

And mostly, Weltail 2nd'sld Mode was only a temporary thing, and compared

to the original Id Mode's fighting power was not inferior in any one point, And

so, having output potential even greater than normal Omnigears, with the

effect of Fei's own body as the Contact, might it not be even greater?

Now, the question of controlling the body of the machine, in understanding

the outer framework in default mode at the time of Id Mode, its properties were

changed Into a new type with the data collected from Andvari as its base with

the use of nanomachines. Because of this, its body has a massive silhouette.

Supplemental explanation

Pilot Fei

Height- - 19,4 Sharis

dry weight 18.7 kahns

Equipped weight 23.2 kahns

sub-generator output 560

Mn . Generator coefficient 5.1(12.8)

Operation time

710(9,7) tsitol

Frame durability 370

reactive level 0.9(0.52)

Ether response 89

Ground speed 416 repsols

Flight speed 1310 repso Is

Equipped weapon
Interior Chain gun X 3

SIDE
MODEL

hidden interior System let

Activation time

sz



SIDE
MODEL

Pilot

Height

dry weight

Vierge

SPEC DATA
Elly

— 15.7 Sharis

1 0.2 kahns

Equipped weight 14.7 kahns

sub-generator output 4 1

0

Mn. Generator coefficient— 3.4 (6.0)

Operation time

6G0 tsitpl

Frame durability— 220

reactive level 1 .0 C0.73)

Ether response— 60 (135.

Ground speed 280 repso I s

Flight speed 350 repsols

Equipped weapon

Interior Valcan X 2

Wireless pathway Aerods x 12

Battle use Rod X 1

-!' unclear at time of Limiter's release

Body Analysis

During a trial experiment of the attacking device

for the equipped weapon for the next generation

Gear of Ge bier, {small type Aerod System), the

Gear Vierge was developed as an experimental

new type,

Vierge was created for the purpose of collected

[A type) data and was a variation of the A2 form,

[6-type] of Gears that already existed. The

machine piloted by Elly was similar to the A2

type on the interior, and very much like that

provided to the Bishops for battle. Also, with

attack use Aerods equipped in both shoulder

units, it was similar to the Cl type machines,

and these were provided during the story by

Miang.

The A2 type system in Vierge, was similar in

experiments to the A1 type, and at its maximum
output could use 12 devices simultaneously.

In the A 1 type system, it needed Ether at the

time of activation, and for those without the

necessary ability attempting to use it, the risk

of severe backlash causing brain damage was

very high Afterwards, the B type produced

had lower requirements for Ether use, and thus

was only equipped with 6 units at roughly half

the power.

The actual devices of the attacking Aerod

System, are at their head points com posed of

magnetic fields, and are projected at the enemy
in individual packets of energy. They are called

a packet type weapon. Inside the body of the

device, a beam is formed and enables the

condenser to shoot it outwards, and it could be

said to be the larger part of the device. The

formerly small type devices installed in Vierge is

more than four times more powerful, (added heft

to the operation). The reduced size condensers,

due to Guardian Angel Byuga Ricdeau, have about

1 ,5 times as much stored energy. Making the Aerod

System smaller does not result in merely making

Gears stronger;, but have proven to be useful for

many other battle devices.

Now, the basis of the Aerod technology itself is the

Eldridge's civilization.

Supplemental explanation

Aerod System
The name of the attacking device whose action causes a

flying response to those with manipulating Ether ability,

its capability to attack from all directions makes it nearly

impossible to avoid, and can be used as an Ether attack.

In one attack it uses an Immense measure of Ether power.

Because of this, the pilot must have extraordinary Ether

ability compared to other pilots, and must be able to control

that power, In the case of an unequal match of the pilot with

the System, it is equipped with a quelling function that cannot

be overridden by the attacking devices.
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Pilot

Height

dry weight

Gtan

16,9 sharls

14.0 kahns

Equipped weight 18.1 kahns

sub -gene rater output 390

Mn . Generator coefficient -4.6

Operation time 500 tsitol

Frame durability —230

reactive level 0.94

Ethe r response - 38.4

Ground speed 250 repsol

Flight speed 775 repsol

Equipped weapon

Interior equipped Vafcan X 2

Body Analysis

Designed and constructed during the Great War

500 years ago - a custom made every day use

Gear, Excavated at the same time as Brigandier,

being separated into 8 base parts, thought to be

originally the same type machine, at that time it

became dear that the exterior frame and the

avionics were of an entirely different sort. Especially

regarding the avionics with the use of the primary

dose fighting Gear Brigandier for reference, it was

planned to strengthen the ray weapons and sensors.

From this point on, it was judged to use Heimdal for

distance battle against the leaders of enemy groups,

However, because of renovations by the Yggdrasil

staff, the output was maxed and an extreme reaction

setting was put in place, and a new radical machine

was made that no ordinary person could handle. With

the ability to have dose range and far range battles, it

had to wait for the appearance of Gtan for a lively

enough pilot.

Like Brigandier, HeirndaTs body has the ability for

plenty of output, and due to its settings it is an all

purpose Gear for use in many battle situations..

Supplemental explanation

The basis of the Standard Gear

A military use Gear with ma ny units for this pu rpose,

it Is created to function to repair and extend itself. The

slave generator and the system of output determine

this function. With the frame unit holding together all

of the various working components of mobility and

weapons, the Gear is an excellent machine. Provided

with weapons and defense mechanisms, it is possible

to adjust its reaction to a suitable pilot.

SPEC DATA

HEIMDAL Heimdal



BRIGANDER

Body Analysis

The basis for the Gear excavated from the Aveh

desert,, customized for the young master, Prince

Bart and the result of much blood, sweat and

tears by the YggdrasiTs Group Leader. The exterior

design is based upon the [Giant wrapped in

flames that made a blood compact with the King!

that was the legend handed down through the

Fatima dynasty in the scrolls.

A different variation from Heimdal, Brigandier

is equipped for close skirmishes, and its main

weapon is the rod, and so the arms are strength-

ened with the aim of increasing the rod's energy

damage through the shoulders. The main

generator along with the condenser are both

re structured by the Yggdrasit's staff for much
greater function.

Because Brigandier's main battleground is in

the desert, it is equipped with hover thrusters,

in order to prevent it from sinking into the sand

and this enables it to achieve great speeds while

hovering, Also sealed in all cracks against

infiltration by sand., it is protected from abrasion

damage.

Equipped weapon

Interior equipped chain gun X 2

Huit rod X 2

Supplemental explanation

SIDE
MODEL

[They're fast because they've been well tuned]

This is when Rico was taken in by the Yggdrasil and saw

Heimdahl and Brigandier. And the Gear's balance and

output system are not just for 'play
1

, but a subtle interface

between reaction and pitot manipulation is key and Rico,

surprised at the settings, utters these words. So the settings

are not foreplay 'and therefore a normal person cannot

handle them. And this sentiment by Rico is felt within as

he is also attuned to subtleties like Bart, Because Heim dal's

settings are specially enhanced, Citan is able to make full

use of them.



STIER
BACK
MODEL

1 9,0 sharls

20,8 kahns

27,5 kahns

sub-generator output 520

M n, Generator coefficient 4.0

Equipped weight

Body Analysis

As an experiment by the -Church's- lower level

organization the B Committee, the machine

was custom designed for Rico with super high

level settings for Battling,

Units being placed in every area of the machine,

it is able to immediately restore those parts that

are worn out. And not only Steirr but ail those

Gears generally used in Battling.

When the individual parts are greatly worn out,

it gets the same parts as the other Gears and is

repaired at the Church at a faster rate, The rate

of return is extremely high in this case. Each

component bears some hidden technology

responding to the need at the time. On the

surface there are some flaws. Because each

unit is meant for all purpose, the tight settings

cause it to overload with huge power loss, and

the extent of time it can be used thus is limited.

And with the limit of tightness overload as a Factor,

the real use settings are never actually determined.

Asa result, even more than the difficulty in using

the machine, the army desires stability, and for

them to use it overwhelmingly, a new Gear is

devised in Kislev for use in Battling to provide

feedback for the proper use and function of

these units.

And so, Steir being supplied by the B Com-

mittee with excel lent parts, it is able to achieve

maximum output for a brief period of time. With

a short management time by Rico for roughly ten

seconds, this becomes the main problem over time.

While on the Vggdrasil, Rico is able to space out its

functions, re allocate its sub generator and increase

its fuel tanks.

With not only large rockets as thrusters on its back,

it is also able to shoot missiles out in battle. Along

with Rico's Battling style, its left hand has a drill claw

and the legs a re equipped with grind rollers.

Operation time 34Dtsitol

Frame durability -335

reactive level I S

Ether response 29.3

Ground speed 220 repsol

Flight speed 665 repsol

Equipped weapon
Inerior valcan X 2

machine cannon X2

phalanx X 1

battle use daw

Supplemental explanation

The machine for Battling

A machine created for use in the Battling conducted in

the C District For Battlers who a re average and above,

the B Committee provides them with parts and they are

able to make their own freedom.

The B Committee uses the Battling to create even

more powerful Gears in a series of experiments. While

there are many unbalanced machines in the mix, there

a re also those who operate their machi nes with extra

abilities.
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RenmazuoRENMAZUO

C rested at t he -Ch u rch - Headqua rters as a clstom

Gear for general Etone use.

The frame bears resemblance to those used in the

construction of Solaris Gears. While on the outside

it appears like those used by Etones, the secondary

frame is reinforced along with its fighting power

being raised another level

In contrast with the flame shooting weapons

provided to other Etone Gears, the specialty of

Renmazuo's weapons lies in a particular point

within the interior, The strong arm guns placed

in the extensions of both arms are far more

powerful machine guns than those typically used

in normal Gears, Also, because it's equipped with a

high ability target display, it is able to carry out a

series of commands.

Created along similar lines to other Etone Gears,

it has two special abilities that set it apart. One is

a partition pole with long range ability, the other

is functioning spiritual radar. The cape along its

back is for official Etones,

Pilot

Height

dry weight

Equipped weight

Billy

* 5-9 sharls

1 h® kahns
16.' kahns

su b-g enerator o utput 400

Mn. Generator coefficient 3 .

7

Operation time 441 tsitol

Frame durability “240

reactive level

Ether response 50 ^

Ground speed ‘ 322 re psol

Flight speed repsol

Equipped weapon
Interior valcan X 2

arm gun X 2

provided hand gun X 2

Body Analysis

SPEC DATA
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SIEBZEHN Seibzehn

Body Analysis

Born out of the M Plan, a trial version of the

fusion between humans and Gears,

No matter the responses of the pilot, because

he is human there will always be a slowdown

in the commands to the Gear, And so, using

the thoughts of the brain, faster than that

capable by flesh, ft goes from input - to

response - to the entirety of all parts acting

in unison with exact timing under a single

command.
The specialist in neurological brain studies

Nicolai Balthasar achieves the direct fusion

of brain with Gear, emulating the Gear as

though it were the pilot's actual flesh. And

so, the responses of this Gear react accordingly

to theory. The problem of "Thinking your way
with the Gear" leads to understanding of how
the human nervous system links up to the Gear.

On the way to this path, the mutant humans
Weis are recycled as byproducts of the M Plan

r

the reformed matter being made into biocircuit

technology, leading to the path of completion.

As a result, the miracle of artificial creation of

gravity is also discovered, A trial version of this is

loaded Into Seibzehn,

W

SPEC DATA
Marla

28,2 sharls

33,5 kahns

Pilot

Height

dry weight

Equipped weight 46.0 kahns

sub-gene rate rout put - 610

Mn . Generator coefficient 5.

5

Operation time 730tsitol

Frame durability- - 440

reactive level 2.3

Ether response

Ground speed

Flight speed

180

622

20,4

repso)

repsol

Equipped weapon
interior rocket pod micro

missile launcher X2

Finger missile 5 gate X2

brain gravity cannon Xl

torneld hammer X2

BACK
MBBEL2

BACK
MODEL 1

Supplemental explanation

Machine/human fusion

A technology discovered in the course of the Gazel

Ministry's accelerated M Plan. A type of direct control

of the central nervous system expands this concept,

creating a type of fused human and Gear directly along

the central nervous system. Having caused many human
sacrifices in the process, in regards to the application of

living things to machines, in order to create something

on par with Deus and the Angels, the living parts' called

humans are fused. And so, humans take on the forms

of Gears in order to have the ability to directly contra!

them.



CRESCENS Crescens

/

Body Ana lysis

Originally Crescens was developed along the

same lines as Vierge, being loaded with an Aerod

system, Specifically It was planned to include

a system for an aerod attack device in the body
but the controlling interface being rejected,, half

of its potential remained in a state of dormancy.

However, because of Emeralda being secured by

Krelian its development was once again rapidly

commenced, and the problem of the existing

interface's rigidity was resolved by merging

Emeralda bodily with the machine.

Both arms are missing as memorial to her time

being frozen and the wing shaped apparatus on the

head contain the Aeords, so abandoning the arms

altogether and putting sub thrusters in their place,

the machine's planned mobility was upgraded.

The wing shaped Aerods are composed of

nanomachines, and combined with other projectile

based operations along with self mobility this

stabilizes the whole.

!n addition to this, the nanomachines making up

Emerald a 's body are placed to govern the whole

system with stability, and when she transforms her

shape, it cannot be altered any further,The reasoning

behind fusion with Crescens also involves a merging of

the nano machines with the machine for a short time,

and is integral to keeping up with normal maintenance.

However, the wing shaped Aerods are comprised of

nanomachines and are maintenance free.

SPEC DATA
EmeraldaPilot

Height — 15.4 sharls

dry weight 9.7 kahns

Equipped weight 1 3.3 kahns

sub-generator output 450

Mn. Generator coefficient - 3.3

Operation time 710 tsitol

Frame durability- 200

reactive level— 1.0

Ether response 44

3QQ repsol

1100 repsol

Ground speed

Flight speed

Equipped weapon
wing shaped Aerods (nanomachine

system) X2

BACK gj
MODEL

Supplemental explanation

\

SIDE
MODEL

The use of nanotechnology in Gears

Substance analysis and regeneration are both freely

done for the most part by nanotechnology, with un*

limited potential as a military resource.

Krelian uses this with the goal of supporting Deus in

the next stage of Merkava's mobile terminal interfaces,

the Angels^ who are provided with regenerative abilities,

Also, Melchior repairs Weltall with this technology,

inventing the nano disassemblers to prevent self

regeneration.
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Body Analysis

The exclusive use Gear bestowed upon Kahran

Rams us by Emperor Cain,

Appropriate for the Gebler Commander, designed

with the concept as the -ultimate Gear-, originated

by Hyuga Ricdeau and combining alt the weapons

power available to Gebler, For this reason, the

ordinary parts supplied to Solaris Gears were not

sufficient, and it is a one-of-a-type Gear with all

exclusive parts.

Having three separate generators for maximum
output both shoulders have within their active

armor plasma devices, and due to Jong stabilizers

being employed, the exterior frame is heavy grade

while retaining the capability of light movements.

The parts connected within the shoulders' active

armor are large type bullet Aerods, Those Aerods

stored in the sub generator boast a power many
times greater than ordinary electrical Aerods.

Also, having Cro ability, it has a beam type sword

that can be used in battle.

For main battle with swords, it has one of steel,

but not one made in Solaris, but one confiscated

that was forged by a quelled people in the past.

For Wyvern, an advanced prototype of a new
technology in which nothing was spared, it does

n ot h ave th e next general ion tec h n o fog y of fu s i o n

of humans with Gears by way of nanotechnology.

WYVEAN Wyvern

Gear's interior firearms

Hardly seen within the story, more than half of Gears are

loaded with such things as chain guns and valcans as

projectile weapons.

Mainly used in the system of control, it is used in the

destruction of the light markings on the outer framework.

As a result of the machine cannons, soldier's buildings as

well as battle supplies and firearms used by the military,

there is not enough firepower to destroy the outer frame-

work of Gears.

And so, it is enough to simply destroy those cables located

along the framework of the Gears in battle so that their sensors

cannot detect damage.

Supplemental explanation

SPEC DATA
Pilot Ramsus

Height-— 1 7,3 sharls

dry weight -14,5 kahns

Equipped weight 18.1 kahns

sub-generator output 500

Mn, Generator coefficient 4.5

Operation time 5,4tsitol

Frame durability 320

reactive level 0.8

Ether response -58.5

Ground speed 290 repsol

Flight speed 1200 repsol

Equipped weapon
true sword XI

valcangun X4

large scale projectile Aerods

(concurrent Cro use) X2
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OR WELTALL Original

Weltall

Body Ana lysis

Approximately 500 years ago the Omnigear

that was formed by the fusion of the Gear

Lacan was piloting with the Anima Relic

MaphtafL

As Deus
J

close defensive interface, the

output of the Omnigear is incomparably

greater than that of any normal Gear, to

the extent that any within close range of

its energy output are immediately incinerated

Also, the living frame of the machine is

strong enough that even Goliath's 1200

sem cannon is not able to damage it.

For Original Weltall, once it has contacted

Zohar, it can draw on absolute power,

causing it to transform in the same way as

Xenogears, The famed firefly type wings

that emerge from its back function even

today as its primary defense system.

When the Masked man pilots it as Grahf,

he recognizes and uses these abilities.

Standing before Fei and the others every so often, Grahf

shows himself f "To hold the breath of god!" and as the

'fatten seed; take your hidden powers’! and take on the

beautiful destructive power of the Mother!"! afterwards

leaving them with these words. The 'fallen seed' is the

previously unmentioned tip of Zohar's power in the stave

generators. This incitement to power is one of Grahf's main

hinted abilities. It is said to change the level of others' power.

For now/the destroying Mother" is Deus, and can't It be said

that Grahf is the spearhead of that said power?



Gear Official Materials GEAR DATA

Calamit

SPEC DATA
Pilot —— none

Height -27.8 sharls

dry weight 34,8 kahns

Equipped weight 46 8 kahns

sub-generator output

Mn. Generator coefficient 4.3

0pe ra tion 1 1me 7 2Qts ito I

Frame durability

reactive level

Ether response

Ground speed

Flight speed

Z1

17.7

1 70 repsol

590 repsol

Equipped weapon

missile pod X2

revolving rocket arm X2

Needs no pilot an automatically functioning Gear with an

artificial brain. With Balthasar as the creator, it was built with

the goal as [solitary battling Gear] for use against Solaris.

The framework having a high survivability rate, it is equipped

with missile pods for going against many enemies, and due to

many other loaded in features in the event of low power, it is

provided with strong flight rockets.

Dora

SPEC DATA
Pilot Vanderkaum

Height 22,4 sharls

dry weight -70.2 kahns

Equipped weight 91,5 kahns

sub-generator output 525

Mn, Generator coefficient 4 .

8

Gperation time 640 tsitol

Frame durability

reactive level 2 0

Ether response 10,5

Ground speed 230 repsol

The anti-vessel weapon that had been excavated that was

the former main battle power in the desert in a long ago era.

The vessels' strong framework could be pierced by the cannon

loaded onto the Dora, but its shell is capable of withstand ing

their attacks. However, the excavation took many long months,

at the end of which the main cannon was sent off to oppose
Gears from the naval vessels.

Weapons

Guns X2

Main cannon XI

Dora cannon XI

anti-Gear battle arms X2

rough draft
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Shakhan's Gear

SPEC DATA
Pilot Shakhan

Height 32.5 shark

dry weight 42 3 kahns

Equipped weight “4.- kahns

sub-gen era tor output 4 2 i

Mn. Generator coefficient

Operation time 690tsitol

Frame durability

reactive level I -S

Ether response -45.5

Ground speed 350 repsol

Flight speed 510 repsol

weapon

interior shield sealment cannon XI

Ether expansion battle device Go XI

f

t

A trial Gear loaded with a smaller version of a

flight engine typically used in flying vessels.

Because the Church governs r
at seals the cannon

with Its symbol. If the pilot's Ether ability is high

enough, it can emit Gate energy and the pipes

located on its back are there for that reason.

( y f £ t * '*

i i

Alkanshel

SPEC DATA
Pilot Stone

Height 45.2 sharls

dry weight - 50.3 kahns

Equipped weight 69.6 kahns

s u b-generator out put - 040

Mn, Generator coefficient 4.

1

Operation t ime 7 1 C tsitol

Frame durability 4 Q

reactive level - 2.3

Ether response - S6.5

Ground speed - |20 repsol

Flight speed 330 repsol

weapon

sealed cannon XI

anti-Gear defense jammer X2

5ear developed to be the main force in the ocean

region. To possibly keep it active for a long time, normally

it navigates the surface of the ocean like other ocean

going vessels, but for battles if necessary it can achieve

flight. Because of this, the system where it can burn this

kind of fuel is short and it can prolong battle for another

time. The defensive jammers it emits from the claws at the

end of each arm sends a magnetic wave to other enemy
machines that renders them immobile 100% of the time.

The result of Gebler's technology, the machine was dev-

eloped by Citan at first, and the sealed cannon brought in

by Stone.

'V? GfQfc 0
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SPEC DATAA machine designed to attack from a distance

by crossing into close contact battle situations.

At the time of transfer, St is available for general

use and is able to transform.

In order to make use of cannon mode and reduce

the chance of casualty to the human occupant it

must be held by another Gear. In situation of high

emergency, the cockpit becomes a bullet, and 3t is

designed to be handled and aimed by the pilot.

For the expert marksman, the cockpit portion is

reinforced in the interior for shooting, and the

explosive part is separated, and after the attack

that part held in reserve divides itself and the

part shot out explodes. ,k

Pilot — Jessie

Height 1 5 1 sharls

(cannon mode time sharls)

dry weight -
1 2.6 kahns

Equipped weight kahns

s u b-gen erator output 350

Mn. Generator e&eflkierct

Operation time '

tsitof

Frame durability 240

reactive level 1.3

Ether response 11.4

Ground speed 250 repsoi

Flight speed 765 repsoi

weapon
human rocket bullet

(used during cannon mode)

SPEC DATA
Pilot Mian

Height 16.2 sharls

dry weight 12.1 kahns

Equipped weight ' kahns

sub-g e aerator o utput 13 30

Mn, Generator coeffit iert 3 . A

Operation time 6QC tsitol

Frame durability -230

reactive level -0.8

Ether response -
1 30

Ground speed 265 repsoi

Flight speed 920 repsoi

weapon

Aerod X6

covering sheild XI

defensive Aerod XI

With six attack Aerods or the right shoulder,

the left has one provided Aerod for defense,

this is a variation of Vierge. Because of the

complex array of Aerods, it requires a special

pilot, an ordinary person cannot handle It.

Only a few were developed.
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Bombinq vessel Hecht

equipped with an attack Gear for dose battles in enemy
territory. The Gear is capable of shooting out Aerods in a

defense to cover the ship, and the pilot must have strong

abilities. After arriving at a destination, the Gear portion

separates from The ship and launches only from there.

weapon

Aerod X6

Large type Aerod XI

Jr aw

The vessel being loaded with a huge explosive bullet it

was constructed with the goal of invasion. The deck Is

SPEC DATA
Pilot Dominia

Haishao

A machine designed only for battling in the ocean.

The portion of the large tall Is loaded with a large

hydrophone, with the goal of determining enemy
position and strength by way of sonar Both arms'

claw portions have electromagnetic arms, and like

the Aerod system can be remotely controlled from

a distance for use in an ocean environment.

SPEC DATA
Pilot Dominia/Keivena

/Ramsus

height 27.8 shads

dry weight 6b kahns

Equipped weight — 78,3 kahns

sub- generator output

Mn. Generator coefficient 4.5

Operation time 64 tsitol

Frame durability

reactive level 2,3

Ether response 36,8

sea surface speed 130 repsol

weapon

electromagnetic arm X2
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Achtzehn

SPEC DATA
Pi lot N ikola i

Height 28.4 shark

dry weight — 34.6 kahns

Equipped weight 49.4 kahns

sub- generator o Litput - 605

Mn. Generator coefficient 5.6

Operation time 740tsito!

Frame durability 450

reactive level 2-4

Ether response - 24.4

Ground speed - 230 repsol

Flight Speed 835 repsol

weapons

interior rocket pod - micro missile launcher X2

5th series Finger missile X2

chest gravity cannon X2

Torneld hammer X2

Gravity rifle XI

To the observer, Achtzehn may seem to refer in outside

appearance to Seibzehn, but its self use mainframe is

the first machine to adopt the use of a human brain.

Like Calamity that was also meant for seif propelling

in flight mode, it is a test Gear, and it is very powerful.

Also, equipped with an outer surface like that of large

vessels along with Seibzehn, it has an extreme attack

added to it In the rifle on its arm that was Invented as

a gravity cannon. At its completion, it is referred to as

"The fully automatic Gear*.

flt
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Hammer

SPEC DATA
Fused with Hammer
Height 1 3 sharl

(after transformation 41 .4 sharl)

dry weight 93 kahns

equipped wgt. 14.2 kahns

(after transformation 32.2 kahns}

sub-generator output

Mn, Generator coefficient

Operation time 730 tsitoi

Frame durability

reactive level 2.2

Ether response -20.2

Ground speed repsol

Flight speed repsol

weapons

jel emitter

body poison bullets

seif transformation device

W>V*'

A Gear made up of human parts on the interior. Able to carry on a

human like conversation, it is more like a cyborg than a Gear. This

kind of Gear responds to the wishes of the pilot that is integrated

within it and uses Ether to transform, it is not too much to say that

with stronger desires it becomes that much more powerful a Gear.

| *5 tl -rvj

VY~
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Both Kenren andTenpo were

originally subordinates of Krelian

at the time of the Monastery Corps,

and at the time of defending Ignas,

they met death defending Sophia,

and like the Gazel Ministry, only

their personal data was preserved

and was afterwards resurrected as

the central command portion of the

Gears. Today, almost nothing of their

original human personalities

and they are almost entirely collective

battle instincts.

Kenren/Tenpo

SPEC DATA
Pitot Kenren

Height 28.5 shads

dry weight -34.4:kahns

Equipped weight kahns

sub- generator output 760

Mn. Generator coefficient

Op e ratio n- time 722 ts ito I

Frame durability 4g(;

reactive level

Ether response 7,]

Ground speed repsol

Flight speed repsol

weapons

arm unification attack hammer XI

arm shield device XI

j

SPEC DATA
Pitot Tenpo
Height -29.6 sharls

dry weight 35.7 kahns

Equipped weight 52 kahns

sub-generator output 740

Mn. Generator coefficient

Operation time 76; tsitol

Frame durability 470

reactive level

Ether response

Ground speed 530 repsol

Flight speed 40 repsol

weapon

2 serial attack hook XI

attack use claw XI



Gebler Special Forces

Wandkniaht

SPEC DATA
Pilot Renk/Helmholtz

Height 18,5 Sharis

Dry Weight 16,8 kahns

eqipped wght. 20.3 kahns

sub generator output 380

generator coefficient 3,5

operation time 520 tsitol

frame durability 240

reactive level 1.4

Ether response 28.4

Ground speed 245 repsol

flight speed 760 repsol

Equipped weapon
power beam cannon XI

The small scale hover ability provided by

the wings at both shoulders enable it to fly

for a short time. It is with the intent of strong

maneuverability that this machine was made.

From the begin ning it wsas tested along with

the 5 other kinds of Gears, originally Renk was

expected to use Lanceknight, but it was lost

in the course of transport during guerilla

warfare, and thus he was assigned to the

Wand knight. Afterwards it was supplied

with a power beam weapon exclusive to

their Corps which was able to shoot at

long range distances, this would make its

capture by enemies during a strong attack

very difficult.

Originally developed as a Gear with 4 arms, because of the inherent

complexities that arise with manipulating them, no pilots capable

could be found, it was changed to the current chain sword. A general

use sword emerging from the lower arm portion, it is able to cause a

wide spread attack pattern. A gatling gun equipped in the right arm

was placed there for the specific use of the special Corps. It is highly

treasured Inside their ranks.

Swordkniaht

SPEC DATA
Stratski

Height 18.1 Sharis

Dry Weight 16.5 kahns

eqipped wght. 19.8 kahns

sub generator output 380

generator coefficient 3.9

operation time 530 tsitol

frame durability 240

reactive level 1.4

Ether response 28,4

Ground speed 255

flight speed 770 repsoi

Equipped weapon
chain sword x2

interior equipped

gatling gun
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Shieldkniaht

SPEC DATA
Pilot Brayer

Height 18J Sharis

Dry Weight 17.2 kahns

eqippedwght. 22,6 kahns

sub generator output 380

generator coefficient 43
operation time 520 tsitol

frame durability 240

reactive level 1.4

Ether response 28,4

Ground speed 255repsol

flight speed 770 repsol

Equipped weapon

pilebanger x2

shield equipped: interior

rocket launcher gate x2

Created with the intent to support comrades and commanding officer.

Both shoulders are equipped with high shielding ability, the upper portion

containing rocket launchers, with the very end tips with built in pile banger

bullets of sharp steel plating for firing. A general use machine with both

long range and close range fighting capabilities, it is able to act in unison

with the rest of the Corps.

Clawkniaht

SPEC DATA
Pilot Franz

Height 18,1 Sharis

Dry Weight 17,6 kahns

eqipped wght, 18,28 kahns

sub generator output 380

generator coeffident 42
operation time 530 tsitof

frame durability 240

reactive level 1.4

Ether response 28,4

Ground speed 250 repsol

flight speed 765 repsol

Equipped weapon
large scale claw xl

projectile shield xl

The gigantic left arm was originally used for scraping rock layers

at ruin excavation sites, but had been re formed for battle use.

So as to optimize its use during battles, it was used in concert

with the Swordknight within the Corps,
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Elements

Bladeaash

SPEC DATA
Pilot Dominia

Height 15,8 Sharis

Dry Weight 112 kahns

eqipped wght. 14.6 kahns

sub generator output 400

generator coefficient 4.5

operation time 600 tsitol

frame durability 250

reactive level 0.9

Ether response 55.4

Ground speed 270 repsol

flight speed 960 repsol

Equipped weapon
Ether sword XI

The original name of this machine being

'Gash'
r
it is equipped with a variety of

weapons. However the designated pilot's

special skill is that of sword fighting, and

the name was changed due to its being

loaded with several different types of

Ether swords. Also, when in fusion as one

of the G-Elements, it's attack power is at

its maximum. When fused with the other

3 machines, its Ether sword achieves its

ultimate potential.

Marinebasher

SPEC DATA
Pilot Kelvena

Height 23.5 Sharis

Dry Weight 18,9 kahns

eqipped wght. 23.6 kahns

sub generator output 320

generator coefficient 4,6

operation time 590 tsitol

frame durability 240

reactive level 0.9

Ether response 57

Ground speed 255 repsol

flight speed 720 repsol

The Elements' machines have many fighting abilities during

battle, and according to its name, Marinebasher specializes

]n ocean battles. Originally only equipped for sea battles,

it was overhauled and equipped for air and land battles as

well. Also, its Ether potential is maximized to its full potential

during fusion as one of the G-Elements, and the Gear's pilot's

water Ether abilities are also increased enormously.

Equipped weapon
water cannon XI

the fia ce cover o pe ns t he time

^fusion.
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Skvahene

SPEC DATA
Pilot To Ione

Height 177 Sharis

Dry Weight 12.1 kahns

eqippedwght 14.2 kahns

sub generator output 380

generator coefficient 4.4

operation time SBOtsitol

frame durability 260

reactive level 0,9

Ether response 55,6

Ground speed 370 repso

I

flight speed 1300 repsol

Equipped weapon
Sonic wave cannon XI

A Gear that specializes in high speed attacks.

The engine carries a high gain Wind Ether

ability. With that goal in mind during fusion,

it is not inferior in this one aspect to other

machines. During fusion, the body becomes

the Gear's wings, and when single it uses the

wings to maintain balance for high speed

jumps. Also, capable of fusing to Bladegash's

back, it is in this mode that it is labeled

'Skyghene'

Grandarowl

When the Elements combine with Seraph ita in the lead, her

machine becomes the core of the 4 fused Gears with its Fire

Ether engine at its maximum capacity. This was not in the

Higmal design, but was included for general use as in the

case of Marinebasher, This is its specialty during battle.

SPEC DATA
Pilot Seraph ita

Height 16.5 Sharis

Dry Weight 12,8 kahns

eq i pped wg ht, 1 7.2 kah ns

sub generator output 500

generator coefficient 4,2

operation time 590tsitol

frame durability 230

reactive level 0.9

Ether response 56.8

Ground speed 260 repsol

flight speed 1080 repsol

Equipped weapon
Heat wave projectile XI
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The machine formed by the combining of the 4 individ uals

Elements, Reputed far and wide throughout the nations as

a fearsome foe in tong battles, it was created with the ideat

of sustaining the mora le of the soldiers. The ultimate effect

of its becoming a major symbol in battle extends to it being

celebrated in song throughout Solaris concerning the

'G-Eiements', at least according to official public records, in

actual fact it might only be the designer Gran who has an

active interest.

During the merging, it is not only Bladegash that navigates,

but the com bined force of all 4 machine's generators for a

concerted effort. After merging, the Ether ability of the pilots

of each part is increased greatly and the individual attributes

of their abilities can be used at their full potential.
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SPEC DATA
Pilot Elements

Height 37 Sharis

Dry Weight 55,0 kahns

eqipped wght. 69.0 kahns

sub generator output 1600

|

generator coefficient 43
operation time 450 tsitol

frame durability 300

reactive level 12

Ether response SS.4

Ground speed 180 repsol

flight speed 880 repsol

Equipped weapon
Boostknocker X2

Gaon cannon Xl

Kish in sword XI
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Sword

halt?

skiwly

nJEstes

Earth

arm ha$ averting

Strurtune. ttterids

ha ret

teftarm

Healing floftttalattjek

full-out attack

large mitk

Power

Water

The Angela are near assault terminal i nterfaces for the protection

of Deus inside Merkava. Created from parts of -humans- processed

by the M Plan and furnished with Ether ability, they also possess the

ability to resurrect themselves due to nanomachines.

The various attacks wielded by each within their specialty represents

the highest form of that Ether ability, and they take on many forms.

As stated within the story, they are named according to the nature

of their Ether abilities.
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The Four

Pillars

The bodies formed by Deus' function as a phenomenon
actualizer. The details a re a mystery, but they are not the

same substance as that dimension, but an aggregate

existence of energy. They do not have individual wills,

but are controlled entirely by Deus.
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Main Gear Official Art Gallery DesignWorks
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Designers Comment

And so, the very first designed Gear, Ihis one

went through draft after draft. According to

previous ordersfrom $quare-$an, only the hero

would changefrom a stale of '''weakness
"
to one

of "evil " , . . at feast that was the thought,

anyway. We worried this one arond a bit, but

it doesn ) appear all that bad.

7he hardestpart of the whole design, was the

unit along the hack. Eveyone was greatly relieved

that it could be made to look like wings. Having

revealed thegintmkk oftransformation, the scene

depicting it went more or less as expected.
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Designer s Comme?11

In theprocess ofnormal mode,
the shape and

silhouette oft he Gear reflect it s cloaked heart,

It doan 't change much throughout thegame.

We were really worried that too much could he

revealed to the user so steps were taken to keep

core design a secret, (ha, ha!) Ihe difference in

colorprobably changes the impression it makes

. . , Maybe it should have been a little more

threatening. But. / think the Id Mode carries

it off pretty well don't you think so?

rough draft

I 1 1
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|
Odin-Second supp lement

j

'*Tt-

refer to images below far placement of

back unit structure

back unit- normal mode

during Ed mode

£ parts determined

_j£v 2 sided mantle coven ng, shows at some point

!

(As in the oopenlErg sequence

^
inside the Haitga r.)

when looking up & characters

are shown

Designer j Comment —

This Weball gives the image ofhaving many

different functions all bundled in. However,

when looking behind the legs and shoulders,

it appears wore like the first Weltall Also ,

the fundamental design ofWeltaU is visibly

apparent in its attacks, the transformation lies

in the details. With this in mind, the design

doesn V appear to have been all that difficult.

Specifically l like the design around the knee

joints. And also, not only the head unit, but

even the design of theface piece is pretty much

to my liking, (smile)
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Vierge

-

When needed thi s pa rt

rises I ike a feather

skirt like surface

-f

automatic projectile unit

at the base of these

4 projections a re

12 points

Designer s Comment

hi order to make it a little more interesting, we

wanted to see ifwe amidgive the design a more

peaceful image. However* the entire silhouette

gives the impression ofclothing with a swirling

sash ofsorts. From the beginning, we wanted to

go with a more stylish image, and after many

tries, ended up with this look. 'fire head gives

the impression ofJapanese hair styling, it kind

oflooks like a girl dressed upfor hergraduation

ceremony, and with the hair gathered up seen

from behind, it gives the overall design an ad

hoc fair. Mostly there was nothing in particular

intended but this is the image we came up with.

flight unit

mobile separate line

1 14

r
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heat rod

ra4ar pa
iwH*®

in
«theheaap^’on

hover nozzte

Designer 's Comment

Discovered in the same place as Brigadier, is is

for this reason that Hehndahland Brigatidier

bear some resemblance. While these two are dif-

ferent from a machine such as WekaiL the design

is more in line with the averageperson s idea ofa

robot '. The designs of the Gears in Xenogean-

have many advantages, ifonly some ofthem had

been easier, heh, However,for all that we're kind

ofdrained, but in any event, it 's all in a day 's

work.

rough draft

rough draft
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heat emitted from Sides

to the left and right

Designer's Comment

As one part ofthe order ofa Gears entirety,

the "pilot jf overall image" is reflected In its

design. As a major point is Brigandier V eye-

patch , was time to assign decoration

in the initial designs of the head portion . /

happened to throw this in to the illustration

to see how it would work; It seemed to glide

right in, and I liked it a great deal. In terms

ofdesert travel I thought "why not have it

hoverI ” and the design was made front there.



Designers Comment

7his gives an overall impression ofheaviness,

the same as Rieo s image and the shapeJell

together this way. In looking at the neck and

arm rings, this goes along with the motifof

Rico j surface appearance, Even the shoulders

look a little like Rico in their outline, and this

idea was added in. Ihe tire and drill portions

werefrom Square-San s original orders. It was

thoughtfrom the start to make this give the im-

pression ofa powerful character and. in mine

and my eollegues
‘ opnion. it works.
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Renmazuo

*- should the face be like

this? is it good or

not that good?

the wrist looking mechanism

gun

muzzle

Designer 's Conimein

As Square-Sum s interior design, it already

possessed a silhouette indicating a Church
'

Gear . Thinking to incorporate all the designs

in the game, it's image mostly derives from

Weltall. it was never specifically intended to

have a cape, \hut we were told to update it a

hit and thought, That jf great, let 's do that!"

or at least that s how we felt, (ha, ha!) We

were

n

V sure how the polygon mapping would

work out . hut were convinced it would he a

moving sight!

Renmazuo's weapons
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Designer s Comment

Due to the Urge size ofthis Gear, it wasfairly

complicated to include in the first designs all

the parts. Slowly by degrees we came to the

currentform in the establisheddrawings.

Originally theprototype design conceptfor

Seib'zehn having came from Square-San in the

form ofCalamity resulted in this "expansive

type. " On our side, toe knew the drama would

include Achtzehn as well and we had to in-

corporate that also „ it being another expansive

type Gear that we designedl Tins one was quite

enjoyable to come up with.

foiertric head portion)

r fax r'Vi5 - j

fioX c>5jnd<> and ckplj&iw

hJIcti. ray giiXwj r t1 jlsrg

nith fflftrt puflth ittt-Mk

the boosterand itsjoint

o n the back

( n.i palm punch 1

rough draft
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Crescens

the wings (?) portion and the

helmet havew definitive /
joining /

thesejointures

relate to o ne another

in sections /T

from above it appears

as one unit

can fold down below
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back side

wjjstiai^lrt-liie(pnecb]

i&tfti^liseangle upward gwd?

hwian-lfetoiriMremeifo

l29ES££\. should they?

Designer's Comment

From the beginning, this was likejust any ordinary

human shaped Gear, The Director Thkahsshi-Son

said, The way ofEmerald# j existence is such and

such,
shouldtt jt jthe arms he missing to reflect that?

"

and the idea caught on. Front then an, it was a

matter ofmerging both our ideas and that of

Squarc-San s> and also the adding offeathers to

suggest the movement ofhands ... At last it was

done, and we think the character and the user

should he pleased with the results. Personally, l

wanted to abandon the early rough designs.

k
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Designer s Comment

This Gear was a tougher desig7? to hash out because

we didn't have much envisioned beforehand , .

,

A large part ofthe reason was it wasn't any

particular one type. Upon looking at ad the roughs

nearby, it can be understood. Originally expected to

have wings similar to OR Weitail’s, when looking

over it, it became dear that the wings dido tgo well

with the shoulders. We tried joining them to the head

instead, but that was no good . . . Ultimately because

we didtt V want to change the design ofthe shoulder.

r

too much* we decided to do away with the wings

altogether.

when spread out

seems like a bat's

the wings portion emerges

from here, how a boutjoining

them here?

Kind of makes it look like

Pico's machine.

Then, maybe no wings , .

.

wjflgs with back buffer (
f

)

burning cut

'£ jpf£rdraiffliig'& wings

ea n be drawn with Origin si

ceding, does it took right?

what slieuldbedoite?

jfttart'sttiadiire rough'
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El ‘Andvari

Designer j Comment -

71)it time* we didn V know that this Gear tuns

differentfrom Brigandter! We ready thought it

would just he art upgrade. Ihe whip rod was the

same, the hales on the Gear's body where the whip

emerged was the same, even the machines eolor-

Henueuen we thought lue might change the wing

attachments ur harm , , , From thefirst we thought

if wouldfollow similar lines to OR Weltaii in terms

ofthe total image, as in "what ifBrigandier had an

Id Mode?
", the addition ofwings merely added

style to the overall look.

bfel portion change?
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El • Stier

Designer i Comment —
Overall the impression given by Stier is one of

vitality but it was designed with the idea of

making it a "badass Gear ". It stays in the mind

a little. But the changes in Stiers planned design

went beyond just the head portion to the extent

ofadding wings . , , Now the rocket pack on the

buck has disappeared. Originally it was intended

that Stier lose the rockets along the way, but in the

process ofbecoming an Omnigear, it progressed to

a point where there was nothing on the hock

altogether Upon review by all of us on the design

team
,

it was decided toforgo any more changes

and leave the back as it is.

± j
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Designer's Comment

At the point ofturning this into an Omnigear,

we reallygave the horn on the headportion

some thought. W& didn't mint it to come out

seeming ridiculous, we mere looking for a

hardened sleek look. What would have been

the cape mas changed into wings fora better

image. The globe shaped designs on the chest

come straight from the command Materia in

-FFVH- as a reference point, (heh, heh.) So

this is how Renmaazuo was changed into an

Omnigear. It goes without saying that we are

pleased with the design.

El • Renmazuo
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Designer s Commem

A Gear that hardly ever appeared* but was

originally designed from the beginning as the

Omnigearform ofVserge+ Very picturesque,

but like the other Omnigears it is loaded with

weapons, We gave thought to putting Aerods

under the skirt and intended to do so. Also
,

,

as a look at the rough draft will make dear

the first version dido V have any legs. We really

liked the design without legs, hut after many

revisions, derided to stick with the version in

which legs were included after alt

ffjKnrr litc

\>i rwic0nis'frc^ht'.in£

a Cfl l«4irtg « the Ix&tf ill/6 *ivl

•si jri, ltd kit-y-is appu^nt. hji

altmi&mbttiiX-
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Seibzehn • Omnigear rough draft

mass of other

Ommgears

Designer V Ca }nmrti t

At first, it was expected that all theplayable Gears

would become Omnigears, so ofcourse there was a

design for Seibzehn as well. And ns last a design

was settled on that suggested the previous machine.

And the flaring breadth ofthe shoulders gave the

impression that something else should be added

along the lines ofhorns or wings* but not either of

those ... I think uv came really close to '"badass"

here! Afterwards, large scale rockets were designed

to go on the back, but ofcourse developed into

u anatural wing like projections.

not wirrgs, but something that

gives an impression of

a combat a u ra spi Hi ng ou t



Crescens* Omnigear rough draft

Designer V Comment

Like Seibzehn, this om didn't became an Omnigear

either, but this was one of the mare difficult to design

into one. We wanted to gofar a really sleek look for

this machine, and the wings were therefrom the

first, [farms could be said to indicate vitality: then

the "no arms " thing would suggest an inner sort of

collapse. But the wings would come to symbolize an

inner awakening and rebirth, spreading outwards , , ,

Later; in order to ga for a ready "wicked" look, the

urea where arms would be had a piercing type

weapon .
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Designer V Comment

This Gear went through 2 or 3 iterations before it

finally solidified. It ' s hard to say why it was hard

to design, toe certainly intended to give this a very

sleek look, at least that was the concept . . .

Ha ving a look that was reminiscent ofId Mode

was in order. After wrestling with it over and

over, this turned out to he a very hard design.

Ultimately it was theguy who went to sleep on

it. woke up directly and saidOK to it out ofall

hopes (Ha

h

t hah!), hi looking at the finished

product. I ran say it turned out well.





Vendetta

Designer 's Comment

Tins machine was developed rather quickly. In

truth, it was given the Okfaster than Weltall. In

terms ofthe designfor changing Wyvern into an

Omnigear, Wyirrn wasn’t my design originally, so

l thought about how the other Gears werepowered

up when becoming Omnigears . . . thinking an

idea might float up to the surface. In regards to

specializing the machines themselves, it always

came back to the winged look. In looking at the

shapes ofthe other Gears> l got the feeling that

maybe there had been quite afew wings sprouting

from Gears ' hacks l



fluttering Amohvsvena

if at some point backup

became necessary-.

extends and flexes like a wrist

missing whip-1 ike

tail in this view

Because an enemy character, riperhilly a boa must

have a smart image, many designs were brought

out, with this one as the result, Originally it did

not have a tail hut was added in because when

finished, it looked like El Stier and needed to he

differentiated. As for myself I had designed it

with the end oj the tail as a sharp edgedsword

as illustrated. Also, the extra set ofarms was to

set it apart front the other machines as something

altogether different.

L
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rough draft



Designer s Comment

Drawing this as a Gear that captures the image

ofthe woman pilot as lost in thought, it had two

legs right from the beginning, and in order to

separate is from other female Gears it was

designed with the lower halfas that ofa snake.

The original design was meant to give the im-

pression ofa Naga version ofSophia s Omnigear.

However, given the Gear's demeanor the Valkyrie

like helmet and the overall feminine look while

riddled with thorns, it becomes a standout image

in its own right.

rough draft
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[ Yabeh/arm figures

Arm Angete



'eVT.eL

Yabeh/head drawing

final rough

head

make pinion (?) fine

transparent

considering tbs interior

band from chest part

make middle wing

line transparent

looks like this

from the back

side view

Yabeb/ side vie tv draw i ng

final rough

viewer skirt portion front back
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partially retted shell

Third stage
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gathered in here
a ne u nable to sfiow coming attac k

maybe ft should shine with-

ah?uttlw part Petwe? n

.irm;. and cape portion showing

euter space?

]^Yd^h1stdaft
~|

baft color should

be pale

Designers Comment

From thefirst, it was decided that whatever the

design was, ti shouldgive an impression ofa holy

fernule god. It was a wry disturbing image overall

that was filled with suprizes, and incorporated

Square San !s original directive to include wings

sir its design. However in the nebulous process of

hashing out theform ofit, a great deal ofthought

tt/as given to its evolutionfrom the young version,

and no matter what design we came up with, it

just didn’t work until the current one. hi order to

design something special we decided to see ifwe

could change the legs into firms.

Deus rough draft
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p

p>

IF* when breaking the

sound barrier, what

form do the head

and limbs take(?) when walking only this

part will move in back

Designer J Comment ——

In terms ofimage> this is WeltalTs transformation

into nn Omnigear. For the design itself I (vent

from a machine look, to a smart form that would

leave an tther "badass" impression! I liked the

projecting horns on Weitall ID's hack, so / length-

ened them and adjusted the face to come together

with the rest ofthe entire form so that it would

flow along into one image. But l meant to leave

theface as it was as a reminder of Weltaii This

design tame togetherfairly quickly, and was

used for reference in drawing the images of the

other Omnigears.



Naval Vessels Official Data NAVAL VESSELS DATA

Yggdrasil
The ship's predecessor was designed by the former Fatima Dynasty

of Aveh's first King, Raganbart l
r
the flagship of the planned fleet of

3 in the Ehrholz line. The tentative name for the ship was [OKaiser].

At the time of this designation by alphabet, these letters were often

used as a simple label In the case of German lettering, -A=Anton,

B= Berta-, and continues on to -OKaiser, D=Dora-, etc. Since then

on through to present day vessels, it has been rumored that there

were 2 prototype vessels.

The official name of this type of vessel was -Sigrid- as expected,

after Raganbart's betrothed, but in Edbart IVs day, this had been

changed to aid in the ongoing mutual peace negotiations with

Kislev as both countries adopted more military stances. At this

time it was drydocked along with the second ship, both had been

mothballed and sealed away. So after many years, in the midst of

the chaos from the coup d'etat by Shakhan, both ships went missing. In truth,

the 1st ship was stolen by Sigurd and the others during the raid to rescue Bart,

and became the rebel guerilla forces' lead ship in the nearby desert area, taking

on new life as the -Yggdrasil-. This first ship was destroyed afterwards by Weltall

Id, and by following a fated path, Bart and the others managed to get a hold of

the second ship. While it has not been stated, this was the missing 2nd ship in

the Sigrid class. This ship was equipped identically and had the same form as

the other a nd so was named the -Yggd rasil 2-.

Large scale missile salvo

(for Bart Missile)

Main Cannon Bay

fore Torpedo deck escape Pod
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SPEC DATA
longest point 377 sharls

breadth 68 shari 5

normal weight 96, 800 kahns

i n de se rt weig ht 128, 900 ka h ns

main engine excavated 25th Fatima model

Slave generator base 1
# 2 axis

output 1368,000 kahns/oolia

surface speed 72 repso!

i n dese rt speed 95 repso I

weaponry 400 sem cannon- 2 bases

130 sem 45 gauge cannon

12 40 sem 3rd link serial rifle cannons

6 decks of 800 sem torpedoes

crew mem ers 2S8 person s

supplimental cannon X2

outer propulsion ring

These propellers at the tail are used when
the vessel is submerged, the engine power

is vital for traveling on the desert surface and

in t he sand. While the concepts of diving j n to

th& desert are similar, a vessel that dives in the

water is totally different, the power needed to

pulverise sand being- much higher, and this is

why the large outer rings are hardened and

spoked.

sand intake

sand expelled
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Yggdrasil interior structure
A special characteristic of the Yggdrasil lies in the operation of the smaller

inferior modules (each separate portion acts indepedently),The entire ship

being constructed of 5 modules, they are respectively the command center

(Bridge), engine section (ship's center), weapons division (ship's upper level),

supply division (lower fore decks), sand granulators and flow pumps, outer

ring propulsion along with other sundry machinery (aft section). Each module

is capable of independent function, and even though the Command section

and the weapons division lack support facilities, they can separate themselves.

This is the advantage in the modules, able to convert individually and renew

in some cases, this is used for damage control (immediate placement in times

of damage to machi nes) and the vessel can continue smooth ly i n normal

operations.

Bridge (Cmd. Center)

Each part of the ship can be worked with

remote control, but needs a base of oper-

ations. At its center, like a water submarine,

the state of the sand layers can be gauged

by the naked eye. Control (direct operation)

is mostly like today's submarines, Bart would

probably be surprised to find he runs an old

'classic
1

.

Engine Room

With a slave generator as its core, this module

governs the ship's propluslon. Overseen by the

"ol' mao" engineer, he keeps all of the inter-

locked sections in working order. Even though

this type of slave generator is one excavated in

a far corner of Aveh, is is a large scale Fatima

25th era excavated model.

Fore Catapault upper section

Having 25

1

2 soihl cannon s, 2 hid d en

cannon towers are based in the center

of the weaponry division. The catapault

bridge emerges when Gears are shot out

from the upper portion,

Now, the main cannon portion is made
ready at all times for pressure tactics.

The first Yggdrasil made use of sonar pods

which were shot out from a supply, and

this was restructured on Yggdrasil 2 to

launch the Bart missiles. Once this large

scale missile was equipped, it wasn't

Ion g before i t wa s used i n act ual battl e,

one great achievment being the sinking

of KesI ev's huge battleship Goliath,

Fore Catapault lower section

Equipped with a linear catapault that boasts

an output of 45 kahns, it is able to store a

maximum of 20 Gea rs.

Also, furnished as an independent desert sub-

marine, this lower portion acts as a trimming

tank for sand grains and ice particles. The lower

section takes in sand, and this enables the ship

to execute sharp turns by increasing the fore

speed, it also has the effect of using the ship's

own weight to increase velocity. Also, with the

pulverizing wings, (moves sand, achieving a

steady stream for movement, equipped this

Catapault expanded view

way enables sa nd navi gati on ) a nd given th e

outer propulsion rings, the sand vessel gains

mobility,
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SPEC DATA
longest point

breadth

745 s har Is wea pon ry 400 25 semeannon - 2 ba ses

115 shads 130 sem 45 gauge cannon

nor ima I weigh t 195, 000 kahns

i n de se rt weig ht 25S, 000 kahn s

main engine excavated 25th Fatima model

Slave generator base 1, 2 axis

ou t put 1556,000 ka hns/ool ia

surface speed 80 repsol

water/a i r speed 490 re psoi

18 40 sem 3rd link serial rifle cannons

1 deck Bart missiles

6 decks of 800 sem torpedoes

crew m erne rs 258 perso nsYggdrasil 3

With Yggdrasil 2 a s t he base, Sh evat expa nd ed

and restructured it. Equipping a series of giant

boosters at the tail, large scale propulsion wings

(it is determined by the picture, that during the

story they act together with the ship) areadded

in, and a vessel is born with the ability to fly at

great speeds. The booster is unable to activate

during flight, but when Yggdrasil 4 is in Gear

form, the Yggdrasil 3 becomes a huge cannon for

its use, In this case, the booster changes shape,

and develops a rifle stock for holding during

firing.

So, the large cable coming from the Sower booster

is able to temporarily use power supplied by the

slave generator. It also goes without saying that the

Yggdrasil 4 is equipped with this function as well.

When linked up with Yggdrasil 3, an energy chauMt

takes place soaring temporally to impossible levels,

and Iike5eibzehn grade Gears is able to fire a Gravity

cannon.

r

1 Bart Missile

Equipped from the days of the Yggdrasil 2, this is a. large scale anti aircraft

assault weapon. It is prepared for use during both air and sea battles. It’s

immediate predecessor was the Aveh artillery, Mel ru Jott's privately manu-

factured, (Gungnile Missile) however it wasn't necessarily tweaked by Bart

and the others. It's just that when it was excavated, Bart liked the menacing

feel to the missiles and named them after himself.

when Bart issues an order by himself to lire, must have mostly been due to

the famous unreal system there . .

.

Incidentally, Bart shows great interest in the ignition process of the Bart

Missile, At the center of the fore console (operations), a fairly large switch is

protected behind glass, and upon the "break it out'
1 command, the system

is enabled to launch the missile, Maison is probably thinking, '"It probably

won't get that far" but in any event, Bart likes to show it off,

Because of its great destructive power the command to fire must be issued

with 2 of 3 commanding officers in agreement. The scene during the story

J
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The large scale landing assault vessel loaded onto the

space cruiser Eldridge, but it is fundamentally unrelated

to the rest of the Yggdrasil series. At the time of the crash

of the Eld ridge, it separated from it's storage block right

after impact with the surface, and it was buried in the ares

of present day Nortune, the capital of Kislev. Afterwards* it

was excavated toy Rcni Fatima and refurbished, and then

sealed in Nortune as the trump card in the coming great

War, At last, of all those from the beginning, only Zephyr

wasJeft who knew a bout it

And so, at the time of Yggdrasil 3’s restructuring, things

were ad ded to ma ke it able to m erge with the 4th . At this

time, it could be commanded by 3 personnel, so- that it was

possible to operate it with very few people on board. Able

to separate quite easily in times of emergency, the result

was viewed as better overall.

SPEC DATA
Ion g est point 1,370 sha rl s {1,560 sha rls)

breadth 440 sbarls

n orma I we i g ht 1,260,000 kah n s

ma i n eng ine exeava ted 1 st generation

slave generator base 1,4 axis

outpu t 14300,000 ka bns/ool ia

s u rface speed 80 re p sol

airspeed 930 repsd

weapons dual 200 sem cannon 8 base

400 sem rail gun 4 base

1,200 sem 3 series air missiles 2 base

floatmain shooting pods 16 base

crew 512 persons

inside transformed shape interior meas-

urement, Either before or after transfor-

mation, there are many places left for

Yggdrasil 3.

After transformation

Original I y mean t a s- a vessel for surface \
operation s, it was decided from the first \
to give the Yggdrasil the ability to change

into a Gear To be used for smooth tactical

land maneuvers, While one aspect of this

is the switch from land assaults to the ability

to change into a Gear, it is also known to be

the size of Gear used on the main planet the

t Id ridge embarked from. Because it is a naval

vessel, one of its characteristics is that depen-

ding on the location, it is loaded with small

scale explosive weapons.

• Cannon salvo
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• Cannon salvo

Excalibur

A Prayer Star Class mobile reconnaissance vessel loaded onto \

the Eldridge. Being one of two of that type on board, the one \

Sigurd opera ted wa s the second ship. It was excavated by \
Shevat and refurbished for the Anti-Solaris War, The first ship

^
was taken by Sophia during the Great War 500 years ago and

used In a suicide mission, It is a little know fact that the re-

maining records show that like the second ship, this one had

been excavated by Shevat and refurbished as well,

fundamentally, both ships were made along the same lines,

their one point of difference being the inability to use an impact

fore shaft [ram ). The second ship was ab le to hand le the add it ion

of a nearly 2000 sharl length battering ram. During the story, its

abilities were hardly shown, but originally the ram was able to

become a sword for the Gear form of Yggdrasil A as a weapon, So,

all the vehicles loaded onto the Eld ridge, from the landing assault

vehicle {Yggdrasil 4} in Gear form, to the mobile reconnaissance

vessel (=£xcalibur) could achieve total coordination when used

as weapons,

SPEC DATA
longest point 2,045 sharls

{4, 080 sharls

570 shads (610 sharls)

2 r 668,000 kahns

(5,437, 000 kahns)

1st generation

slave generator base 2, 4 axis

on t pot 30,800,000 ka h ns/oo I i a

ai r speed 1, 800 repsol {1 , 4Q0 repsol

}

weapons 2, 6002003 sem cannon 2 base

highest output laser cannon 2 base

25 sem micro laser cannon 8 base

crew 860 persons

*n umbers determined in the event of the

equipping of the ram

During fusion
breadth

normal weight This is the 2nd Excalibur with the ram

equipped, When it was excavated, the

ram was already attached, but because

there were many features in the "black

box" the engineers of 5hevat overlooked

the fact that it could be removed.

More importantly, in the story when dis-

covering the energy from the Yggdrasil A '

s

slave generator could be used, of course

even the few remaining parts from the 2

vessels could be combined, Even though

at first glance Bart's strategy seemed futile,

t he hard ou ter st ruct u re of t he vessels en-

abled it to be carded through.

main engme

0 magnified image of relief
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Solaris Ships

Lightforge Class

SPEC DATA

With ftamsus and Miang on board during the intense battle

with the Yggdrasil in the desert this is Solaris' ultra advanced

sand diving vessel, It lacks Yggdrasii's outer propulsion rings,

but its specialty lies in its ability to skim the surface and use

b-oth the movement of the tail and the wings for propulsion

and tactical movements in battle. Because of this, the hull

presents an ultra hard barrier that makes an outer ring drive

shaft unnecessary, the ship is loaded with many extras making

it more powerful than other ships of its type.

Also, the slave generator behind the propulsion weapons was

not excavated, but developed independently by Solaris, and

used for a trial period on board, the vessel. Due to the new mech-

anism, the ship is able to dive faster and more quietly than any

other vessel rn its class.

bn gest point 440 sha rls

breadth 120 shads

norma I we I g ht 123, 000 ka h ns

desert weight 132,000 kahns

ma i n eng 1ne Solaris Noru ne B type

slave generator 1 base 2 axis

outpu t 1, 560, 000 ka h nsn s/ool ia

surface speed 120 reps o

I

desert speed 135 repsol

weapo nry 900 sem ca nnon - 2 ba ses

300 sem serial cannon

40 sem 3rd link serial rifle cannons

1, 400 sem desert torpedoes S bases

crewmembers 336 persons

Solaris Aerial Cruiser

Created with the goal of managing the surface, it is more noted for

being an all purpose air vessel than a battle cruiser.

The head of the ship is equipped with 3 wing projections for control,

and for an even greater mobility, the front section can be moved
forward and backward with a gravity controlling engine air propulsion

stabilizer enabling smooth movement,

Also, the slave generator of this class vessel operates the gravity engine,

nuclear cannon and linear catapaull and ties them all together in one

package for greater efficiency. Also, along with the engine, the rest of

the s-hip has redundanc ies bu I It into Its hul I, As a resu It, t here i s a large

space in the center that allows for the storage of a number of Gears,

SPEC DATA
Ion gest point 414 shark

breadth 408 shark (drn g, win g expa nsion

)

normal weight 98, 000 kahns

main engine Solaris 18th era excavated

slave generator 1 base 2 axis

1, 500, 000 kahnsns/oolla

70 repsol

820 repsol

800 sem nuclear cannon 2 bases

400 sem aerial fire cannon

40 sem 3rd link serial rifle cannons

surface assault MLPC n ka*™

crewmembers 220 hjcisuh>

output

surface speed

air speed

weaponry



Ezekiel Class Battleship

Out of the entire fleet of ships m Solaris, this boasts the most

power, an Excelsior Class Aerial Battleship, 3ts menace lies not

in its being a vessel but it is said to be more a -moving base-.

Known by the Captain of the Thames by the unorthodox name
'the fishbowl thing!, but even with those like him spouting such

foul mouthing, it will always be remembered for the terror it

inspires in the heart as an Ezekiel Class vessel,

As the flagshi p of Sol a ri s fleet with Kre Mart onboa rd at the a pex

ofcommand, it has a corresponding incredible attack power,

endurance power along with outstanding mobility. While not

used in battle very often, it is revered in the Solaris fleet, and

without a doubt capable of posing a threat to other countries'

influence by Its presence i lone.

SPEC DATA
longest point

breadth

normal weight

main engine

2 r 300 sharls

2, 050 sharls

167,000 kahns

Jumiel class anti-gravity

slave generator 1 base

11, 000, 000 kahnsns/oolia

455 repsol

22, 000 sem active

cannon shell 16 base

1024 persons

output

air speed

weapons

crew members

Solaris Frigate ship

The latest in technology in Solaris’ aerial battle ships, it serves to

escort various members of the government, It is for this reason

that it is equipped with strong weapons, even to the extent of

nuc leaf cannons and Sncend ia ries. Al so, thi s c I ass bei ng a bove

that which stores Gears, it has advanced functions which allow

it to be operated by as few as \2 crew members, and this makes

it more of a I a rge scale a eri a I transport rath er t han a sh ip.

Because this class of vessel requires few crew members, its

appearance on the surface is rare, even the citizens of Solaris

would be surprised, and most of the military has only heard

vague rumors.

SPEC DATA
390 sharls

68 sharls

146, 000 kahns

Solaris excavated 13th era

slave genera tor l base

1,360, 000 kahnsns/oolia

770 repsol

800 sem nuclear

cannon 16 base

40 sem anti aircraft laser 18 base

incendiary torpedoes S base

crew members 12 persons

longest point

breadth

normal weight

main engine

output

airspeed

weapons
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Aveh Military Vessels

SPEC DATA
to ng est poi nt 366 s ha rls

breadth 114 sharls

normal weight 108, 000 kahns

main engine excavated 35th Aveh model

Slave generator 1 base

output 14S8,000 kahns/oolia

su rface speed 60 re psol

weapons 8000 sem serial cannon 1 base

400 sem armor piercing 6 base

220 sem dual use cannon 4 base

40 sem 3 rifles set 12 base

crew membe rs 450 person s

Kefeinzel Class

Aveh patrol Cruiser flagship at the frontier, Commanded by General

Vanderkaum. A vehicle customized for movement on the desert surface,

lacks an engine for navigating, on plains or in the air, but is equipped with

advanced propulsion rings which give it the edge in power -on the desert

sands.

Also, the discerning eye picks out it is bristling with guns in front of the

bridge section, it is possible to fight off enemies packing 7200 kahns from

4 directions, it even brandishes enough power to threaten towns. It is

supplemented with a battery of 10 guns a long the hull, and if attacked

can issue Solaris ships' grade polycarbonite rounds, as well as the new
Crestar bullets -Tripleshot- it can knock aircraft right out of the sky.

However, there are many great questions surrounding the carrying of

this many cannons and guns, the ship slows down when employing these,

and the gun turrets themselves weigh it down to more than 3 times its

natural weight, taking away its advantage, it loses speed which makes it

vulnerable to air attack by Gears. It is unable to react fast enough at this

• Bridge

close range.

In regards to the names of the ships, Kefeinzel, Zankretenzel. Bruschke, and

a fourth ship (unnamed) these we re built together with a plan in mind, and

with the loss of the first ship, the rest get cancelled.

Like the Kefeinzel, this is an independent Aveh Tanbelholm Class escort

vessel. For use in general operations, it is the Aveh military's work horse,

and originally many were built In order to take advantage of it propulsion

power, all the mass is concentrated in the center, and the resulting design

looks somewhat like a pyramid in structure on the interior so as to maintain

its balance, it has almost no ballast on the hull.

There Is a large scale rocket launcher at the fore section of the ship, it makes

it possible to engage against ships and towns equally.

SPEC DATA
longe$t poi nt 187 s ha rls

breadth 74 sharls

normal weight 6, 700 kahns

main engine excavated 27th Aveh model

Slave generator 1 base

output 76,000 ka hns/ool i a

su rface speed 90 repso I

weapo ns 1 500 sem g u n lau nt her 1 ba se

330 sem dual use cannon 4 base

180 sem serial cannon 4 base

40 sem 3 rifles set 8 base

crew membe rs 196 person s



Goliath
Kiev's pride, a new aerial battleship. During it’s

development, it was tentatively named -Glganios-.

Due to the actions of one aspect of Solaris
1

Guardian

Angel, the Executioner, (-Miang), it the first surface

vessel to be equipped with a- Gatekeeper, and after

Fei and the others steal it, it crashes after being hit

with a Bart Missile. It disappears forever in the murk

of the ocean.

The name of the Goliath derived from the name of a

warrior who appeared in the Old Testament. In the story,

Goliath was a 4 meter giant inspiring fear and terror.

However, he was brought down by the genius youth

named David who toppled him with a stone,

Front view

Kislev Military Vessel

Under section

SPEC DATA
longest point 325 sharls

breadth 570 sharfs

no rma I weig ht 8, BOO kahns

m a i n engine excava ted 49th Kisfev mod el

Slave generator 1 base

output 2,050,000 kahns/oolia

air speed 540 repsol

weapons 400 sem serial cannon 4 base

500 sem cannon 12 base

Gatekeeper 1 base

40 sem 3 rifles set 12 base

crew members 520 persons
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The characters appearing in -Xenogears- are born under many
circumstances, raised differently, what do they think? How has it

come about? Here everything concerning the characters that was

unmentioned in the story and episodes is officially introduced
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Keivena

Usually, her eyes were closed during the storyr The Elements
1

Keivena, She doses her eyes to better control her exceptionally

strong Ether Ability and as this official illustration shows, she

likely has times when she opens her eyes, in the c^seof each

character, there are many instances like this of things that

are official that were never shown.
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18 years ago

14 years ago

{4 years old)

6 years ago

(12 years old)

Is born as the child of his father

Khan Wong and mother, Karen,

His mother Karen awakes as Miang,

She starts experiments on Fei’s soul

fusron. 10 months after that, Grahf

attacks, due to Fei
r

s powr running

berserk, Karen is killed. Fei is taken

away by Grahf,

Elm is quelled by Solans, Id runs

berserk, and is called afterwards

-The Demon of Elm-,

3 years ago His father Kahn battles Grahf once

05 years old) more. I'd is sealed away, He carries

the wounded: Fei to Lahan Village,

Pre sent (18 yrs) Lives at Chief Lee' s h o use.

The Contact The one who freed the Wave Existence

The one who contacted the Wave Existence 10
r 000 years ago and became

the origin of Fei’s reincarnation. The boy called Abel made contact with

the Wave Existence which had been captured by Zoharr the phase transfer

engine that was a part of the Deus System. Zohar caused the incredible

energy of the Wave Existence to pour into Abel. Because of this, Abel was

destined to be reborn as the Contact over and over again.

The Contact is the one who is meant to destroy Deus and thus free the

Wave Existence to return to the higher dimension. The Wave Existence

incorporated both Abel's human nature and the Mother's Will in the

present dimension, and in order to return to its own dimension, it must

achieve a reversal of this. It determines its own self and the nature fused

with it returns to the original source and fuses with it, setting it free as it

desires.

Brought to Chief Lee 3 years ago by a -masked stranger-, he has lived

in Chief Lee's home ever since. When he was brought in, his heart had

sustained great damage and he lingered on the edge of death for many
days. Afterwards, he regained consciousness and his body recovered, but

he had lost almost all his memory from before his recovery. Engaging

in painting and martial arts he was able to put aside his blank memory.

In Lahan Village, he became light hearted and a kind youth who loved

animals, and was also popular among the villagers. He was especially

revered by the very young
r
and would play with them often. He made

friends with Alice and Timothy, and came to view their approaching

wedding with strange stirrings in his heart.

It is thought that Citan first appeared to live in the area near the village

3 years ago, during Fei's recovery. Later on, he went to live as a doctor

with his family beyond the mountain pass, and Fei also visited his home
often,

The opening event of the attack on Lahan Village caused the awakening

of a destructive force within Fei, -Id-. Also,, his meeting with the Solarian,

Eiehaym caused a fragmentary memory of a reincarnation from the far

past to be brought back to life.

The boy who made contact with the Wave Existence that advented

into Zohar during serial mobile experiments with Deus and Zohar.

Afterwards, he was a passenger on the Eldridge, He was the lone

survivor at the time of its crash. His origin and the reason for his

being near Zohar during the serial experiments are unknown.
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Reincarnation a memory flashback

/
Abel

V,

Due to the i nfluerrce of the Wave Existence, the Contact Fei carried memories

from previous lives after being reincarnated. None of them were very clear, but

would take the form of fragmentary flashbacks, and behind these were many
wills. Starting with the origin of the reincarnated Contact Abe!

r
and on through

Kim of Zeboim, Lacan of the Solaris War, and continuing on to present day FeL

For every person on this world, all of these eras were times of great change.

While the fundamental role of the Contact is never realized in order to prevent

the resurrection of Deus on into the present day, in regards to that individual's

existence, the world of each era has great meaning.

At the time of the E Ed ridge's crash, the

boy escaped death because he was the

Contact. He met Original Elehaym and

lived with her from then on.

Abel rebelled against the people’s rev-

ered God on earth, Cain (The Emperor).

Cain planned the destruction of Abel,

carried it out, and in protecting Abel,

Elehaym died in his place shielding his

body.

Lacan
Born in a frontier village, Lacan was separated

from his parents by death when he was 6 years

old, and even though he was young he lived by

himself. When he was about S years old,, he met

Elehaym who was returning to the Ashura Mon-

astery to recover from illness. At the time of their

parting, he gave Elehaym one sketch he had

drawn of her.

After this he left his native village, and at the

end of his travels got involved with the rebellion

against the government of Solaris, in the midst of

this, he met Krelian. And so, 3 years later, he was

reunited at the Ashura Monastery with the Holy

Mother of Nisan, Sophia, That year, war breaks

out with Solaris, in the height of battle he meets

caravan leaders, the brothers Roni and Rene. From

the start of the fighting until 3 years after, Nisan joins

in. At Krelian’s suggestion, Lacan begins Sophia's

portrait. Nest year, Sophia is killed. Lacan frees

Miang who is imprisoned in Shevat and heads

towards Zohar.

Liilit 111 iilitlidi!
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Kim
Entering the Federal Medical school at 16, he

took his exams, entered the Biological Sciences

Department 3 years later. He starts molecular

machine research. Afterwards, he graduates

and receives his Doctorate, Announcing -A

method to Restructure genetics with Molecular

machines-, he proposes to create an artificial life

form constructed of nanomachines. However

the academic community saw this as blasphemy

against God, and to ignore this heresy, Kim was

expelled. Kim returned to the Medical Department,

aiming once again to be a doctor.

2 years later, having become a federal Doctor,

he met Elehaym who was working at the hospital.

Along with his work as a doctor, he took funds and

an offered facility from Miang and recommenced

research into molecular machines, 3 years after that,

on Thanksgiving Day, the nanomachine colony

-Emeralda- was formed. Afterwards, a raid by the

military caused Elehaym' s death. After sealing

away the facility and Emeralda for all eternity, his

whereabouts become unknown.

Fei
After his mother awakens as Miang, due

to cruel experiments, his personality

separates into another entity, Id. During

Grahf’s attack, Karen dies, Fei is taken

away by Grahf, and afterwards during

the quelling of Elru, id appears. Elm and

the Gebler Corps are annihilated,

3 years before, the wounded Fei is

brought into Lahan Village where he

lives for 3 years. Afterwards, due to Gtan's

maneuvering* and the meeting with

modern day Elehaym, slowly his will as

the Contact begins to awaken.
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Lacan already another divided human will

Out of all of Fei's reincarnations, the one that is the most important is that

of Lacan from 500 years ago. The shock of the reality of Sophia's death

caused him to desire contact with Zohar, and as a result the existence known

as Grahf was born. Afterwards, when Lacan lost his body at death, Grahf

divided himself and remained as a separate will. Desiring again to become
the Contact, he possessed the wills of others over and over again, waiting

all along for the birth (reincarnation) of the next Contact,

500 years ago, Grahf in the form of the Contact Lacan brought forth the

Diabolos Corps who destroyed the world, he was probably able to realise

this using a part of the power as Contact.

# The incomplete contact with Zohar

In regards to contact with Zohar, there is one vital element in addition to the

Contact itself, but Elehaym (Sophia) was already dead at the time when Lacan

turned his steps towards Zohar, It was dear that it would be impossible to

achieve ultimate fusion with Zohar, even though he didn’t know that he himself

was the Contact, For this reason, he helped Miang escape who was imprisoned

in 5 hevat, wanting only her power, and headed from there to contact Zohar,

in addition to the lack of Elehaym, spiritually Lacan as the Contact (as paternal

figure) was incomplete. For this reason the power from the contact with Zohar

went out of control. As a separate personality, Grahf, he destroyed almost ail of

Solaris as well as the surface.

Relationship of Lacan and Grahf 500 years ago

Study The psychology of Lacan who wanted power

Sophia tells Lacan, "You are one who cannot bear to see another hurt by your own
actions." Even while he is in love and aware of his special love for her as herself, he

realizes he can't have her love to himself atone as she is the "Holy Mother" that the

people venerate, and he adopts a false front of "nonchalance" even on the inside

in order to lie to himself and escape her love.

And so, even though she is able to provide a peaceful refuge toothers, she feels

inferior and without hope at being powerless to do anything on her own. Sophia's

death becomes a refutation of that despair, and her former hopelessness and infer-

iority at her lack of power transforms itself into the hope of achieving enormous

power. It is likely that in order to realize this desire, that Lacan decides to transform

into a destructive personality.

# Diabolos Corps ~ the Day of Collapse

The Diabolos Corps were stored on board the Eldridge and were Deus’ prototype

mobile terminal interfaces. Due to the interference of Lacan become Grahf, they

proceeded according to his rage without discriminating to not only destroy both

Solaris and the surface, but were on the way to destroying the entire wo rid. The

Surface Army and the Solarlan Army both resisted and combined their strength

fighting extremely hard warfare, the young ones, Rori and the others took over the

Omnigears that belonged to the Gaze! Ministers who fell in battle, and toppled the

origin, Grahf, also destroying the Diabolos Corps, However, by this time 98% of the

human population was already annihilated.

Due to the great destruction the continuance of fighting lost all meaning for the

people and after that, Solaris, Shevat and the surface world separated and began

the process of restoration.

Corps

# Miang's calculations

As a part of the resurrection of Deus, Miang determines that the people of this era

are also defective. She plans to reset human beings and civilization. The result of

the Contact Lacan coming into contact with Zohar without the Elehaym existence,

causes the power to go berserk, transforming Lacan into Grahf, and leading to the

path of destruction for the world. Also, this is meant to analyze the difference in

ability between the - Diabolos- and human beings, Diabolos were constructed

according to plan starting from a distant 10, 000 years before, for it was calculated

that after the resurrection of Deus, strong enemies would threaten (as in the contin-

uance of the Stellar War) and they were placed with this possibility, Miang took note

of those human beings marked for Deus, those with (Ether) ability, and attempted

to play both sides in the struggle, seeking only to side with the victor. Human beings

could come out the winners even with very few survivors. And in particular those

humans excelling with the mark of ability,

in order to awaken the complete Deus as 'weapon', Miang wanted an "intermediary

of human beings. As a result of this, the "Angels" were born due to the resurrection

of Deus and the use of humans marked with high ability as parts. It becomes clear

when looking deeply into all this that Lacan took the unconscious path as inheritor

of the role of Contact, and his inward emptiness made him incapable of complete

contact, causing him to adopt the destructive personality.



A personality separated from Lacan due to the contact with Zohar, he is

the possessor of great power who destroyed the world, After abandoning

his fleshly body, he continued his own consciousness by taking possession

of others.

Originally, Grahf was the personality created from the manifestation of the

Contact's power, Grahf can only yearn as he is himself an incomplete part

of the Contact, and desiring to merge with the present day Contact Fei, he

possessed Khan and planned for the merging with Zohar and the gaining

of ultimate power.

As one who desired power, the menace of Grahf's normal wish for power

was probably a result of the will of Lacan who felt powerless at losing Sophia

Present

reincarnation

possession

merged

At the time when he worked as a lieutenant in Shevat, he met the Nisan Orthodox

postulant, Karen and they were married. The next year, Fei was born. Receiving a

directive from Zephyr, they returned fora time to the surface, 4 years later, Grahf

attacked. Because of this, and his defeat in battle, Karen died due to Fei’s berserk,'

Grahf took away Fei who had awakened as Id, Afterwards, he went to search for

Grahf
l

s whereabouts, and three years before the present battled with him once

again. This time, he was possessed by Grahf.

After the fusion with Grahf, he is another form of Khan. In contrast to Grahf who is

a bodily manifestation of Lacan's will, Wiseman is closer to Khan's true personality.

During Grahf
1

r

s activities, for brief moments, Wiseman can come to the fore. Unlike

Grahf who wants destruction, when in Wiseman form, he wants to save the world.



Originally there were other personalities inside Fei, and

at times would appear Citan diagnosed it as disassoc-

iate multiple personality disorder

In particular the destructive personality of Id developed
r

acquired in childhood due to hidden exterior damage
(negative trauma; due to rearing by parent the lack of love,

etc. slowly pierces the soul until it damages the spirit.) And

so, upon the death of his mother, Karen, the bruised person-

ality went like a turtle into its ’’shell
11

and Id was sealed away

into his deep subconscious by Khan. In its place was the

constructed artificial personality of Fei that emerged upon

awakening in Lahan Village. Also, in the story, in order to

escape from reality, he created a fourth personality that

felt and thought nothing,

0_~3years
j|

original Fei

From his birth to 3 years old, Fei had

a normal home and was raised as a

typical child. Of course, the separation

of his personality hadn't occurred. At

this stage only the original Fei person-

ality existed.

surface

’’ o consciousness
r u
s n
€3 a"

stage
Surfacing of the personality <stage (upper

wilt) is raised> and appears. Also, it reasons

as the will of Fei,

the fusion experiments by his mother Karen

Around the time when Fei was 4 years old, his mother Karen awakened

as the inheritor of Miang. Karen having noticed that Fei had other rein-

carnated wills, determined he was the Contact. In order to awaken Fei,

spiritual fusion experiments were conducted over and over. For the sake

of fusion, people (those with high potential for fusion with Anima Relics)

were gathered, and by forcing out the Contact's power were killed one by

one in a blaze of light, giving much spiritual agony to Fei.

Even when the transformation of Karen and the experiments became
known to him, Fei's father continued in his work and did not put a stop

to it. For this reason, Fei developed a substitute personality who could

shoulder all of the spiritual pain. It was separated from the original person-

ality. A separate person for dealing with the pain, and the original escaping

those things it couldn't cope with.

agony
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the growth of "another"

Coming to the stage of a separate person-

ality, turning into another person, is created

out of the condition of Tm not taking the

pain anymore". When the pain is gone, the

original person can rise to the stage once

more.

mother Karen's death (attack of Grahf

)

Grahf attacks in order to fuse with the Contact Fei. He battles with his father,

Khan, Khan absorbs the immense power of Grahf and goes down heavily

wounded, Fei wants his mother to help, but she only stands silently watching

Not able to stand this, his strong feelings unleash his power and Karen is

killed*

The original personality unable to bear the reality that "You killed mother"

sends the substitute personality onto the stage, making it bear the respon

sibility. The original personality remembers his mother, bathes in her love,

wrapped in memories of the time of paradise, hiding its will deep inside a

"shel I" like a turtle. It is for this that the substitute personality Id is sent to

the stage. At this time, the original personality takes the truth that at the

last, Karen had shielded his body with her own, and hides it deep within

his shell, not showing it to Id,

shell

original personality

bears the responsibility

For Id forced onto the stage,

all that is left behind is the

truth that he killed his mother.

escaped - r

the coward
1 '

In order not to feel the toss of his mother, the

sadness and the truth he killed her, the original

personality escapes deep within a "shell".
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4 ~ 14 years
|

The demon of Elru (emergence with Grahf

)

Fei (Id) who had been taken away by Grahf, was trained as an

assassin by him. He manifested huge power during the quelling

of Elru by Solaris, annihilating it. He also destroyed the Solaris

a rmy.

The substitute personality formed to take the burden of the pain,

is the one who gives pain . . . the experiments by his mother over

and over, the father who didn't help, the hatred is borne by the one

shouldering the burden for the original personality. Also, the piles

of destroyed bodies, the light of death, all these things he can't reject.

The "coward" hiding in his shell like a turtle, the substitute that is rising

to the stage is the support of a complete "Fei". And the means of killing

that he learns is another step in spreading out hatred.

15 years

Id sealed away by Khan (re battles Grahf)

Khan has a showdown with Grahf once more. At this time, Khan

seals Id away into Pei's deep subconscious. Due to this, Fei develops

a new personality. From this point on it is an artifical personality

based on his experiences. This personality is unable to control

memories even when on the surface.

stage

A primitive persona

growth from experh

then on.

shell
sealed in subconscious

seals Id who controls will

into the subconscious in

an inert state.

\ t x

stage

shell

release of hatred

awakening of substitute

The substitute gains the hatred

aura when trained in killing arts

by Grahf, awakening as -id-.

Id sealed away by Khan (re battles Grahf)

When Lahan village is attacked, and his friend Timothy killed, the

sealed Id wakes again from inside Pel, releasing his power. From

then on. Id takes over Fei from time to time, "who can do nothing,

just watch powerless" and can manifest at will,

trigger of awakening

Reawakens on Fd's realiz-

ation of his own powerless-

ness, The instigator was the

death in Lahan village of his

friend Timothy.



History

18 years Ago

5 years ago

(13 years old)

1 years ago

(17 years old)

Present

(18 years old)

Is born in Solaris' First Class level

as daughter to father, Erich Van

Houten and mother, Medina.

Enters the school at Jugend.

Due to the adverse effects of Drive,

severely wounds her classmates.

Her father Erich is promoted to SS

Comandec

Graduates from Jugend, Is sent to the

ignas Area asaGebler commander
Steals the new prototype Gear from

Kislev.

Elehaym, born in the First Class citizen level (afterwards Elly), until she

entered the school at Jugend at 13 years old, was raised in a normal family,

and naturally as a Solaris citizen received her education.

From the time when she was a toddler, she had a very impressionable

personality, and after the accident from adverse effects when she was 1 7

years old., this only grew stronger. Also, after this incident, she was expelled

from entering the Elements group. After her graduation from Jugend, she

accepted a post in Gebler as a 3rd weapons division officer. She became
second lieutenant.

Complex

The -Drive- accident
When Elly was 17 years old, there was an incident when

she heavily wounded her classmates (2 fatally, 3 were

revived). The matter of her treatment by the military [Case

1021 was the result of an overdose of -Drive-, and the dis-

aster resulted when she lost control. However, this was the

power of Elly as the Antitype and it was unleashed temporarily

as a result of the drugs.

I nslde Jugend, there are those who show adverse effects

from the drug. Elly had a normal does of -Drive- and rejected

it. This time it was a strong reaction as well with the resulting

in her strength going out of control

While both parents are upper class type Solarians, Elly closely resembles a surface

dweller. Noticing from a very young age that she was different, she began to have

doubts about her birth. This may have been due to the influence of the presence at

that time of her wet nurse. After the death of the child of the wet nurse who was
a surface dweller in the Third Class citizen level, Elly's father sheltered her.

However, things like her own looks' similarity, combined with the fact that her father

didn't drive out the wet nurse, caused her to begin to wonder if she might not be her

real mother.

Elly is without a doubt the true daughter of her father Erich and her mother Medina.

The difference in her looks is attributed to her being reincarnated the -Antitype- of

the Contact. Like Fei, she has memories remaining from the very beginning as one
reincarnated, but she has hardly realized it yet

Elly has a strong sense of self sacrifice, and as an existence born from Original

Elehaym, she has inherited this naturally.

Originally working as the commanding
officer of the Soylent System, he was en-

gaged in research with Doctor Nikolai and

the others on the M Project. However, upon

finding out the truth of the living experi-

ments, he resigned his post. He works now
as Special Affairs Minister at the Bureau,

As Elly's mother, she has nothing to do with

the military and such. Upon hearing that Elly

was missing, she lived her days in despair and

listfessness. In the story, she protects Elly

from Hammer's gun and dies.
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The Antitype rebirth and death with the Contact

Elly, starting with the Original Elehaym, is usually

born as Elehaym's reincarnation in the same era as

the Contact. As such, Elehaym is the opposi ng exis-

tence to the Contact = the Antitype. To trace it to

its so urce, she is the result of the Wave Existence

going along Abel's image, in particular adding in

the Mother's will. Usually, the Contact is male

(paternal) and therefore its opposite, the Mother,

(maternal) must be female.

Elehaym has always been reincarnated along with

the Contact, and in order to protect him she dies.

Originally, the relationship between them in the

beginning was that of mother and child, from then

on they met as lovers, taking on that relationship.

Whatever the form of death for Elehaym, it causes

great agony to the Contact. A major factor in Fei's

natural tendency to torture himself, is the result of

Elehaym's repeated dying in order to protect him,

resulting in an added burden over time of "it's my
fault" as his most precious woman is killed.

Elly is self sacrificing, and that combined with her

nature as a woman results In the growth of her

aspect as the Mother, which is directly from Original

Elehaym.

Contact Lacan

10,000 years ago

birthplace

Contact Abel Elehaym Antitype

Original Elehaym meets the Contact Abel, and from that point on,

they are together, Abel rebels against Cain who seeks to take control

of the thoughts and actions of the people, Cain plans to kill Abel

who has become an interference. In order to protect Abel Elehaym

persuades Cain (even in regards to Cain, Elehaym is the <Mother>

existence) and Cain sets in motion a plan to counteract this. At this

time, Elehaym loses her life shielding Abel.

Contact Kim Elehaym } Antitype

She is a nurse at the college hospital in the capital Zeboim (Federal

Medical Bureau). She falls in love with Kim who is working as a doctor at

the same hospital. Kim's research facility is surrounded by the military

who want to take over his constructed nanotechnolougy. In order to help

Kim escape into the central isolated room, Elly brings the military invasion

to a stop herself. She dies when the research center's hazard safety system

is triggered, releasing high amounts of radiation.

Sophiu
(Elehaym)

k Antitype

The first Mother of the IMisan Orthodox. When a small

child, she met Lacan while recovering from illness. From

then on, she was engulfed as a candidate in the struggle

for the selection of Mother, and went missing for a time,

After she returned, she reorganized and re named the

Nisan Orthodox as HoJy Mother, meeting Lacan once

more after a period of 13 years.

Upon the outbreak of the Solaris War, refugees poured

into Nisan. With Sophia at the head of the healing Corps,

she became revered as
H
Hoiy Mother". After that, when

IMisan entered battle, Sophia's will stood as a symbol for

the surface dwellers' army,

Sophia and Lacan fell in love

during the war. However, due

to a secret plot by Shevat, the

surface army was surrounded

by the Solaris army, and Sophia

used the aerial battleship Ex-

calibur to mount an attack on

the enemy flagship, Merkava.

It was scattered in the upper

stratosphere above present day Kislev, And so, it was her

thought as the Nisan Mother to rescue the people from

battle, and as a single woman she gave her last wish to her

beloved ... to Lacan, " Live!"

Born as the third daughter of the Bishop of the Nisan teaching's Ashura Monastery, Around the time

she was 7 years old, she manifested a rare talent {Ether Ability) and was sent as adopted daughter to

Cardinal Penuel as a future candidate for Holy Mother, (the selection of Mother by the head bishopric

of the Church), At 13 years old, she was selected as a candidate for the position of Mother, changing her

name to Sophia, However, this was in the midst of a battle between the factions for the selection of

Mother and as it intensified, the Penuel Monastery was attacked, and from the Cardinal on down, more

than half of Sophia's faction were killed. Sophia went to a place unknown, 7 years later, she returned to

current day Nisan, Due to the schism, the Nisan teaching was on the wane, and with Sophia as Mother,

she reorganized its teachings and re named it as the Nisan Orthodox.

The fighting among the Church factions was a bloody battle for the choosing of the Mother based on

heredity within the Church. The Penuel faction also was not immune from this, and in the middle of the

struggle, gradually Sophia began to feel more strongly, If I weren't here" thus longing for her own death.

At the time of the attack on the Monastery, when facing Kelian who had come to kill her, she merely said

with a small smile, "... thank you," Having been charmed by her pure smile, Krelian took her away to

protect her. Afterwards, for the 7 years until their return to Nisan, it is not certain what happened to the

two of them.



As Ramsus
1

chief lieutenant she is the woman who normally accompanies

him. She met Ramsus during their time at Jugend, and si nee then, even when
he was an individualistic rebel, she supported him as his lover. In truth, she

had secret ties with the actual ruler of Solaris, Krelian, and was his assistant

i n the facilitating of the M P la n, Also, as a Guardian Angel another na me was

added to her as well, the punisher {Executioner),

Wielding extraordinary power from the time she was in Jugend, after Jesiah

escaped from Solaris, she was added to the Elements for a short time. After

that Ramsus gave her a position as a Guardian Angel and she was selected

personally as his supporting officer.

M iang also has I ived as a special existence from the beginning until the present.

In contrast to the reincarnation of the Contact and his Antitype, Elehaym, Miang

has awakened many times due to the inherited Miang factor in all women.
Beginning with the original Miang, through the twins of Zehoim, Fei's mother

Karen a nd on to the present day Miang, she has awakened 998 times over a

period of 10, 000 years.

Miang's lineage

• Miang as Gebler
Her rank is sub-lieutenant. As support for Commander Ramsus, she appears

imperturbable, a calming presence who g ives advice to the mercurial Ramsus

and Dominia {Elements). Having a Gear for her exclusive use, she has great

battle power, even though she rarely participates infighting.

At the time of battle, if Ramsus is wounded or such, she is granted temporary

power to issue commands in his place.

10,000 years ago - beginning 4000 years ago - Zeboim civilization

Supplement Miang's inherited awakening as the "weapon"

500 years ago - Solaris Great War

iMiWIIpWttHli'* 1

Like Elehaym, Miang was also differentiated from Original Elehaym after

her awakening as Miang Hawwa. She acted as manager of the founders

of human beings, Cain and the others.

In regards to Elehaym "s main body, Miang took on the role of supplement.

The goal was the completion of humans as parts for the resurrection of

Deus I n the case that humans were defective as pa rts, the advancement

of evol ution and culture was halted at that stage and that civilization was

wiped out. From this was desired higher evolution, At this stage, Miang

wielded her power as "weapon" This was not direct military power,

but was recognized as a power able to destroy ci vi lization. Also, for the

complete resurrection of Deus, one goal was the preservation of the Contact

and the Antitype alongside the completion of human beings.

The gene for the supplemental Miang is in all women. When the body of the

one who hasawkakened as Miang is destroyed {death), the next Miang’s genes

awaken. While the ratio of strong genetics of those who awaken as Miang is

high, it is unknown what kind of woman will awaken next. Those women who
awaken as Miang inherit all her memories and experience up to now, sealing

away completely the original woman's personality. The present day Miang

{0998) also was a normal woman who had lived in Solaris" Second Class citizen

level before she awakened.



Zeboim's Miang
While it's not unusual for clu plicate Miang genes to awaken at

the same time, this era's twins awakening is an unusual case,

The level of human knowledge had reached its peak, and as

for the flesh there was genetid abnormality causing a shortened

lifespan, Miang at last determined this kind was defective. Due
to the effects Of radiation, she expected Sudden mutations

spurring on evolution to happen, and thus instigated the

President to begin the outbreak of nuclear wan
Also, she had read Kirn's research thesis. Using this to advance

the species evolution, she proposed to grant Kim a research

facility (different from the one where Emerald a was created),

Having realized Miang'strue nature, Kim moved the nano-

machine colony <Emeralda> to a separate facility, This ended
in failure upon the invasion by the special Military Corps who
intended to steal it.

Afterwards, nuclear war broke out according to plan. Except

fora part of humanity that escaped to shelters, and a remnant

of living Creatures On the Surface, all were annihilated.

Fei' mother. 14 years ago, (when Fei was 4) the Miang gene awakened. Noticing that her child

was the Contact, at the end of the cruel experiments, she summoned Gra hf who wa nted to

merge with the Contact, Because of Fei's power running out of control, in the instant before

he would have been harmed, Karen returned to her true self and shielded Feijosing her life.

However, because the ’coward" had hidden this truth away, Karen's true will was not known
until Fei's personality was brought back together,

Karen was originally from the Nisan Orthodox's Aquvy parish. Because of the reading of a

heretical treatise a part of the -Church- 's influence caused the occurrence of an incident

(details unknown) and she met at that time Shevat's military Commander Khan, Later, Fei was

born in Shevat and they went down to the surface with Khan.

14 years ago

Solaris War
With Miang managing the Gaze I Ministry she was the

hidden ruler of Solaris. With the resistance from the surface

with Shevat as axis growing more heated, the Gezel Ministry

planned energetically for the resurrection of Deus. However,

Miang had determined that the humans of this era were in-

sufficient, and she opposed the Ministry against reviving

Deus.

Finding her presence to be a hindrance, the Ministry secretly

arranged with the Elders of Shevat to exchange Miang with

Sophia, Because of this, Miang was imprisoned in Shevat, and

Sophia died in a special attack. In Shevat, Miang met Lacan

who was in despair having lost Sophia, and this led to the

path to Zohar, Due to the incomplete union of the Contact

who had lost the Antitype, Lacan was changed into Grahf,

who in turn caused -The Day of Collapse-.

40 years ago

Miang of 40 years ago
The Miang who awakened before Karen. She advanced

theM Plan to its 5th stage together with Krelian, 14 years

ago, her life reached its end due to her flesh wearing out

from old age (death), and Karen was awakened, While not

much is said concerning this in the story, in regards to the

original owners of the women's bodies before awakening,

who they were and where they came from is unknown.

14 years ago

As one of Solaris' Guardian Angels, she also bears the role as punisher. Flaving immeasurable

battle power, she is regarded with terror by the people of Solaris. Her true form is Miang (0998)

and the only ones who know this truth are Krelian and the Gazel Ministry,

In the story, she arrives at Kislev's Capital and hands over a mysterious container to Sigmund.

Also, at the time of the escape from Solaris, she appears with Grahf, giving proof of her incredible

fighting power. As a supplemental '’weapon” type existence for Miang, it becomes an individual

"weapon”



Phenomenon shift machine Zohar

Wave Existence

contact

V

8th generation

I biological computer

Kadomony

Original Elehaym

Llehayym

/ Eldridge
crash

• Original Elehaym
When the imprisoned Wave Existence inside Zohar

comes into contact with Abel, it gains a human nature

(mother type).The Wave Existence having no form in

the fourth dimension manifests a definitive nature inside

Kadomony. I n the protoco f Persona, one of the formed

living elements making up Kadomony it projects the

image of the mother type it received from the boy Abel.

This Is the woman visible in Zohar's shield case (eye shaped

portion). This is Persona . . . the Original Elehaym.

This nature born of the response of a mother to the boy's

wish to go home, afterwards that Elehaym (reproduced : Main)

inherits these characteristics, in particular, her sense of self

sacrifice is strong, and she normally she continues to protect

the life of (my child), the Contact.



• Miang Hawwa - the 2 "duplicates"
Due to the crash of the Eldridge, the formed Elehaym within Kadomony (core

protocol Persona) set in motion an automatic program fora system of control

[System Hawwa). Performing exon replacement (inside the genes, the act of the

exchange of living information) it awakened as Miang (Myyah). This became the

Original Miang Hawwa,

The central protocol Persona (original Miang) created the beginning Animus

(humans) from a biological assembler plant, becoming the <Mother> of human
beings. And to manage them were 2 duplicates of herself , , , separated into

Elehaym and Miang, with Elehaym as the one to direct this and actualize it as a

special characteristic of Persona (Mother type), in this form she was the Subject

of the Persona. The mother like aspect of Elehaym was not originally contained

as a necessary part in the automatic program for the revival of Deus, For Persona,

it thought to contain within the separated Elehaym the role of "mother" for the Contact

Abel. Also, from the special nature of Original Miang as the <Mother> of humans to the

growth as protector of humans, began to take shape over time. However, that growth

was along with the humans who proceeded from the level of selfless children to more

self awareness as they began to build their own world, and this was not an essential

part in the completion of humans as parts for the resurrection of Deus. For the managed

evolution of humans beings, with the goal of completing them as parts, another <Mother>

became necessary. This was Miang who bore the characteristics of weapon of the Deus

System. With Miang as Persona's [Deus System Mode], the system ofthe automatic revival

program was carried forward. It was a tool for the the compeltion of humans bodies

(making them stronger). And as a part of Persona, only Elehaym could exist as the

supplement (Subject),

Abel
(survivi

L

beginning (10,000 years ago)

Myyah Hawwa

reincarnated

First Humans

(13 persons)

A manager

Original humans and Miang
Wit h Empe ror Cai n a s the leader of th e 1 3 person s of th e Artim us, he was ca fled th e

-First Human-. Using the functions of Kadomony, they manufactured the original forms

of many species (humans). From then on, those humans lived separate from Cain and the

others, forming their own system. Cain governed as the First Human, making a system of

government for those first human beings, Miang was differentiated for the managing of

those first humans contained by Cain, In truth it waste advance the evolution of those

humans as parts for Deus, and that stage was thought to have been instigated then.

From that time on r even with all of Miang 's machinations, the image leading to the

desired path became stronger than her actions. Also, even though Miang might take

on the role of protecting the Contact and Antitype, when it was unnecessary, there was

no question of their death, For the first Miang, the murder of Abel by Cain (thus

Elehaym s' death), she just watched in silence,

reincarnated

awakens



• The Antitype Elehaym
While the Contact is reincarnated over and over a gain with a different name
and position, Elehaym is usually born with the name -Elehaym- and is the

Contact's lover. The reverse of ’Elehayym' is 'Myyah ele’m and means [Miang

exists here]t In other words, the condition of 'Elehayym
1

is before the awakening

of the Miang factor, and why in the story the awakened Elly said "I am Miang."

Because the Miang factor is in all women, it could be said that before awakening

all women are 'Elehayym
1

, and only the Antitype , , . as the main body of Persona,

as the hyper aware <Last Miang >, could receive the name of Elehaym,

When the Antitype is born, this existence is usually the lover of the Contact and

as Abel's (the Contact) <Mother>, is bound to him so that when he makes contact,

she inherits the sympathies with the Contact Abel who desired to return to the

womb and they are joined by these ties. Afterwards, when both are reincarnated

without any age difference, that sympathy becomes romantic love, following

therefore a most natural course.

500 years ago

(Solaris War)

10,000 years ago

(beginning)

4000 years ago

(Zeboim civilization)

• Miang as Deus Control Mode
With Primary protocol Personal having the advantage of being able to

shape its form due to exon replacement, it can shift to Oeus Control Mode.

When the separately sealed parts of Deus on the El bridge start to go out of

control, this mode shift takes place. This is the same phenomenon as that of

the hyper aware ’Elehayym' awakening into 'Myyah* This shift causes Original

Elehaym to become Miang with the activation of System Hawwa* bringing

about sentient life on the planet surface. Afterwards, the awakened Miang as

supplement* takes on active duty as Deus Control Mode. And in this capacity of

controlling the effort to bring about the resurrection of Deus, Miang becomes

the manager with the aim of spurring on and hastening this program, When
Deus is able to be completely resurrected, the role of Miang as supplement Is

finished. And so, the main body of Elehaym having awakened as Miang, and

fused with Deus (returns as main protocol to Kadomony), proceeds to control

the resurrected Deus,

14 years ago
(10 mos, later)



•
At the time of Dens' resurrection, Eleh aym (Elly) as the Antitype who had continued

to protect the Contact, awakened as <the Last Miang>. The separated portion of the

Main protocol Personal had to return to Zohar, not as the supplement but as the main

body.

Inside the information of Elly's introns is drawn the Urobolus Ring, The hyper aware-

ness is tied within this ring, and as the ring determines, Miang awakens. In regards

to the Urobolus Ring in the process of self actualization, it is nearly in the state of the

words describing -Great Mother-, With Miang as Great Mother, she facilitates the self

growth of human beings. These humans growing in the world of consciousness (self),

begin to move things according to their will. With Mia ng’s goal of leading human
beings to completion, there is nothing that stops it. And so, with Miang as Great Mother,

she destroys civilizations that have overreached themselves (selfish humans).

While the Antitype Elly remains unawakened until she is the core of Deus’ resurrection

as <Mother>, she is concerned mainly with the growth of the Contact’s will, When Deus

is resurrected, she needs to understand what the Contact should do, what are her own
Judgments, and what should be done next. In contrast to this, for Miang,, the Contact is

the one who will destroy Deus, It is for this reason that she can't allow the Contact to

grow self awareness.

The Contact is an essential piece of Deus, but is not necessary as <the destroyer of god>
And Miang becomes the Great Mother, manipulating the Contact's self and leading him.

-And so, when all things have been brought together,

Elehaym also can grow again herself - -

Urobolus Ring
The "urobolus" is a snake that eats its own tail. The self born

from its own self, before psychological self awareness is in a state

of hibernation, a gathering of unconscious will. Again, it cannot

make judgments, unable to tell the difference between self

awareness and reality, thus keeping it in a cocoon, With the

growth of self, it develops from non conscious nes to the need

to escape from the ring and live, Here it creates a world of its

own consciousness. When able to Judge reality on a firm it starts

to emerge from the cocoon as it surpasses it to enter reality,

in terms of - Great Mother- this refers to the word expressing

the idea of a hampering mother in the process of deriving the

child from the ring (growth of self).



approx. 500

years ago

Bom as an illegitimate child. That

year, his mother Elazaru dies.

Enters the Nimrod Empire's

Laodicea Military Corps, Later

becomes leader.

(23 years old) The at tack on Penuei Monastery,

Disappears taking Elehaym (13

years old) with him.

(28 years old) Meets Lacan,

(30 years old) He and Sophia return to Nisan.

Kreiian takes a post as Monastery

Corps leader. The next year, war

with Solaris breaks out

(35 years old) Sophia dies. The next year, Grahf

causes the -Day of Collapse-.

(41 years old) Contacts Emperor Cain. Moves the

Gaze! Ministry's data into the SGL-

9000.

(40 years ago) Advances the 5th stage of the M
Plan. Makes contact with Miang

(996).

(24 years ago) Creates a copy of Emperor Cain

10808191 ftamsesj.

(14 years ago) Makes contact with Karen (Miang

0997), Abandons Ramses,

(8 years ago) Plans the 3rd invasion of Shevat.

As the true ruler of Solaris, he is the person who commands both Emperor

Cain and the Gaze! Ministry, Having researched nanotechnology, he has lived

since 500 years ago using life extension treatments.

Having a grasp of the convoluted relationships between others (the Ministry

and Miang, the Contact and Antitype and such) and the true form of Deus, he

also knows the true objective of the imprisoned Wave Existence that advented

into Zohar. Due to the tragedy of 500 years ago, he had the desire to "create god
r

reaching the place of god" a nd when he knew that the gods of the world were

Deus and the Wave Existence, he ascended to Solaris to accelerate the plan for

the revival of Deus. He contacted Miang, and acknowledged their mutual goal.

At Miang's instruction, he proceeded to do such things as giving life extension

treatments to Emperor Cain and turning the Gazef Ministry into data. Taking the

Ministry in hand, he advanced the science of Solaris and accelerated the M Plan,

He placed the Limiters and such into both the people of Shevatandthe surface

dwellers,

Kreiian personally named the plan to resurrect Deus [Project Noah], and until the

last seeks to bring this about. The heart of him who seeks the land of god is usually

filled with thoughts of Sophia.

# Nanotechnology
500 years ago, when Kreiian was the leader of the Nisan Monastery Corps, he

learned nanotechnology from teacher Taura Melchior of Shevat. Nanotechnology

had been analyzed and advanced to its highest point 4000 years ago by Zeboim

from the Colony ship civilization, and at that time was built upon by the doctor,

Kim at the Federal hospital, Melchior had obtained a part of Kim's thesis that was

excavated from old ruins, and revived nanotechnology by analyzing this. Having

learned this technology from Melchior, Kreiian deeply pursued the advancement

of Solaris' knowledge and science.

Present Plans to excavate Zeboim's ruins.

• Life extension treatments
Kreiian is not like Fei, Elly or Miang, those historically special persons who have

continued through 10,000 years. Kreiian is one of the human beings from 500

years ago who has continued to live into the present day due to [life extension

treatments] he gave himself. Realizing that the resurrection of Deus would not

take place for several hundred years, Kreiian stopped the aging process in his

body so as to make it to the day of resurrection. Also, he gave these same treat-

ments to the wasted body of Cain, Shevat's Zephyr and on through its Elders.

This is thoughtto be the extent of Solaris' use of nanotechnology.

The use of the treatments in Shevat's case is his personal revenge for their

betrayal of Nisan during the Great War 500 years ago. Also, this was meant to

isolate Shevat, which has the surface world's most advanced technology from

the people of the surface.

Almost all the members of the Gaze! Ministry were killed in the war 500 years

ago. Using a 50L-9000 computer, Kreiian revived 8 members as data containing

their memories. Due to the selfish goal of the Ministry, they planned actively for

the resurrection of Deus, Kreiian used the Ministry for his own ends in his solitary

pursuit of Project Noah. It was for the purpose of limiting the Ministry that he

activated the "Gaetia Key" needed for the resurrection of Deus, While on the

surface, his goals appeared the same, this was part of a deeper plan of Krelian's,
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The tragedy 500 years ago that lead to "god"

Before the outbreak of the Solaris War, Krelian

accepted the post as Mother Sophia's protector

when he became leader of the Monastery Corps.

Like Lacan, Krelian also was deeply in love with

Sophia, However, taking note of Sophia's feelings

for Lacan, Krelian stood his ground and felt anger

at Lacan who tried to escape from her love.

When Sophia died because of Shevat's betrayal,

Krelian despaired of both "god (belief)" and human
beings. The teaching of Sophia that [faith grows

from within], changed in him to the belief that "if

god doesn't exist, I'll create it with my own hands!"

Krelian (500 years ago)
Born as an illegitimate child, with the death of

his rn other, Elazaru, he became solitary all his life.

He joined the Military Corps of the Nimrod Empire,

the main supporter of the Wisan Sect, Mastering

many fighting weapons, at last he took the position

of leader of the Corps, His cold and cruel demeanor

caused terror in the ranks,

Krelian took on the job as leader of the team

that would carry out the assassination at Penuel

Monastery as planned by the Nimrod Emperor

KuseL Krelian met Sophia at the time of the attack

on the Monastery, and he fled, taking her away
with him. 7 years later, he returned to Nisan with

Sophia, becoming the leader of a newly organized

Monastery Corps.

# Contact with Miang
Krelian proceeds to abandon the return of the Wave
Existence, once he knew the truth at Mahanon's

[Tree of Raziel], where he was likely lead by Miang.

Might it not be possible that he came into contact

with Miang when she was imprisoned in Shevat

before he ascended to Solaris?

# [Wave Existence]

All can be known about the Deus System from the

data of the [Tree of Raziel], When Fei and the others

get this data from Raziel during the story, they are

unable to get any further information concerning

Zchar because of interference by Krelian,

Most likely the data concerning Zahar, the entity of

the [Wave Existence] must be contained there in some
form. Krefian analyzes this information and wonders

if contact with the will of a higher "god" than Deus

might not be possible. The thought to 'create god'

that resulted from the death of Sophia was realized

in the plan to resurrect Deus. However having dis-

covered within it the presence of the [Wave Existence],

Krelian’s own god was not Deus, but the [Wave

Existence] he had uncovered. And so, knowing he

would need to resurrect Deus so as to enable the

Wave Existence to return to its own higher dimension,

he determined not to ’’resurrect god
1

! but to "go to the

place of god".

#M Plan

The M (Malakh) Plan being accelerated by the Gazel

Ministry, the primary goal is the creation of an army

of angels <Aeon> for the support of god on the coming

day of Deus' resurrection. With the construction of

Merkava, the main basis for the Angels is [created

human types (Sufaiidae), and many experiments are

carried out in the Soy lent Systems.

From the time Krelian entered Solaris 500 years ago,

he planned the acceleration of the M Plan with Miang.

Having continued on down through the ages, this present

day sees the 5th stage of the plan (by this measure, Zeboim

was the 3rd stage]. The result of Krelian 's research up until

now, using his own devised nanotechnology are the

Limiters (Seals) and the present Soylent facilities, memory
cubes and humans fusing with Gears, all such systems as

these were created by him.

O To the land of "god"

Krelian also was born 500 years ago as one of the [humans] who was one of descendants of the

founders Animus, Researching nanotechnology, even though he is the onty one that understands

"the will of god", unlike Eliy or Fei, he has not continued from the beginning tied up with a special

"fate
11

. When Krelian merges with Deus "Elly" he enters the higher dimension along with the Wave
Existence, acheiving all this by his powers alone, At Jast he analyuzes and understands the "love"

that Sophia had explained, and is the reason his will fades before her stubborn love.

At the time he sets out for the place of god; he leaves with the words, “I envy you two . . Kretian saw

the original love of Fei and Elly thatthey desired on their own, and that this was human will.



The highest governing authority in Solaris. As head of the Gazei

Ministry and one of the 13 persons of the fi rst humans born from

Kadomony, he is the only one to survive into the present day.

The skull-like look of his head is only a mask, and during the story

the mask was never lifted until the end.

He fears the high probability of humanity's destruction at the

dime of the Gospel> and desires to save them, but that anxiety

is warped by the Ministry and they use his ability to bend the will

of the populace. In order to determine the extent of the Contact's

power, he sends Citan to watch over him.

The Original Sin

Study The "Founder" of the beginning era

From the beginning time period, the 13 members from Cain

on down (Ministry) were born due to Miang as the original

Animus and used Kadomonys assembler plant to produce

the prototypes of human beings. Humanity formed them-

selves into groups and their numbers increased rapidly.

Cain as the 12 members' "founding human", systematically

managed human beings. At last, he became venerated

among them as an "advented god" (present human -god: the

human advented as god} and the faith spread widely, Cain

used this and took a religious veneration for himself in the

populace. It is thought that Miang as the humans' <Mother>

pushed this as well.

Jt is not certain that Cain, no matter how the philosophy was

explained, actually managed the people, but that is perhaps

the superstition that both he and Miang encouraged and

the image was transmitted even into the present day, (the

Legend of god].

Study Confrontation with Abel

As Cain became more venerated among the people, he used

this to manipulate their will, and gradually the confrontation

between his and Abel's ideals began to surface. While the

details of this are not dear, in terms of Cain who was usmg the

emotions of individuals to head towards the resurrection of Oeus,

Abel desired only the freedom of the people to live according to

their own will. Also, He haym who worked with Abel may have had

the same type of influence as Sophia.

Cain planned to murder Abel, Elehaym desperately admonished

Cain, putting into motion a plan to counteract him. This resulted in

Elehaym's death, Elehaym was at last, also humanity's <Mother>

and the central Protocol Persona's main body. After this, Cain

feared for the fate of human beings, wish ing to change it
r
and

having this time murdered <the Mother> Elehaym with his own
hards, might this not have had a huge effect?

0 Undying flesh

As the leader of the original Animus, in terms of humans,

Cain has ultimate manipulative power, and is fated to live

until the resurrection of god. He is not weakened by age nor

is there anyone who can harm him. Because he is undying

and has the wish to save humanity, he becomes a hindrance

to Krelian and the Gazei Ministry, so Krelian creates the corres-

ponding existence able to kill him, Ramsus, who is the one

who murders him.

Cain wishing to change the fate of those manufactured

humans who are parts by reforming their flesh, offers his own
undying body as test subject for use in experiments, advancing

research. For this reason, the nature of his flesh is somewhat
altered, and reaches its limits. While hanging on because of

Krelian's life extension treatments, at last Cain does not have

the ultimate power to live eternally, and as the <Time of the

Gospei> approaches, for Cain only the power to maintain his

existence remains.

®The governing Emperor

From the time Solaris was built 600 years ago, Cain contin-

ued to be venerated absolutely and worshiped by the people.

However, that is the result of the surface appearance that was

warped by Krelian and the Gaze! Ministry, and is at odds with

the true will of Cain who is fearful about the fate of human
beings.

With the power left behind by the dissolved Gazei Ministry,

neither Krelian nor any other person is able to take bis life.

From the beginning Cain is not tied by anyone, and should

have been able to rule at will indefinitely, However, it is likely

he discovered that his power had waned to such an extent that,

even with Krelian's life extension treatments, he was using all

his will power just to stay alive, making it impossible to govern.

And this might have been due to the one who committed the

Original Sin having lost his will.



The longing for humans expectation of "Anonnelbe"

Anonnelbe

The meaning of <Anonnelbe? is "the coming man of

god who will lead the people born of this world to a

new land". Cain recognizes the appearance of the

Contact Fei as Anonnelbe., for having both the power

to save as well as destroy human beings.

The humans fated to be parts making up the Deus

System can only be freed from that curse by one person,

Anonnelbe. . .the Contact. However, will he free them alt

by rescuing or by destruction? Cain probes the direction

in which way the Contact's power shall go. if he comes to

save alt, he will entrust humanity to him, but if he comes
to destroy the world, Cain wit! wipe him out and from the

dime of the Gospel? his fate will be destruction along

with all of humanity. And according to Cain's will, this

is "atonement".

Secret command to Citan

in order to determine Fei's ability as the Contact

Cain directs one of the Guardian Angels, Hyuga

(Ctan} to stay close to Fei and watch over him. With

id sealed away, and Fei having lost his memory, this

is the right opportunity to send Hyuga to the surface.

During the story, Citan meets with Cain on numerous

occasions, reporting Fei's status. Citan determines

that Fei as Anonnelbe will be able to rescue humanity.

From this determination, Cain also decides to entrust

all to the Contact

— iva;
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The original forms of Animus created in The very beginning, these 12 elders are

the core of the governing machine of Solaris, 4 of them died during the Great

War 500 years ago. And in the ’’Day of Collapse" all of them were killed, after-

wards to be revived by Kretian as memory data in a computer, Their ambition

is to extend their domain to other star systems with the resurrection of Deus,

In order to obtain their own ’'bodies", they seek for those that fuse with Anima

Relics.

Time of the Gospel

As for the <Time of the Gospel? the Gaze I Ministry

wishes for, this is shown to be the final stage end time

of the Deus self revival program.

The Ministry is able to use the system for activating the

bodily transformation of humans [Gaetia Key], but this is

held back by Emperor Cain, When all the Anima Relics

are activated, Cain is killed by Ramsus, and the Ministry

immediately activates the IGaetia Key], This is to meet

the coming <Time of the Gospel?, and it means that all

the components for resurrecting Deus are in place.

[Ministry names

The names of the remaining S members of the Ministry. Their

personalities and corresponding make up are unknown.

Enoch

Irad

Mefael

Metshael

Lametb

Yabal

Juba I

Tubafcam

Anima Relic

Dan fused with surface dweller.

Joseph fused with surface dweller,

G ad fu sed with su dace dwel ler.

Asher fused with Hyuga,

Zebulun fused with Ramsus.

Judah 5M years ago. fused with Krelian.

Dinah 5C0 years ago, fused with Sophia.

Reuben— 5CQ years ago, fused with Garel Minister.

Simeon 5M y&ars ago, fused with Gazel M mister.

Levi 500 years ago, fused with GazeJ Minister,

I saachar 500 years ago, fused with Gazei Minister.

N ap h ta I i 5CM> years ago, fused with Grahf.



24 years ago Due to Krelran, he is born as a copy

of Emperor Cain [080S191 Ramsesl-

For about 10 years, he is in a

research facitty,

14 years ago Karen causes him to be abandoned

He kills 2nd Cass citizen Kahran

Etekker in a trash area, and fuses

with him. He takes o n Be kke

r

1

s l D,

Enters the school at Jugend, Meets

Miang (0996),

Meets Hyuga and Sigurd,

13 years ago Along wit h Je si ah, h e see ks o ut people

to recruit into the <Elements>.

1 2 yea rs ago S igu rd rebels.

As one of the Guardian Angels, he is the highest commanding officer in

Gebler, While somewhat stoic in nature, he is the inferior of no one on

Solaris, and has many abilities, and even with all these advantages he feels

a sense of inferiority, although he does not allow any to look down on him,

it is for this reason that at the beginning the Elements are put in charge of

inferiors. As Commander, he has extraordinary ability, and as an individual

possesses immense battle power. However, from his Jugend days, he dis-

trusted others greatly, and due to the rebellion by Jessie and Sigurd, it grew

more fierce than ever,

Ramsus is an artificial lifeform created and planned for the beginning of the

5th stage of the M Plan as homunculus (man made human construct). In truth

he was created by Krelian to oppose Emperor Cain as a copy of the Emperor,

This is designated by the code [0808191 Ramses]. He was thrown into the trash

area when Karen awakened as Miang called for his abandonment just before

he had reached the second growth stage^before human form). By chance, a

boy was lost there, Kahran Bekkerwhom Ramsus murdered and then fused

with. After that, using Bekker's ID, he entered the school at Jugend, His outside

appearance resembles both Emperor Cain, and the boy Bekker,

6 years ago The quelling of El ru. He is gravely

wounded by Id. He becomes sponsor

of the orphan Dominia, After returning

to Solaris, he enters Dominia into the

school at Jugend.

Present As Gebler Commander, heads to Aveh,

0 Birth—the one who kills Emperor Cain

As a human. Emperor Cain wields extraordinary power, even more than

Krelian and the Ministry, It is for this reason that he cannot be resisted with

ordinary means, Krelian creates one who has comparable power to Cain, [the

corresponding existence], a copy of Cain [0808191 Ramses], However, having

been abandoned at the first stage of development, Ramsus is obsessed with

his own creation as an artificial lifeform that had been supplanted by the

Contact For this reason he develops an intense envy and hatred of Fei who
was the cause of his being abandoned, and both Krelia n and Miang skil lfully

use this to manipulate him.

# Relationship with Miang

He met the girl who afterward became Miang about

a month before Karen was killed. For that small time of

just a month until she awakened, something happened

between that unnamed girl and Ramsus. * < , Also after

she awakened, she was his lover and that relationship

has continued into the presentday.

The fact that he is a copy has caused Ramsus much
unternal unrest, and due to the incitement by his lover

Miang who he feels understands his heart, slowly his

soul begins to breakdown. The repeated defeats by

Fei send him to a low ebb, and desiring more power,

he comes to the point of murdering Emperor Cain,

#The Demon of E I ru

The deciding factor in Ramsus' envy and hatred of

Fei was due to the terrifying experience he had at the

quelling of El ru at the hands of Id, Sent to Elru to quell

the first stirrings of rebellion, Ramsus was gravely

wounded and defeated by the 12 year old id (Fie) at

that time. After that terror, nightmares tormented

Ramsus,

In the story, he meets Id again at the attack on the

YggdrasiL Attacking him in a fit of pride, he is utterly

defeated. From then on, he has only the desire to

conquer td (Fei) to give meaning to his existence.



• Elements Dominia Kelvena

Originally the Elements were founded by Jesiah

and Ramsus during the Jugend days as a group

of the best fighters. At that time, the group was

made up of 4 members, Ramsus and Jesiah with

the others being Hyuga and Sigurd. Ramsus

rejected entry by social class, instead his ideal

was to have only those who were strongest. The

Elements were formed to realize this ideal, with

Jesiah, Hyuga and Sigurd sharing the same will.

However, due to Sigurd’s rebellion and Jesiah's

escape, the original goal of the Elements was lost,

The Elements were not for the search for Guardian

Angels or Gebler commanders, but for his dose

associates to be only the highest caliber of talent,

and the Elements became a training ground for

the ultra elite. The 4 members of the present day

day Elements were chosen by Ramsus, Also, when
Elly was at Jugend she was also a candidate for

entry into the Elements, being friends with both

Dominia and Kelvena,

A user of earth magic. The sole survivor of destroyed Elru.

While the possessor of enormous ability, she doesn't use

it and has towards Elly hostility, envy, bullying and the like.

Her emotions are complicated, She feeling of yearning is

most st rong for Sams us,

Tolone
A wind magic user. With 90% of her entire body being

cyborg, many weapons are loaded in each part. The

reason for this and the purpose are unknown,

A water magic user. Ordinarily has a calm exterior and acts

in the role of advisor. When using her strongest Ether, she

closes her eyes. She was a classmate of Elly's at Jugend,

Seraph ita

A fire magic user. As a demi human, she was rescued by

Ramsus from a waste area right before being taken into

a Soylent facility. Among the 4 members, she was accepted

the most swiftly and because of that is the leader,

MIIIHHMIllMMMMMaBIBaMHMNM

Gebler Special Corps

A team formed for the purpose of invading an

enemy post and using destructive tactics to

subdue it Lead by team leader Re nk, it is a group

of 5 unusual characters. At the attack on K-islev,

Elly who had been the leader attacked the ship

that was to have bombed the nuclear plant.

Afterwards, when human beings began to change

because of the activation of the [Gaetia Key], they

escaped from Gebler and went to Wisan. They

sought the protection of Elly, their one time

leader.

Renk Stratski
Leader of the special Corps. Having pride

as a military man, he fights to prove it. He

pilots Wandknight,

Appears to be lighthearted without many

worries, but is a dangerous fighter. His attack

arm is first class. He pilots Sword knight,

CooF, calm and collected, an expert judge

of a situation, he is the adviser. Pilots

Wa nd knight.

For all his large size be is not threatening,

has a warm personality who is not very

excitable. Pilots Shield knight.

Broyer Franz
Th,^ * boyish of t he g roup. As a na rci -

.ip is jealous of anyone else who is

beautiful. Pilots Capknight,

Solaris Group

Vanderkaum's squadron

When Vanderkaum was demoted from Commander
of Aveh military base, he was re posted to the Kislev

border where he leads a squadron. With the flagship

Kefeinzel at the center, it has a complement of 4

cruisers and 6 attackers.

One part of the attack strategy on Aveh was the

assault by Fei and the others on this ship. Because

of Vanderka urns’ reliance on cannons, he got to

watch the ship get entirely destroyed.

Vanderkaum
Originally commander at the Aveh base. When

he was demoted, he was sent to command at

the border, He loses many lives due to his over

reliance on cannons.

1
Vanderkaum’s squadron J-

—
Koku sa Navigator on Kefeinzel, When bl asted

by Vanderkaum, he leaves without listening,

Hoche Chief gunner on Kefeinzel.

Von Hip pe r Leader of second sq uad rom.

6fS

V.

Solarians

Samson Boy who looks I ike Timothy. Dies trying to escape the 3rd class level with Fel,

Kenren Krelian's follower, erne who fused with a Gear. Has the words of an idiot.

DK 1 200 Krelian's follower one who fused with a Gear. A little more sharp witted.

Kahran Bekker A boy who lied in the 2nd Class level, Was killed when he

was 15 years old by ftamsus, and his body taken.



29 years ago

23 years ago

(6 years old)

17 years ago

(12 years old.)

14 years ago

(15 years old)

9 years ago

(.20 years old)

7 years ago

{22 years old)

5 years ago

(24 years old)

3 years ago

QG years old)

Present

(29 years old)

Is born in Solaris' 3rd Class citizen level as the 9th child

[Hyuga] of father Shook i fticdeau and mother Lull

Learns martial arts from his master, grandfather Kikka.

Learns the 2 sword techniques (white rostrum] and

[black rostrum],

from germ experiments in the Soy lent facility an

epidemic invades the 3rd Class level. His entire

family dies from this.

Even though Hyuga is young, he shows genius ability

and is suspected of toxic experiments.

Enters Jugend with Ramsus' sponsorship, Becomes

a classmate of Sigurd. After that, he and Sigurd

become candidates for the Elements.

Becomes a [Guardian Angel 1

Directs the strategy for the 3rd invasion of Shevat.

Has a showdown with Caspar, meets his grand-

daughter Yui, Falls deeply in love with her.

Hyuga visits Yui often, receives teaching from

Gaspar, his sword is sealed,.

His first daughter is bom in Shevat.

Bound by the Emperor's secret orders, he goes to

the surface. Takes the name [Citan Uzuki], Afterwards,

he reunites with his family, relocating with them to

Lahan Village,

Lives as the Doctor in the Mountain Pass,

He lives in the Mountain Pass outside Lahan Village with his family. Having

a warm character, is his strength certain? He is able to handle many kinds of

machines and is called [Doctor Citan] by the villagers, he is warmly loved,

3 years ago, he appeared and was seen after the time when Fei was brought

into Chief Lee's house, and he healed Fei, Because of this, Fei also cares for

Citan, and comes to visit hts family for meals and such and to play with his

daughter Midori, After the time of the attack on Lahan Vil lage, Citan separ-

ates from his family and travels with Fei.

In reality he is one of Solaris' Guardian Angels sent down to the surface on a

secret mission from Emperor Cain to observe the Contact Fei. His real name
is Hyuga REcdeau. Having genius ability since he was a child, being born in the

3rd Class citizen level, he was sponsored by Ramsus for entry into the school at

jugend, He becomes a member of the Elements, After graduating from Jugend
r

he becomes a Guardian Angel, He first met his present wife Yui Gaspar when he

directed the 3rd invasion of Shevat.

After going to the surface on his secret mission from the Emperor, he fulfills his

role as protector by monitoring Fei.

• Secret orders-Citan as watchman
The primary goal of superintending the Contact Fei according to the Emperor’s

secret orders is to determine if his <power> is suitable as that of Anon net be. In

addition, after the clime of the Gospel> in which people can live without a man-

ager and continue to grow thereafter, can people live in happiness? After the

revival of god, can they live according to their own wi II? This is what he is investi-

gating. From time to time, Citan appears before the Emperor to report. At these

times, every so often he would meet his fellow classmate Ramsus from the Jugend

days, also a Guardian Angel.

Hyuga of the Solaris time

• Epidemic when he lost his family # Ramsus
1

sponsorship • Friendship with Jesiah, Sigurd

When Hyuga was 13 years old, an epidemic swept

through the 3rd Class citizen level. He lost his parents

and 8 brothers (it’s unlikely that all were his blood

brothers) to it, and his grandfather who had trained

him in sword arts, his entire family perished. At this

time, his genius intelligence caused the people in

the 3rd Class level to wonder if me might not have

caused the epidemic with toxic experiments; doubt

sp read wid ely a n d h e wa s d riven out, Thiscontin ued

until he entered the school at Jugend,

Because of the unreasonable widespread suspicion

concerning the outbreak of the epidemic in the 3rd Class

level, the one known as Hyuga caught the attention of

Ramsus due to his rapid advancement at that time and

was picked for entry into the Elements. Ramsus got Hyuga

into the school at Jugend, entering him into the Elements,

At that time Hyuga formed deep friendships with fellow

classmate Sigurd and Senior, Jesiah.

When Hyuga entered the Elements, Jesiah was already

married to Racquel and had Billy, Sigurd was staying at

his home at that time, and Hyuga also visited Jesiah's

home often. During the story when he speaks of the

memory of [the three of us belly dancing when drunk]

and such other stories come from the many visits with

Jesiah at that time.



9 Plans for many weapons
Hyuga, having been chosen as a Guardian Angel

and with the sword arts he had learned as a child,

has Master class ability in weapons invention, and

this makes him very valuable as a designer. Particularly

his incredible ability as a weapons inventor, and it is

unknown how many he designed before coming down
to the surface. Just for starters are Ramsus Wyvern,

Vierge's Aerod System, Achtzehn's moveable frame,

the Buntline, Alkanshel, and the machines (4 Gears}

for the Elements exclusive use, just to name a few.

Wyvern

Alkanshel

Achtzehn

Buntline

Aerod System

Elements' Gears



0 Strategy for the 3rd invasion of Shevat

The episode of Hyuga's time in Solaris is the story of his high value as a weapons

designer and the strategy of the 3rd invasion of Shevat. Since the Solaris war of

500 years ago, Solaris had attempted to invade Shevat 2 previous times that came

to nothing, and made the 3rd attempt about 300 years after the 2nd, Hyuga as a

Guardian Angel at just 21 years of age directed the development for the strategy

of the invasion for 2 years,

Hyuga had a showdown with one of the 3 Sages of Shevat, weapons master

Caspar. During the exchange of sword thrusts, it became apparent that neither

would be the winner. At that time, Hyuga met Caspar's granddaughter Yui and fell

deeply in love with her.

Due to the desperate maneuvehngs of the 3 Sages of Shevat and the mil itary, the

two forces clashed together and Hyuga immediately accepted defeat. The entire

military pulled out quickly. And with Shevat having escaped defeat the enemy

forces’ power was entirely destroyed. His decision to order retreat may not just

have been a tactic on his part, but his feelings for Yui as an individual might have

had just a little influence.

0 Sealing of his sword technique

Hyuga had received training from his grandfather Kikka in sword technique from

the time he was 7 years old, learning the 2 true swords [white rostrum} and (black

rostrum]. Mot only was Hyuga an intellectual, but he had extraordinary fighting

ability, especially sword arts, and was matched by none in Solaris,

From the time when Hyuga first saw Yui during his showdown with Caspar in the

3rd invasion of Shevat, he made use of the escape route to return to Shevat every

so often in secret. While trysting with Yui, he also had many opportunities to debate

with her grandfather Caspar. It was during these talks that Hyuga became conscious

of his own motives in battle and that his sword craft should not be used for killing and

he determined to seal away his sword ability. He entrusted the [white rostrum] and

(black rostrum] to Yui and began training in spritual and physical control with Caspar

to learn martial arts.

After this, he received secret orders from the Emperor and moved with his family

to the surface, and while he fought many battles with Fei as his guardian, he never

un leashed his sword ability until the time that Fei and the other headed towards

Solaris, agai nst the possibility that Id who was lurking in Fei might emerge and ft

was this that dissolved his will to keep his sword sealed.

Family relationship with his daughter

2 years after the invasion of Shevat, Yui and Hyuga had Midori.

When Emperor Cain had heard of the incredible power shown

by Id at the quelling of Elru the previous year, he called in Hyuga

at this point planning to search for the possibility that the Contact

was Anonnelbe, After Hyuga notified Yui that he was nearby on the
™'QK Time he was held back from visiting Shevat. 2 years

later, i-iyuga took the name Citan Uzuki and took Yui and Midori

down to Lahan village..

Yui knows titan's origin, as well as the reason for living in Lahan

village. For this reason she visits with Fei normally. Her daughter

Midori was non verbal from the start, and in particular has hardly

spoken with her father. Having the ability to understand animals'

thoughts, in the story she is able to understand such things as

the will of Nicola inside Seibzehn, Able to see that her father is

guardian over Fei and sensing his ties to the Emperor and the

Gaze I Ministry are probably the reasons why she can't open her

heartto him.

Caspar’s granddaughter, Met

Hyuga [Citan} dluring the 3rd

invasion of Shevat, becomes his

wife. Is calm and kind, but her martial

arts skills are her grandfather's pride.

After the destruction of Lahan

village, she returns home to Shevat

with her daughter Midori.

She waits for Utan's return.

Ci tan’s daughter. 5 years old. From

the first she hardly speaks, especially

to her father. She loves animals, and

often feeds the birds with Fei. She

can understand the thoughts of

animals and people and this is her

special skill.



0 Life in Lahan Village

With the goal of watching over Fei, Citan meets Fei in

Uhen Village who had lost consciousness due to heavy

injuries. Visiting the village as a doctor,, he treated Fei's

injuries. When he had revived Fei with medical knowledge

and technology from Solaris, he returned to the Moutain

Pass to await Fei's recovery.

Having deep knowledge of medical skills as well as a wife

of warm character, he became trusted by the villagers, and

was often sought for his counsel, Also, with his knowledge

of machines, he can repair and make function such things

as cameras, dig claws and even bathtubs. He is in charge

of the village's machines repairs and maintenance.

Because Fei's personality is locked away with the sealing

of Id, even after his recovery he feels uneasy around others,

and Citan takes him in hand, gradually enabling him to return

to a calmer state, Because of this, Fei cares about Citan, and

comes to visit his family often, eating meals with everyone

and playing with Midori,

Lahan Villagers

Chief Lee
Chief of Lahan village. Takes in Fei who
was brought in by Wiseman 3 years ago.

Seems he was a real player in his youth.

He dies in the attack on Lahan village,

Timothy
Alice's fiance, Fei's best Wend. is killed

by a Klslev Gear when searching for Dan

during the attack on Lahan village.

!
Others

Alice
The idolized girl in the village. Is expected

to marry Timothy really soon, Both parents

dies when she was young, and is raised by

her aunt and unde. She's in Fei's thoughts

a great deal.

Dan
Alice's younger brother, Loves Fei and after

the village's destruction, follows Fei with

single minded hatred. Reunites with Fei at

the Aveh Tournament,

Alice's Unde Raises the children of his dead brother, Feels complicated

emotions at Alice's corning wedding,

Alice's Auntie The aunt who ca res for Ali ce and. Da n.

Timothy's Dad Is happy a bout his son's marriage.

Miss Ma id The cleaning lady at the Chiefs house. Takes care of things

around Fei,

Master <

Ellen

Lucca

Owner of the bar in Lahan village. The teacher of humanity,

he is the terror of women.

Server in the bar. Makes lewd suggestions to Fei when he visits.

Explains the Memory Cube.



it

13 years ago is born as heir to Aveh King, Edbart

fV and Queen Mariel,

12 years ago

(6 years old)

Minister Shakan causes a coup d'etat

to break out.

Is shut away with his younger cousin

Marguerite, and severely tortured,

Is rescued by Sigurd, Maison and

the others and escapes Aveh, At that

time, the vessel Yggdrasil Is taken.

10 years ago

(8 years old)

At the hidden royal base, boards

the redesigned submarine Yggdrasil.,

Becomes a pirate in the hopes of

increasing its battle strength. To cure

his phobia, he is trained in the use

of a whip.

4 years ago

(14 years old)

His own Gear, [Brigand ter] is com-

pleted. Pilots it for the first time.

2 years ago

[16 years old.)

His left eye is damaged from a slave

generator accident,

Wears an eye patch.

Present

(IB years old)

As Captain of the Yggdrasil, carries

out acts as a pirate.

Usually called Bart, Even though he is the leader of the desert pirates that appear

every so often, he is in fact the legitimate successor to the rulers hip of Aveh as a

lineal descendant of the Fatima dynasty. 12 years ago, the Fatima royal family was
destroyed in the coup d'etat instigated by Minister Shakan, At that time Bart who
was 6 years old, was shut away with his cousin on his mother's side, Marguerite

(successor to the Nisan Mother, 4 years old), and they were rescued by remaining

members of the dynasty. Afterwards, he became Captain of the desert submarine

Yggdrasi! which has been stolen at the time of his escape, and he starts his life as a

pirate.

Those who speak well of him say even though he has a fiery temper, he is honest, and

those who speak ill of him say he's irresponsible and stubborn. He hates dissembling,

and never walks past a person in need,, he is a very warm hearted youth. Even though

he vexes his elders with his tendency to use the Bart missile hastily against other vessels,

he is regarded fondly among the crew and ministers as "young master". His immediate

goal is to take back his home Aveh, and to rescue Nisan, and after this, cooperate with

Fei and the others by flying in to fight Solaris,

0 Imprisonment after the coup d'etat torture

The secret backers of the coup d'etat were Gebler, in order to take the Omnigear

that slumbered as a relic somewhere in the country of Aveh, and for this they needed

the secret treasure of the royal family, the [Fatima Jasper]. However, the interrogation

of the royal family resulted in failure due to suicides and sickness. Only Prince Bart and

the Nisan Orthodox Mother Marguerite were left.

Because the people around Aveh had strong reverence for Nisan, they had to handle

Marguerite more carefully and were prohibited from the beginning to be relatively tight

on her, while Bart was handled like a criminal. While Bart was severely tortu red (whip

lashing), he shielded Marguerite with his own body while the fierce whipping continued.

Even today, the countless scars from this beating are clearly visible on Bart's back.

0 Damage to his left eye

The reason Bart wears an eye patch on his left eye happened

2 years ago, when it was damaged in a slave generator accident

on board the Yggdrasi I, when the slave generator became
temporarily unresponsive from damage during a battle, it went

out of control and fire broke out, and in an attempt to stop the

burning slave generator many people from the nearby area

entered the engine room.

The damaged left eye is still weak today, but will revive grad-

ually with a full recovery of eyesight in time. For now, it has a

problem distinguishing distances, but Bart has no peer in his

skill with his specialty, the whip, so it appears he doesn't notice

it. It seems he likes his eye patch as a "pirate fashion".

0 Whip training

When he was little and locked away, Bart received a severe

beating by a whip, so not only his body but his heart was

damaged, and after his rescue he had many nightmares.

Both Sigurd and Maison took note of this and decided to

turn it around as a form of healing by training Bart rn handling

the whip,

Because it is his hereditary weapon, Sigurd took on the role

of instructor, and after many days of heavy training, Bart

quickly gained strength, He became able by degrees to set

aside his terror in handling the whip, and slowly was able to

conquer the nightmares as well. After that, he continued to

use it as his specialty.

Even today there remains on the wall of the Yggdrasil's Gear

Hangar signs of his former days of fierce training.



»

'Ail!

Desert pirates Yggdrasil’s crew

After his rescue out of Aveh, Bart comes to the Royal family's base (present

day Hideout) to heal his wounds of both heart and body. During that time in

preparation for the revolt that will put Bart as rightful King back on the throne,

the family retainers Sigurd, Maison and the others cary out renovations on the

stolen Yggdrasil, giving it a complete overhaul and strengthening its weapons,

Bart travels on board the YggdrasiE two years after his escape from Aveh. Like

Kislev and Aveh, their purpose is the excavation of Gears and other weapons

from ruins so as to maintain battle strength, with the goal of not being over-

powered by others. In order to have power comparable to the Kislev and Aveh

vessels that attack them, Bart makes plans for the strengthening of the Yggdrasil's

attack power, and they begin life as pirates (taking excavated relics). The pirate

ship Yggdrasil makes use of its peerless navigation and rapidly becomes known
to both countries.

The unerring ability of the Yggdrasil to find its target is reputed to be due to

the genius ability of Bart

# Yggdrasil

Originally the Yggdrasil was a vessel loaded onto the Eld ridge. The Yggdrasii as the

flagship of the desert pirates was excavated in the era at the end of the Fatima

Dynasty, during Raganbart I (Bart's grandfather) and was the 1st ship to be renovated.

At that time, a 2nd ship in the same class was built, but both were sealed away in the

hopes of solving the conflict with Kislev and takings step towards peace. After that,

in the midst of the chaos from the coup d'etat, both ships went missing. The 1st was

the one stolen by Matson and the others at the time of Bart's rescue,

0 First Battle - Brigandier

When Bart was 14 years old., his exclusive use Gear Brigandier which had been excavated

and refurbished was completed. Bart was decorated at his first battle. He was fearless in

his first Gear battle, and wielded such power as to astound the Gear Corp leader, Mi loch.

When his left eye was damaged in the slave generator accident, he added a head patch

as an eye patch- like accessory to Brigandier. He also has as decoration the feather of a

large bird on its head section, and in this fashion it‘s 'dressed up' pirate style.

Yggdrasil crew members !

Lawrence Mason

Baron

Once long ago he was a member of the Knights Protectors, a noble who served

Edbart IV (Bart's father). After rescuing Bart and Margie from imprisonment, he

served as mechanical director on board the Yggdrasil, Usually a very gentle man,

apparently he was quite a strong individual during his young years.

# Story of Bart's rescue

When Sigurd found out that both Bart and Margie had been locked away, he returned

from Solaris. He coordinated with Maison and the others in the escape from Fatima Castle.

With a singte will, the two invaded Fatima Castle. During the heated battle, they rescued

Bart and Margie, At that time, when Sigurd realized the extent of Bart’s torture, he was

enraged and would have killed Shakan out of hand, had Maison's fierce scolding not

brought him back to his senses.

Franz
A dolphin like demi-hu man, works at Yggdrasil's sonar station,

Is able to tell between subtle sounds, andean hear many
things evenin a deep dove. He records and collects various

sounds.

Baliton Gunner.

Marseilles Communications.

Jericho Navigator,

Bingo Navigator in training.

Banana Chief navigator. Operates ship's map.

Miloch 4*4+4 + + 'Htl'll+H Mil ill 911 III P f Gear Corps Chief, A brave military man.. His 16 year old daughter

Jean is also in the Gear Corps,

FoJke Gear Corps member.

Farrant ++++++ ! + 4 +*+ 4+4 titinim Gear Corps member.

Binde Gear Corps member,

Pops Chief of Gear equipment.

Mister pfHnr in- +H 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 a g a a Chief Engineer,

G ra n ny Prepares food. Wife of Chief E ngineer, Takes care of chi Id ren,

N u rse - Nurse. Loves su rge ry, is bad at g Iving shots.

Martle - ----- Chief Engineer's beloved dog.

Francois The dog in the Hideout. Was once an Aveh soldier's loved pet.



29 years ago

20 years ago

(0 years old)

Is born in Nolo in t lie east of Aveh at

the castle Uruzabutun, as child to

Aveh King Edbart IV and Shalimar

Ha rcourt.

Is taken on as his unde M Emil's

adopted son.

His cousin Jordegarde is born. Raised

in the family as his adopted sister.

As Barfs trusted retainer, he serves as the First Mate of the YggdrasSL Usually

he is a pretty calm person, but is capable along with Maison of scolding Bart

on numerous occasions. Entering the Aveh Castle when he was 11 years old,

he became the Crown Prince's (Barf s) personal Knight Protector. Having been

temporarily kidnapped by Solaris and imprisoned as a test subject, Ramsus

caused him to be selected for the Elements. After that hearing of the coup

d'etat in Aveh, he escaped from Solaris. He went to rescue Bart.

Unlike his rather strong appearance, his low blood sugar levels give him a

sweet tooth and if s possible that a long term side effect of the drugs admin-

istered made him have no tolerance for alcohol.

18 years ago

(11 years old)

16 years ago

(13 years old)

14 years ago

(15 years old)

12 years ago

(17 years old)

2 years ago

(27 years old)

Present

[29 years old)

Death of his mother Shall mar. Meets

h i s true fat her for t he ft rst time at her

funeral, Enters Aveh Castle to serve as

the personal Knight of the Crown

Prince.

When visiting Noln, is kidnapped by

Solaris as a human sample.

Nearly dies because of the cruel

experiments. Is sponsored by Rams us

for entry into Jugend. To cure him of

drug dependence, he stays at Jesi ah's

hom e for a while.

Escapes Solaris.

Rescues Bart and Margie.

Right eye is wounded in slave

generator accident. At Bart's urging,

he wears a similar eye patch,

Supports Bart as the Yggdrasil's

First Mate.

0 Birth —Mother from Noln family

Sigurd's home town was the pagan colony on the Aveh border, ENoln], His

mother Shalimar was the younger sister of the Chief, From long ago, Aveh and

Noln had had friendly ties and from the time when he was a boy, King Edbart

would spend time there in the summer palace, so that he and Shalimar were old

friends. And so, Shalimar became pregnant with Sigurd. Because the incidences

of ATL white blood cell sickness being high in her family (probably derived from

cancer hidden in white blood cells transmitted in the mother's milk) at that time

Shalimar also became ill. Knowing that she was terminal and thinking of Edbart IV
r

s

future, she broke off all contact. Edbart IV returned to Bledavik wounded in the

heart, and many years later married Marie!, the woman who became Barfs mother.

Shalimar died 11 years after giving birth to Sigurd,

At the funeral, Sigurd met Edbart IV for the first time, and he was aware that

this was his own child, Ordinarily Sigurd would have been taken into the Knights

Protectors at age 14 having been trained. Edbart IV handled Sigurd exactly the same

as his legitimate son Bart, and respecting Shall mar's last wishes, did not publicise

the fact of his true heritage. Also, because his position towards the throne was

nonexistent, only feelings of love and loyalty were born in him towards his brother

by a different mother, Bart.

The dark tone of Sigurd's skin is a characteristic of the family in Noln, and the silver

hair end blue eyes are inherited from his father, Edbart IV,

0 Solaris time -from test subject to entry into the Elements 0 Wounded right eye

2 years after entering Aveh Castle, he was kidnapped during a return visit to Noln by Solaris. Because his

response levels towards Omnigears was high En the emulators, Sigurd was made into a test subject. For

countless days, cruel experiments were conducted over and over, and due to the continual administration

of drugs to increase spiritual control, after 3 years he was an nearly dead.

Ramsus looked out for those with the qualities to enter into the Elements, and he brought him back to the

brink of life, enabling him to go from addiction to drugs to achieving actual spiritual control. At that time,

by chance Sigurd read data on the fall of Aveh from the Jugend data fries. Amid his feverish retrieval of this

i nformation, he passed the brink from a semi coma into full awareness as the feelings for hts family freed

him, and he achieved full independence from the drugs. After that, he escaped Solaris, racing towards Aveh

to rescue Bart.

In Sigurd's body are 4 piercings [both nipples, navel, privates) that were left open, These are the scars from

his time as a test subject when because of repeated attempts to escape, he was tagged like livestock with

embedded metal for tracking.

Sigurd wears an eye patch, which resulted from the generator

accident that injured Bart's left eye, and when he sped into the

Engine room to help Bart, his right eye was injured in the same

way. However, it was not really wounded in the accident, but he

offered his right cornea at the time of Bart's injury. Because of

this, there is hope that Bart's eye will have full recovery.

In order for Bart not to know the truth about Sigurd's right eye,

he had a white glass eye inserted.



History

16 years ago Is born as daughter in Nisan to

Great Mother Elvira Fatima and

Marquis Francis Ravane,

12 years ago Her family is killed in the coup d'etat,

(4 years old} She is sealed away and after interro-

gation, is rescued by Sigurd, Mai son

and the ot fieri and escapes from

Aveh.

The present day Great Mother who governs the Cathedral and the church.

Because she was raised by all, she has only thoughts of how she can serve,

and has a very mother like aspect that she is unaware is very like the stories

told about the first Great Mother, Sophia,

A girl uninterested in adorning herself and very stubborn, she even maintains

her self control and a calm exterior when captured by enemies. Also she would

have no problem sacrificing her life itself in order to protect Bart

0 Margie locked away 0 Meeting with Chu chu
10 years ago

(6 years old)

6 years ago

flO years old)

Present

(16 years old)

Passenger on the Yggdrasil

Returns to Nlsan. Her survival is

announced, and she becomes the

Great Mother of Nisan,

Enters Bledavik alone based on

false information,

The reason Margie refers to herself in the masculine

sense, is a result of the wounds to her heart during

the time she was imprisoned. Feeling a heavy sense

of responsibility for Bart haven g shielded her from

torture, she locked away out of sight any of her

personal characteristics (babyishness, femininity)

showing none of those 'shameful
1

things. However

even against her own will without her realizing it,

she is slowly transforming into the next stage from

little girl to a woman.

A girl of the aboriginal species of this world,

the Ooki tribe. Whoever gives her food gains

her love. Also her extraordinary ability to fall

in love makes the ideal man weak in the

knees.

For Chu chu, the liveliest in her tribe, she

remembers a time of unrest, when her more

bestial nature emerged, and it was then she

determined to leave the tribe. Wanting

romance with her ideal man, she headed to

the humans' towns. Because she had heard

of cruel experiments cond ucted on a family

member of her tribe in Solaris, she chooses to

operate at night when it's the least dangerous.

When she came into the Aveh area in

Bledavik, she saw the decorations for the

festival of Aveh's founding., and snuck in

disguised as a. stuffed animal.

Mislead by false inform a lion, she sneaked alone into

Bledavik and there amidst the teeming crowd of things

in the shopping area, she saw Chu chu, She wanted

it right then and t here and she went about getting it

single mlndedly. However, she was discovered by a

subordinate of Shakan's, and the misfortune of Chu

chu's weight slowed her down so she couldn't escape.

# Chu chu's family

The Ooki tribe being aboriginal lifeforms, they

have possessed high intelligence since the Zeboirm

era. The surviving animals escaped after the total

nuclear war from laboratories and genetic research

facilities across the ruined surface. The founding

mother of demi-humans was bom. The sudden

mutation of many aboriginals advanced the Ooki

tribe as well. At that time, they had gigantic bodies,

but Limiters placed by Solaris keeps them at a

determined small size.
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7 years after the attack or> the Monastery, along with the return of Sophia

to the Nban Church was Bishop Penuel's niece, Jacqueltnde. She had fett

warmly towards Sophia since their Monastery days, and after the attack

Sophia had disappeared along with Kretian, After she returned to Nisan, as

hereditary member of the diocese and leader of the convent Jacqueiinde

sponsored Sophia for Mother After that she continued to support Sophia

as candidate for Mother.

During the Great War, she formed a bond with the leader of the desert

caravan Rene Fatima. Losing Rene in <The Day of Collapsed she spent the

rest of her days gathering survivors into Nisan and rebuilding. She gave

birth to Rene's keepsake, Isolde, and raised her as the future Mother. And

as the 2nd Great Mother, Isolde worked ti relessly with her mother to rebuild

the Nisan Orthodox.

Fatima
The founder of Aveh. He was the leader of a large

scale caravan at the time of the Solaris War. He
piloted the Omnigear, beating back the Diabolos

Corps lead by Grahf. Afterwards, desiring the power

10 oppose Solaris, he founded Aveh,

Roni

After the death of Sophia, Nisan approached destruction during <lhe Day of

Collapses and in the heart of Assistant Jacquelinde was the desire to rebuild.

With hers and Rene's daughter Isolde, marked out, afterwards this same Isolde

would become the 2nd Great Mother, From then on, the position would be

hereditary.

On the other hand., Roni Fatima established Aveh. Recognizing both his dead

brother and his daughter as officially part of the royal family, the Nisan Orthodox

became the church of Aveh, From then on, the two countries helped each other

towards prosperity. When Aveh became a large country, Nisan relied on it for

military protection. The friendly relationship between both nations was reinforced

by the marriage of Raganbart I a nd the Great Mother Sigrid, and was fully complete

from then on. And so, after several hundred years the blood of Roni and Rene was

again made one.

Rene

Fatima
Rorvi's younger brother. Both brothers were leaders of

the caravan during the Great War and cooperated with

Nisan. He formed ties to Mother Assistant Jacquelinde,

and died shielding his older brother having fought to the

very end during the final battle of the <Day of Collapses.

His daughter Isolde became the 2nd Nisan Mother.

Fatima Dynasty Nisan Orthodox Chart

Brothers

Roni Fatima

Founder of the Kingdom of Aveh

l
L

Niece

1

KtMie Jacquelinde

Assistant to Great Mother

Isolde
1

2nd Great Mother of Nisan

x
T

Raganbart l

Ave h King 2 generations ag o

Shalfmar

Sigrid

Nisan Great Mother 2 generations ago

Cardinal Penuel

adopted daughter

Advisor

Crown Prince of Aveh

First Great Mother of Nisan Orthodox
younger,

sister

'

Sophia as the First Great Mother

Since its founding by AdorieUe, the Nisan teachings had collected a rich amalgam

of frontier ideas and when The Nisan Orthodox was revived after near destruction

from years of internal strife. Great Mother Sophia pulled all the disparate bits together,

organizing them into a structure with her as the center.

In regards to the records left behind after the Great War, those concerning Sophia

were saved by the <Church>, and in the present day, the only remnant of the tfagedy

of her death is one remaining portrait. Also, because all of the record keepers were

ki I led i n the Great War, th ere i s no con n ecti on with the Great Moth er of tod ay.

- Edbart IV —

,

— Mariel Elvira

—

Aveh King 1 generation 390 Great Mother of Nisan 1 generation ago

Baron Francis

Discipk of Nisan Orthodox

Sigurd Bartholomew Marguerite

Present Day Great Mother of Nisa n

Fatima Jasper
Roni went all over the world looking for survivors to gather together in

the building of Aveh. and there buried in the earth, discovered the "Jasper

Fortress*. After investigation, he knew about the security system that used

retinal patters, and recorded his own. He stored the Omnigear here and

sealed it. After this, he founded Aveh and strengthened its ties with Nisan,

burying the ' Jasper Fortress ” in the vicinity of the Great Cathedral, and

left It as the Royal Mausoleum for Nisan to supervise.

When the memories of people with Limiters placed in them by Solaris

disappeared, the records pertaining to the Royal Family were also lost, and

only the name of Roni as founder of Aveh and the legend of his building it

were handed down. In the Fatima Dynasty was the key to unlocking the

"Jasper Fortress" the inherited retinal patterns of the topaz blue pupils

called It he Fatima Jasper] and the use of It was transmitted down through

each generation. However, the information concerning the sealed Qmnigear

was lost, and the truth of the [treasure] hidden In the Mausoleum was not

even known among those in the royal family.

At the time of the revolution caused by Gebler (Shakan), the Family was Inter-

rogated about their knowledge of the
[
Jasper) and the f secret treasure|. With

Gebler intending to use truth serum to get the information by force, before

that both King Edban IV and Great Mother Elvira took their own lives, Baron

Francis died from severe torture. Queen Mariel died of the shock when she

learned chat all her family were dead. Ban and Margie were able to resist after-

wards using a strong hypnotism technique handed down through the gener-

ations in the family, so that they would not remember for 13 years, and because

the memories were locked away for a set time, could submit to the truth serum.

They were locked away until the memory block should wear off.



Once a Minister serving the previous King, Edbart IV, he caused a coup

d'etat, and took over the government killing the royal family.

Originally a Bishop of the Ignas sector branch of the [.Church], he used

that position selfishly to advance himself in the Aveh government, and

became a Minister, With Gebleras Shakan's backer, Edbart had always

distrusted both Gebler and the [Church] and was non cooperative,

Gebler planned for the removal of Edbart IV and the coup d’etat was

carried out by the [Church],

Shakan desiring authority acquired great military power by means of

cooperating with Gebler. The long stalemate with Kislev reignited into

warfare. Also, with Gebler making top secret plans to obtain the [Fatima

Jasper], as soon as the mind block neared its time to end, lured the Great

Mother Marguerite and once again imprisoned her.

Aveh {royal fam tly)

Raga n b a rt Aveh 2 gen erati &ns ago. 8art, Margie a nd Sigu rd '& grand father.

Edbart IV - Previous Aveh King. Bait and Sigurd's father.

Marie I
Queen of the previous King. Ba rt's Mother.

* Aveh (Tournament)

Gonza I es The 1 opponent at the Aveh Great Tou rna men t. Shoots flesh bu I lets.

Scudd The 2nd opponent at the Aveh Great Tournament Specialty in poisons.

* Aveh (The others)

Armor shop kid' Liked to hide. Until he got lost in the waterways a long time ago,

boy attack squad---- Kids that wa I k around singing

.

wate r Chief j Old guy watc hing the gate. Has the key,

Granny An old lady that has been doing wash at the well for 60 years,

Gramps - Old man that manages the water gate under the palace,

* Nisan

Si grid Great Mother 2 generations ago and Aveh Queen. Bart's Grandmother.

Elvira Previous Great Mother. Margie's mother,

Baron Francis Disciple 1 generation ago, Margie's father,

Agnes — Woman who holds the Sisters together. Helped to raise Margie.

Noln

Shalimar Sigurd's mother.

Mi rr>i I Shallmafs brother. Took in Sigurd and raised him. Called

Sigurd [Gurd].

Guzrun Mi mil’s wife. She called Sigurd [Sig],

Jordega rde Mi mil’s daughter, Raised along with Sigurd as his younger sister, (by

9 years) Called Sigurd [Brother Gur (Guru-Miisan)].

Sigurd was right away referred toby the folk of Nol as [Young Master],

Original name was (The Stone Joker}, He was a hero to the people during

the Zeboim era. He is a man of many talents, winner of prizes, king of fighting

techniques, as well as quite a caresser , , ,his is a full life wEth many abilities. Is

almost as popular as the idol rock band [Ravine], his name is highly revered.

Also he is very rich, has influence everywhere in the world, but he doesn't

use his wealth for charity, he spends it on remodeling his mansion, (interior

amusement park, fast food shops, etc.) and rare animals, a movie block, and

a submarine equal to those in the military. Next year, (but before his 3Qth

birthday) in order to resurrect himself and extend his life, preserved his body
to make numerous dories, cryonic facilities, and invested in research into

frozen hibernation. One day, he decided to enter the cold sleep faci lity. In the

process of being put into the cold sleep reactor, a weird thing happened. The

scientists made a mistake in freezing him too fast. Because their thawing tech-

niques could not revive him successfully, he was left there for a future day

which turned out to be almost eternity. The people were sad at losing their

hero, and even in the midst of war, the funeral (?) was a great affair, After that,

the Zeboim civilization died out, and Joe slumbered in an eternal frozen sleep,

How, the path of his refrigeration container changed locations many times,

receiving damage along the way, and it is said to have begun to deteriorate

at about this time.

4000 years later, while the [Church] was excavating ruins of the Zeboim

civilization, there was Joe's cryonic reactor. However; not knowing what it

was and judging it to be some kind of trash, it was thrown into the sea. The

reactor floated on the waves, at last reaching the coast of the island in the

Aquvy area where the Orphanage was. There he was discovered by the Davy

boys {8 years old then) that lived there, and who by sheer happenstance,

released the lock on the reactor when they began playing with it

Joe emerged onto the beach in a frozen condition, During the sleep for Joe

who had yearned for the day of his release, at last after an eternity, a miracle

happened. What a surprise, that the sands' heat naturally awakened Joe from

his 4QQQ year frozen suspension. At first it was all a great shock to the frozen

sleeper from a bygone age, he scared the Davy boys and they scattered.

However, what must Joe have thought, when before the Davy boys
1

eyes

he dived into the ocean. And in this way, he swam the long distance to the

far off Ignas continent.

Afterwards, Joe wandered around, and today in an attempt to recover his

former glory, he started earning money, running a shop in the ruins of

Zeboim. This business has no other meaning for him. Whether legal or not,

he deals in all kinds of goods. Notwithstanding, this gains him a sort of fame

as well.

Big Joe is currently 36 years old (+4000 years). Even though he is one of the

Zeboim people who had a lifespan of around 30 years, what is the difference

causing his longer lifespan? Kim's research was supposed to have ended in

futility, ..or did it?
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30 yea rs a g o Is bo rn i n Kislev to fa ther Sigm u n d

(ruler of Kislev) and mother, Anna,

20 years ago

(10 years old)

16 years ago

(14 years old)

His mother Anna dies.

Forms a criminal gang for boys.

Begins to plot against the govern-

ment tn the center of the capital.,

Nortune,

12 years ago

(18 years old)

8 years ago

(22 years old}

Present

(30 years old)

Assassination plot against the Ruler

fails. Is imprisoned and monitored

in D Block.

Becomes Battling King.

Reigning Battling King in D Block.

The D Block of Kislev Capita l Nortune (criminal oversight ward) is where

the demi-humans are kept. Because of the criminals, [Battling] is the popular

way of choosing the Champion, and their voices raised high are invincible.

For the sake of keeping the peace, the D Block prisoners a re entrusted with

naming the [King],

When Rico was little, his mother died and he became solitary all his life.

Also, as a demi-human he had been ridiculed and his hot temper flared,

going all the way to the Kaiser, Sigmund in a plan to assassinate him,

• As Battling King
The [Battling] is perpetuated by the B (Battling} Committee, a very competitive

sport with the hope of managing the masses by inspiring them. On the surface

it is Gear versus Gear. When the winner is labeled '’King
11

,
he gets a warm bed, high

quality food, plenty of beautiful women and even though still a prisoner, has a life

better than royalty. Also, those who win when the Kaiser is in attendance, may ask

for his mercy and be set free from D Block, Even though Rico has won Byears in a

row, he has stayed in D Block by his own will,

• Birth as a demi-human and

his mother Anna's death
Rrco's father is Kaiser Sigmund, His mother Anna was the

Empress, Her primary physician was sent specially from the

[Church], who in reality was a minion of Krelian's, an experi-

menter in gene manipulation. When she was expecting Rico s

birth, the 4th stage of the M Plan proceeded from a mutant

distribution plan to expectation of the initiation of the 5th

stage of the M Plan. The primary physician took advantage

of this time to administer drugs to Anna in an experiment,

and Rico was born as the result.

At that time, a faction of the [Church] secretly worked

to overthrow the government, spreading the overall hatred

of demi-humans on a wide scale. At the time of Rico's birth,

Sigmund was out along the front lines on the opposite of

Aveh, and during this time, the associates of the [Church]

faction drove Anna and Rico out of the district- Sigmund

was told his wife and child were dead, and he never knew

that his own child was a demi-human.

They both went to live in a street far from the Capital, the

plan to discriminate against demi-humans had spread

everywhere., and they could not escape this. As Rico grew,

he took this oppression personally. And Anna, unable to

bear her heart's pain grew weaker than before Rico's birth

and took to her sickbed, eventually dying, Rico developed

an intense hatred for the country of Kislev that oppressed

demi-humans and for the father who had driven him and

his mot her away,

In the Capital of Kislev, D Block is where demi-humans are gathered. In the bar [Latina's Bar]

he collects information and looks around for various kinds of materials as his livelihood. While

he is somewhat hardhearted
r
he is fairly skilled at mechanics and gathering information. With

a head halfway like a camel's he is quick to serve up Amazonesses to the Battling King Rico, and

takes care of things that way. Hammer is a wily and crafty character, and in being wise in the

ways of the world, he wields a <power> most high compared to other people. He does Rico's

laundry, calls the guy pointed out to him by the B Committee "bro" and goes along with him.

1HH
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• Relationship with the [Church]

From before, Kislev had been backed by the [Church], with

the [Committee] overseeing various portions., and the center

was favored at the cost of the satellite towns and village

peopJe who were usually cruelly oppressed, Sigmund who
had become [Kaiser] revolted against the [Committee], He

mobilized the army and drove the [Committee] out, taking

over all government.

Having overturned the [Committee], Sigmund was notable

to drive all of them away. And these were the [Committee]

for the sake of handling and managing Battling, Battling was

needed by Kislev to lull the masses and manipulate them as

well, and Sigmund permitted a small branch to remain, the

B Committee, to oversee it,

Kislev desired to drive out the [Church] by their own power,

but in The very inner circles, there are those sent in who are

a secret faction of the [Church], And so, they plan to resist

Sigmund by being uncooperative.

The Kaiser of present day Kislev. His origins were as an officer in the Kislev military but his fine tuned

tactical abilities and good judgment in a situation led to him leading the army with miraculous rapid

advancement, So, at the age of 30, he ascended ail the way to Kaiser {highest rank in the army), Sigmund

carried out a complete reorgan Nation of the military's system. He went from the army to total mastery of

the government, taking over the power from the ru ling [Committee] in Kislev, and driving them out.

Sigmund's birthplace was the later quelled Elru which had turned her loyalties against Solaris, For his

rapid rise to rulership of Kislev derived from his unusual powers as an Elru born kind., and his wielding

of immense Ether ability probably enabled him to do all this. His thoughts were [I want ALL the power],

and this usage of power was the specialty of him who had the heightened sensibilities of the Elru, Using

military instinct to directly shape the world, he saw Shakan's invasion of Hisan as a positive defense

of his own borders.

Kislev people

Battlers, Amazoness

Heinrich m
Rico's henchman. Put the bom b in Weltall.

Leonardo Rico's henchman. Put the bomb in Wei talk

Valgas Rico's tienchmsn,

Suzarn Rico's henchman,

Lat j n a The P ratty ™ who runs t he ba r [Latina
1

Ba r],

* B Committee

Rue Cohen The woman who invited Fei to Battling.

* Others

Diana — - D Block doctor.

Ticket girl Battling ticket seller.

Rules girl Girl who explains Battling rules.

Guild informs r Gir I wh o exp lains system i n eastern gu i Id,

G y tld opera to r Girl who exthanges ki IJs for m oney i n eastern gu i Id,

Old watchman Oldman who watches for the train in 06 lock,

Tool guy ++ t+f +*• iiffis *+» Runs the tool shop in A Block.

Weapons lady Runs the weapons shop in A Block.

Grandpa Lives in the sewers, a green demi-human.

J ose ph ine The cat in the
[
Wi Idcat] Bar,



16 years ago

13 years ago

[3 years old)

9 years ago

(7 years old)

7 years ago

years old)

6 years ago

(10 years old)

A years ago

(12 years old)

2 years ago

{14 years old)

1 years ago

(15 years old)

Present

{16 years old)

Born in Solaris as eldest child to father,

Jesiah Blanche and mother, Racquel.

Grows attached to Sigurd staying at

his home to recuperate.

Escapes Solaris with both parents.

Goes to the Aquvy area.

His younger sister Primera is born.

His father Jessie disappears.

His mother Racquel dies in an attack

by Weis.

Enters the [Chu rch] Monastery on

Bishop Stone's recommendation.

His father Jessie returns.

Takes a post as an official <Etone>,

Opens the orphanage.

Along with the duties as an Etone,

he manages the Orphanage.

0 Mother Racquel

Racquel was also once a candidate for entry into

Jugend in Solaris, and in her teens gave birth to Billy.

She also knew Jesiah’s student wards, Hyuga and

Sigurd. She specialized in recovery from Drive, and

expected to succeed to a position In the Department

in charge of the healing of those dependent on the

Drive and those who had failed Gear fusion. When
Sigu rd lived in the Blanche household for a while,

she tried her restorative techniques on him to heal

him of dependence on the drug. As an artist of refined

tastes, she also had interest in body painting and such.

Billy's middle name [Lee] was the result of her pet

name for the girl she had thought to deliver, [Ashley],

And even thong h he was born a boy, from the time

his girlish looks began to emerge, she called him by

the girls’ name, [Lee].

After Jesiah's disappearance, Bishop Stone paid

money to the Weis who attacked her family. Racquel

hid Billy and Primera behind the grandfather dock,

and taking her gun, resisted the Weis, but she died

unable to stop them. Billy felt that, [All f could do was

stay hidden watching and do nothing.] and even now
this fills him with great pair, and Prim was rendered

mute with the shock of watching her mother die in

the attack.

As a Grand Inquisitor {Etone) of the [Church], he is a son of god who destroys

Weis. His father's pride is in Billy's skill with firearms, and typically he carries a

set of two revolvers. Originally born in Solaris, his father was a candidate for

the next Gebler High Commander, Upon descending to the surface, his father

vanished and his mother died after an attack by Weis. At his benefactor, Bishop

Stone's urging, he entrusted Primera to a [Church] facility, and proceeded to

the Monastery to study to be an Etone, His life at that time was harsh, and in

order to provide for his younger sister was about to offer himself for sale for

3000 G (this would be about 300,000 yen).

Because he has been mistaken for a young girl, he feels a complex about this

and usually keeps his hair short.

9 Job as Etone— The Orphanange
At the end of 3 years of training, he becomes an official Etone, and returning to his

own home, opens the Orphanage, working to raise all the orphans from around the

world who have been brought in to him.

The Orphanage is Billy's own occupation, so as not to have direct dealings with the

[Church], and the entire operation is funded by Billy, Even though he is an official Etone,

he doesn't make all that much, and is unable to hire anyone for help. When Jessie comes

back, his appearance is entirely changed, and Bifly doesn't believe this man is his father,

but Primera pines for him, and since her life has been at last not very pleasant with her

growing weary, Billy allows the contact with the man he feels has taken on his father s

name and identity, viewing him with suspicion and dislike.

Billy's younger sister {7 years old). She lost the

ability to speak at her mother's death. However,

her face is very expressive, and she gravitates

towards [good people]. It is for her own sake that

she watches over her brother BUIy with all her heart,

yet because she is a young child, the first word to

return to her was [Papa], She stubbornly rejects

Bishop Stone, but her love for the returned Jesiah

indicates her pure child's intuition,

Billy recalls the night in which his sister lost the

ability to speak, when they both stood hidden

behind the grandfather dock and to keep her from

realizing it was Weis, telling Prim continually

"Don't cry." without being aware of his own heart’s

growing sickness.
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21 years ago

(13 years old}

16 years ago

(18 years old)

9 years ago

(25 years old)

7 years ago

(27 years old)

6 years ago

(28 years old)

5 years ago

(29 years old)

2 years ago

(32 years old)

Present

Entered into matrimony with fellow

classmate, Racquel Bennetnashe,

Billy was born right after.

Escaped from Solaris before taking the

post of Gebler High Commander. Settled

in as guardian on a remote island near

the frontier of the Aquvy islands area.

Meets Gaspar,

Joins the guerilla fighting Corps headed

by Caspar at the 3rd invasion of Shevat.

Steals Buntline from Gebler Headquarters.

Leaves Ills family.

Meets Shevat Engineer Joshua Black,

After his death, has plastic surgery.

Return s to B i I ly
L

s 0 rpha na ge.

Wants to contact Shevat to collect

Says he's Billy's father, a man with horrible scars from fire on both cheeks. Has secreted about his

body many guns (at least 10 or more)?), and has god-like talent in shooting. From the time he

returned to Billy a year ago, his tendencies to stretch the truth somewhat have ca used Billy no end

of trouble,

Billy's father's true name is Jesiah Blanche. Born in Solaris, he was the son of ordinary parents.

When he entered the school at Jugend he achieved excellent results, and was honored as the next

Gebler High Commander, However, being rebellious by nature, as he got closer to the truth at the

center, he began to have doubts about Solaris. While enrolled in Jugend, he and fellow classmate

Racquel had Billy, and were married. After that, in order to get closer to the truth about the M Plan,

he Investigated on his own, and upon seeing it's core, he took his family and escaped Solaris.

{34 years old) Information.

Time in Solaris

At Jugend he shared the rebellion against the central

portion's plan for government with classmate Rarmsus,

forms the Elements, Stands as director for Hyuga and
Sigurd. He develops doubts about the discrimination

among classes in Solaris up until now and rebels against

it One of the means of the rebellion was influenced by

Racquel saying, (You should feel the truth of the world's

discrimination]. Afterwards, when learning the truth

about the M Plan, he escapes Solaris. He starred his

own investigation on the surfaceand that is the origin

of all the information collected up to now. One part of

it, was the knowledge of Maria and Siebzeh n's escape

from Solaris.

[Church] Orphanage

His real name is Stein. As a Bishop

of the [Church J, he seems to be a

kind priest. As a classmate of Jesiah’s

at Jugend, he was enamored of

Racquet, and enraged when she and

Jessie got married, using the Weis to

kill Racquel, /

Real reason for disappearance

The sudden disappearance of Jesiah for Billy and his

family, was prearranged in secrecy between him and

his wife Racquel, He went into the surface guerilla

Corps lead by Caspar during the 3rd invasion of Shevat,

Driving back the Gebler with the Bunt line he had stolen

from the Gebler Headquarters on the surface, he lost

contact with Shevat.

The next year, fearful that Solaris' counterattack

would extend as far as his family, he made plans to

disappear.

In order that his children could not be interrogated,

he made his disappearance quite sudden. From then

on, wishing to establish contact with Shevat, he

roamed the earth.

Sfbrn

Church

Belrane

High Bishop

Orphanage

Davy

Subby

Plastic surgery ~ return

He met and cooperated with the Shevat engineer

Joshua Black who had come to the surface. Joshua

knew the true will of Jesiah, and he lead him towards

Shevat. He was killed by pursuers from Solaris. At that

time, Joshua requested he take his own fingerprints

and appearance and have plastic surgery to use them,

Jesiah received this favor, and had large scale plastic

surgery,

Byears later, he returned to Billy. From his appearance

to his wild personality, Silly distrusted his changed

father, but from the very first, Prim knew it was her

father and loved him.

An Etcne. in reality a member of an assassin squad from Solaris,

The one who rules the [Church]. Shakan was also High

Bishop.

Ii * i + >

The boy who loves flying saucers.

The boy running around the shelves.

I
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1 3 yea rs ago Is born in The Terrane a rea as

daughter to father, Nikolai Balthasar

and mother, Claudia.

Half a year later, Nikolai is captured

by Solaris,

12 years ago

(1 years old)

9 years ago

(4 years old)

3 years ago

(10 years old)

Present

(13- years old)

She is captu red along with her

mother Claudia and taken to Solaris.

Her mother Claudia dies.

Biding Seibzen, she escapes Solaris,

She is taken in by her great-

grandfather Balthasar.

She goes with Balthasar to Shevat,

Riding Seibzehn, she works to

guard Shevat.

She is the daughter of Doctor Nikolai, who Is a genius in Gear mechanics

and the great-granddaughter of one of the 3 Sages of Shevat, Isaac Balthasar.

She rides the ultra-advanced Gear left behind by herfather Nikolai [Seibzehn],

and protects Shevat as guardian,

Krelian kidnapped herfather Nikolai half a year after Maria's birth to use

his technology In the M Plan, After that, in order to force him to submit, his

wife Claudia and daughter Maria were taken as hostages.

3 years later, her mother Claudia died. The cause was unknown, but likely

an accident during an experiment 4 years after that Seibzehn was com-

pleted. When Nikolai spotted an opportunity, he sent Maria out on Seibzehn,

entrusting her to her great-grandfather Balthasar in an escape from Solaris.

When she reached the surface, she lived for 2 years with Balthasar. During

this time, Balthasar healed the wounds to Maria's heart, teaching her as well

how to operate Seibzehn.

After that, Balthasar took her to Shevat Both pitying Maria's circumstances

and being amazed by the nature of Seibzehn, Queen Zephyr spoke with

Maria and appointed her as her trump card, Shevat's Guardian,

^ Escape from Solaris

With Nikolai at the 1st stage of his invented plan to fuse

humans with Gears as part of the M Plan, he needed to

research the direct communication of the human brain

with a Gear’s nervous system, and at first resisted this

adamantly. Wishing the business to be done, Solaris kid-

napped his wife and daughter as hostages. The doctor

started his research having been unable to stop it

When the Doctor's wife understood the nature of his

research, and that they were the cause of it, she des-

paired. When she knew that he was near the final stage

of his research, she wondered if she m ight not take both

the trial machine and Maria and escape and proposed

this to him. However, to activate the trial machine for

Maria's father. He is the authority

on Gear engineering, as well neuro-

logical machine fusion, and he strongly

desires to experiment making the

human brain connect directly with

Gears,

When h ss family is taken hostage, he

makes without respite both the trial

machine Seibzehn and its successor,

Achtzehn, After Maria’s escape, he

fuses with Achtzehn's nervous system.

amidst great anguish, the Doctor resolved to do this.

Claudia was secretly fused with the trial machine

Seibzehn, and an accident was caused on purpose,

creating the circumstances of her death.

After this, when Seibzehn was completed, the Doctor

hid the M Plan inside it
r

s base program with great skill,

entrusting Seibzehn to take Maria and escape.

He secretly contacted his Grandfather Balthasar,

entrusting him to be Maria's guardian after the escape.

Maria headed down to the surface with Seibzehn, and

was recovered there by Balthasar.

Because Claudia had wanted to protect Maria as her

mother, she desired fusion with Seibzehn, Maria continues

to think her mother died in an accident. However, from

time to time, she can almost feel something inside

Seibzehn different from herfather, perhaps It is her

mother's will.

One of the 3 Sages of Shevat who
has lived for 500 years. Being a

genius in Gear mechanics, he built

and repaired Gears for the surface

Army during the Solaris War, Today

he lives in a cave in the vicinity of

Aveh, and while excavating rocks,

lives a hermit's existence.

He built the automatic large scale

Gear [Calamity].

Balthasar

Maria, Maria's brain must be synchronized with the

nervous system and brain wave pattern as operator,

Claudia greatly desired that her own brain be used, and

I ‘>2



The Queen of Shevat- Having lived since the Solaris War 500 years ago,

this girl has lived until the present because of life extension treatments

(actual age is 22 years). Her entire family was killed in the Great War 500

years ago, and since then because she never married nor had children,

she has no relatives.

She is one of those few who know the truth about the world, and in

the present directs Wiseman to seek out Fei’s activity.

Queen Zepher

0 Zephyr 500 years ago
At that time, even though there was an Emperor in Shevat.. the true rulers were its

conclave of Elders, Zephyr was born as the third Queen of Shevat. During the Great War,

Nisan's influence was expanded because of the influx of refugees, and the Elders sent

Zephyr (at that time, 13 years old) to Nisan as Ambassador. Zephyr stayed only a short

time in Nisan, but in her time together with Mother Sophia, dealt with her as a person

of great influence on the surface of the world.

At the time of the Great War, Shevat was suddenly attacked by Solaris which had built

Merkava, The entire Imperial family were killed. And after that, due to a secret plot

devised by the Elders and The Gazel Ministry, Nisan's main fighting force was lured out

and annihilated. And so Zephyr, accompanied by the survivors Lacan and Roni and the

others returned to her country in all haste. The group of Elders were overthrown, and

with Roni 's and the 3 Sages nomination, she acceded to the throne as Queen,

One of the 3 Sages, a Martial arts master. In the Great War 500 years ago, he led the

soldiers and fought on the front lines. When he was 560, he had his eldest son {Yui's

father), In the present, he is in hiding on the surface, and at the time of Solaris’ 3rd

invasion of Shevat, he lead a guerilla Corps on the surface. He crossed swords with

the enemy Commander, Hyuga, After that, when Hyuaga and Yui were married, he

directed Hyuga in martial arts.

One of the 3 Sages, the scientist who resurrected nanotechnology. Discovering in the

ruins of Zeboim a part of Kim’s thesis, he revived that technology and added to it in

independent research. While teaching his student Krelian, the leader of the Monastery

Corps, he taught him this nanotechnology. Today, while living on the surface in hiding,

he follows up on the secret hidden inside the bodies of human beings.

0 Life extension treatments from Krelian
When Krelian went forward in giving life extension treatments to the Shevat Elders,

Zephyr also wished for and was given the treatments. At the time of the Great Wan
she had stayed on the surface for a short time, and had no knowledge of the secret

plans between the Elders and Solaris. However, as a member of the royal family of

Shevat, she felt responsible for having been unable to stop the Elders' plot, and in

order to atone for this sin, she meekly took her "punishment" from Krelian.

0The roles of the 3 Sages of Shevat and afterwards

From before the Solaris war, the Shevat ruler would send out 3 persons everywhere,

and the origins of those 3 is unknown. It is thought that Balthasar came from the

Terrane Area. From the first, they were aloof, not getting in volved in any government,

and usually kept an eye on Solaris' activities, The betrayal by the Elders during the

Great War caused them to despair of Shevat, and when Shevat separated from the

surface, the three of them pledged to go into a life of hiding.

Shevat people

Shevat engineer. While living on the surface, he meets Jesiah who desires contact

with Shevat, and throws his lot in with him. Before long they act in concert, and

getting tangled up in Solaris’ counterattack, Joshua dies. At this time, at his urging,

Jesiah uses his appearance and fingerprints to make a false identity.



A remnant from the high point of civilization 4000 years ago. Built by the Doctor, Kim in the Capital Zeboim,

she is the artificial lifeform created from nanotechnology. Her entire body is composed of nanomachines,

and has been equipped with the mechanical equivalent of real brain cells for memory and thought. When
awakened, she had the mental level of about 3 or 4 years old, and in terms of her own thoughts a nd emotions,

she was very direct. Kim (Fei) responded to that love/turning it in some way from Elly and without realizing it,

he excluded her. Also, her body is different to that of other little girls, and this gives her a slight complex,

Emeralda can change her body at will. Usually, she takes the form of a girl perhaps in response to Kim and

Elly's wish for descendants , , , and as for her own will (expecting the form of a child), it is very important

to Emeralda,

0 Life sample 0 Nanomachine colony

At that time, humans had a very short lifespan, average around 30

years, and there were many genetic anomalies. Kim analyzed both

his and his beloved Elly's genetic patterns, determining that it had

to be restructured at the atomic level He used nanomachines to

reconstruct the patterns in experiments. At the outer growth stage.

Emeralda’s hair color resulted in her name, EEmeraldai After that,

having begun finally to form her nervous system and brain cells,

this resulted in a memory being formed in the heart of Emeralda,

Miang manipulating the government, had a plan to reset

civilization, and due to Kim's published thesis, took note of the

possibility that humans' genetics could be reformed using nano-

technology.. Lying about her origins to Kim, she contacted him,

but he had already seen through to her true purpose and trans-

ferred Emeralda to a research facility belonging to the anti

government organization. At the time of the attack by the military

commanded by Miang, Emralda's nanochahines’ movement had

been temporarily stopped and dissol ved. She was frozen with a

rebuilding program.

Krelian studied nanotechnology on his own, making use of it so that possibly it

could make Deus subordinate, and desiring to expand it. Due to the investigation

of the thesis by Kim that his teacher Melchior had handed off to him, he determined

in the ruins of Zeboim the location of the nano machine colony formed by Kim,

desiring to get it and its power
Before getting Emeralda, Krelian had also created his own nano machines, and

becau se they were many t i mes la rger tha n Eme ra I da' s, had rea ched thei r I im i i,

their possibilities were exhausted.

0 Awakening in Solaris

Krelian awakened Emeralda who had been brought to Solaris by Stone, Krelian

analyzed the nanomachines making up Emeralda, with the goal of expanding his

own nanotechnology, Also, in order to determine the extent of the nanomachine

colony's power, its individual spiritual manipulative power, and Ether response,

as well as the strength of its response when piloting a Gear, he carried out numerous

experiments. At this time, Emeralda had changed her body into a weapon for battle,

and he directly placed in her the instructions for using Ether ability in an attack,

training her in this, and after freeing her from the spiritual manipulations, She was

able to use all this unconsciously.

0 Emeralda's memory
Having been formed with both brain cells and a nervous system, when Emeralda

felt light against her eyes in the reactor, she began to remember words she had

heard. However, after Kim had frozen her in the facility, she had slept for a long

span of 4000 years, and during that time, the information in her memories slowly

fragmented, becoming rather vague. Right after she awakened, she thought the

memories were "dreams", and having been inert for a blank4000years, she

recognizes Fei as Kim, because he looks exactly like him, At that time, she had

also met Kim's lover Elly, but in the present day, when she meets Elly she doesn't

remember her, but that could be because compared to her memories of Kim,

there's just not that much information.



When Emeraida visits the place with Fei where she was formed

by him long ago, she recovers all her memories. Her time with Kim,

her own birthday and the death of Elehaym who had entrusted her

hopes to Emeraida. And the last time she sees Kim, Emeralda's

consciounesS undergoes a transformation,

Emeraida is the envisioned "chi Id" that both Kim and Elly desired,

Even after she awakes in the present while recognizing Fei as Kim r

unconsciously she acts as that child, one that relies on her parents.

However, when She recognizes the fact that Kim and Elly a re a I ready

dead, her own will becomes independent. According to the very first

program governing her growth processes, deep inside she loses the

childlike nature, and the program reacts unconsciously to begin re

forming her body.

Emeralda's body growth separates itself from spiritual reliance on
Kim, and her own established personality is revealed, And so, if

Emeraida has been entrusted with a new future for human beings,

couldn't it be said that her awakening as a woman is that very thing?
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Has been Captain of the Thames since our

grandfather’s time. Was a pirate briefly in his

youth. His partial teg is the remainder of a

wound from that time.

Dolphin-like demi-human, Has been with the

Captain since his pirate days. As Thames' 1st

Mate, he handies everything in the Captain's

place.

j Others |-
— — —

Doctor The Thames' primary physician. Not good with people.

An nego- Strong player of the Thames' floating card game.

Anna Wife of crew member. When he dies, she remarries Hans.

Kanna Anna's daughter,

Lance Han's stepson after remarriage.

* Sandman's Isle

Sandmans - With Sandman's Isle as base, they used to be a pirate band in Aveh‘s desert.
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Those people directly affected by fate,

receiving it, having it overturned. Meeting,

parting, love, hate ... A reference of a line

by line survey of the drama taking place

and weaving the characters together in

a story, will touch on the emotions. From

Lahan Village to the Last Battle, an intro-

duction of a timeline of the many dramas,

and a study of them.
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Tlie dia^rani shows the scenes in which Fei first met the other characters*

and follows their place along the timeline. In particular ate references in the

corners in which pick up points on scenes are introduced and explained.

For the background pn their fetes* starting at the outset oi their footsteps,

and the complex relationships among the people, it is hoped that-more will

be gleaned from this than a mere line by line accounting*
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Order Chart

Lahan Village Blackm oon Forest Desert

Due to a sudden attack

by Kisfev rs, Lahan

is engulfed in flames.

Fighling m WeltaJl

causes Fei's power

to 90 berserk, Lshan

Village is destroyed.

j While wandering
1

in Elackmoon

forest after Lahan,

Fes meets Elly.

Realising the Gear's

untimely arrival in

Laban Village was hers.

Elly confesses toCilan

Showdown with the

suddenly appeared

Grahf, wtio tests him

Highs, with Worm |.

Transport

He understands the

feelings of the surviving

lagers* urges Fd to

leave.

Staktite Caves Yggrasi I -Hideout Aveh Gebler HQ

Gebfer Special Corps

attack on Bart's Hideout

Altars called in to fight.

Meets with one of the

3 Sages* Balthasar and

hears many legends.

About to fight Fei for

Weftall when they fall

into the stalactite

caves.

While Fei is searching

for himself, he deter-

mines to cooperate

with Bari,

Having won the Tour-

nament. Fet meets Bart

m the Castle, fights

Rantml

T
Meets again with

Sigurd, a former friend

from Jugefid at the

YggrfrajiL

Reunites with Fei

during pursuit helps

him escape out the

Gear launch exit.

2 Behind the

rescue of Margie,

art mysterious

act ions by Cite n.

L

In awe of Fei’s hidden

ability asks him to help

in rescuing Margie.

Beats fiamsus with

Fei, and rescues the

imprisoned Margie.

T
In Margie's room,

reveal* her true form

and says her true Jove

for Fei,
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Blood ties

The sanctity of the "blood" spoken ofin Xenogears

Tlie story of Xenogears is drawn on a fairly large scale, and in this sense is ljj^a

merry go round in which several paths lead to the same place, and for this reason

gives the impression of complexity* However, when taking a look at the individual

actions by the people in the story one by one, the common theme running through

all of it and at its base is rhe concept of "blood"* The blood between parent and child,

the blood between brothers, even that of fellow disciples * * . Fate itself acts on a plane

beyond size and as above a table the nations and their structures circle. The pressures

from these result in a solidifying those strong ties of blood that hold together

individuals, and allows them to bear up sturdily in the era in which they live. Hi is is

’the true power of holding ties of blood' and this theme has many cases for study.

pressure

Organization



The promised fated meeting

While Fei Is lost in Blackmoon forest, he turns to

find the barrel of Elly's gun ... And so., they meet for

the first time. But, these two reincarnated over and

over were promised to meet again, When Elly is

attacked by a monster, unconsciously Fei calls out,

"Elly" and it must have been a memory from a past

meeting that floated to the surface.

Citan’s mysterious action

After Margie's rescue, titan sends Ramsus a secret

message. Afterwards, when Ramsus says, "A promise

to an old fNerd-must take it easy." that was its

content. This is a scene that gives a glimpse into

fan's mystery side. The old friend from the days in

Solaris was not Sigurd, and that can be seen from the

flashback scene in' which Ramsus calls out to Sigurd,

’'You traitor'!!"

The bell's sound is father's signpost

The monster Redrum in the sewers was an enemy

defeated by the sound of a bell, Later they meet a

boy at the Orphanage who speaks of his father and

a bell, Redrum was his father . , . they were shocked

he had been human. The sound of the bell serves as

a g u idepost se nt by his fath er, a nd h e ma kes the

determination to become strong.

Mt, Pass Desert

_
i

*• * •

Goliath Factory

pjwh 1 * 0 i upi i

Thames

Ramsus obeys his

«<re; promts to Crtrm

and cals off the attack

ontheVogdrasiL

After a series of

mysterious murders

in the sewers, ftedrum

1$ defeated

*»-•*)*

CfiuicliHQ/OrpfiaJiage Lower Church HQ Church Excavation site

* While al the

Orpharhage, they

meet a boy with the

same bell as Redrurn,

For a moment, sees

a scene from Lacan's

life when viewing

Sophia's portrait.

Having become terser*

from the effects of Drive,

Elly attacks Fei.

Id manifests when

Miloch and the others

are killed by Dora i n

front of Fei.

Td keep Bomber ship

Heel’ll: from hitting the

Capital they desperately

change it'spalh.

Having stolen the

Goliath, it is brought

down by the Bari

Missile.

I.

Losing the fight

with Ramsir go to

Church HQ for

healing.

Fei as Id pursues

Emera’da. has a

fight with Wiseman

who appears.

T T

After Dominia is

rescued from the fight

Viang hypnotises her.
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It becomes deer that

he had former tses

with Ramsus and

things in Solaris,

Right before the

Vggdrasil sinks, it

serKTioutapoef

just iruime,

Unbable to control

the Goliath, they crash,

arc pulled in by the

Vggdrasil.

Fei as Id goes missing

alon g with the

Yggdrasil he had

attacked and sunk.

i

Attacks the Goliath

from the resurrecled

Yggdiasil with the

Bart Missile.

A memory of his boy-

hood comes lo Rico in

the room of the wife

of Kaiser Sigmund,

Finding out the crash

of the Goliath was

Bart's doing, he beats

himm anger.

As thanks feu helping

Primers, he takes Fei

to the jjChurchj

infirmary,

I
!s shocked at the truth

accidental^ discovered

about the true fwmot

iht Church ten ta

dn'.j bunks.

© Havsng learned the

truth ofltismothas

deatfy he defeats Stone

imd purges h i hatred,
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Stone takes he* away
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from (he place where r

she was preserved in
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[Bsfly / Jessie / Primera]
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Study Jessie’s brand of fatherhood

When Jessie learned about the "M Plan" he took his family and escaped

Solaris, in order to leave with out a trace, he vanished to contact Shevat,

and received through plastic surgery the face and fingerprints of Joshua

Black whom he's met on the surface. After that, unable to defend Racquel

and having lost track of Billy and Primera, it could be said that he was a

failure as a husband and father. However, having stretched out his body

to bring down Stone, showing Bifly the path he must follow, he took on a

role of a parent different from that of Racquel, More than a revered father

and husband, he is one who looks within for the strength to stand on his

own power, and that is his bravery.

When Billy's house was attacked by Weis, Racquel sacrificed her own life

to protect Billy and Primera. The shock caused Primera to becomes mute,

and Billy accepted Store's nomination and entered the [Church]. However,

when the truth about the Church and Stone's actions leading to his mothers'

death became known, he was aghast Stone's envy of Jessie became hatred,

and extended even to using the [Church] to reach Billy. This hatred became

a barrier that Billy and the others had to fight to overcome, and they broke

it down with Jessie's sacrifice in the Buntline in an attack, Prtmera's speech

returned to her, and the death of Stone in battle allowed for a second

chance for parent and child.
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Characters

Chu chu's maiden heart

When Achtzehn attacks Shevat, and lets loose the

T^cho-jammer ", the Gear's movements are frozen.

Seeing this, Chu chu decides to fight and her battle

in giant form starts off well, but she can't hold op for

long and is defeated. The desire to become more

powerful for her beloved Fei and the others that is

proof of her brave "maiden's heart
*

Movement of the Legendary Omnigear

After restoring the generator in the Mausoleum, Bart

and the others head back towards the Omnigear and

are blocked by Shakan's army. Margie activates it just

a second before battle, but as expected can't move it

on her own power and must borrow Bart's. It was not

seen, but her wish to "lend my strength to the young

master" from her heart, made its way to Bart,

Aveh Royal Family’s true treasure

The Fatima Jasper is the retinal pattern inherited by the

Royal Family's descendants, Bart is thrown into confusion

when Sigurd is able to unlock the treasure, and remembering

his father's last wish and somethings Maison had said,, at

last is certain that Sigurd is his half brother. It is the heart

of Sigurd who resisted brain washing to protect Bart and

Margie, that can be said to be the real treasure's truest form.

Babet Tower Shevat Nisan IgnasGate Fatima Castle Babel Gate

Fci and tiie others climb

ttue outer wall of fcabel

Tbwer where f&msus

and Miang await them

Basils with Solaris

Gear Corps atrtie

assault on the

<Gates Genera tor.

Shakan attacks the

Mausoleum In Nisan To

rake the Aveh treasure.

Shakan who used the

Gate energy with skill

iibealen, iteGate

decoyed.

Babel Gate* is. destrcryed

using [he Jasper Fortress

beam with ihe mi nor

on Babel Tqwm.

Solaris (1st stage)

They defeat Emeralds

who Had been sent in

by Miafy desnay

the Gale.

Solaris appears due

tortatatmcttorttfail

UGates.

I

EmpefwCavn speaks

Jii the viewing season

of A/bot Plaza.

After the battle with

Sesbzehn at The top

of Bibel Tower, Marla

guides ihem to Shevat.

8
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Seefng Krellan cm

the video revives a

nsemoryfrom Lacan’s

time.

r T—
I? reunited with Erich

and Medina when she

escpapesvftthfei and

brings him home.

Set on entering Solaris,

visits Vyi and Midori

before leaving-.

the Omnigear,

El Andvarf.

?
After receiving power

from GrahC Shaman

is defeated after

hard battle.

t The night of the

° dedarationofa

fiepubik. Sigurd lells

him he's hh half brother.

.—
m Helps defeat

**
Ajchtzehn by

graying herself

toagsanl size.

Mafia's father Nikolai attacked Shevat Inside Achtzehn. Achtzehn

was a Gear fusing both the neural structure of humans and the

nervous system of Gears, and was the final product of her father's

research. And so, Nikolai became fused with Achtzehn, After he

had defeated Chu Chu while the other Gears were immobile, the

time to battle had come for Maria, but she was filled with doubt,

and her hesitation [I loved my father when he was still human . . .]

held her back, But something from that time when he was human
was sent to Maria ... and that was his own data hidden in the

heart of Achtzehn transmitted to Seibzehn. It is that legacy her father

left behind that binds them together for eternity, as a shining light.

,

Study The tragedy of the Expert

The tragedy of Maria and her parent has a great connection with Solaris*

"M Plan". Because of Nikolai's renown as a genius neurological research,

he was taken and used. The research and developments of human and

Gear fusion was so outside the pale, that Nikolai refused to work on it at

which point Maria was taken hostage, and though unable to quell the

anguish in his heart, he continued the research. Remembering the sep-

aration from her father, Maria harbors an intense hatred for Solaris, Experts

and their great discoveries fill her only with dread because they seem
inevitably to led to destruction.
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Reunion 4000 years later He tricked the enemy, he's our ally Ramsus becomes a demon

Fei and the others hea d toward s Sarg as so to sea re h Fei was sudden ly captured in the S o laris faci I ity

in the? sea caverns in order to destroy the final Gate.

After Gescens is defeated they gain control of the

Gate emitter. And the girl rescued was that one

created by Fei as Kim in a previous life, entrusting and the others from the sealed area, and to have a However, KreliatVs next move was to bring in the demonized

the future to her. short interview with Id, While they say with trust, Ramsus who attacks Fei and £ily, And so, the two of them

However, he didn't know this or know the reason [If he tricked our enemies, he must be our ally]
, riding in WeLtaJl crash,

yvhy in their reunion after 4p00 years, Citan stifi feeis a sens^ of guilt.

When Fei was recognized as the second advent of Grahf

by Citan, and upon knowing his true goal (as Fei's in Shevat, the news filled them with dread and they r

supervisor) he was shocked. However, this was only decided to freeze him in carbonite. Oniy Elly believed in

to fool Kreiian and the Mi nistry, while freeing Bart Fei, and freed him from prison, both escaping from Shevat,

Solaris (middle) Solaris {end)

Solaris Falls due to

Weltall Id's incredible

destructive power

Shevat

Afraid of Fete power,

the Council decides

to freeze him in

carbonite.

Taura's La bra tory Anima Dungeon 1 Anima Dungeon 1

MIMi

Emperor's room

Fmds out che Citan

he knew this whole

time wssafekeJs

shocked.

D«e[oTau«'sftan&-

technology, he reaves

Fei and Elly from wr
death.

Aveh. Ktslev, Ni-san, and

Shevai sign 3 peace,

governing- all tgras.

To stop the forces of

Solaris, VYeltoll 2 heads

for Ignas.

Piloting Vederta.

Ramsus is humiliated

at Fei s hand as he

toes to ham per him.

T. - - !

Defeat the Elerrcc-nts

who had come to take

TheGmnigear.

Hammer who

had been Fused with

a Gear by Kreliaft.

Ramsus assassinates

tmp^ofCain as, he

had been born to do.

In KreliaiVs exclusive

laboratory, he conducts

experiments with nano

mKhinet

To spread the nano

machines [hat will heel

J'Jiar
_ ~

According tc Krelian'i

wherever thiena^io

^LhinEs-n'enLtFrSpeuReU

to change-

The Vggdrasil 4

attacks both the

Tl
Rico aEigns with an

Anima Relic Steir

becomes an

Omnigear.

Billy aligns with

an Aiiima Relic,

Renma.ruo becomes

an Ommgear.

'1‘WTjT

The truth bscom-js aiecneJ „

,

[Elly / Erich / Medina

-T j&k

Elly always had nagging doubts about her birth. Even though both

her father Erich and mother Medina were pure blooded Solarians, her

own skin a nd hal r color are d ifferent. Her appea ranee is different as a

reincarnated being, although Elly is unaware of this, and believes the

surface dweller who wet nursed her to be her real mother.

However, both Erich and Medina continue to maintain unceasingly

that Elly is both their child. And so, when Elly is in danger during the

escape from Solaris, they both sacrifice their lives for their child . .

.

Even unto death, this act carries with it one truth into eternity, and

that is the ultimate love Erich and Medina had for their child.

Study Continuing on as "normal"

During the scene in which Erich and Medina protect Elly’s life

to the utmost, it becomes apparent that the power in blood is

quite strong, and she feeis it for the first time. Medina had said

as much, [When my child is in danger, . . im just a "normal"

mother], Reading into these words, it says the instinct to protect

one's child makes action possible. In it's ultimate form, the

instinct to sacrifice oneself is manifested. As Medina had said to

Erich, in order to protect those you love, the "normal ' is a

continuous thing.
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Sworn on the Pendant to come back Plan to invade Mahanon Awakening of the Miang Factor

The night before they set out for Mahanon, Fei to id When Fei and the others had invaded Mahanon, they Fallowing after Elly, Fei and the others go to Merkava.

n n

o
n

Elly not to come. That was because he didn't want to discovered the gigantic living body of Deus, It had

lose Elly whom he loved. Fei promises to come back the power to invoke terror into the hearts of people,

alive, and in the course of speaking their mutual

thoughts, the two become one . . , the next

morning, Elly entrusts her pendant to Fei, with all

her hopes and the promise contained.

and they fought Deus to the death. And before long,

they made their way to the [Tree of Raziel], where

Grahf was waiting to intercept them.. It became clear

that they would be used as bait to fure Elly to come
after them.,

When they caught up with Elly, the Miang factor awakened

within her, and she shot Fei. More than the wound itself,

what tore Pei's heart apart was the immeasurable pain

of the memory of his vow to come back and his realization

that he ioved Elly.

End

M
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Voqdrasil Mahanon/Shevat Golqoda Merkava Shevat Bethlehem

People ifiulMe, jnd jilt?

Cajn killeU, she sleepsT.]

place of JJeusiijei,

Mahanon,

Hung on a huge cross,

he is a hostage to lure

OUl Elly,

Hating Fei morelhan

ever, the m^Eeryof

why Is at Iasi revealed,

the- last showdown.

For reasons unknown

Fei reapers almost

in a (teath. combine

is frosen IiKarbonite,

Due to Id being on the

wage, Fei remembers

many things from the

past

10 Before the fight

in M ahaiion,

Fei makes one

detamii natson,

fjghlhng Oeus

71 loihedeaUiin

Matunon, they are

thoroughly beaten by

GrahF.

Urged by Wiseman to

rescue Elly, they head

sicm to MeAava.

Receiving a message

inShevatfrom-kreliaR

they go ic Golgotfa,

t; : ,v
IL

I

After fight wUfi Kenpen

and Tenpo,fe defeated

and take n Sway by

Kfc-lian

Id awakens near Dan

arsd Mldort, blasts

I apart cartjonfte.

0 tils father Khan

^*a_opears to destroy

Id- and a low the

original Fei to return.

In order Eo merge with

Krdian and Deus. Staves

Fei behind.

—

,
mrnm

! -wj |

Ml
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[ [Fei/Khan /Karen]

Fei had no memories from his childhood, just fragments glimpsed

Tn dreams and visions. However, in understanding the world of Id,

and due to the appearance of his father, Fei comes to know the truth.

Fei had a loving home with Khan and Karen, but one day Karen

awakened as Miang, and performed many experiments on him.

This caused the splitting of Id from the Coward, destroying Fei's

personality. Once Fei knew the truth about his mother's death, the

Coward Fei was able at last to reach an understanding with ld x and

the original Fei was restored. Id passed back the many memories

from his past lives* making all the memories come together as one.

..

*

Study The desired bonds

The fragmentation of Fei, creating multiple personalities was caused

by his terror of his mother and despair towards his father, During

Pel's formative years, he needed love and security, and all that was

lost. However, the ties of blood were strong .. . Karen should have

remained as Miang, but at the last* sacrificed herself to shield Fei.

Khan who had followed Fei everywhere as Wiseman, at the last

merged with Zohar, and this was the instinct manifesting on both

their parts to "protect our child" of their shared blood, proving that

Fei's ties to his parents were the real thing.
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Revived, the memory of far off days

In Id's spiritual world, Fei makes contact with 2oh&f

again. And so his memories of his previous life as

Abel from 1G„0Q0 years before, on the space vessel

when the Wave Existence had ad vented into Zohar

and he first made contact are revived In order to

return the Wave Existence to its own dimension,

and to get Elly back, Fei determines anew to

destroy Zahar. -

The path to regaining his will The Angef entrusted to the future

Having been defeated by Fei over and over, Rainsd?

loses his will to live, and that 'star of hope from

former times, "Kahr" disappears. The sharp lecture

by Citan and the hard slap that ignored the feelings

of the pitying Elements gathered around him was

proof But Ramsus was awakened by Citan's effort

and slowly.began to regain his will..

Bethlehem Place of Origin

When Fei visits with Emeraida the ruins of the capital

2eboim that had been destroyed 4000 years ago, distant

memories are revived. FeFs in his previous life, Kim and

Elly entrusted their hope to the future, Emeralda was

loved by both of them, and in response to that hope,

she determines to live and grow even stronger.

Secret vessel Excalibur Snowfield Hideout

End

Deus

At last duteio his

father's transformation

into Grahf, Xenogears

awakens.

To destroy Zahar,

carries oyt (Secisivc

attack on Merits^.

To make plans to resist

the terraforming Dews,

heads to Hideout.

\fclls the lost Mofen

from 4000 years ago,

gets lent memories bade

Deus reaches the tan

stage of terraforming,

they go to the last

battle.

13
In meeting the

Wave Existence,

he knows his own role

as the Contact.

fei visits (he pfa«

of Origin.. speaks of

his ancient memories.

*
Reuniting with Dan,

they return to the

trust from before the

destruction of Latian,

jc With Kim's

reawakened

memories, Fei knows

Errersldi-s background.

14 ^etilfie despairing

RjmKH badi on his

feet, shows him ‘he way.

With Bart's plan

ofattack, set cut

to invade Mertova,

Joins with the Tha mes

guys again,, forming

an alliance with the

Captain and Hans,

Recovering ElEy,

enters Dens’

interior to destroy

Zohar.
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At last after WW
years, Emerafdasbody

changes and grows.

*
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While the scenario in Xenogears raises many questions along

the way, there are many instances where it asks, "What would

you do in this case?" This is what fiction does, and it sounds an

early warning even into the present The depiction of Fei and

his parents, and the dangers encountered by families tied

together by blood in the face of adversity, the situation of Elly

and her parents truly demonstrates that "blood is thicker than

water," The tragedy of Maria and her father, Is the wrong path

taken by science, which leads to further considerations of gene

manipulation and clones. Also, the sins of children, economic

collapse, frontier wars and such occur throughout raising

questions that give much food for thought. Now, as the

end of the worlds approaches, what might this wandering

earth <want>? Glory? Destruction . . .?The Xenogears story

touches on all these things, giving the best answer in the

form of asking what the observer thinks. And so, Sophia's

calling out "Live!" isn’t just a trite cliche, but is a message

saying to take from that time all the things treasured and

to remember them.
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Requiem for a past

was no way out

he turned.

It was the same path, soft summer breezes and a soft reddish sunlight played

on the outer access rail surrounding Etrenank. I Ik buildings were dyed red in

rhe dying sunlight* his own shadow growing longer.

He walked along the path where he had sought his and his friends lost

game ball. And one by one* the figures of those around him disappeared.

Ar last he reached a viewing plaza in which no one was left* and he looked

for his ball like a boy brave in spite of his trembling.

ream

that brief darknessThe sun sank into the deep azure edge of the world* and in

that had settled before the pin pricks of street lamps flared one by one* he felt it

come back again once more* he heard the voice. Surprised* he turned to find the

owner of that voice. And in the darkness* tinder a circle of light he saw a woman

His fear mounted and became more acute as harsh laugh ter sounded.

[There you are!]

Kithran whirled around in the direction she pointed. Bowing his head in the

direction of the woman* he ran towards his ball that had been lose. Ifonly he

had come back before entering that darkness.

When he came to his senses, he didn't recognize having come there before.

He felt sheepish for having come this far from home and felt alarmed. There

was an immense wall. And around that, piles of trash. The cowering mounds*

and the smallest drip ofwater from far away, led him to where he saw his ball

Her real name \s Kaoru Tanaka. She had a hand in the

character design of [Xenogears],

The boy had the dream over and over.

The perfect sky seemed incapable of harboring a nightmare with its warmth,

rhe horizon retreating into a far off horizon that was barely visible, The

temperature was like his heart* and even though only 24 degrees, both

palms had already begun to sweat as he clasped them together

They slept in a room cleverly sectioned off from the skillful placement of

levels* and his sleep was the most deep of all, and even those friends he

would suder to come close to him would not have noticed that in the depths

of the dream* he trembled slightly, E kre were the candidates of the on the

path to glory in the Holy Solaris * . , the imperially selected candidates' pure

bed* there was a soft sound as he shifted.

The dream is coming.

Like soundless wings, black shapes swirling in the darkness, he was terrified.

Ir never varied, he stood waiting unmoving for the attack that crept ever

closer. And in the valley of sleep he could nor move and above his sleeping

head, the playful fan blades rhar swirled the air around slowly* looking down

on his sleeping form.

Huh-

He shouldn't have heard anything, the sound of rhe fan whispered in his ears,

[he dream is coming,

E le braced himself. It he couldn't escape, the what? If he couldn't close his

eyes* then what? fhe nightmare had become countless black birds* and

already he could feel their approach. Palling into a wide landscape, and he

was unable to scream, and he was caught in a soft caress of summer air that

should be in that room,

[hat voice is coming.

This time he has tried to hold off rhe nightmare, his terror mounting* and

then he heard the voice had come.

(Kali ran, Kahran* Kahran, Kahran, )

He blocked his ears. Perhaps in the sheer silence of vacuum, he could hold of

rip or water

just a short distance away. If he didn't go back soon, they’d be real mad.

In that instant before he turned around stumbling on the piled trasb, he was

frozen. I here was something at liis feet, and what Ills small boy s eyes beheld,

im there caught. And there was a foul stench of rot and decay. In

terror, Kah ran held his breath until he might die. E le shouldn't have come here.

That regret rose up overwhelmingly. However* just that instant* he had the

impression that someone hud been waiting for him there. He could hear

Its pulse somewhere near his feet. It’ was something unknown, and from

that nightmare into rhe one he was having now* was Tt" another person?

Or was ‘TT himself right now? This was past his understanding.

Like u!l prey whose heart is understood by rhe hunter* K ah run was allowed

to escape, And at the time when his terror peaked and his senses were

overwhelmed, Tt" caught the boy.

Trash.

While his bones were chewed to pieces, Kahran saw the heart of his captor.

No* it's not that he saw him. '

It" had already begun to synchronize with him.

Paring his substance* in order to merge itself with him. A thing of hideous ness,

the Pounder Cain's recreated body* copy, repeat, incomplete artificial life form*

trash, trash, trash.

The artificial life form that tried so hard to continue living its existence inside

the Life Assembler Reactor, needed a new <weapon >. A living receptacle* new flesh

bone* skin* food.

nve



Abandoned by its creator the artificial lifeform designation code 0808 1 91,

had waited all this time. Nest* trap, fresh kill. Unlucky food, the boy Kahran

Bekker before long belonged to a new master that had completely taken over

While delving into the boy's young limbs, the eyes, their pupils mere pinpricks

stared off into space. With the dominance by 0808191 and the succumbing of

the boy Kahran s will, the hideous deed was completed and he was lost.

Kahran climbed unsteadily ro his feet, He had bitten his lip when he fell into

the trash pile, and one shining drop fell, but die boy had no expression.

Only lor an instant was a red flare visible in his eyes, and stretching out his new

fingers, he slowly picked up the ball that had fallen to the ground, returning

without error ro the path leading home.

Kahran Rasmus shook in the throes of the nightmre. A mere 5 meters away

slept the 16 year old Hyuga Ricdeau and Sigurd Harcourt, all unknowing in their

slumber. He lay enfolded in the wings of nightmare, unable to shake himself

awake.

Chewing Ins prey, it was the image of the soft naked skin that recurred to

him over and over. Taking his kill, tying it up and drawing it in like a spider.

Hunter and prey, victim and killer Which one am I? he couldn't make sense

of it. Was he the discarded 0808191? Or the pitiful Kahran Bekker? Whoever

he was, no one could tell him, and in the absence of the voice his body

trembled, while countless tears fell.

Kahran, Kahran Kahran. No matter how many times, he couldn't keep it back.

A darkness welled up inside his mouth, and no matter how many fragrances, he

couldn't keep our the taste. He tasred it now. Not human. However, in his depths

there stirred a natural <something> that even now was moving. He couldn't help

himself, he swirled into the depths once more.

The memories after the trash area seemed to be filled with tens and twenty times

the amount ofbones that fell there amid heavy wings of darkness. His brand new

ball was scarred and soiled, and the boy returned home. It was a home that was semi

colonial in the middle class level on a beautifully laid out street. One of those many

homey houses chat he entered. One long ago there had been flowers around the

porch and still some boltnia bloomed sending out a sweet fragrance in the stillness.

And above them fluttered a lone cobalt blue butterfly, and there being no wind, it

settled in them like something artificially made. That instant he wondered did he

remember this beauty?

Kahran Bekker entered the kitchen, and headed to the refrigerator, pulling out

a vanilla shake, which he gulped down. His lather, believing him to have weird

tastes, nevertheless indulged him by buying creates of the stuff, so the boy wouldn't

be disappointed. He headed to the sink and rinsed it, then threw the cup in the

disposer, flicking the switch. A small rumbling noise and it disappeared in a

creamy swirl. 'I he boy stared at the small whirlpool with hardly any movement.

Trash, trash, trash. As the last drop completely disappeared, he turned to the room

where his parents were. He had never seen their faces before. He didn't say ’'Mama"

as he always did. It was just the burning of the memory like flame

that was now burned beyond past recognition in his mind. And from then

on, his parents both said that he'd come back different, and Kahran Bekker

had become a lifelong recluse by the time he left home ar 15 years old.

1 le followed rules and desired to be placed in the prestigious school at

Jugend. Selection was based on genius and ability, I ruly desiring ro get into

a fresh life at Jugend, when his parents both died, he changed his name in the

register, and with bold strokes rewrote it thus [Kahran Rams us).

With the passage of the nightmare, the ivory sheets outlined his still tremhing

body, soaked with sweat. His skin was blue white with the cold, the temperature

rendering Ins skin nearly translucent, but be awakened as a prisoner who catches

rhe first glimpse of the summer sun, Thar day, when seeing his former house, he

had cried inwardly without making a sound, While ho was himself, something

else stirred, it flutrered about in an image of his own hand setting the flames

that burned his house. There was no sound, ar last he had exorcized his parents

feeling he had done it with his own hands, a distant memory, Stop ii-stop-k

stop-k, that was my, my, my . . .

Wordless cries, whose voice was that? That couldn't be the original me rhar

was destroyed in the trash heap? If so, who the world am ]? 1 he eaten the eaten,

how can l survive and still be both?

For days he had vague impressions of memories, but even with doubts, they

stopped, !he certain thing was only what he felt right here and now.

And that word. Trash, trash, trash.

Feverish in the night, the rank stench of his own nightmare were over rime

finally laid at rest. 1 16 own corpse, if he would stop that, then his own inner

evil thoughts. And he pushed aside all terror and feelings of hatred, chose had

been spattered with the tears that had dropped.

[Kahr . . . KahrlJ

Somewhere outside rhe nightmare, a warm capable arm, someone calling.

The power of that warmth allowed him to rise up our of the darkness, reaching

reality through rhe depths of’ the curse, and he returned. Kahran Ramsus could

fell the life returning to his body, and looking up he saw his friend's face with

it dusky skin, and was cradled against his shoulder, a strong suppoting arm.

i Its voice sounded husky when he turned his exhausted face up to him,

appearing ill and said,

l
. . .crossed over.]

With that one word, his fried hall asleep, returned to his bed, Ramsus felt

a wave of gratitude wash over him for his friend who had called him out of

the nightmare to the safe confines of the real world. He himself had suffered

rhe aftereffects of Drive which could cause nightmares, and one look at Ramsus

had told him by his color that it was one of those kind, and he was able to offer

help then.

For Ramsus not to go back into the dark winged embrace of the nightmare,

he squared his shoulders, and closed his eyes. If not calm, he could at least

be girded against rhe next intrusion of the enemy from his fortress.

However, the enemy wasn't outside. And the inescapable rruth was that

the nightmare might change, but it would likely attack again. As long as

he lived, that curse would not leave him. Trash, trash, trash.

And afraid of those memories in that lazy summer, his voice might be silent

but he would weep forevermore.



Having given a great deal of thought to the different elements that went into

[Xenogears], Kunihiku Tanaka's character designs are very fascinating, and there

are probably many fans. In this gallery are full color pictures by Tanaka-san, as

well as a collection the official illustrations showing how he developed them.

One part was drawn by the inside designers at Square, and it is hoped the reader

will refer co these materials.

And so, the color pages with their [fragrance image} were put together inside

Square before when they were designing, and the character's fragrance was added

alongside. With this, is written a simple introduction to go with each. We hope it

helps the reader get a better image, The names, fragrance, what they're wearing,

even to the brand name.

Also, in this official artwork gallery, are the notes when each design was ordered,

and the director Jakahashi-San's comments are given.



Not all characters had this level of careful design in

using detailed images. Because there are so many,

not all of the illustrations are shown here, just the side

back and some of the color patterns, its definite that

all the illustrators gave this matter some thought.



Fragrance image

Eternity for Men (Calvin Klein)

Eternity, Men in other words, the [Eternal Man].

The scent's base is a soft floral type, with a cool

a refreshing feeling, having a manly fragrance.

However, this i mage give the i m pression of one

who does not seem a refuge for children, but

instead is representative of [an eternal boy].

Height

Weig ht

Age
Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

1 77cm

67kg

18H
97.5cm

72.5cm

27cm

15



As Abel, as Kim, as Lacan* the Fei who is Id. Here arc the

bees of those who make up the [Fd] of the present day, and

the rejection of Id who had manifested and wanted his place

among these names* is reflected in his maniacal face. 'I hose 2

in suits are all the images of rhe scientist Kim that were drawn,



Elehaym Van Houten

Height 164cm

Weight 46kg

Age 10

Chest 86cm

Waist 57cm

Hips 84cm

Shoe size 23,5cm

Ring size 9

Western Size M

Fragrance image

Rose Camellia (Chanel)

As a main note, she is reminiscent of bundles

of flowers with many blooms. But this is not

her appea I as a woman, but is her frag ranee

associated with her soft girlish image.

\
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Even though she briefly awakened as Miang, and is

she is formidable in this aspect, she never loses her

appearance as Elly. Several design patterns were involved,

but she couldn't be altered to totally lose the impression

of her origina I personality. Now, the Image below is was a

special gift image that was planned but never used.
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Citan Uzuki

I Fragrance image
|

Green Tea <Bulga ri)

As the name indicates, the flavor base is green

tea, a calming adult fragrance. It goes without

say ing that it's only for those ca Im a nd coo I

individuals, those [adults] that are Citan’s image.

In more detail the cologne was distilled from

oriental spices long ago, and only recently has

gained notoriety as something different Citan

even resembles those [weird people] to some
extent.

1 82cm

68kg

2m
95cm

75cm

27cm

17

L

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

Height

Weig ht

Age
Chest



Bartholomew Fatima

183cm

72kg

18

1 02,5cm

77.5cm

27.5cm

19

Height

Weight

Age
Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

Fragrance image

The heady scent of ripened apples, A fresh and

charming scent it gives him a certain panache,

the sense of a good hearted guy. In the shape

of something gorgeous and glittering, it leaves

one feeling refreshed and not drunk with scent

suited to the direct nature of Bart's character.



Billy Lee Black

Height I6ficm

Weight 59kg

Age 16

Chest 85cm

Waist 65cm

Shoe size 26cm

Ring size 13

Western Size S

Fragrance image

c K be (Calvin K(ein)

A scent of purity with a dash of citrus, the monotone

bottle has a chic design, it is the lively fragrance of

the right path taken, the adult whose somber face

hides the hint of the laughing child beneath * , *

This is the image evoked.



Height

Weight

Age
Chest

Waist

Hips

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

$8cm

35kg
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Fragrance image

Fahrenheit (ChristianDior)

In accordance with the name Fahrenheit (flowery),

temperature, and [warmth] are the meaning of

this fragra nee. Norma i ly, any scent wi II change with

the rise in temperature of the body, soemtimes with

extreme alterations. Because of this, it is said by

some to bean aggressive scent at certain times.

For the maiden who hangs on to her love (?), this

image is exactly Chu chu
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Ricardo Banderas

Height

Weight

Age

Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ffing size

Western Size

21 lem

160kg

30

121cm

95.5cm

32cm

28

XXX L

|

Fragrance image
\

Samurai (Aron Drone)

Even though he can’t do a [Strauss] like stance,

without saying anything, one knows this is a

powerful scent. The male pheromones can be felt,

and gives an overall cool impression * « « that is the

kind of fragrance this is. Even though nobly born,

he has thrown all that out, and his only pride is in

his beloved Steir since he escaped the Capital . . .

And in the case of that name, doesn't the image say

enough?
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Maria Balthasar

Height 137cm

Weight 38kg

Age 13

Chest 68cm

Waist 54cm

Hips 70cm

Shoe size 20.5cm

Ring size 7

Western Size xs

J
Fragrance image

Spring Fever (Origins)

A fragrance in which herb and fruits have been

ground together to make a refreshing scent, and

this suits perky Maria very well The name [spring

fever] can be changed to [spring worries] which

makes it very interesting. Her background - [her

father's punishment] follows her and shapes her

life with pain.
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Emeralda

&

Height 1 25cm/161cm

Weight 96kg

Age Looks 8-9 /T 6

spiritually more like

4

Chest 65cm/S4cm
Waist 50/55cm
Hips 65/82cn'

Shoe size 20cm/23cm
Ring size 6/8

Western Size M

Fragrance image

In Love Again (Ives St, Laurent)

While floral, there is something different to

this scent, a touch of ricolis flower indicating

sensitivity. In any event, the [created human]

Emeralda is certainly a different kind of life,

she has a purity that is not found in human
beings. This is the image evoked here.

In Love Again = (falling in love again) is the

name of the fragrance, Emeralda's desire for

a father's love limitation love) is at last

settled, and the new woman wi'l definitely

be capable of real love.
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Fei and Kim are two different people -as are

any individuals- when she awakened, Emeralda

should have been as well, and she changed into

her own [self] when she grew into a woman,
Emera Ida's sparkling hair is like the image that

moves in her pupils.
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Sigurd Harcourt

Height

Weight

Age
Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

nee image

Tuscany Forte (Ararnis)

As a brand with many flavors, it could be said to be

[restrained], but the overall impression is abundant.

Not only [young), it is a cologne that give the modern

day impression of clean hygiene.

The name [Forte] is a word in music to show a [strong]

movement In addition to the previously mentioned

clean and restrained tone, it gives the image of a man
who is not shaken, but remains [strong] . . « And to

reinforce this image are his own actions in the story.

Sir Lawrence Maison

Height 178cm

Weight 69kg

Age 68
Chest 82cm
Waist 70cm
Shoe size 26.5cm

Ring size 15

Western Size M

[
fragrance image

Classic (Banana Republic)

Has a fruit and a flora i base for a calming effect

of high quality scent, but this is not sold in Japan,

so it’s not widely known. Even though he doesn't

live ostentatiously, he has latent real power as a

man - that's the kind of character that Maison has

been depicted as.
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/eight

ge

best

rdlSt

ips

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

l&Bcm

46kg

16

78cm

55cm

81cm

22,5cm

8

S

)

Fragrance image

Touch {Tokka)

A fragra nee that carries within it a rote

of flowers. A scent similar to Maria's Spring

Fever, but it's residual scent has a more fresh

and invigorating feel, but a much softer scent

than that Also, its packaging style is like the

stained glass windows of the Churches in

Rome. Suitable for a girl with religious values.

Along with its revitalizing and fresh image, the

fragrance is very suited to her personality.



Unknown, (Supposed 500 years.)

90cm

72cm

27.cm

Age
Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

Dune Pulome {Christian Dior)

Dune, {in the English sense of a desert) and like

its name, is a fragrance calling to mind dry and

heat. Not terribly hot, but like a mid- grade fever,

and a very high class feeling is associated with it.

Even with the inner fire, nothing is harmful - and

this is the image of a hot spring, for Krelian 5G0

years ago, and even up to present day Krelian.

500 years before now, about t he lime of rhe war of resistance

against Solaris. Krelian went with both Sophia and Lacan to

Shevat, siill continuing their life and death struggle against

Solaris, A huge gulf extends from the Krelian of then and

now, but just Irom surface appearances* only his hair and

skin color appear to he different.



Ramsus

Body age 29. Actual

age unknown.

102.5cm

80cm

28cm

Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

Fragrance image

Antious (Chanel)

Antious is the name of a legend in Greek myth-

ology and the fragrance is spicy and very

masculine, giving an impression of strength.

Because it is a unique fragrance, it is not so much
[fresh] but seeing Ramsus in the story, one

immed iate ly understa rids,

Antious was the son of Great Mother Earth Gaia,

a legend having unnumbered talents. However,

he fought Hercules, and for the first time knew

defeat. During the heat of battle, when Antious

had been brought low countless times, he

reisisted Hercules unceasinlgy to his death. And

in this episode, Ramsus has this image as well.
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Height

Weight

Age

Chest

Waist

Shoe size

Ring size

Western Size

Fragrance image

Contradiction (Calvin Klein)

While having a lively a modern day flavor, there

is something of the classical in the frag ranee. It

reminds one of something, but not anything

you can thin k of . .

.

so it's said. Havi ng near

eternal life, it seems Miang yearns alone for

something. This image is soiled to Miang. The

derivative words in English of her name means

[contradiction], and there is a deep meaning

behind this.
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Kelvina

Seraphita
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/l collection

ofdrawings

If this world were . .

.

j

The secrets spoken of by maidens

In the desert submarine the

Yggdrasil, there is a bar set up in

front of Sir Maisoa Always visited

by those "desert men'" as a place

for them to gather, these days the

soft laughter of maidens sounds

in the air It's Margie and Elly.

At the height of the heavy fighting,

there was never a scene in which

These are often the words said in admiration of an RPG with a ’’grand story”.

Of course, if there is a game meriting such a word, the game

might feel it was just a little too much.

In the case of [Xenogears], as another has said of this world, "grand doesn’t

even begin to tell all of it, for huge numbers of events are stored on 2 disks.

However, even though these are all the great events that are seen,

the players haven't stopped wanting more stories (episodes).

This is due to the cast of interesting characters, and even when players fall

asleep, they dance before their eyes.

If that character and that had been friends . .

.

the two could just talk. However, if

they had been granted peace long

enough, inevitably their talk would

have made its way to love „ . , Mostly

that between Elly and Fei as it as it

grew deeper, and after awhile most

definitely the topic of Bart would

have blossomed

.

If only they would make the last episode . .

.

And if this world had been at peace . .

.

These are the thoughts of the players, and they create a new [Xenogears],



Marriage of best friends

Aveh and Nisan have been allies

since long ago. From the time Bart's

grandfather and Margie's grandmother

were married both countries were tied

closer yet. Ever since someone among
the people started saying [both

countries' Prince and the Great Mother

get married] Bart and Margie grew so

embarrassed they don’t speak of it. In

particular Bart, who sees Margie like a

little sister. However, Margie's thoughts

about Bart say that at last she definitely

wants the promised wedding to come
about

Smiling faces of children ...

The children appearing in the game
never have a scene in which they

behave Just like children. Normally,

there would have been a scene of

playfulness, everywhere there are

children who are truthful and have

kindness in their hearts. However,

because of painful events far beyond

their years, these girls know only

defensive measures. If there was ever

a time when the shield was dropped,

their faces would shine like those of

angels.
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From the beginning of Xenogears everything was

still potential and it was written with a pastoral feel

to it. Also, Fei - and where he lived at the village -

were designed along martial arts lines.M kl 1 -JL

was being written, I wanted to resist the

feel, but to no avail, and it was revised along those

lines (I couldn't see this as a pastoral world. I'm more

of a doom and gloom kind of guy). So the succeeding

versions of Fei (especially the latter half) became more

out of place. But there wasn't time to do it over, and

this is what we came up with. This is a character, this

Fei, that I would have liked to refine a little more. Sorry

Tanaka-kun.



past Fd 2 (researcher)

TJiP'M (Drji^crom
In relation to the past Fei, because of time

considerations for the main illustrator

Tanaka-kun,the designs were made
in-house. At first, Fei had Japanese style

clothing, intending to show that Zeboim

was very dose to the present day world,

The Fei in Zeboim as a doctor had a white

lab coat. Originally Lacan was to have had

a separate design, but during the game
there wasn't a lot of time to draw new
characters, so it couldn’t be helped, he

had the same clothes as Fei, and with

Fei having the memories, his point

of view as the main observer kind of

had it make sense - at least that’s how it

comes out

Fei (suit)





Yjowerj

[ling time* Out

TJip'M ‘Dtjueotck.

The first notes on Elly said that she had to have long hair. Anything else

was all right, and almost all drawings got the O K. The concept of her

clothes was something sleek r (like a race q ueen). The slit i n the hip area

wasn't there at first, but we wanted it {heh, heh). And the shoulders were

on a draft that we liked - for a total costume that we liked the most. On
the other hand, too complicated and the cosplay guys would have real

problems! (Hah, ha!). And the stockings couldn't get too colorful fhah,

hah), They were more of a undercoat (leotard type thing) and it came
together. However, compared to most stockings, these might be really

expensive (luxury item). And normally would have been like the clothes,

white also.
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Elly casual dress,



Rough draft

The Elly in this sketch has a different

touch, but was Tanaka-kim s first

attempt. It was revised several tinner

and in that process many different

touches were tried, Finally, the

design settled on was called by

Tanaka- kun ’new' frontier"*

Rough draft

picture* 3T*

trading

littiusdnato

<J%p9A ‘DI^EjOTO^ -

Elly was originally envisioned with a lighter version

of her clothing. It had a strong pastoral feel, Elly is

different from Fei, and more direct by comparison

which I wanted Tanaka-kun to reflect in his drawings.

The past Elly r Sophia, was drawn like Fei for the same

reasons inside the company. The same for each time

period's concept There wasn't really a design for

Sophia's clothes, and finally getting down to it, the

staff helped to make an outfit that suited her perfectly.

Tanaka-kun wanted to draw theZeboim Elly (nurse)

himself, (heh, heh).



j

viticrcd

hffi*m tftera

shouldtf-SW>

jr^c >5\/ (dil^ixrro’X

titan's clothing also ended up pastoral. It didn't bug

me as much as Pel's, so we went with this. There weren’t

any revisions in the design process,, and the original

got an O.K. On the surface, he’s a traveling doctor. A

protecting presence in the party. He gives the im-

pression of great knowledge- kind of old fogeyish-

as ordered, l increasingly felt that this was perfectly

suited to this character

vicwjTf djbHo
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tRXpvif •/> i‘m:ecntyj{,

This is the rough drawn by the staff in developing Bart.

Around this time, was the designing of Fei, and in this

case we didn't want a hint of anything pastoral, so the

clothing is really SF style with strong colors just as I

remember ordering. As a result, both Bart and Elly

are decked out rather [expensively] (Heh, heh).

Out of all the main male characters, I like his clothing

the best. And that's just the clothes. The eyepatch

when it sometimes shows up as the right eye, that

mistake was on Sqaure's side. My aplogies to all the

gamers.



FtRQ'M &RECTOR
Among all the playable characters, this one had less

exposure, so that other than dialogue in Battling, he

doesn't say much. This was the fastest one we designed.

Sorry, If he looks familiar from other games, that's just in

your mind (the first I've heard of it). Anyway, we'll let that

onego. (Hah, ha).



(pM'llIiR'EC'TOiK.

This reluctant design is just likeTanaka-kun who loves

I ittle an imals, A koala type an imal had been ordered,

and what you see is what we got, For many, it was a

tough one to draw. White and pink colored, until it

was finished it caused unrest, a real pinch. More than

a "yellow bird" 1 really want a Chu chu stuffed animal

{Hah, ha.)
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[How about if the fastest to be made is a girl?] was sent

out and everyone got the drift (Heh, heh).That was the

only directive In this case (with the added goggles). So

over time we got the design withTanaka-kun's style of

dress. The cute shoes have magnetic lifts in them.

Rough draft

.site
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He appears around midway
r
and is a main character. Billy is like Bart, the interior

staff designed him. Billy's appearance is a remnant of the lost civilization in the

Aquvy area (partly excavated in the present). Originally, he was to have had

long hair, but we wanted him to come off as a little more coo I tha n that when
compared to Bart. So can a bishounen with a pretty boy face be a ’cool and dry’

kind of character? That's the concept of Billy, Why a holy man bearing guns?

That’s what we were asked all the time, and for the gun bea ring holy man
(shepherd) this is a popular image in some cultures (assuming Billy is a son of god)

Rough draft



J'Jip'M ‘DVRLCTO‘K, - —
From the first she was Tanaka-kurYs design along the able to transform her body, her face was the result

lines of an Anime [Key] character, and was created as of the personal data collected from Feiand Elly, the

an artificial life that has no heart. Her clothing was desired child they had always wanted {expected

destroyed when she didn’t like what was supplied to looks of their child) - and this might be why she is

her in Solaris, at least that's what Tanaka-kun says, and very precious to them,

she asked for this line. Originally, because she was
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M (DI%£CT03t —
Sigurd

1

s clothing was designed by the staff at Square

Because of schedule conflict, Tananka-kun was only

able to draw the official face portrait Out of all the

sub characters, Sigurd is the most popular. I wish

there had been a group of sketches I ike those for

the main characters.
1 skin wtora wife au'bftbcifs

2. Hair a cream white taw, Oneef

those beauties whose ryes and

hair com pickier t each ether. The

eoler is part of the story, and

from hiy heart thiyanfv j
absolutely blue! \ M \

' lliuatraled by CClia, Sagu 19971

Solaris made

laser whip.
(sboi¥eli65t)

(sifrtrwlmdj.

3. upper part white

4- deoontm line i n*

the ache r{pjlcteai]

Shoulder holster

for whip different

from Dart's. \the waist dyed blaclc

like mind underwear

shirts ( rippled like

tvrtlentfck) J.nd theperfeet

fit partt& a deep Hue (best in

ultraman ne and eeif.i it bfyes,

ar tffly in thfij. ilfync lirt#),

belly hjSen U pmc-fri

taebrapaintita i

Slietswt*

flack pearl

The piercing sea m> aren't fashion

afWr he tried fiumenayfi tiitlrttO

escapethe research fociNEy, h-e

-

wa*gLrtiifiip<nd5«H5tagfr
j

Hie Wftrs art Intrfed deep,

(there are m a ny scars from

painful ysOHrUS- irsRiOI-ed kc p'

doesn't reveal.

Fur hitirt^yle, only font

leeks are !cng. the back

is short.

Imagine the metal

hnwriew+Wund htfr

wrists as pictured.

foots, have Jt outer side,

» side 2fpper- Inside a rin^

keeps rtfrom sltppmgdown

Long h igh bents

ariOthtSiiincwbite

as shirt.

Opens all the way down,

the resc is OKI (H.th. ha]

Si gurd [cast interior}
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tmp<M®i3(3Ex?ro$L
As ordered, like Batman's Alfred., or the actor Max Von

5idou
r
this is the impression. Ultimately he's closerto

Alfred. Maison's hobby is polishing silver weaponry.

iff Pjnt:. lined A'.th ;.j -if

d-ri «l(>f net ttliikfed

'f ftwp red «Eern

stylo cumBifftmad

Hie charm ppint is,

. Uw- riL'L'tn l|;iymq hi4

braid.

& Is ifflbcUireflftheiSpMMtff

all T-hp rt-hefS rrd [Sdrtj, Hub

(SUgrdJl, and )«flei*-(M*rpf).

Alfetodiltf Masim^iiiee a sen;*

of refined ta?te and Hsfegjnce.

Tht ribbon i>a wry -fiae^iailrty

Hue.

j Rriert^Beitehirt _

aid tie.

7 'J{LVM <D I ‘Ji'IX VOT^
He's not a penguin. {Heh r heh).



T-KtyM iDiagscyro‘X
The appearance and clothing are from the staff at

Square, For the role of Great Mother, the rough was

dressed a little too much, so the revision is mine.

However, the somber clothing she wears before the

assembled people is very different. As is the Church

itself. The baiooka and hammer in the rough are left

over from when she was still a playable character

(Tanaka plan).





TRPWt ‘D1’KJjOTO‘Ji

Tanaka-kun struggled very bard to design this prominent

good looking character, That’s because the design was

Krelian (especially during his rampaging days before

meeting Sophia) and is a symbol in the western culture

of holiness. The design as Nisan Monastery Corps soldier

is from the interior staff.
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Gallerv

Radical and genius are words fitting this good looking

character, but in truth he loses often. Even in spite of his

appealing clothing,, in the story there is very little good

in him - and that’s how Ramsus was designed (hah, ha).

His clothes are typical of all in Solaris. For a long time,

the lower half of his body was a mystery that is shown

here, Finally, those aren't black pants (heh, heh),
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AH!* bi-look?

IP-KO'M ‘DPJZEC VC)^
I asked for Miang to have short hair in

contrast to Elly's long hair. There is

absolutely no genetic tie between her

and Elly and as one of "those awakening

'as Miang"r Tanaka-kun requested a

woman reminiscent of Elly around 26

years old or so. He directed her clothing

be a grade up from Elly's, The tight skirt

gave a more adult look. At the ending

Elly wears the same clothes {her green

becoming blue). I like the exposed

shoulders design.



aii^ECTcyji

The roughs for these girls was done by

Takayama,and were not totally solidified,

In particular their lower halves' clothing.

The parts of both upper bodies (outside

of Dominia's shoulder parts) and under

parts (Dominia's long pants, Kelvena’s

skirt Tolone's trousers, Seraphita's shorts.)

and with variations of all these
r
different

combinations emerge. Dominia was

drawn as a forceful character. Kelvena

regardless was a character as service to

the boys,



bUfi Stripes

JtstieuUers

taw

Shouldthey

go’boin^
1
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tec k ofears

T-KP'JM £>rJ£ECTOfK, —
Not much was expected of Tolone other

than she's a cyborg, and she came

together quickly. The bangs are just right

(and the spots are screws, I liked how
Robocop's screws could go "gyu-gyu-'k

Seraphita was ordered as a [a demi-human]

and Tanaka-kun who loves bunnies, drew

the character and just stretchedfa bad

stretch?)

wagstk

tail, top?

but it'sjust

too big, hero
this r&^ood
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Asking fora silver skeleton we came

to feel that the gold part would work

just as well (hah, hah). The face behind

the mask would probably have Rams us'

style of beauty (Ramsus himself was

fused with Solarian Kahran, so even

though he is a copy of Cain, he doesn't

have his exact appearance.)
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A walrus.
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T-Hijof *d vtyj^ —
Jessie is about 100% inside design,

refined by Tanaka-kun. Fo r the same

reason as Billy, he is dressed in the

same style.

JXpM'DI'XECTO'J^
Her clothing was inside design, with

Tanaka-kun drawing her face.



Gallen

Grahfs back

He looks like Darth Vader - as ordered.

In terms of the masked design, we had

a hard time with this one. The mask,

because it was worn, had fairly compli-

cated lines, and it is hard to find another

example of such careful balance.

However, behind Id and Grahf, there

are many tears in the drawing process

(Ha, ha).



•J'JZP'M ‘DI'Ji'EC 'rox
Unlike Fei, this guy is really out there,

and this is part of the process of their

difference. The first drafts were really

hard, and after much thought, Tanaka

-

kun made him much better looking.

For the clothing, at that time, Tanaka-

kun adopted something along anime

lines, When Fei changes to Id, how the

clothes change too is still a mystery to

me.

’
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:F'-KP'M 'DrJCEC XypJt—
This wasn't specially ordered, but due

toTanaka-kun's love of martial arts

movies, the father came together pretty

fast He looks strong and his resemblance

to Ishi San is in the imagination
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rm^Ecro‘Ji_
Miang'sform as Guardian Angel This is the interior design

staff's. The face portrait is Tanaka-kun's,

T'RpM(DIRECTOR
Other than as Fei’s mother, not much more was ordered.

Her kind face and scary face are interchangeable (ha, ha),

f love her expression in the movie.

TJ# IWi 2>/^ECm MK
Out of all of them, this is acute character.

He was called 'dolphin' during production.

The design base was inside work, but the

rest was Tanaka-kun's.



Timothy

Midori

Arum

TmpM (DTJ^ECTO^l

Gtherthan Dan
r
the quick death of all the Lahan Villagers who appear

was not ordered specifically by me. And Dan is just a little out there, I

think. The episode of Alice is one part. Alice is the first main event's

character as ordered, and after the destruction of Lahan, while Timothy's

death as her fiance sounded good, we thought about leaving her alive to

follow Fei around. A. woman like that couldn't come between their (Fei

and Elly’s) path to love, so she died off right away with the other villagers.

Let us pray



Gal lery

stmteerstrap

tiboitt here

%
Hamaeda-San

TJip'M 'DI'JfBC'TO'Ji.

Inside staff design. Finishing by Shi {additional note:

One of the animators was a sub character designer)

as directed. Hammer’s appearance was one of the

models of square designer in the Front Mission team

Hamaeda-kun, Hammer and Rico's relationship was

aided by asking the input of FF designer Yashiro-Kun,

Hamaeda-kun says ’'crap!" often!

new character!!

the new maverick

lets[Me]

gets to work

TJip'M ‘Drj\Ei 'rcji
A gag character. Tanaka-kun asked in the course

of writing for the addition of a n awesome NPC,

For this reason, his profile is also absurd. Please

don't believe anything (Hah, ha!).
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The Captain

nijytJt J

little ^hiniKT

tshtfr*

Operator Women



the Captain's wife

make the look in the

eyes younger?

Captain's daughter

Wife of the Captain

Daughter of the Captain

<0 PE l\l I l\lC3 MOVI

E

TKp'Ma>I3^BOJ03l
While their names are never known in the story,, the

Captain's name is [Special Colonel Shigeyoshi InoueJ.

By the way who's Meg . . J

genera! people

VVotrun A

on the hair

Other parents seen

Mother

ManA

Kid (boy)

doesn't matter

How draw tt the

bstkisthis

pot^et on back

Others
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TV

:FJiP
LM ‘Vi‘jytx xro‘K

The main character designer, Tanaka-kun who ordered the characters has said [I want the following image

destroyed!. This is easy to understand [it's lacking In reality (feeling real)]. And with this in mind, Tanaka-kun

is acting as a light fantasy illustrator. More than 'real' he aims for things that seem ’cute' and has moved in

that direction. This order clearly reflects his handiwork up to now in this production on a separate vector.

Among the developers, they all care greatly for their own work, and now it has piled up in so many layers,

as even Tanaka-kun might readily agree. These are spiritually filled drawings as directed. As a result, I think

we've all grown.



From here on, are illustrations from

character designer Tanaka-Sam Various

weird things that fit in the corners of the

official pictures that were sent over

the fax machine, these are a gathering

of rare illustrations that normally would

never have been seen

Don't move f
anything!! f ,

fyou make one

This is a parody

of Fei and Elly's

meeting in the

Blackmoon Forest

(?). This is one of

the more exciting

developments in

the story. As the

whimsical title

suggests, the

following words

make the meaning

sure.

The two to the left are the images

of thei r awa keni ng , « The effects of

Drive haven't been fully explored.

The look in Elly's eye is real scary.

Citan also seems sort of irritable,

so it seems the originals were never

awake. .

.

Citart awake





During the design phase,

Tanaka-San sent serial ideas to

Square, So many went to Square,

that it became typical to just

send it over the fax. Some of

these were used in faxes at

that time. y

Square For Wadaeda

Among the 3 operators, please

send 2, Follow up will ben sent.

Hiafs ail anti thanks.



From Hi'j\!6AJ£AIE at once yesterday it happened

someone said, "wouldn't a bigger

ore be better?
11

Yetanotehr parody foryou.

Somehow the atmosphere of

exhaustion comes through. Couldn't

go to the dentist, he'd see the

tragedy done by the well illustrator, huh?

I m sure the guys at Square who got this

Faxes, thought the resemblance

was just by chance. At least some
one who wrote the first draft would.

Around this time

\ myarmsgotnew

\"\ strength?

Somehow it's an 'on no!'

I >

feeling, Or it might be

be rude.
Rabbit

As others have mentioned

Tanaka-San is a huge rabbit

freak. Usually his faxes had

bunnies in them. In the case

of the illustration on the

middle left, is this for role

playing? Because rabbits

are an animal under much
stress, we think that’s why

Tanaka-San's so worried.



With the Yggdrasil's crew and Ramsus

as ship's operator, we'll expose all those

maniac military words, hm? These are

words that NEVER got explained in the

story, and along with each scene's

message, the 2 Elements will have

heated talk.

t—1 J

111Hi 1

[
' v,

j

&
> . I

SCENE 1 On board the desert submarine! -'The Yggdrasti’s first appearance^

Operator A Gunner <Anton> and B Gunner

<Berta> can initiate their

ectropometers twenty seconds after

opening their hatches.

Bart Frans!

Frans I didn't hear anything other than the

flowing sound of the sand ... No sus-

picious radar activity detected!

Bart Marseilles

Marseilles Miloch's units are on standby at the

catapults. They’ll all be able to launch

one iminute after we surface!

Bart Good, let's do it! BattCon level 1!

Surface combat, ready!

—— Torpedo room, ready!

Antt-Gea r g u n s, ready!

—

~

- Navigation and engineering are

also ready!

MaiSOU v, young master, what's happening?

What was the alarm all about?

Sigurd Not again . . ?. Young master, hold

on a second!

Bart Battle stations, everyone! Surface

navigators, begin operating the sand

pump, Prepare to to fire starboard

cannons upon surfacing!

Sigurd Young masted!

MaiSOn Y, young master!!

Bart Trim to the right! The wind is strong

up there and we may be blown off

ba Ian cel...

Jericol Hand the helm over to me!

Alternate firing between A Anton

and B Berta! Calculating

adjustments!

Awww, yea hi Swi tch modes over

to salvos after the initial shots! Let s

slow 'em down. Give them a spankin’

they won't forget.

Hi everyone™! Hope you feel

great! I'm S-ra-PMEE!

Er, anyway, this is the first scene of

the Yggdrasil. All the naval words

are on parade here.

.. .was gonna say that. Now
Seraphy’s sad . ,

.

You weren't paged. That’s ’cause the

only wish 1 have is you Won’t bother

me. ... Sorry, Seraphy can help*

Great, Well then!! On to ectropometers!

„ Jch, Now you’re sane , , , My Fina of

long ago, the ectropometers measure

distance [distance determination], and

when they analyze the data, pick one

of the 3 [salvos] in the best position

to shoot.

Even when it's fHoy, there!] there's

nothing hoy about it!

This is the best seat!

\

The best seat ... Cmon these are

1 j
the basics of shooting, and there’s

lots more about shooting sensors

from the story.

Next is ready. When written

in kanji it’s [bright] and [good].

It means [Roger].

<<*>>*? +++ *?

You, when you want to get goofy,

don't talk. But t'was always thus , ,

.

Roger, Tolo-chan.

HOW do you read adjustments?

You mean [instigation]? Ah, this is

one of those maniac expert words.

You don’t wanna know.

Aw, tell me—— I I'll hurt you, I'll

really hurt you!

The cannon goes from [trial shot

(shooting)] to [appearance (shot results)]

that is the order that's followed.

Hmm hm.

When shooting, you don’t want to

waste bullets so all have an attacking

order (shooting together) otherwise

it would all go wacky.

Whatever, this hits my butt welb
Please staff people, l love places

where no one's ever been!

C Ahem! Moving on! Next is BattCon,
j

i J •' jflflUBkjjBBriB £

This is a made up word. Means
Battle Condition,

You mean like, [Defense Condition]

with friends and stuff like that?

That- That’s the same, when level 4 is

called, they are immediately in battle!

So like, [BattCon Level 1] must be

really something——

.

, . , hmm , . 222 ,

,

-and it would cause a (pinch) if there

was friendly fire. That's what a— II

that data collection is fori And so,

the next calculations for shooting

can be switched out, and the huge

cannon can be used instead to riddle

them with firepower!!

snnkk . . .bny . . . zzzz~—

—

You’re not sleeping! You should

have said it was hard to undersand!
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detecting sounds Well start shuttle boats

refers to weighing anchor and the sound it makes- In the military, all operations are subject small ships containing thier own engines.

This is how the Yggdrsil knew they had to a certain order. Apparently one of the can be handled manually,

departed from Aveh. things taught at Jugend. This states that

procedures have been followed, all is ready.

SCENE 2 Plan to take back Aveh -Yggdr;asil attacks-
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Operator

Young master! I’m detecting an increase in the

use of F Band! That's the Royal Capital's defense

force’s frequency!

Frans

“There,., on the surface layer! I'm detecting sounds

of anchors being weighed in and engines being

activated! The Royal Capital’s defense fleet must be

departing.,.!"

Operator

We also intercepted a transmission from the patrol at

the border with KislevJ They're requesting immediate

backup from the Royal Capital! Looks like we've really

raised some hell at the border!

Bart

Alright! Well start! Ready the shuttle boats!"
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vector 3^3-6

determined by sound waves,

The design at in 3-3-6 on a radius

of 360 degrees means just about

straight ahead.

Bogeys

American slang term for enemy

attacking vessels. In the story,

refers to the threat of unidentified

Gears

You are free to

fire at will! Let's danoel

With all weapons reay to fire, with

all of them pointed upward during

battle against flying vessels, the look

from outside is a sort of 'dance'.

air patrol

Cap [combat air piquet I, Used during

flight operations in battle. Another

American slang.

Gunnery chief

Japanese name for naval officer. His

is the gunner and planner,

type 3 shells.

shells that scatter when shot. For air

use, Miniature bombs that must

be timed and angled just right.

pea shooters

auto targeting mounted mechanical guns.

SCENE 3 Assault of the Kefeinzel -Vanderkaum vs. Yggdrasii-

Operator 1

Bogeys incoming vector 3-3-6! 2 groups,

about 7*3 machines, distance 2000!

Officer

Relay to all ships! Fire at will, begin evasive

action! But, don't let fire support positions

collapse!

Operator 1

Roger. Flagship to all ships,,. You are free to

fire at will! Let's dance!

Operator 2

All Rapid Fire Control Systems... commence
operation!

Operators

Lay aerial mines. Projection pattern, mark 33

Operator!

How many machines are on air patrol!?

Vanderkaum

Aviation Officer, wait!

Comm officer! Change of orders.

Contact Von Hipper... Have the second

destroyer squadron approach the enemy
flank. Open the fleet's side and bait them
into entering the Kefeinzefs main gun's

firing arc,"

Officer

Huh? It's stupid!

There's no way the flagship's gun can hit

speeding Gears.,,

Vanderkaum

Fire control! Gunnery chief! Ready the type

3 shells. Pull back the deck gunners and

prepare to engage the Kefeinzel’s main

cannon...

I'll annihilate them into pure energy.,,
-

Officer

Admiral! What are you doing pulling the

anti-gear gunners back!?

Vanderkaum

"Quiet down, Aviation Officer!

Thanks for your valuable opinion but I am in

charge, not you! What use are pea shooters and
40 sem guns? Discussion over, Captain! Not

too fast! We don't want to teave the enemy
behind."

Officer

(Your plan will never work,.,!)
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confirmed

Using Morse Code, Can

confirm based on codes

the needed action.

baffles

A submarine's own sonar

can muddy it’s readings

active homing maskers

When a torpedo released by masker spreads a field of

the enemy is right on a ship's shielding sonar to hide in.

tail, tracking it. Passive homing

is feeling out with sonar

noisemaker

Gives out soundwaves imitating

a similar image of the ship as

decoy to lu re enemies away.

rapid blowing noise

The blowing made by the main

tank as it expels air to rise to the

surface, The out flow of air acts as

a kind of engine, forcing the ship

upwards through the sand.

in sand or water.

SCENE 4 Attacking Ramsus' vessel! -Yggdrasil vs. Ramsus vessel-

Bart

Margie and them are still there. We'll go back'

We have to! That reminds me... What about Fei

and his guys? If they’re alright, we could,,,

Franz

We’ve had no contact since we confirmed their

order to charge,,.

hiiiSoxs, rt, ttt, tt
tmx\ j oTuoK^y?

fflli ri?AJ

e© oj
TK5 h5J B

I'TT"' 7?7-<JK-S.'j9-yX©13?

AA'fcSUX, * ©£«;«*'6ilS
(811105)

Bart

Dammit! This can’t be happening'

Maison

Young master...

Bart

Behind...

Something's coming from behind!

Jerico! Give me the helm... No, you keep it!

Just hurry up and pull either way!!

Sigurd

Young master.,.?

Franz

Aft of our stern! BOO! I'm picking up the sound of

torpedoes being readied. A sand cruiser!? it's big!

Speed 60! Relative route 0-0-0! They were hiding

behind some baffles!"

Sigurd

Kahr!
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Fran2

I'm picking up some high speed propulsion,

breaking away from the enemy's ship! Torpedoes!?

Two of them! Speed 87! Torpedoes confirmed with

the sonar. They've shifted over to active homing!

Bart

Battle stations! Deploy the maskers! Ready the noisemaker!"

£» o

Battle stations, everyone!

Gunner

Open jammer! Noisemaker, 2nd, 4th tube,,. Standby!

Bart

Emit noisemaker! Prepare to stop the engine!"

Helm,.. NOW! Steer to the opposite direction as far as y

ou can! Stop the engine! Crash alarm!!"

Stop the engine! Crash alarm!

Franz

Torpedo.,, 1, still pursuing! Dammit! impact in 3JE

5, £» r^-fj fcfcL'o#.

(Ramsus’ side)

. . b

Operator 1

Confirmed, vessel destruction noise.

followed by a rapid blowing noise Enemy
vessel is probably floating rapidly to the surface.

Operator 2

Fluid static around enemy vessel is decreasing.

Sand maneuverability of enemy vessel down 60%.

... Looks like the main engine and effectdins have

been disabled.
*

*
t>

Ramsus

Once their effect-fins are destroyed they will remain

buried and unable to move. Surfacing was a smart move.

Sand-Torpedo Chief! Well done on lowering their fighting

power. Brilliant!"
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oscillators bypassing

SCENE 4 Cont.

(Yggdrasil's side)

the effect wings emit energy

to part sand to either side, but

here they were damaged and

not conducting electricity.

For safety, many circuits aboard the

Yggdrasit must be able to be rerouted,

This was in reference to controlling

the mobility of the Yggdrasil.

"Bart

Surrounded, huh? How are the repairs?

Engineer

The main engine and effect*fins' oscillators are

mostly unharmed..,

... but the electrical connections between them

are wasted. We are bypassing the main connection

and trying to scrape together all the energy we
can. But it will only give us 70% of our usual

maximum power at best. The propulsion -drills are

not damaged, but if the sand can't be granulated

they might as well be. We'll make battle speed

only barely,''
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anti-radar

Arti radar and beam radar are

connected words. Anti radar is a

method of scattering the enemies'

radar readings by using explosive

devices that disrupt it.

defensive fire

Under one directive, many different

firing guns are used in complex

patterns difficult to avoid.

SCENE 5 Nightmare of Elru again -Ramsus' vessel vs. Weftall Id

Li
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tt (Z0fiTLT 33 6ft fcA, tz*> o .

Ay *' 3 ix It tH ,

GD^7\ tfiJU I

Operator 1

Confirmed, one enemy Gear engaged. Direct course.

Enemy vessel engine noise increasing,,. Speed

increase, steering noise confirmed, course change.,.

Taking evasive action,

Miang

Commander? ,,, Ha, Ha, Ha,

Ramsus

Can’t help it, eh?

All divisions, holding pattern cancelled! ...

Resume attack!

Operator 2

Bow torpedo tubes 1 -3, Namthal missile. Set 1 and 2 for

homing, 3 for anti -radar. Tubes 4-6, Makara Mk5 sand

torpedoes. After acquiring target set all to passive

homing. AH units, begin defensive fire. Aim for the

main ship,
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genome

A genome is one of the building blocks

that directs the shaping of life. Alpha 1

has genetic material. The change from

Alpha 1 to something else was occuring.

{Alpha 1=Elehaym, Omega l=Deus Mode)

Contamination
In regards to a computer's OS,

the computer in this case was

being hacked into.

self destruct ports
A small explosive that would be used to

cut off any access to the computers from

hackers.

Ergo-area

refers to the black hole the ship used

for navigating. In order to prevent the

total stopping of time at the black

hole's event horizon, a tunnel would

form around it creating a separate

plane the ship could enter.

SCENE 6 The ship among the sea of stars -opening movie-

internal plane

Inside the tunnel around the event

horizon, used for warp travel through

the black hole that allowed the ship to

exist in its own dimensional plane, so

it could function normally as it made
the transition.

This is an emergency. Level one alert.

Operator 1

Omega I restarting. Alpha I genome...

restructuring.

Operator 1

Confirming exon replacement. Base code 85

million, 100 million! it's speed is overwhelm ing!"

Operator 2

Alpha 1 to Raziel Central. Access confirmed,

initializing fake net Disconnected. Activating

emergency shelter..,.denied.

Operator 1

Contamination is spreading widely. Captain!?

Capatin

Cut off the cables manually,

Operator 1

Roger, Activating self desuuct ports.

Confirming? No good, nothing happened'"

Operator 2

'Omega l they are attacking! We can't stop

them, 98 percent of our weapons have been

taken over]

Operator 1

The auto pilot system, Faust, has been accessed

and its phase space logic is being rewritten.

Ergo-area is increasing. An internal plane is

forming. Switching to space displacement mode.

Operator 3

Alpha T confirming transfer coordinate codes.

Coordinates input coordinate NX128EZC61,

The main planet]]!"

Captain

Damn, So theyYe planning on attacking,

Capatin

Engine room. Activate the emergency sealing

system.

Engine room? Engine,.,]
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CAPTAIN

See that all civilians and passengers are safely

transported to the escape shuttles, 1 will send

a dispatch after evacuation is complete. I am
evacuating the ship. All of you. Evacuate..,now,

Evacuate. Evacuate, Evacuate the ship immediately,,.

All passengers please board the shuttles in a calm

and orderly fashion."
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SCENE ETC More learninq!

Ql Solaris -Elly's house

What's the 'old bathtub 1

?

Soy lent System facility

To end their lives?

Nisan tactical meeting

What is meant by "Speed is everything"?

The girls say this was said by Citan

at the meeting concerning the taking

back of Aveh in Nisan, pointing out

he talks a great deal.

Proceeds to show the difference

between the terms here, and those

used in Chinese characters. Says

that the overall impression in the

language merges the concept of

'used soldiers' for speed.

The words seem to contain a pun in

Japanese about "piercing
1 and soldiers

moving with all speed.

Also, they indicate that Citan was
somewhat fearful on the outcome

based on the kind of words used.

They say his explanation simplified

the overtones quite a bit.

They go on to say that Citan was planning

with such a small number of troops, that

the tactic had to employ genius and

risk taking to have the remotest chance

fo working. Apparently they refer here

to a well known Japanese source for

the quote, maybe a movie or a book.

The girts say will

discuss various other

terms in the story.

[I guess Square knew they had problems,)

After Fei and Elly are allowed to

eat the ca nned goods by Citan,

later he says,

They say that the words are typical

for a Japanese, but the wording is

not used as often in modern times.

It expresses the intent to stop the

sacrifice.

The girls relate a story in Japanese

mytholgy about a wolf god lending

power. It relates to the Soylent System's

manager Krelian who is the 'wolf god 1

lending power to Fei
r

the dog'.

continuing, they say that this is part

of a larger complex plot by Krelian,

a nd the proof is h ideous deeds by

him, po inting out as one expa mple

his treatment of Kenren and Tenpo,

his subordinates.

Apparently, the actions by Krelian

would have placed him 'beyond the

pale' by the standards of Japanese

drama.

Seraphlta actually asks if any of this

will be clearer on the 2nd disk. Tolone

hems and haws, changing the subject

a nd at the end of the dialogue when
Seraphta asks again, Tolone says

basicallly, "let's not go there!"

"To end a person's life, and then

consume their flesh.

Is that, permissible.,.?"

Citan created a bathtub out of some
old Gear frames, and attached a

slave generator to it. The girls joke

about how many eternal bubbles

it could make.
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Takahashi Tetsuya Director, script, production

Tetsuva Takahashi

The director of almost everything slatting

with the building of that world. Ordering

character designs from Fan aka-San* and

the Gear designs by Ishigaki-San. From this

background, go to the pages starting on 236

for the comments [From the Director].

Jhc development of Xcnogcars took a litrle more than 2 years {any ideas ahum tt

taking 3 years or more as insi rumor) , Looking back on this, ii was a day by day,

person by person struggle that was ail-engrossing, and when returning to rhe

everyday world, it felt like only one part in 3 was actually there. When I think

about tiiv work that lies in the years ahead* I get diaty thinking about that now.

{hah, hah.)

It's now 6 months since Xenogears was released. Looking back on it, there are

things that appear rushed that I must admii sheepishly, make me a little embarrassed.

For that reason, this hook is to try and correct some of that. Of course,
j

What's that,

isn't ir different front the game?] w i 1
1
probably he heard in anger at some point, but

hey cut me some slack, (hah, ha).

Fite book contains many terms and Ideas that were not fully explained in the game.

To elaborate, chose things rhar hardly appeared that underlie the events and were

the background of much of the story, we wanted to have in print, even to some o!

the ' absurd” official illustrations. We discussed all the particulars at length*

Also, this i> meant to provide a service to chose users who loved Xenogears and

begged for more derails (in the book we took great pains), so that just a Little of the

episodes and their time periods not shown in the story could, he expanded upon.

We even went so far as 'what were those things?" and what would the readers think?'

(Hall, ha). So, the earlier dungs not spoken of would now be exposed, and this time,

please read the book for a greater understanding of Xenogears world.

And as the nit) tit hs line up one after another, please keep looking over it forever,

—
] 99g g/ 1 2 M y IlouseJ i *e en i ng to Sai a ke man si]ou

.

Name
i

work portion II

i NAME

0 Memories of the time when
creating.

Wi.rds ... the (![,'['

Tanegashima Takashi Event planner, world building

Takastn Fancgiishima

And so, there's the hard surkiee {technology slufik

the soft surface (concepts), the people (!) (At first]

there were so in-iny I was jus confused and lost.

@ Uni, let sscewbal to say, really everybody-

study this real hard . . .You will be happy, and

probably sad too.

[ know what I was originally gonna say, but it’s a

SECRET,

CHARACTER DESIGN

Tanaka Kunihiko
Kunihiko Tanaka

0 n> give you an idea of what goes into character design, I 11 see il

1 can describe it.

Let's start with Feb As he's the hero he has to have a distinctive

hair style., When people see him, they have to say. [Ah, he's different].

And for this reason, Fei was given a very "different" hair style.

Ihere arc u lot of results from this, I he concept of the heroine, Elly

has her with, long bait, 1 wanted to see iz go straight down to her

knees, And Bart's outfit I thought, [what kind of jumper to put him

in?]* Maria's goggles are swiss goggles. Seraphim is of the house of

rabbits.

Profile
A freelance illusrrjtQr. He ls rile main character designer for the characters

of Xenogears. Up to now, lias been a OVA [KI’YI character designer.

Movie's published t i magazine > serialized [Fam & hi. (comic) am!

caltahor.'iied on other OVA's .lk charterer designer. "Ihe cover ithior.n km)

for i Jtis book is courtev oHiini,

Emeraldaas ari adult? Margie as stubborn. Big ju s chin. Rico's

chin, too. Zephyr as a calm and serene beauty, Oran's glasses like

'Snoop Dog's' and Rams us having the belly from Gundam F91 .

Really. , . .1 mean it!

© And lasr. Only for you readers, I want to thank you For all the

fond memories from the bottom of my heart; So, after Emerakk

becomes a friend* before you can go to Solaris there is time ro roam

(he surface freely. At that time* il you take Emeralda to Aveh's west

side to the restaurant, see what happens when you order something.

Did you , , .?(thcn it you did and it made you happy, the red signal

is for emergencies, Yikes!)
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Honne Yasuyugi Finishing director

> i'll!vuk i Honne

0 . Cod that was EtelE, The current map ill is lime

Eias small subtle traces where light might peek

out ar tEie cracks, or be buried Jeep, and all of

these textures were added in. All this had to be

considered for the overall effect. Out of all the

staff working on rbis, how many hundreds do

you think worked on the map? livings like light

and shading and the mixture of both. Ultimately,

the image boards for the map, topography,

placement of towns, all had ro somehow come

together. The hardest tiling o i all was ibis great

endeavor I can tell you. I’m not going to go

through it again. Do you understand how

unbelievably huge this world is? How we ever

finished ii is still a mvstery ro me.
/ r

@ Ah please, no more maps—.

Uchiyama Hiroshi Battle, Gear modeling

0 Hello there* J worked as the primary Battle

Gear modeler in Xenogears. Battle Gear modeling

is figuring out how the sliding polygons come

together in a system.

2(1 years ago, mv heart was touched watching the

technique of modeling various devised prototype

robots. And there were many TV programs showing

robots, h was my dream when l grew up to create

[lie Super robot.

So here I am today, my job is making robots.

For me, Xenogears is an unforgettable experience.

© As crazy as it sounds, 1 urge you to replay ir.

You never know what in teres ring things you

might uncover.

AraiKou Design finishing - Map design

Ktut Aral 1 Tsutomu Terada

Terada Tsutomu NPC Character and monster design

0Come on in. This is one of those nights when

I'm not asleep under my desk. Even though I

didn't know ii it would ever end, my work was

drawing various things and maps, figuring out

modeling textures, rying together characters and

events, and slowly but surely the game began to

come together ... It was tough and only a total

nui would have gone through it. Something new

.sprang up from no riling . , .So this is how it's

born, hm? It was really rough on the girls, l am
a man you know,

© Nothing sptaeial really. Not many come over

ro play, hut if I thought they'd be interesting

I 'd be happy.

omen you get involved in the process of

monster design, it's trial and error, back and forth

repeatedly.

So when something you've worked on over and

over finally does not work out, ir's time to go and

work on the NIX - characters and townspeople.

In ih in king about ii npw, Takahashf-San gave

me his drawings of the 3 Sages. The first were

Melchior and Caspar. I didn't know anything

about them, so when later 3 heard that Caspar

was Yu i s father, l went right hack ro the drawing

board to re work him over again ro make him a

little less Weird.

0 Please pay careful attention to the world of

Xen ogea rs, there's a lot you haven't uncovered.

Ogura Yoshinori Media design
||

Usada Tadahiro NPC Character and monster design

Yoshinori Ogura 1 Taitohiw Usuda

0 If you speak of the difficult labor ofmedia

design, how about design on transforming mcchs?|

[Here it must pull inward arid revolve out . . .]

[screw in tighter until Hush with mount . . , make I

it bigger here . , are the kinds of instructions,

it's gotta stretch here, make it go all the way over

there, ii gives you the feeling of making a pir/./.Le

after a bunch of mistakes one after another.

However the result in terms of die transforming

mechs came cut pretry good, E think.

0 EEiis book is the result of Euird work by the

staff and should make die world ofXcnogc&rs

even more enjoyable.

0 Because of scheduling problems, some events

were cut. And some of them were where an NIX
'

would appear once. And some of those were my
designs , , . Ah well, just bad luck I guess. It's isn't

the first time (.Hall, hah.) [Whai, another one ui

my characters' . , .] is what 1 said, and 1 was

pretty blue that day, Ihe ones [ liked the best out

of all, were the Aveil soldiers.

0’lliis book shows a lot of die background

of the work [Xenogears|, Bui since ic’s from the

creator and those of the staff* it ought to be very

interesting and they worked very hard on it.

GEAR DESIGN

Ishigaki Junya
Junvu IfiliiMtiki

0 Er would start with an unclear image, and with very hard work

on my part finally come together. Looking back on it now, [ thought

the design-up took a long time, and I got a lot of calls from .Square

ro try and pick me up once more many times, 3 am truly grateful to

Square.

Upon thinking a litrEe further. I’ve always loved robots design and

doing my own (JCJ. Hm time. I've had a truly wonderful experience.

I definitely would love to make another game with rliis ream,

0 To go from my own k Hear design, turning them into polygons and

then seeing tlieni upgraded to high end modeling 1 think was truly

Profile
A freelance illustrator and, animator. He was the designer for the { iertrs of

all the main characters. Has worked ar Sunrise animation mostly, and Jane

many related works there. He m.uL the comments in rliis book's tie.ir gallery.

Also, he worked over the [>in up at rbe beginning.

one of die high points in tins labor. Every rime I see it makes me
happy.

Out of all my designs, please (.ell nie which one you liked best. I

look forward to hearing from you.



Translator's Note:

According to You Siwaduki's bio 4 pages from now, he is only a university

student majoring in business at Osaka U. The following 4 pages are very long

winded, and go on and on how we the player, co create the world of Xenogears.

Maybe this was his doctoral thesis or something. Pm just not going to spend too

much time on It. Only if it had been Tanaka-San or one of the other team members.

There was more verbiage here than in almost the entire History section. As a
~—-— -^^translator, l

!m totally at a loss to understand why they wasted our time with this.

TVkeeplt^

-As a famous wrestler used to say- "WHAT!?"
*

What did the user want from this work?

The [Xenogears] experience
_ » I Text by Sawaduki You

Confusion in [Xenogears]

People expect a great deal from a

game that boasts a huge story, and

as Xenogears is story oriented
r
the

chance for the player to be involved

is huge. And what about the story? So much
Is in the mind while playing and after.

My personal take on this is unique

and not like anyone's else's, I read

into the characters and actions

differently from another player.

The value in the game is not in

whether it’s 'boring’ or fun
-

but in

what you take away with you.

Saying it's just interesting may not

be believed.

Players can now broaden the scope

of their discussions by using the

Internet and their'persoconslThis

story is on a much larger scale than

most robot and mech animes.

And the idea of the hero as tortured

and the self sacrificing heroine *

.

The individual meaning is according

to each gamer s impressions. Probably

my ideas are off base, but the player

and the game are intertwined in a

complex dance.

The playery makes the story

fu(,i
'• -Af f < v - &

To go into further detail, my version

of the game was what my impressions

unfolded to me. This is different from

anyone else's impressions and

feelings during the game, and so

in this sense it is my own creation.

Ai i the components come together,

music, visuals, heroes, villains, and

while nothing that happens is

unhea rd of, the whole comes

together for me in a unique way,

so that I always remember, when
hearing part of the music, what

my feelings were right then.

For this reason, there is no one

version of the story, no 'right' way

of looking at it Taking up the

running theme like it's pulse, i

take my own impressions and tie

it all together as my own thing, I

have the feeling that this is mine,

it belongs to me.

So that in times of sadness, I cry,

happi ness brims me over with joy . .

.

ah, that is what it is meant to beJ

On the other hand, if this wasn’t

the case the game would be just

for general entertainment, and one

wouldn't have much more than the

feeling of watching a drama while

disconnected. So instead, we have

our own story to tell.

The player's Story

Motel
$

(goes into how other people may not like Gears and cel animation, but

he's an exception, of course.
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A single playing only gives the sense of an overwhelming amount

of information. It is a large scale 3rd person experience according

to my opinion as a gamer.

A game with [Story]

The game runs the gamut of

[thl ngs to doj, [context] a nd

[order of events],

(he proceeds to relate how easy

the game controls were, how fast

the reaction time had been prog-

rammed , interactivity, etc)

Sr. /f — tift U ,

it tft! U ?_ L t~
I

flffi j EC J; ^ TS

My own subjective experience

created the [context] and out

ofall the levels, characters and

items in the game, l am most

struck by the [story].

|ij an c u cti c ?

r ftisis&c

Of course, all players don't see

the same thing when they have

this experience, The rules of HP

loss, level raising and selling

items hasn't changed, but the

story included is so large that

some players may feel a bit

overwhelmed.

Xenogears is a story, before it's

a game and it is the player that

brings meaning to it.

Enjoyable efforts

Now to return to the begin ni ng. If

it's 'boring' or 'fun' it is up to the

player to put in his own impressions

and make of it what he will.

Likes and dislikes are subjective, but

all upon reflection must admit it is

very interesting, Only players looking

for an easy ga me wi IS fi nd this boring,

but why not take your time?

The player must use his own will

power to help create the story and its

significance. And for those the game
will be most interesting,

£ b EC & ft. I >x -T > 9 $ T It t
rj 38 < ztff T £ £ A Th IT

And for those who can grasp the

whole by the time they reach the

ending . , .It's no longer just a

game.

The full scale of the story is at

last apparent.

To enjoy the game fully requires

effort, so see how much fun it is

if you put your all into it

To make it more fun, see what

part you don't understand. Go
back and investigate, there's lots

of cultural references and hidden

gems that aid in the enjoyment

of the game.

Usually it is not a light experience

for those who have liked it.

For those who are not satisfied,

what the problem is, I don't

know. It’s not something you can

analyze and logically explain.

Am I the only one who played it

to death and enjoyed it all the more?

Isn't it better to have had some fun?

Here is where the player and the story

come together and make a whole new
thingJust like in paradise. Now that's

kind of scary, when I think about it

What kind ofgame pulls out such

feeling? And the next game I play, I

will be looking for something like this.

A relationship can grow between

game and player, that's what makes

it new and interesting. And ultimately

one that the gamer will never tire of

and they can go on to create more

stories, and the game's future becomes

more clear.

These are the sort of questions

[Xenogears] bring out

Note 2

(goes into how subjective differences make the game a different

thing for different people. The gamer brings his own culture and

experiences into the mix and make his own [Story] and must be

willing to allow that others create their own as well that are equally

valid.)



Reasons for value

Xenogears isn't just a game
to the player, but a huge story

that is built up. Many things in

Xenogears are depicted differently,

and all add in to the overall

impression of the game. In fact

the gamer will often return just

to get into the atmosphere

of the game in replaying it.

The difficulty is in all the information

that must be processed. All the

characters that appear, such as Fei

and Elly (there might be reasons others

were limited in their revelation like

Rico. Note 3),
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The story is amazing and fun to play

. , ,the value is increased with further

understanding. The players will each

have a different reaction to the story.

To speak dearly, Xenogears is a mirror.

As Chuchu said, a mirror of many
fragments, and this is driven home
to the player du ring the game. The

story we get, is the story deep inside

projected on the surface of this game.

We are using it as our mirror, and thus

get different results per person.
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The unspoken story

This is about the major flaws in

Xenogears, There are many places

that the player will get lost. And in

the process the [story] building is

off balance. And because the story

is deeply layered, if it's off balance For most people, this occurred with

it gets all screwed up. the insertion of disc 2, Then the long

And it is very possible that the player monologue, Up to now, the player

goes away feeSi ng the entire thing had a part in it; had his ha nds on the

was a failure. story and it was taken away. The Fei

and Elly we had known became

stra ngers.

So from the comfort of the gamer's

own world, we are thrust out and

confronted with 'reality' when it

won’t do what we say anymore.

And many ask, how could they

have a monologue in a game?

And the feeling of dissatisfaction on

the part of the gamer grows so that

the monologue is almost disregarded.

Starti ng with La han vi I iage, it was I

who went and did things, talked to

people, and helped in the process

of world building - and all of a sudden

to have this mood' taken away was a

real shame,

Had the creators simply used this as a

method to try and attract other types

of gamers, it wouldn't feel so bad.

No matter what is found out after,

the story in Xenogears wasn’t

finished. And not just limited to

the monologue. It wouldn't have

been so simple to make it like the

game of disci,

Probably, it's as finished as it ever

will be.

Maybe if the players are aggravated

enough, it could be redone in the

future.

And so
r
Xenogears is quite a game

for the players to contend with.

[Xenogears] brouught into being

Note 3

Such a lot of information already, they didn't want to bog gamers

down so that the associations and context would be disrupted,

l was not alone. At the end of disc 2 1 felt let down after the length

a nd scope of the first disc,, and often thought (If only they hadn't

had to cut that . . .) I g uess it's okay they cut it, it wouldn’t have

shown much anyway. Because of so many details, it’s almost

overwhelming (I thought) but to cut into the overall story left
•EuU

me aghast,

After this, I thought I d try to understand the storyJaques Lacan's

[philosophy of the mirror stage] and Jung's philosophies were both

key, and I went to play this again, uncovering even more. And this

wasn't the first or second time. While reading and understanding

directly with my mouth hanging open.
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Xenogears

And so, the meaning of

Xenogears

Well then, what about Xenogears?

Games are usually considered

kids' fare, but this is way beyond

in scope and imagination, and it

utilized technology in sound and

graphics that were not possible in

a game years ago.

It will probably have quite an

impact on the players.

Many will ask: Why did Xenogears

have to be in a game format?"

tr „ tl &

What are the players doing with a

controller for fens of hours? So

some will wonder if it needed to

be a game at all.

But the question has no meaning.

Xenogears could have been a novel,

anime or whatever, the story would

have been told anyway.

But Xenogears is a game, with a

story the player can i nteract with.

This is the most important element,

I think.

And even incomplete, that just leaves

room for the players' imaginations,

-v

The story is realized in the gamer's

own mind.

Because it is unfinished, many are

left with a sense of d issatisfaction

with Xenogears,

But isn’t that dissatisfaction the

actual meaning of Xenogears?

Maybe I'm jumping to conclusions.

The player determines the next step in

the story, fights battles and assigns his

own meaning after all.

And so the players {of course, me too)

try to beat the game any way they like.

There's no tried and true way. As

you play through making your own
story, take a long look inside, see what

it's trying to tell you.

This might be the true meaning of

Xenogears, the merging of the gamer

and story into one, who both transcend

their respective 'media'.
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r
PROFILE Sawaduki You You sawaduki

a

Born the 27th of October. Currently majoring in Business at

Osaka University, if 1 don't graduate soon, my head will roll

Home page [Sawaduki Sho (http://www.mars.dti, nejp)] all

the things brought up here about the game can be discussed.

I didn't know J don't hate anime and SF until I made a study of

Xenogears,
, )

Note 4
No one's talked about the Chuchu's in Shevat. These

are someone's ideas of the reflection in the mirror. But it's

all part of the experiences the player will have in the game.
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Translator’s note: Because the Japanese Alphabet is different from ours, the order here is strange, It's more or less together, but

some placements make no sense unless you see how they spell English words in Japanese, like Aieenshutauun" for ’Einstein".

Mow you have an idea why English words in Japanese can make a translator go prematurely gray.

The Japanese Alphabet is in this order;

A, I, U, E, Oj K, 5 , T, N f H, M, Y, R, W
r
M They match up the consonants with the vowels, so it

r

s Sa, Ta, Na, Ha, Ma . . . .on through.

Word Index

shows word's

genre.

Fei Fong Wong human ----- history -it

info. 15a

illust. j"——*—-" 158,208

drama ””-198 .201,202

official art— ———236

i

Bubby (human) info.— J
,

* 191

Fei Fong Wong
Farrant (human) info. ** — 183

For reference, full name

is foilwed by type for easy

use. For Fei, his full index

name is ’Wong, Fei Fong”.

words separated by category

Page and location can be

seen. For those who want to

see color pictures, or history

they can go directly

Annonelbe (legend}

Angels (weapon)-

Isaac Balthasar (human)

I’m In Love (creature)

I'm In Love (strong) (creature)

Einstein (scientist)

Aveh (country)

Aveh Stalagtite Caves (locatin)

Aveh Creswt (crest)

Aveh transport cruiser (vessel)

Aveh Soldier (work)

Aveh Sand Cruiser (vessel)
-

|
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—68,104
info/pictures ......... .-,04

info, 50,192

illust, —

—

50,192

habitat 9 9 "P 9 P 9 P 9 9- 9 T
9 Qj

habitat + i H Mm pi ^0

glossary — I'BtltUftri 73

history*

32,45

location Mtifi *

official art ‘ - 9 99 - d^ 5

official art * » B B d. B d. k *|

info. 32

illust. ——
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"""32,45
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>
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Info, StM B -i "^2

illust.
* * J Bi k d - - .

AquvyArea (geography)

Active Homing (military)

Agnes (human)

Ashura Monastery (location)

Acid Frog (creature)

demi-human

Ad or 1 el le (person)

Anima (science)

Anima Relic (science)

Animus (science)

Anego (human)

Achtzehn (Gear)

Abandon (creture)

Abel (human)

Aria Kou (designer)

Arbot Plaza (location)

Aramis (other)

Aran Drone (other)

Alkanshel *Gear)

location -40

glossary —...283

| | |
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^
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info, 195
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official art 96,179
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illust,
— —158,209

comment — * 289

info, — —'""‘“46

official art -46

image — 222

image —— -21a

info. - 93

Official -93,179

Alterahei Class= Aveh vessel

Alice (human) —
Aunt Alice (person)
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illust.
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99 f T 9 9 9 9 'P 9' ’P PIT,
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Alice's Uncle (person)

Anti-radar - beam rider (milita ry glossary

Antious (fra ng ranee)

A (Anton) (military)

Anna (Rico's mother) (human) —
Anna (Thames') (human) -

Am physvena (Gear)

Eater (creature)

Oves St, Larent (frangracne)

separate child (human)

separate parent (mother)

ignas Area (georgraphy)

IgnasWar (event)

Ishigaki (designer)

Doctor (human)

Isolde (human)

Id (human)

Transfer ship culture

In Love Again (fragrance)

Vanderkaum (human)

Vampire (military)

Vierge (Gear)

Bind (human)

Oolia (species)

Weis (creature)

Weis (new)

Weltall (Gear)

Weltall Id (Gear)

Weltall 2nd (Gear)

Vendetta (Gear)

Wong Khan (human)

Wong Fei Fong (human)
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INDEX

Receiving girl (person)

Usaro (designer)

Uchiyama (designer)

space transfer plan

Urobolus Ring (technology)

Aerod System (weapon)

Aerod System (technology)

Abram Blanche (human)

A2 type- Vierge

Ether (science)

Eidelweiss (creatue)

Erich Van Houten (human)

Excalibur (vessel)

ExcaliburZnd ship (vessel)

Executioner (human)

Ezekiel Class Battleship (vessel)

Infinity for Men (fragrance)

Etone (organization)

Edbart IV (human)

MGC G 7 A 4 (astronomy)

Energy breadth (science)

Energy shift position (science)

Energy potential shift ^science)

Episode I (scenario)

Episode II (scenario)

Episode III (scenario)

Episode IV (scenario)

Episode V (scenario)

Episode VI (scenario)

Effect Fin - sand granulators

MAM— Zohar

M plan-- (Malakh) Plan

M 24Conctellation (astronomy)

Emeralda (person)

Elly - ElehaymVan Houten

Elazara (human

El Andvari (Gear)

Elvira Fatima (human)

Ergo area (science)

El Stier (Gear)

Eldridge (vessel)

El Fenrir (Gear)

Elru (nation)

Elru quelling (event)

Demon of Elru (event)

El Renmazuo (Gear)

Elaine (human)

E I ehayym (science)

Elehaym Van Houten (human)

Elements (organization)

Elements (Gear)

Entropy (science)

life extension (science)
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OR Weltall —OR(Original) Welta 111

ORW -- Original Weltall

Orphan (creature)

All weapons blue/let's dance

The Coward (human)

Qgura (designer)

Oscillator (mecha)-

Otto Merara (other)

Miss helper (human)

Man A (human)

he who takes life (other)

Grandma (person)

Grandpa (person)

Opiomorph (Gear)

Operator 1 (person)

Operator 2 (human)

Operator 3 (human)

Omegal (science)

Dad (human)-

Maid (human)

OR (Original ) Weltall (Gear)

Original Elehaym, (human)

Origens (creature)

Ca rbonite freezing (techno logy)

Kahran Bekker (human)

Kahran Rams us (person)
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glossary 282
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comment” "* 289

glossary
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i nfo
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info:
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short story ^04

info,
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— "*"'1 76,225

drama "“ 201 ,203

short story' --204

official art """””"257

Kahr— Kahran Ramsus .

Kaan (species) chart ”"78

Khan -- Wong, Khan

c (Kaiser) —Yggdrasil
stromtatollthollite (naural science) official art

" ' "52

Exterior Ministry (organization) info; 26

dissolving characteristic (medicine) info. i®2

Khan (human) - history 9

info -21,23,26,174

illust,
”,”•.-"174,227

Caspar (human) history 17

info,
— 193

illust- 193

Gazel (human) histoiy"""" - " 9

Gazel Ministry (organization) info. 21,26,175

illustr. 175

Gash -- Bladegashe

Capknight (Gear) info.
”""“""99

official art 99

Kadomony (science)

phase shift (science)

actualization, phase shift

enemy solider (other)

Calamity (Gear)

Calvin Klein (other)

Krelian (human)

Karen (human)

Watchtower guy (human)—

Fore block Babel (structure)

fore ram - ram

Captain (Eldridge) )human)
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Captain (Thames) (human)

Captain's wife (huma n)

Catpain's daughter (human)

Kanna (person)

Gear-- Regular Gear

Regular Gear (weapon)

Gmnigear (weapon)

Gigantor -- Goliath

fake Zohar (science)

Kislev (nation)

Kislev Military (weapon)

Kislev nth Military Base (building)

Kislev- use Gear (Gear)

Kislev 3rd ring buggy

Kislev citizen (society)

Kislev Imperial A Block (location)

Kislev Imperial domain—

Kislev Imperial D Block

Kislev Committee (organization)

Kislev Crest

Terminal interfaces- Angels

Kefeinzel Class (vessel)

Gimmick (creature)

Gimmick Plus (creature)

Kim (human)

K, Erich Drexler (scientist)

CAP (military)

Gorilla (creature)

Carrier species (creature)

spped accelerator (technology)

Church (organization)

Church Diocese

Church Western HG
Church Oceanic Bureau

Church Planning Bureau

Church Chapter 1 (organization)

Church Chapter 2 (organization)

Church Interior Affairs

Church Defense Bureau

Church Crest

Church HQ

Bishop (human)

pinch (military)

Caravan - Roni and Rene's caravan

Internal Affairs

Giant Beast (creature)

Giant Weis (creature)

Guild Information (human)

Guild Operator (human)

Golgoda
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[The Time of the Gospel]

You most likely remember these

words spoken by Cain, right?

This in the story was the eternal

fate of those humans mea nt to

resurrect Deus -- at least, that’s the

explanation.

There are other factors here, especially

in regards to the true meaning of the

words "time of the Gospel” and it's

three attendant riddles -- [Why must

Deus take the long time of 10,000 years

to revive itself?], [Why was there a time

limit on this?]. Why did the result destroy

human beings?] - and in regards to

these even to the very end the "actual

aim was not shown'
1

. In addition, the

various persons associated with this

phenomenon had great differences

based on their perspectives.

And so, let's take a look at the viewpoint

of the Gazel Ministry's version of the

Time of the Gospel".

Their main interpretation is "If god is kept

from being resurrected, human beings will

also be destroyed --] And this is the meaning

of the existence of the Gazel Ministry who
were born to be parts of the weapon Deus.

Deus -- "god"'s parts that would live forever.

So in other words, for them to "live! they

must merge with god, and if the resurrection

system failed to function, they would also die.

The Ministry having brought together the

system, only desired the resu rrection of "god”

They only wanted to resurrect "god" to lead to

the path for Deus
1

revival. Ultimately, their

destruction by Kreiian's erasure of them,

their lives as Animus,



inheritor’s by genetics, bringing about

the resurrection of "god" in truth would

merge many humans as parts with "god”

on its path to returning --thus "recievlng

life". So, they would avoid their interpreted

"Day of Destruction” with this approach.

However, from a different viewpoint,

the resurrection of "god" will only

bring down humanity to destruction.

And that appears to be the next Miang's

(Elly's) viewpoint

The words spoken by Elly as Miang

are as follows,

[When those who have created "god"

become hindrances--]

These words mean that Deus' revival

program has reached its last stage, so

in terms of a hindrance, what kind

of hindrance?

If the words are taken at their face value,

it could mean the people of the civilization

that created Deus, Deus being created

as a weapon, the creators might see it

as a threat to civilization and destroy

it Those creators could even take it to a

safe place where it could be confined -

putting forth the consideration that

it might enact a self-resurrection program,

this was Citan's determination in the story

as well.

However, think about it a moment.

Those people of that civilization at the

time when Deus was born, would have

been in agreement as well. Because of this,

they separated Deus into parts and sealed

them, and should have had it on its way to

be transferred.

Was it really only a system that went out

of control?

Who were the creators aiming it at?

Were the ones they wanted to extinguish

really Fei and the others?

5o here we have, [If god is not resurrected

human beings a re destroyed] and [If

god is resurrected, humans are

destroyed.! that is the "Time of

the Gospel, and these two opposite

viewpoints will be explained further.

Why the opposing viewpoint? Let's

see if we can look at it from thei r side.

Are” humans"' likely the only parts to

be used as parts for Deus? Due to this

merging of the humans who become
parts, they gain "life” and those who
do not wish this union, those who
have been elected to defend god hand

out his punishment in the form of

"destruction". There is no contradiction

thus far with what the Gazel Ministry

thought about this and what Miang

(Elly) said.

However, Cain was different.

Cain was in "'contradiction" to this.

Because he believed the fate as parts

for Deus "shackled
1

' humanity, he was

against the Ministry’s wish to resurrect

"god" and desired instead to free

"humans" from the binding of "god".

So Cain went through trial and error.

If there was meaning in trying to avoid

the path to destruction in "god", the

reverse might be "life'" apart from god.

And for Cain, Citan and the others

represented that possible "new kind" of

humans that he had hoped for. And once

the resurrection of "Deus" was imminent,

Cain knew the odds were hig h that they

wouldn't mutate, Because of this, Cain

appeared to let them do as they wished.

Destroying the "curse of the System" and

judging they might be annihilated by the

"killing acts of the weapon Deus" to make
"humans" into "human beings" he thought

"god" should be bound, and from the very

first years he desired this in secret.

At this time, Cain was freed from the cursed

bonds of the System,

Cain was the one who cut the bonds of "god”

and became a new central figure for the new
"kind” , that which is called "Annonelbe". He

believed '’Annonelbe'' would rescue human
beings.

And so Cain's interpreted Annonelbe --

Fei and the others destroyed "god," Not only

destroying the flesh of god, but the ability to

cause spiritual union and the fate of humanity

was freed in the fight against Deus when it was

destroyed and ’humanity" was reborn now free

from those bonds.

However, supposing it might not be avoidable,

in that case he was against the meaning in the
' Time of the Gospel" And at the core of this "god

must not be allowed to destroy '.

Also, was the will of "god" entirely that of Deus?

In the case that it was Deus' will, [Why destroy all

of humanity?] is the question, and maybe someday

that will come to light. Those other questions of

why it must take the long span of 10,000 years to

resurrect Deus, and why there is a time limit, are

all unanswered questions.

In any case, it appears as if the true meaning

of the word "Annonelbe
1

’ the coming man of

god, -is the same as the root cause of the

destruction of humanity.

The cause of Deus going out of control in the

opening is still unknown.

The meaning of Time of the Gospel"', 5o many
mysteries are wrapped up into the world of

Xenogears and are still not understood.
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